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This book is dedicated to all my clients 

who have shared with me their own difficult behavior 

or that of others whose behavior has impacted on them 

and whose stories I have had the 

privilege to hear as they unfolded before me 

in the counseling room … and whose lives 

I have followed as they applied what they’d learned.
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INTrOduCTION 

Whether we are aware of it or not, all our behavior is governed by our 
feelings. The baby cries to express a feeling and the mother learns to 
discern what that feeling is. Within just a few years, that baby will be 
able to describe in words what it is he or she is feeling, and so will cry 
less often. The toddler whines to get the toy that he wants so that he 
can experience pleasure, even though it may only be for a short while. 
The student puts effort into his assignment in order to feel a sense of 
achievement, or pride at a good result. The teen borrows his father’s car 
rather than catch the bus on his first date, perhaps more than anything, 
to avoid the feeling of embarrassment. The wife has an affair because 
she feels emotionally connected to someone who treats her as special. 
The matriarch manipulates her offspring to come together for a family 
function because she is driven by the feeling of gratification that she has 
when her entire family is around her.

The drive to behave in a certain way is not necessarily bad. This morning, 
as it was such a lovely day, I decided it would be nice to have a picnic lunch 
in the Botanic Gardens nearby, where there was to be a free musical concert 
at lunch time. I had read about the concert in the paper just yesterday, but 
as the weather forecast had been for rain, the thought did not appeal to 
me. Why? Because the thought of sitting in the rain in the gardens did not 
leave me with a good feeling. But the change in weather and the picture in 
my mind of a picnic in the gardens on a glorious day, left me with a much 
better feeling. So much so, that the activity was worth pursuing. And as it 
was not an inappropriate suggestion, my husband Mike agreed. It seems 
like the idea of a picnic left him with a good feeling also. Had he had other 
plans or another commitment, my suggestion would have left him with 
a negative feeling (perhaps interrupted or irritated) and I may have got a 
different response from him.
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I mentioned I could cook a banana cake, his favourite, to take with us 
to the picnic. Was that a manipulation? Yes. I added something to the 
picture in his head that added to his good feeling. Was that controlling 
behavior on my part? Perhaps. We are all controlling to a certain degree. 
We are controlling when we aim to change another person’s behavior in 
order to feel better ourselves. Most times that is a negotiated change, and 
is quite acceptable. It is when the controlling behavior is inappropriate 
or hurtful to others, or ‘over the top’, or way too often, that we call it 
difficult behavior. This book is about handling difficult behavior in others, 
buts also in ourselves when we realize that it is OUR own behavior that is 
impacting negatively on others.

The need to feel good is a primitive need. Feeling good means there is an 
absence of a bad feeling, an absence of stress. Any bad feeling is actually 
the body having a stress response because of a perception of danger (in 
the brain), and producing adrenalin (in the body). Feeling good means an 
absence of threat, an absence of fear. Feeling good means that there is no 
danger. Feeling good, at a primitive level, tells us that we are SAFE.

Difficult behavior is all about a person trying to feel better but in a 
dysfunctional way. Knowing this can help people who are aware they 
display difficult behavior, to keep the behavior in check, and to use other 
more appropriate methods to feel better (once you have read this book you 
will be able to prepare and practise other alternative behaviors). Knowing 
this also helps those who have to deal with difficult behavior in the person 
that they love.

There are many behaviors that ruin relationships - obsessive, suspicious, 
and anxious behaviors. Speaking impulsively, spending foolishly, acting 
disrespectfully, being controlling, are more examples of behaviors that 
are relationship wreckers. Then you have those who blame others, hold 
grudges, and cannot shift an ugly mood. There are others who are weighed 
down with emotional wounds and want to forgive but feel the injustice so 
much, they cannot move on.
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In this book, How To Handle Difficult Behavior – And It May Be Your 
Own!, you will read about many different behaviors, and no doubt you 
will recognise one or more in yourself or someone close to you. I have 
written this book because I believe that information brings power, power 
to behave differently, once you have an increased awareness about WHY 
this behavior occurs in the first place.

My hope is that once you have read this book, you will understand the 
difficult behaviors in those around you, at work and at home, and that with 
your increased knowledge, you can better manage those behaviors and not 
let them get YOU down. The outcome will be improved relationships 
with others and less stress in your own life.

Enjoy!

Karen Gosling
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Chapter 1

Surviving Your Addiction

The Addiction Cycle

Addiction is a highly complex problem that involves the physical, 
emotional and behavioral well-being, and the mental health, of individuals 
and family groups and even of the community. As you start reading about 
surviving addiction, I wonder what you are thinking. It may be that you are 
thinking about alcohol addiction because typically when we speak about 
addiction, people think of alcohol. You might well be thinking, “No, no. 
That’s not me.” Particularly if you have grown up in a family where there 
has been somebody with an alcohol problem, you may well stay right away 
from that particular area and say to yourself, “I will never go there. It’s not 
me that will ever have a problem with alcohol addiction.”

However, there are many substances and many activities that fit into the 
category of addiction. It’s more than just alcohol. You can be addicted, for 
example, either physically or psychologically to gambling or you can be 
addicted to legal substances such as Codeine or cough mixture. I’ve even 
had a case of a person who is addicted to taking antihistamine medication 
because of the impact that it had to his feeling of well-being. People can 
be addicted to shopping, to exercise, to work – there are many people who 
are workaholics ( we even use that term!) and give work a priority. People 
can be addicted to pornography, to sex, to computer surfing, to playing 
WOW World of Warcraft) – and I often use WOW as a word to represent 
many internet games.
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Did you know that you can become addicted to flirting, addicted to 
clubbing or dancing? And even to Solitaire; that crazy card game Solitaire! 
I know some men who are addicted to their blackberries…….and if a 
man is addicted to his blackberry, we’ll know it because it is the last thing 
that he looks at at night before he goes to sleep and it’s the first thing that 
he looks at in the morning when he wakes up. What the blackberry does 
is it provides a stimulus from which the man gets a good feeling.

Whenever there is an activity or a substance that leaves you with a good 
feeling and you keep going back to it in order to feel good, it may become 
an addiction. So being addicted is about the feeling that you get when 
you partake or participate in the substance or the activity. If we think back 
to the man with the blackberry. What is the feeling that he gets when he 
checks his blackberry or his blackberry signals a message to the Inbox? 
He might feel important. Or it might be that he feels aroused or excited, 
especially if he’s anticipating contact from the love of his life. It might be 
that he feels responsible or valued. But whatever that stimulus is that the 
blackberry provides, he’s getting a good feeling from it. The stimulus of 
the phone provides a feeling.

We are all at risk at various times of participating in addictive types of 
activities. We turn to them when we feel a negative emotion and it might not 
be some dark secret that we have from the past, or some abusive childhood 
that we had. It might just be a normal, negative feeling of being bored. 
Think about how many times you feel bored – that’s a negative emotion – 
and you just casually turn to playing a game of Solitaire, or you start a game 
of Sudoku, just to do something to make yourself feel better.

That’s okay if you can close off the activity. If you can stop the activity 
when your circumstances change and when your attention is needed 
somewhere else, then you are not addicted. The activity per se is not a 
problem. But an addictive agent - we call all these different things that 
we can be addicted to ‘addictive agents’, just to generalize –has social and 
relationship implications if you end up choosing the addictive agent instead 
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of a relationship. For example, if you are playing World of Warcraft and 
your partner wants you to get ready because you are going out for dinner. 
If you cannot close off that activity and you choose to play the game rather 
than to consider the feelings of your partner, then yes, there could be a 
problem. You may be moving towards being addicted to WOW.

This is where the relationship and the social implications occur because 
the person who might be waiting for you or the person who has asked you 
to hurry, will start to feel low priority, will start to feel not considered. 
They may be annoyed. So now, they are having negative feelings because 
of your action and your inability to stop participating in the addictive 
activity. Eventually, that might lead to a partner feeling unsafe or insecure, 
particularly with regards to money and well-being. So if the activity that 
you are participating in – and it might be gambling or even shopping – is 
causing your partner to feel unsafe and insecure, then what is happening 
is that you giving more attention and more priority to the addictive agent 
than you are to the relationship. This is when we call it an addiction.

Is addiction inherited? People ask that question often. “My father had 
this problem. Does that mean I’m likely to have this problem as well?” 
Researchers have often debated this topic of genetics and the part they 
play in addiction. I think that the lack of impulse control, which is indeed 
a brain issue, is the bit that is probably genetically inherited. However, 
impulse control can be learned and practised, so we cannot blame someone 
else for a problem we have.

Sometimes, however, we may not recognize that we have aproblem. 
Children who grow up with parents who participate with alcohol or with 
other addictive behaviors are likely to view those behaviors as normal. And 
so, if they are growing up with only these behaviors to model, they won’t 
know other ways of behaving and so are much more likely themselves to 
participate and to partake of those addictive agents. And so the question 
of whether or not addiction is an inherited problem is often debated by 
those who examine all the issues of the ‘nature versus nurture’ argument.
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If a parent still uses that addictive agent – for example, if a parent has 
always consumed alcohol and still does as the children grow into adulthood 
themselves, then it reinforces the ‘okayness’ about using that particular 
substance and so the child never realizes that there is any other way of 
behaving. So, yes, the child is no doubt going to participate in the same 
addictive agent and that might then be debated, is this problem inherited 
or not?

Teenagers often become involved in using addictive agents because their 
peers do. It might be illegal or legal drugs. It might be glue sniffing or 
petrol sniffing. It might be to do with porn or sex. Teenagers are likely to 
do what their peers are doing because they are at the stage of development 
where they want to have acceptance and where they want to be involved 
with what “everyone else” is doing. So, if one is doing it, then it’s ok for 
me to do it – in fact, not just OK but really cool to do it when you are 
a teenager. Indeed, it’s not cool NOT to do it. And so these behaviors 
are normalized during teenage years and young people often take into 
adulthood activities that are considered addictive. And yet many teenagers 
grow up NOT being addicted. So being involved with addictive agents as 
a teenager does not necessarily mean that you are going to be an addict 
when you grow older. You begin to see that the whole topic of addiction 
is very complex.

Studies reveal that when a child or a teenager has been abused 
emotionally, sexually or physically, that child is more likely to use an 
addictive agent to cope with the strong negative emotion of being abused 
than somebody who hasn’t. Therefore, the use of an addictive agent and 
becoming addicted to it – which is part of a coping mechanism – is more 
likely to happen with a person who has experienced abuse during their 
developmental years. So, what we see is that substances or behaviors 
of addiction are more likely to be a coping mechanism. That’s why 
researchers have often talked about nature or nurture – is this inherited, 
is this genetic, or is it cultural?
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I think it is useful at this time to have a closer look at the addiction cycle 
and what actually happens in the process of addiction. 

Figure 1 – The Addiction Cycle

If we look at the addiction cycle, we enter the cycle at the bottom. This is 
when we are feeling at our lowest point. When we feel bad, we enter into 
the addiction cycle because it is instinctive for us to want to feel better. 
What we then do is add in a particular addictive agent. This could be 
alcohol or nicotine, porn or shopping. So you add in a particular addictive 
agent and very soon, you start to feel good – it works. You realize that it’s 
easy to change how you feel and so the tendency is to do it again, or add 
in a bit more - because what works, you are likely to try again. So, by 
adding in a bit more addictive agent, you start to feel better. Very soon, 
you start to feel on top of the world. It is very pleasurable and very settling 
to participate in an activity or a substance that makes you feel good.
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However, all addictive agents have an immediate or a long-term consequence. 
For example, if you partake of too much alcohol, very soon you are going to 
feel hung over and that definitely is not a good feeling. Neither do you feel 
good about yourself. Or if you do some shopping, perhaps more than you 
intended and you know that your partner will be very cross, then very soon 
you start feeling guilty. Or perhaps you smoke too much. One cigarette feels 
good. But after three or four during the course of an evening, you start to 
feel a bit seedy or your clothes start to reek and you hate your kids knowing 
and so you feel guilty about that as well.

Typically, there is an immediate and a longer-term consequence to using 
any addictive agent. Soon you start to experience the consequences of 
participating in the addictive behavior. The consequences may be physical, 
they may be relational, they may be social. You may start to feel guilty or 
you may have an argument with your spouse. You may get the disapproval 
of your work colleagues. Those consequences start to make you feel bad 
and as you feel bad, your self-esteem plummets. Before long, you start 
to experience other emotions. Remorse, regret, feelings of inadequacy, 
lack of self-discipline, feelings of failure, perhaps of self-hatred. Once you 
start this slippery slide, feeling as though you have no self-control, feeling 
undisciplined, you very quickly slide back to feeling, once again, really 
bad, really low, really wretched and wanting again to feel better.

So, what happens when you slide back down and you feel low? The most 
common thing that a person does, the easiest thing to do particularly if there 
is a ready supply of the addictive agent, is that you participate again, partake 
again of what you know is tried and tested and it works. The easiest thing is 
just to do it again. And once you do it again, you are on the addictive cycle. 
It is incredibly difficult, once on the cycle, to get off. Without awareness, 
you just keep on going and you blame the behavior on the fact that “I feel 
bad” or even worse, you blame the behavior on someone else. “You make 
me feel bad. I do this because you make me feel bad.”

How to handle addiction is to actually recognize that when you feel bad 
– and it is your own feeling, it is a feeling that your body generates – you 
actually have to do something about it other than participating again in 
the addictive behavior. You have to know a way.
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Handling Your Addiction

The first way to handle an addiction is to have a Cognitive and a Behavioral 
awareness. This means having a cognition about what addiction is. 
Understanding the addictive cycle is the beginning of you choosing to do 
something different. You have to recognize what your bad feeling is. Give 
it a label. There are many times when people don’t even know what the 
name of their bad feeling is. Particularly if you have grown up in a family 
where emotions are not talked about very much, you may not even fully 
understand what anxious feels like, or feeling mocked or ridiculed, or 
feeling threatened or feeling low priority. And if you do not understand 
what those feelings are, it is important to learn the labels.

Once you have actually learned about feelings, you will recognize various 
feelings of Adrenalin Arousal in your body and you will understand 
what, for example, anger feels like. So, knowing and acknowledging these 
emotions and understanding where they come from, validating these 
feelings, is a very important part of breaking the addiction.

Take responsibility for having these feelings. So often, we blame other 
people for having the feelings. Let’s do away with blame. Let’s not say 
anymore, “You make me feel this.” Just acknowledge, “This is the way I 
feel. What am I going to do about it? Am I a person who gets anxious? Am 
I a person who gets angry? Do I like feeling like this? No. So what am I 
going to do about it?” Instead of getting back on the addictive cycle, think 
about alternative things that you can do at that particular point in time 
when you feel angry or anxious. It may be simply getting up and changing 
your position so that your brain has got something else to think about. 
Or going and making yourself a cup of coffee, or taking a shower or going 
for a walk or playing with your dog. You can do some immediate things 
to actually change the way you feel. Bad feelings never last forever. Instead 
of turning to the addictive agent – to the alcohol or the computer game 
or the porn or whatever it is you normally turn to – you can arrest that by 
doing something different.
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I can think of a woman that I have worked with in counseling recently who 
has been addicted to going out with girlfriends. She is a married woman with 
two children. Her husband is usually at home because he is unemployed. 
Although they have enough funds to live on, the husband is actually very 
depressed and so the wife is quite fed up with the mood around the home 
and with her husband being ‘under her feet’ all the time.

I laughed with her actually, stating that this was surely just a rehearsal for 
retirement! She groaned and said, “Oh goodness, I hope not!” In order 
to feel good (because on a daily basis she was feeling bad) she would go 
out with girlfriends and often would stay out all afternoon and into the 
evening. The evenings got later and later and sometimes she was only 
coming home after 8 o’clock at night and relinquishing her responsibilities 
with the family. And this of course made the husband extremely upset 
and suspicious. He maintained that it was adding to his depression - he 
was blaming her for his feelings. The more he blamed her and the more 
attacked she felt, the more she stayed out and so this entire cycle was going 
around and beginning to spiral out of control. She was actually addicted 
to social activity. No alcohol was involved – she just needed to be out with 
friends. But it was an addiction.

The second way that you can handle addiction is to practise will-power. 
We can actually train our brain to stop and wait for gratification. These 
days, people really aren’t trained very well to wait for what they want. 
Many years ago, when we didn’t have credit cards and there was not so 
much money around, people would have to wait to buy things. They 
would have to save up before they could buy a particular item that they 
wanted. Today, from very young, people tend to be able to get what they 
want when they want it and so we don’t really have a need or opportunity 
to delay this gratification.

Girls are better at delaying gratification than boys. This has been shown 
in research experiments where infant children are put into a room with 
play things, toys, and are told not to go and touch a particular toy. And if 
the girls are told not to touch it, they will stay away from it. Often they 
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will look back at the person who told them ‘no’ just to check if they can 
or can’t. But they will wait. Boys tend to completely disregard what they 
have been told and to charge in and go and play with the toy anyway. This 
is to do with the male brain wanting to touch and to explore. Boys have 
been shown to have more curiosity than girls and they are more impulsive. 
And less able to wait.

People have to practise will-power and think about, ahead of time, things 
that they can do when they have a desire to move towards doing the 
addictive activity. This might mean planning in advance, or having a list of 
things ahead of time of what you would like to do or something that you 
have always intended to’ get around to doing’. How many times do we say 
to ourselves, “I want to put up those book shelves. I want to organize all 
my photographs. I intend to send some emails.” There are always things 
that we intend to do and if you write them down and list them, then at a 
time when you are feeling bored, restless, unhappy or are about to again 
turn to an addictive activity, then you can look at your list.

There is a couple that I saw once for counseling where the wife was the 
bread winner. Her husband was between jobs and stayed at home to care 
for their three children. This arrangement suited the entire family. But 
what happened over time was that the husband became bored with his 
role and started visiting females at clubs and massage parlors during his 
daytime hours. It became too easy and the wife was unaware for a very 
long time that a good portion of his day was spent socializing and getting 
involved in sexual activity. The whole nature of that sexual addiction for 
him developed slowly but naturally, and without any effort, and as such 
became an addiction before he realized it. Once the wife became aware, 
she was concerned about their relationship - that’s what triggered them to 
come for counseling.

A third thing that you can do to handle addiction is to ask for help which is 
what that couple did that I have just mentioned, when they realized that the 
husband was on an addictive cycle. You can ask for help from a friend or from 
a professional – from a counselor or from a doctor. Once you have admitted 
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publicly that you have this problem of being addicted to something and 
you are not judged for it, then you have overcome the first hurdle. You 
have overcome the fear of being shamed. Very often, people will hide their 
addiction because they feel ashamed and they are fearful that people will 
judge them if they know. Once you have become public and you are not 
judged, you feel much stronger to actually confront the addictive behavior. 
You can be bolstered and encouraged by other people.

Again, I think back to a counseling example from Singapore where I saw 
was an expatriate wife who was not working, so had a lot of time on her 
hands. Her husband travelled a lot, worked long hours and was often out 
of the country. She had grown children but not in Singapore. The wife was 
quite an introvert, didn’t make friends easily and she spent many, many 
hours at home alone. She became addicted to computer games. She would 
spend hours, day and night, playing World of Warcraft, and she was able 
to play it all hours of the night because she could play online with people 
all across the world. There were no time limits.

So, when her husband did return from his trips, she wouldn’t even go to 
bed at the same time as him. She didn’t want to communicate with him, 
didn’t want to go out with him because she was more involved with all her 
online friends and the fantasy world of World of Warcraft. This became a 
real problem for them both.

The fourth thing you can do to handle your addiction is to join a support 
group. You can’t always do it on your own. Joining a support group ties 
in with suggestion number three where you make it public and you get 
bolstered and encouraged by friends. Almost everybody knows about 
Alcoholics Anonymous but there is also Narcotics Anonymous and 
Gamblers Anonymous. There are groups where people have experienced 
the difficulty of not being able to move away from their addiction when 
they are seeking a stimulus and if you are doing it together, you can be 
bolstered by that support. Many people go to Weightwatchers when they 
are trying to lose weight because they are addicted to food. So, yes, another 
option is to join a support group.
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You can also take on a role in those support groups. As a start point, if 
you really don’t have any other social activities and you have joined a 
support group, you might take on the role of being a membership officer 
or the treasurer or the secretary. They are non-threatening jobs but you 
start to contribute. Research shows that if you contribute and give back 
to the community, your self-esteem elevates and then you have something 
else to do other than getting involved with your addiction. You stay away 
from depression –which is a negative feeling. You stay away from being 
bored – which is a negative feeling. So, when you are involved in volunteer 
activities or doing things for other people, your positive feelings rise and 
your negative feelings diminish. So the tendency to want to move towards 
an addictive behavior is less likely. It goes back to the same cycle that you 
enter into an addictive process when you are feeling bad.

You can also seek medical intervention. It may be that your addiction 
is related to biology. It may be that you have a lack of impulse control 
which is a brain problem which needs some medical correction. So 
prescription medication in the first instance may assist your bad feeling. 
For example, if you are suffering from depression or from anxiety and 
you tend to move towards an addictive behavior to alleviate those pains, 
then perhaps legitimate prescription medication will help those feelings or 
alter some chemistry so that you feel better. You then don’t have the same 
preponderance to move back to an addiction.

Or it could be that you have a lack of impulse control and prescription 
medication can assist that so that you have an ability to stop and think 
before you act. Stop and think about the risks and the consequences 
before you act and participate in an addictive behavior. Certainly, there 
have been people who have come for counseling and I have referred them 
on to doctors and psychiatrists to actually have their whole situation 
assessed so that they can receive correct medical support to help them 
overcome addiction. One example was that of a man with years of alcohol 
problems and also years of counseling in various locations. He came and I 
recognized in him a genuine desire to break an addiction but an inability 
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to do it even though the intention was there, and the remorse after he had 
again partaken of alcohol. It was as if he just couldn’t do it when he felt 
really down. He couldn’t use any of these strategies that I have suggested.

I sent him to a psychiatrist who diagnosed him as Bipolar – he had a 
Bipolar Depression and so he was given the correct medication. In the 
complete medical checkup that he was given, he was found to have some 
other functional problems in his body – metabolism problems, which were 
addressed. This man has now been off alcohol for more than nine months 
and his wife says, “I’ve got my husband back”. So, he needed, legitimately a 
chemical rebalancing and then he was able to stop his addictive behavior.

Codependency

I want to also talk about codependency. Some of you may not know the 
word, ‘codependent’. The word describes life patterns and behaviors of 
partners or people who are in relationship with alcoholics and addicts. If 
you are the partner of an addict or an alcoholic, and if you focus all your 
attention and your life energy on looking after the addict, and if you spend 
all your time meeting the needs of other people and sacrificing your own 
goals and hobbies and interests to look after the addict, in other words you 
are rejecting aspects of yourself, then you can be called a ‘codependent’.

To the outside world, the addict looks like he is on a path to destruction. 
To the outside world, the codependent looks rather saintly because the 
partner very often spends a great deal of energy and time devoted to 
looking after the needs of the addict. And yet what she is coping with are 
feelings of numbness and anger and rage. She’ll often feel betrayed and 
unsupported and she spends a lot of time trying to fix up and deal with 
her own negative emotions and she feels guilty about having them. She 
has them because she knows she is looking after an addict and she knows 
it’s an illness and that it’s a genuine problem. So she feels wrong about 
feeling angry herself. She tends to fluctuate between being supportive and 
feeling compassion, and being punitive and feeling absolute anger. And so 
sometimes, the saintly codependent will support, will encourage, will look 
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after but at other times will rage and will punish by withdrawing affection, 
or withdrawing meals or attention.

So, codependency in itself can become addictive when the codependent is 
obsessed with the addict and obsessed with their behaviors and obsessed 
with trying to help them get better. They become totally focused on 
helping them get their life back on track. So in reality, codependents are 
enablers. They are in fact propping up a situation where the addict can 
keep on living the life that they’re living because the codependent fails to 
set boundaries about what is appropriate and not appropriate behavior. 
And of course, all disguised as loving, caring and supportive.

Initially, a codependent may not realize that they are being codependent. 
They may not even realize that they have become sucked into being part 
of the addiction and sadly, codependency in itself become an illness, an 
obsessive illness, where all the life energy is spent trying to fix up the one 
with the addiction. The codependent often loses a complete sense of self.

So if you are trying to work out whether or not you are a codependent, 
then let me list some of the characteristics so that you can identify whether 
or not any of these sound like you. One of the characteristics is collusion. If 
you find that you are keeping secrets about what the addict does or you are 
telling lies about what the addict does, then you could be a codependent. 
Typically, the codependent who lives with an alcoholic for example, will 
cover up for her husband when he can’t get up and go to work. She’ll tell 
others that he is sick if he fails to attend family functions. She’ll make 
excuses to the children about why dad is in bed all day or why he’s failed 
to show up for a promised outing or promised activities.

Another characteristic is preoccupation. If you are in fact in a relationship 
with an addict and you are totally focused on their behavior, totally focused 
about him or her (1) because there is a lot to think about and a lot of behavior 
to try and manage. And also (2) because you are trying to avoid thinking 
about your own feelings and trying to avoid feeling your own feelings. 
That preoccupation might also indicate that you are a codependent.
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It could be that you are in denial. That is characteristic 3 – Denial. You 
deny your own intuitions. You have suspicions that something is wrong or 
that this isn’t right or appropriate behavior but you believe that through 
understanding, providing help and continuing to be supportive that you 
will help the addict to get better. Being supportive for too long could in 
fact become a denial.

If you are a codependent, you are likely to have a lot of emotional turmoil 
because you have a lot of your own feelings that are not being acknowledged 
or recognized – not even by yourself. Often you feel as though you are out 
of control. In a female, this might be disguised as eating binges or rages 
which then fluctuates with shame and anxiety. The codependent often has 
some sort of problem or crisis that she can talk about legitimately with 
other people but she is covering up her real crisis which is the one she is 
experiencing in her relationship with an addict.

The codependent might also take on excessive responsibility for the addict 
or look after his every action, or do his planning for him, and will blame 
herself for not doing enough. The codependent will say, “If I loved him 
more…if I cared about him more, then perhaps he wouldn’t be like this”. 
“Perhaps he’ll stop his behavior if I do a little bit more.” This becomes 
quite noticeable when I am working with couples where one of them has 
a sexual addiction. Often the partner will say, “If I love a little bit more…” 
For example, if the husband suffers the sexual addiction, the wife, who is 
feeling as though she is partly to blame, thinks, “If I make myself a little 
bit more sexy…or if I’m prepared to be involved in sexual activity that I 
wouldn’t normally participate in…or if I allow him to make love to me 
more often, then I’ll be helping.” And so she gets involved in that activity 
and takes on this responsibility of, “It’s my fault if he continues with this 
addiction.” This is actually not the case.

This is where one starts to lose a sense of self. If you make compromises 
and experience a loss of self, again this is a characteristic of codependency. 
If you are acting against your own morals and your own beliefs and 
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doing things that seem to be a sacrifice in order to keep the other person 
happy, this is codependency. This is not a true, balanced relationship. And 
then at the end, if you find that you are blaming and secretly punishing, 
withholding, not making the meals, refusing access of children as a way of 
getting back in a seemingly legitimate way, you may well be a codependent. 
The wife who is married to an addict of alcohol will find that she does 
many things to be in control of his drinking. This is all part and parcel of 
the codependency.

The codependent wife will assume responsibility for her husband’s actions. 
So for example, if his addiction is alcohol, she will tell him whether or not 
he can go out. She will assess whether or not the work function is safe 
for him to go to. Will there be a lot of alcohol there? Will there be other 
people there who are likely to drink also and keep him out late? So, the 
wife is the one who says yes or no. She gives approval or non approval. She 
ends up being the one that takes on the external control. That becomes her 
role. She never wants that role. She never asked for it. She doesn’t like it. 
But what she finds is that she feels that life is more manageable if she takes 
on that control. The addict has so little or zero internal control that the 
situation is unmanageable unless the codependent takes that control.

She becomes more in control because he isn’t. Yet, at the same time, he 
is a loose cannon. Because he has no internal control, he passes over the 
control to the codependent wife and says, “Okay, you be in control of 
where I go and what I do. And therefore if I misbehave, if I stuff up and 
things don’t work well, that’s not my fault. You said I could go to that 
function and so if I drank too much, that’s not my fault. You said I could 
go. I’m not responsible.” So in fact what happens is that he takes more of 
a child role and she becomes the mother. Again, this relationship becomes 
quite imbalanced, where she takes control, he lets her take control, he 
misbehaves, he blames her and in turn, that then justifies his addictive 
behavior. She gets angry and that also justifies his addictive behavior 
(because “she makes me feel bad”) and so the cycle continues on.
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The co-dependent wife will often check and snoop. A wife who is worried 
about her husband visiting pubs – whether it’s to do with alcohol or picking 
up women – will check his wallet, check for receipts, check for the times 
on the receipts. Is the story consistent with what he’s saying? She may visit 
pubs and clubs completely out of the blue to see if the husband is there – 
as a punitive thing (I’ll turn up if you’re not home by a certain time) and 
also as a ‘checking up on’ because his behaviors are inconsistent.

If they are at a function together, she will constantly be on guard and not 
be able to relax. She’ll be on alert, watching his behavior and wondering 
“If he is drinking too much”, “Is he making a fool of himself?” Is it nearly 
time for me to extricate him and take him home?” She’ll get him out if he 
starts to misbehave as she is the one taking control. If the husband goes 
out alone to a function, she will stay up until he gets home, (1) because 
she is fearful of what he is up to and therefore, because she is anxious 
she can’t sleep properly, (2) if it gets too late and he should be home 
but he’s not, she will ring him because she knows by experience that he 
becomes unable to leave or even to find his own way home. That’s what a 
codependent does. Rings and checks and tells that it is time to get home. 
And remember the loose cannon? Then husband will be mad that the wife 
is ringing him, and call her the nag.

She will feel embarrassed often by her husband’s behavior and yet even if 
she feels her feelings are being disregarded, she just continues on hoping 
that things will get better. She continues to tell lies and covers up to 
family, to friends, and to work people. Sometimes the arguments at home 
get really very nasty because of this cycle of blaming one another. He will 
become foul mouthed because he has had too much to drink. She will 
also get foul mouthed because she can’t deal with the frustration and her 
own rage anymore. But then she will have to deal with the feelings of guilt 
and regret that she reacted so badly when after all, she is in the controlling 
mother type role.

It is a very imbalanced relationship between addict and codependent and 
unless or until both of them recognize that they are part of this game, it will 
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not end. It is usually the codependent who is the one who is able to finally 
seek some additional help – recognize the part they are playing – and start to 
set some boundaries and say, “This is not acceptable, this is not appropriate, 
I will not do this anymore”. It is very difficult for the codependent to do 
that alone. Very often, there needs to be some counseling help or help 
from friends or family to actually take that step. It is very difficult for a 
codependent to leave someone who has an addiction problem or to take a 
stand because she feels as though she is not being supportive.

There is usually the desire to stay involved and to keep supporting and to 
keep encouraging in the hope that things will get better. Addiction is an 
illness and if the addict can recognize his problem and seek help, then his 
partner’s love, hope and support is in fact part of the healing process. In 
the next chapter, which deals specifically with alcoholism, I have included 
some case studies where things do get better. For some partners, the 
waiting does pay off. How long a partner waits is usually determined by 
how the addiction affects her own emotional health.
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Chapter 2

Surviving Alcohol Addiction

Alcohol Problem?

Most people who drink, even if they drink to excess, do not consider 
themselves an alcoholic because most people have a mental picture in 
their mind of what an alcoholic is. Typically, it is the homeless man who 
is shuffling down the street, looking through bins and carrying his half-
empty flask in a paper bag under his heavy coat. They think the alcoholic 
is the one who goes to the soup kitchen once a day or once every couple of 
days to have a meal and they say, “That isn’t me. I’m not an alcoholic.”

So, who is the alcoholic? What about the man who doesn’t have anything 
to drink all week and then goes out on a Friday night and perhaps even a 
Saturday night and drinks so much that he comes home blind drunk? Is 
he the alcoholic? Or there may be another man who has a few drinks every 
day after work and never gets drunk, but consumes a bit too much to be 
safe to drive home, so goes home by taxi. Is he an alcoholic? Or perhaps 
there’s the man who has pre-dinner drinks every evening with his wife and 
shares a glass of two of wine over dinner and then after dinner, finishes off 
the bottle of wine. Is he the alcoholic?

Or what about the woman who lives alone and opens a bottle of wine and 
drinks alone and finishes it off in the same evening or perhaps the evening 
after. Is she the alcoholic? What about the woman who goes out regularly 
with girlfriends? She doesn’t drink every day but she goes out often with 
girlfriends and then drinks way too much. So much so that the girls have 
to put her in a taxi to get her home. Perhaps she is the alcoholic?
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It’s very difficult to define who is the alcoholic and who isn’t. What does 
it actually mean? Is it to do with being addicted? Do you have to be 
addicted to alcohol to be an alcoholic or to have an alcohol problem? 
If I have somebody ask me this question, “Am I an alcoholic?” I say to 
them, “Let me rephrase that and I’ll ask you, do you have an alcohol 
problem?” If anybody has ever had to say anything to you about your 
drinking – a parent, a partner, even your children – if anybody has ever 
had to say anything to you about the amount of alcohol that you drink 
and you drink on regardless and you disregard their feelings about the 
amount you drink, then yes, you have an alcohol problem. That really 
is your guideline.

People have got different life experiences and because of their different life 
experiences, they have different levels of acceptance and different levels 
of tolerance about what is an okay amount to drink and what isn’t. But 
regardless of the life experience, if you are in relationship with somebody 
who is concerned about how much you drink and you continue to drink 
on regardless of their feelings, then yes, you have an alcohol problem. 
Having an alcohol problem or being an alcoholic isn’t so much defined 
by how much you drink, but by how much it impacts on your work and 
your social relationships.

In the previous chapter I wrote about the addiction problem. I wrote that 
if you have an addiction, it is that you choose the addictive agent, so in 
this case, you choose alcohol,l in preference to choosing a relationship with 
a human being. Alcohol has the priority over the relationship and that 
means you have an alcohol problem. That means you are an alcoholic.

Children who have grown up in a family where there is a lot of alcohol 
consumed are more likely to engage in alcohol consumption themselves 
simply because for them, it is normal behavior. What you grow up with is 
what you think is normal, particularly for children under the age of nine 
– they rarely question whether anything is right or wrong. If it happens 
in your family, that’s just the way it is. So if the grown-ups in your family 
drink, then ‘that is what grown-ups do’. And if the grown-ups in your 
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family fight or often come staggering home or they throw things or dad 
falls asleep on the couch, then that is just what happens. You don’t question 
it because children under the age of nine don’t question even things like 
Santa Claus or the tooth fairy. They still expect the tooth fairy to come 
and leave money when they put their tooth under their pillow, until about 
the age of nine. So, what happens in your family when you are a youngster 
very much determines what you think normal behavior is.

In fact, I have known children who are not even aware that the behavior 
that goes on in their family is not appropriate because they see alcoholic 
behavior within their family environment as the norm. And sometimes, 
even as adults, when I see adults in a counseling session, they say that they 
grew up not even knowing that a person could drink and still remain sober. 
They don’t even understand the concept of social drinking because the 
norm as they grew up was that drinking alcohol leads to drunkenness.

My husband Mike has given permission for me to tell his story about 
growing up in Fiji. Growing up in Fiji, Mike had a wonderful childhood. 
He has very cherished memories and it was a lifestyle that he still yearns 
for. A lot of outdoor living, exotic environment, a lot of social life with 
family and with friends. But the social life revolved a great deal around 
the yacht club and around drinking - there was a lot of drinking. And 
so, what he remembers as a child growing up, and it happened so often 
that the memories stay implanted in his mind, are the kids playing on the 
lawns outside the yacht club while mum and dad were inside, drinking. 
He remembers the kids waiting in the car for dad to drive home but dad 
was inside having ‘one for the road’. And dad driving the car home drunk. 
Mike recalls now and says, “I wonder how we never had an accident.”

He remembers the fights, objects being thrown, the arguments. He 
remembers what the kids used to call ‘mum’s bitchiness’ which now he 
recognizes as mum withdrawing just through the pain of alcoholic fights. 
And so that ‘normal’ behavior followed on into his teenage years and Mike 
remembers as a teenager getting involved early with alcohol. So did his 
friends. That was the way of life. He remembers driving the car under the 
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influence of alcohol and rolling the car. And now, as an adult, he wonders 
how he and his friends never got more injured than they did.

That led onto an early marriage and in that early marriage, more alcohol 
and alcoholic fights and even abuse. One day, Mike’s wife left him – left 
with their twin daughters who were two at the time. It was at that point, 
at that crisis, that Mike went and sought help for his alcohol problem. He 
tells the story that the counselor at the alcohol rehabilitation unit where 
he admitted himself after his wife left, said to him, “Mike, you do know 
that this behavior is not very appropriate.” Mike says that that was the 
sentence that turned his life around because until that point at the age of 
23, he did not know that his behavior wasn’t appropriate. He didn’t know 
that his behavior wasn’t normal.

I’ve heard that story many times as I’ve been married now to Mike for 
more than thirty years. When he tells that story and I often add in that my 
family life was very different to that. There was very little alcohol in my 
family and I, who had a completely different life and family experience, 
find it astonishing that a person can get to the age of 23 and not know 
that that behavior was inappropriate. But what that tells us is that even 
in my own family experience, within my realm of ‘normal’ people, are 
people who had different life experiences and people who had different 
experiences of ‘normal’ growing up.

The chances are that you have too. In different cultures, the typical amount 
of alcohol that a person consumes varies, so we have different norms. In 
the United Kingdom and in Australia – but more so in the UK – we very 
much have a pub culture where it is very normal to be “down the pub 
having a drink with your mates”. In fact, it is so normal that it is like 
breathing and you don’t even make a conscious decision of whether you 
are drinking or not. It’s just what you do. It’s just normal behavior. And 
yet if you ask that person who grew up in the pub culture not to have a 
drink, they get startled and say, “What do you mean, not have a drink? 
That’s what I do. That’s who I am.” They don’t see it as even having to 
make a conscious decision. These are the people who would never consider 
themselves alcoholic because it is just who they are.
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Is alcoholism inherited? This is a question that is asked many times. Am 
I like I am – am I an alcoholic - because my dad was an alcoholic? Well, 
this question of genetics – is it inherited or not? – has been debated by 
researchers for a very long time. The thing is, is that if there is excessive 
alcohol in your family, if your parents drink alcohol, there is more likely 
to be some form of abuse in your family. Physical abuse, emotional abuse, 
sexual abuse. And therefore, because there is more likely to be abuse, 
you as a recipient of that abuse are going to have very strong, negative 
emotions. Because of the family that you are growing up in, parents who 
are abusive and have lack of impulse control, it is also unlikely that you 
are going to learn many splendid coping mechanisms to deal with those 
strong negative emotions that you have as a consequence of the abuse.

So, as well as being the recipient of abuse, you are also going to NOT get 
role modeling of appropriate coping strategies. Therefore it is going to be 
more likely that as a recipient of that abuse, you are going to use alcohol 
– which is what you’ve seen in your family – as a coping mechanism 
to deal with the strong negative emotion that you have because of the 
abuse. So you too are going to turn to alcohol in order to cope. Is it any 
wonder that it looks as though alcoholism is an inherited trait? The same 
cycle continues on from generation to generation simply because of the 
circumstances. So, it looks like it is inherited, it looks like it is genetic, but 
probably the only genetic component of alcoholism is the inability to have 
impulse control.

If you can understand addiction and alcoholism and can recognize that there 
are other ways to cope with your very strong negative emotions, other ways 
to deal with managing life instead of turning to alcohol, then the alcohol 
cycle can be broken. Significantly, the children of alcoholics are more likely 
to turn right away from alcohol because they have seen the damage that it 
does, than people who have not grown up in an alcoholic family.

Addiction Cycle

If we look at the addiction cycle, we can see in simplified terms, what 
happens to the child who has grown up in an alcoholic family. In the 
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addiction cycle, you enter at the low point where you feel really bad, where 
you have really bad feelings and you want to feel better. Instinctively, we 
want to always do something to feel better. So, you add in an addictive 
agent. AA stands for addictive agent. After you have added in some alcohol 
and it calms down your nervous system, you start to feel good so of course 
you are going to add in a bit more. So you have some more alcohol and 
you begin to feel even better – that wonderful balming effect of not feeling 
so anxious and not feeling so stressed when you first partake of alcohol.

Soon, you are feeling on top of the world but of course with alcohol, 
there are always the consequences. Initially, there is the feeling of being 
hung over or there is the getting home late or the arguments that occur 
and you start to feel bad because of that. Eventually there is going to be 
even more negative consequences. You might have liver problems, health 
problems, your partner might leave, your self-esteem gets crushed, you 
end up hating yourself for being so un-disciplined. This can happen in a 
daily cycle or it can be over a period of time but the negative consequences 
and the negative emotions that go with consuming excessive alcohol, will 
eventually lead you back to a place where you feel really low and really bad 
and the chances are you will partake of alcohol again.

So, what one has to do is recognize that there are other things to do 
when you are feeling low. This is the place to break the addiction cycle. 
In Singapore, where I lived for 12 years, there is an escalating problem 
with women and alcohol and again, behaviorists and researchers have 
questioned that. My own observation, having lived there, was that the vast 
majority of women are well educated – the Singaporean education system 
is very sound and certainly any expatriate women who are living there are 
also extremely well-educated, as obtaining a work permit is dependent on 
having good qualifications.

Because there is a huge finance and banking and oil industry in Singapore, 
there is a lot of entertaining - a lot of money to spend on a lot of clients 
- and so the professional women in those industries are actually mixing 
in a male world, and there is a lot of alcohol out there in that world. The 
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women are also entertaining clients and trying to bring in business, mixing 
with their peers, so understandably they are drinking a lot of alcohol as 
well. It seems to be a way of life in the upper echelons. And so women are 
becoming a source of concern because of alcohol problems. Their bodies 
metabolize alcohol differently and women in fact start to be affected by 
alcohol physically and mentally after half the amount of alcohol that a 
male does.

That is the reason why, when the statistics are given about what men and 
women should be drinking to be at a healthy level, the amount for women 
is always half that of men. For example, researchers state that for a woman 
to be at a low level of risk for any damage caused by alcohol consumption, 
she should be drinking no more that 2 glasses of alcohol per day averaged 
over a week. That is 14 alcohol drinks per week, provided there is at least 
2 alcohol free days. For a man, it is four. A man can have 28 drinks a week 
as long as there are 2 alcohol free days and he remains within the low level 
of risk. Women’s bodies genuinely metabolize differently and are affected 
earlier by alcohol than men.

Some time ago, I received an email from a husband asking me whether 
or not his wife had an addiction problem. He described that his wife did 
not go out often but when she did, she would drink such a lot that her 
behavior became quite embarrassing and that he now preferred her not 
to go out at all. His conflict was that he didn’t want to be a controlling 
husband. He stated that she gets really drunk and often doesn’t remember 
things the next day. He was expressing a great deal of concern and his 
question was, “Is she addicted or not?”

In my response to him I wrote, “It is hard to know from your letter whether 
she has an addiction, but the point is, she is not drinking every single day 
so what I suspect is that she more has a problem with impulse control.” 
There is a difference between addiction and lack of impulse control. The 
addict is the person who seeks alcohol frequently and often in order to 
cope with life difficulties. So an addict is likely to sneak the substance and 
to look for it on a daily basis just as a coping mechanism.
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The person who lacks impulse control doesn’t necessarily go looking for 
the substance, doesn’t even need it every day. Actually, the person with 
lack of impulse control, if the substance is not right there in front of 
them, doesn’t go looking for it. But, once alcohol is there in front of them, 
they keep drinking because they cannot stop. The lack of impulse control 
resembles addiction and that is why it is often confused. People with a lack 
of impulse control have an inability to think about consequences. They 
have an inability to stop and think about their action before they act. They 
end up drinking too much and later on experience the remorse and the 
regret of their action.

Can a person have an addictive personality? What does this actually mean? 
If we just move away from alcohol for a moment, think about if you are 
drinking or gambling or eating – chocolate, brownies, food – this implies 
lack of impulse control and as I said before, this resembles an addiction. 
The person with lack of impulse control is okay if the substance isn’t in 
their way. So, my children at home often laugh about my lack of impulse 
control with food. They say to me, “You are addicted to food.” I say, “No, 
I’m not. If you don’t put that brownie in front of me, I won’t eat it.” But 
of course, often there are delightful things in my fridge and I go and look, 
and if there are brownies or chocolate balls, or crème caramel, I’ll help 
myself to a bit and it’s only afterwards that I think, “I didn’t really need 
that. It just tasted the same as last time.” So, am I addicted to food? No. I 
have a lack of impulse control when it comes to food. I have to do some 
work on that.

These days, because everything in the world seems to go faster than before, 
there appears to be a greater problem with impulse control. In this world 
of fast food and instant loans and emails, everything is NOW, everything 
is fast. We live in this world of people who ‘must have’. Even with mail 
delivery. I remember more than 20 years ago, I was living in the UK for a 
short while. That was a long way from home in Australia. And every day, I 
would wait for the mail delivery. I would hear the sound of the mail man 
coming and delivering mail through the slot in the front door and then 
there would be the thud of the mail onto the floor inside. I would be able 
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to tell from the sound of the thud, how much mail had been delivered. If 
it was a heavy thud, I experienced a little thrill of excitement because that 
meant there was more chance of me receiving a letter from home. If there 
wasn’t any news from home, I had to wait another whole day before the 
mail man came again and delivered another batch of mail. I had to wait 
24 hours to get my next ‘fix’.

These days with email is different. Think about using email and how 
frequently you check your computer to see if there is new correspondence. 
Often you go to your Inbox and if there isn’t anything new there, you can’t 
believe it, you think there must be something wrong. So you hit the send/
receive bar again just to bring in the emails again because it is almost with 
disbelief that you think nobody has made contact with you. We wait for 
the mail – we want that fix every time we open our computer. And in fact, 
so much so is the case of people wanting to get emails that people even 
send mail to each other requesting that it be sent back to them. ‘Send 
this to six friends and make sure you send the email back to me.’ This is 
because people can’t get enough of this input.

You don’t even need to have news from your friends. You just have to know 
that they are thinking about you. And so just getting one of these round 
robin type emails with nothing but a joke or an inspirational message; 
is often enough to know that that person is thinking about you. This is 
the world of instant gratification and send-on emails. It’s the same with 
credit cards. These days, people from the banks ring you and offer you yet 
another credit card. We’re geared towards having and having instantly.

Growing up as a child, I was always taught to think before I spoke and to 
think before I acted and to save up first before I could buy that record or 
that book. I had to save up my pocket money and this was training for 
not having instantly. Even though I talk about willpower and training the 
brain to have greater willpower, some people, no matter how much work 
they do, still aren’t going to be able to have impulse control because there 
is something wrong with their brain. Our brains are not all alike and one 
brain may have a particular problem where, when there is a stimulus that 
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comes in, there’s an impulse out. And no matter how much you want to 
think before you speak or act or think before you take your next alcoholic 
drink, that part of your brain may not be working correctly.

That is not a reason not to drink, but it’s important to have an awareness 
of this because if you have a genuine brain problem resulting in lack of 
impulse control, then drinking alcohol actually makes the problem worse. 
Alcohol is a depressant drug. Alcohol depresses the area of the brain that 
gives you impulse control. This is the reason why, when you have this 
unreliable wiring, if there isn’t alcohol in front of you, you don’t necessarily 
seek it out to have a drink. But if it is in front of you, you have one drink 
or two drinks and the ability to then stop actually diminishes or goes 
all together. And then the person just keeps on drinking and drinking 
which is usually the cause of binge drinking. It is a genuine brain problem. 
Afterwards the person feels remorseful or feels regretful about their action, 
but at that particular time, their unreliable brain, particularly with the 
addition of alcohol which changes the chemistry of the brain, prevented 
them from stopping.

So we have to keep this in mind when we look at strategies for not 
drinking so much. The first strategy for managing impulse control is to 
recognize the way you behave – to recognize your particular problem of 
having alcohol in front of you and needing to partake. If you have a brain 
that works properly, you can press the ‘pause’ button and pressing the 
‘pause’ button means stopping and thinking before you act. Stopping and 
thinking before you consume.

If you have difficulty with that, if the wiring in your brain is unreliable, 
then you need other strategies and one of the strategies might be counting. 
It’s a simple strategy, but you keep count of how many drinks and you 
know you can have, it may be three or four and that’s it. So one strategy 
that I give to people is to use a ring from their finger. Every drink you have, 
put the ring onto another finger. You are swapping the ring backwards 
and forwards from one hand to the other. Nobody knows about it. It’s a 
private strategy but you are keeping track of what you are drinking and 
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you have told yourself ahead of time that when you get to the second time 
on that hand, you will stop.

If you have trouble with your intake you could also use another strategy 
of setting yourself a time limit. Putting your alarm on your watch so that 
it rings at 10:30 or 10:45pm. That is the signal that it is time to leave. It 
might be very difficult to do that, particularly if you are having difficulty 
with your impulse control, but these external methods of control, because 
you don’t have an internal one, are sometimes the way that you can 
actually stop drinking. But this will work only if you decide that you want 
to stop. And as a last resort, you can seek medical help and perhaps take 
medication to increase the ability of your brain to have impulse control.

Stay Or Go?

If you are in a relationship with an alcoholic; if you are in a relationship 
with a person who drinks way too much and seems to completely disregard 
what you say, completely disregard your feelings, your upset feelings, your 
feelings of embarrassment, your feelings of disgust, you will be faced with 
a decision of, “Do I stay or do I go?” This is a very difficult decision. It’s 
daunting. There is a lot of anxiety associated with this decision, “Should 
I stay or should I go?” With this choice of free will comes enormous 
responsibility. You know that this choice and the decision you make, will 
involve not just yourself but also your partner whom at one stage, you 
have loved, and in many respects still do. It will involve your families, your 
extended families and your children and your friends and your finances. 
It’s a huge decision.

The process of this decision generally begins in the gut. People have an 
intuition. They have an internal feeling that they are not in the right 
environment and that feeling causes them stress. Intuition is a feeling and 
the word comes from a Latin word which means, ‘to look or to know from 
within’. Often a person will know for months, sometimes even years before 
they take any decision that they are in the wrong environment and they 
are in the wrong relationship. But they wait and they hope that things will 
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get better. They may or may not become a co-dependent during this time. 
If they become co-dependent, they will spend a lot of energy helping the 
alcoholic spouse, guiding and encouraging and begging and pleading and 
being on an emotional rollercoaster. They will still always be hoping that 
there will be some change in the partner’s behavior. But at the end of the 
day, if there isn’t, or because of the accumulation of negative feelings that 
occurs during a relationship like this, there may come the time when they 
debate internally, “Should I stay or should I go?”

So, if the feeling is there and you have sat on it for a while, and you sense 
that it is time to do something more concrete about this feeling, you have to 
consider some options. There are a number of options during this process 
of deciding. Option 1 is to do nothing. You can just keep on keeping on. 
Keep on with the feeling of, “I’m not in the right environment. This isn’t a 
good relationship for me. I don’t like it.” Doing nothing often comes from 
a basis of fear because if you are in a relationship, particularly for many 
years, your relationship is familiar and familiar is comforting even if it is 
wrong. Familiar is comforting even if it’s abusive. It could well be that the 
unknown of moving on is more terrifying than the negative emotion of 
staying. So, that’s one option – doing nothing.

Option 2 is to stay in the relationship and to change. Change means 
confronting some issues. Change means talking about it. Sometimes 
talking about it with your partner is enough to get some change, to get 
some improvement and to have your feelings addressed and to have your 
feelings acknowledged. What you want is change, not separation. So, my 
advice is that you don’t threaten your partner because if you give them 
a threat of, “You’d better shape up or ship out,” then you might in fact 
get what you are asking for. Your partner might say, “Well, I’m pretty 
unhappy too so yes, I will ship out.” That’s not what you were after. You 
were after change. So, be careful about what you threaten.

Option 3 is that you make a decision to leave and you prepare to leave. 
Preparing to leave might take months of careful thought and planning 
because the process of separating, if you decide to leave, is actually a 
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course of action. It doesn’t mean you pack up your bags and leave today. 
If however, you have decided to leave, it is considered better to tell your 
partner sooner rather than later of your thoughts and of that decision. 
If you don’t, there are likely to be recriminations. Your partner might be 
very angry and feel betrayed because he/she will claim they didn’t know 
anything about your plan, and why didn’t you ever speak about what you 
were thinking? “Why didn’t she give me an ultimatum?” one distressed 
husband said to me when his wife told him she wanted a divorce. “Why 
didn’t she give me a chance to change?” The wife, of course, said she had 
been telling him for years how unhappy she was, yet he did not hear her 
complaints as serious enough to warrant her leaving him

You see, if you have been considering leaving for a very long time, it might 
be easy for you to assume that your partner will in fact know what you’re 
thinking. You will assume that your partner feels that the relationship isn’t 
a good one, as you do. You will assume that your partner feels the negative 
emotions that you’re feeling and will feel the distance between you, but 
that is not necessarily the case. We all have different expectations about 
our relationships and sometimes partners are caught completely unaware 
when one says, “I need to go.”

If you have children, if you share parenting, you will always have an 
ongoing relationship. You have to because you share the children and 
so even though there might well be a separation, it is better not to tear 
the fabric of your relationship more than you absolutely have to. And so 
telling sooner rather than later, whilst difficult, is usually the best way to 
go. What it may do, just marginally, it may give the opportunity for the 
change that you hoped for that was mentioned in option 2.

Option 4 is that you separate at home. This is a fairly difficult option 
but it can be done, particularly where there is financial difficulty and it is 
just not financially viable to separate into two different locations. Some 
people choose to be separated under the same roof. This can be a stop gap 
measure for a temporary period, particularly if, as I’ve mentioned, there 
are financial difficulties or sometimes, one partner might need nursing 
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care. There might be some physical or mental ill health of one partner, 
meaning that the children need one consistent parent to provide their 
care. Sometimes, one parent travels a great deal. So, there are a number of 
reasons where separating under the same roof at home, whilst it can have 
a lot of tension, might still be viable for a short period of time.

The fifth option is to separate – separate geographically into two different 
locations and if you have been married, to file for divorce.

So, it begs the question, “How will I know? How will I know when it is 
the right time for me to separate? Perhaps I’m just experiencing anxiety or 
perhaps I need to hang on a bit longer.” It’s like the old analogy, how long 
do you wait for the bus before hailing a taxi? “How will I know when it is 
the right time to enact my feeling that I need to leave?”

The Time To Part

Behavioral researcher John Gottman, in 1999 – just a decade ago – did 
a lot of research with couples and reported that the fact that couples 
fight, doesn’t dictate that they are going to separate. He discovered in his 
research that it is not because couples fight or because couples have issues 
in their relationship about alcohol, that they will separate, it’s about the 
way they fight. Gottman was able to identify certain characteristics that 
indicate when a couple really has got nowhere to go and when it can be 
recognized that separation will be inevitable. These characteristics – they 
have certainly been validated in the counseling experience that I have had 
over the years – are these:

First of all, the harsh start ups. If couples fight and they immediately 
go in attacking and there is criticism and condescension right from the 
beginning of the argument, that is called a harsh start up and is very 
suggestive of a relationship that is already very acrimonious.

If there is criticism. A couple can argue and give complaints about behavior 
that they are not happy with but if there is a criticism and a constant putting 
down of the other person and name calling, then that is also a very bad sign.
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If there is contempt – contempt involves the eye rolling, the sneering at 
one another. It’s mocking and scorning what the other one does. And if 
there is belligerence, sarcastic comments; it’s all part of the contempt and 
contempt is a prelude to relationship failing.

If a person gets defensive all the time and is always blaming the other 
person – “It’s your fault” – and takes no responsibility at all for there 
being a relationship problem, that is also likely to end up in a separation. 
So, defensiveness and constant blaming and making the other person 
seem to be the cause of the problem, is unlikely to have a relationship 
stay together.

Another characteristic of a relationship that is going nowhere is 
stonewalling. Stonewalling is when one partner completely disengages. 
It’s usually because they are just so wounded by the verbal attacks and the 
accusations that come from the other partner that they just can’t stand 
it anymore. They just don’t want to be hurt anymore so they put up a 
wall to protect themselves and don’t allow any penetration of the attacks 
and this comes across as complete disengagement in the relationship. And 
stonewalling kills relationships.

There is also an experience called ‘flooding’ where there are lots of verbal 
attacks. If the body is completely flooded with Adrenalin and one or both 
partners have the sense of wanting to run away or of being allergic to the 
other partner – and it may be just because they raise their voice. It can 
even get to a point sometimes where if you are simply in the same room 
as your partner, you have this stress response; this flooding. This is an 
extreme response but usually marks the end of the relationship.

Finally, the failure to bother to repair is another characteristic. When one 
or both partners no longer bother to make an attempt to fix the problems, 
then that is usually the end of the relationship. That indicates that both 
have disengaged and now both can’t be bothered. Each one lives a parallel 
life. They live their own lives under the same roof and they just don’t 
care anymore. Each one has built a wall of protection and they become 
indifferent to the other. And when there is indifference in a relationship, 
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which is the feeling of ‘whatever, I don’t care’, that indifference is the 
hardest thing to come back from. When couples are indifferent to one 
another, it is inevitable that there is going to be a relationship breakdown 
because indifference is a survival mechanism that the body builds up. The 
body becomes conditioned to not feeling the pain of attack from the other 
one so that it can survive.

In my time as a counselor,I have worked for many, many years with people 
who have been faced with this journey of decision making – “Should I 
stay or should I go?” It is very often involved with alcoholism but not 
always. Sometimes there are other reasons.

There is one couple I remember particularly from my time in Singapore 
and I want to share their story with you. The wife had the Stay or Go 
decision to make and for more than two years, she and her husband came 
for counseling because of the difficulty that the wife was experiencing with 
the husband’s alcoholism. He knew he had a problem with drinking but 
said he was unable to stop.

In January 2008, they came to me again and what happened subsequently 
was revealed in an email that I received a few months later. The wife gave 
me permission to quote from her email. She wrote:

To live with someone with an addictive personality can be an enormous 
challenge. My husband Carl and I have been married for more than 25 years. 
Carl was always a heavy drinker but only socially. He was always moody but 
it seemed quite within the normal boundaries. He was a fun person to be with 
most of the time, but as the years passed, the drinking became more frequent.

When he drank, his moods became more pronounced. He was either the life 
of the party or quick-tempered, irritable and as the night wore on, morose. I 
often felt like I was walking on egg shells as one word or sentence could turn 
his mood from happy to angry and unreasonable. A simple statement or action 
could be blown completely out of proportion.
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Living as an expatriate in Asia for almost 20 years has had its positives and 
negatives. As a family, our three children, who are now in their 20s have had 
some wonderful experiences and great times together. I felt our life equilibrium 
change 10 years ago while living in Hong Kong. Carl had to travel back and 
forth on a very regular basis to Jakarta. We finally moved to Jakarta at the 
beginning of the year 2000. One of our sons was then 13 and he went to 
boarding school in Australia. Our other children came to Jakarta with us for 
18 months prior to them also starting boarding school in Australia.

Sending the children away to board was very difficult and it meant that Carl 
and I had longer periods apart from one another. Initially, the children came 
up to Jakarta for their summer holidays but as time wore on, it was easier for 
Carl and I to travel down to Australia. I was very stressed during this period as 
I found when Carl came to Australia, he was in holiday mood and would start 
drinking at lunchtime and continue topping himself up until he went to bed.

I hated the children seeing their father in this state. At first, they thought it 
was fun. Carl would laugh and joke about with their friends but soon, they 
came to see the dark, negative and ugly side. I felt as if I was walking on a 
tightrope. I also started to blame myself for the situation and I ended up seeing 
a counselor which did make me realize that I could not alter the situation 
until Carl himself was ready to recognize he had a problem. He did admit he 
had to cut down on his drinking but he had to reach a certain depth in himself 
before he could start the healing process.

In my own mind, I couldn’t keep going along too much longer. I felt like one of 
those clowns that gets punched and then bounces back up for more. My bounce 
was starting to falter and yet I still loved this gorgeous man. When he was good, 
he was very, very good and when he was bad, he was horrid. I guess my love 
and faith in him kept me going and I knew he had a good heart underneath 
but many times, I asked myself the question, “Should I go or should I stay?”

He finally recognized he needed help about 18 months ago. I quickly seized 
the opportunity and made a booking to see Karen. Carl made a conscious 
effort to stop drinking. He just was not feeling well at all. Karen recognized his 
addictive personality and recommended us to see a psychiatrist. Carl has since 
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been diagnosed with Bipolar Disorder and is now on medication to balance his 
moods. He also had a complete physical check up and the doctor discovered

Haemochromotosis. This is too much iron in the blood which can cause fatigue, 
severe liver and kidney damage and can ultimately be fatal. In Carl’s case, we 
have since discovered it is hereditary but his excessive alcohol consumption 
added greatly to the problem. With Bipolar, Carl was using the alcohol to 
boost his moods which was in fact created by the Haemochromotosis and that 
in turn was a vicious cycle.

For the past 15 months, Carl has not had an alcoholic drink. He is fitter and 
so much happier and healthier. He has a wonderful relationship with our 
children and they have really noticed the positive change in their father and 
he is much more approachable. As for me, I have never been happier and I 
sometimes have to pinch myself in case it is all a dream. Carl is once more the 
person who I fell in love with and married. I am so proud of him in what he 
has achieved and overcome. It has been a tremendous battle for him. I am so 
grateful to Karen and the doctor, more than words could ever express. I am 
so glad I stayed by Carl’s side as alcohol addiction and mood disorders are an 
illness and should be addressed as such. I look forward to the next 25 years 
and beyond.

So, even when everything seems negative and desolate, sometimes you 
can make the decision to stay and there can be a wonderful outcome – as 
with this woman. That doesn’t always happen, of course. Other people 
have realized that sometimes they do have to make the decision to go and 
discovered this can also have a wonderful outcome. Leaving a relationship 
where there is addiction and codependency is an illness that you can break 
away from and restore your emotional and social health.
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Chapter 3

Incompatible Personalities

Introverts And Extroverts

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator is an instrument that has been used for 
some years now by psychologists and by organizations to allow people 
to find out their preferred style of operating. This instrument helps 
organizations to find out about their staff, their different patterns of 
behavior, their needs, their strengths and their limitations.

The MBTI, as it is affectionately known, has been based on the personality 
theory of Carl Jung – a psychiatrist in the 1920s (already that is the last 
century, the last millennium!) This instrument identifies people’s preferences 
in the way they deal with the world. Researchers have identified that there 
are different behaviors – or we can call them different personality traits – 
for four different dimensions that do impact specifically on relationships. 
These different dimensions – we are going to examine two of them in 
this chapter – are different ways in which people prefer to deal with their 
world and the way that they operate.

By having some idea of these different styles and your way of operating, you 
can gain greater insight into the way that you function and the way that 
other people around you function. By understanding this, you are going to 
have greater tolerance and greater identification of the different behaviors 
that people exhibit, including your own, and the same information helps 
you to become clearer in situations where you might connect with or 
where you might clash with other people.

The four different style dimensions that are covered in the MBTI are 
firstly, whether or not you are more of an extrovert or an introvert – one 
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of the things covered in this chapter. It also looks at whether people have a 
preference for being a planner, an organizer, in the way you manage your 
life, or whether you prefer to be an optionizer and to be more flexible and 
leave things open. Another style dimension is whether you are a thinker or 
a feeler. That is the second one that is discussed in this chapter. The fourth 
style dimension is big picture – whether you are a big picture person or 
whether you prefer to look at details.

These different styles are purely preferences. They are a natural preference. 
They are how you operate naturally and the style comes to you without 
real mental effort; it’s what you do the most easily and is not necessarily 
permanent. Look at your natural hand for handwriting. If you are a right 
handed person, that comes naturally. You don’t have to think about it and 
when writing you don’t use much mental effort. But, if you are forced to 
write with your left hand, with concerted effort, you can do so. It might 
not be as good, but you can. And that’s a bit like these personality styles.

The styles also are not rigid categories. It’s not about you having unchanging 
or unchangeable characteristics. Within each style, there is a whole range 
of different traits, from being extreme to being half-half. Often, you can 
have a half-half style where you use some on one end of the spectrum and 
a few traits from the other end of the spectrum. It has been researched that 
in romantic relationships, it is much more likely to be a successful romantic 
relationship if your styles are considerably similar. Because if your styles are 
too different, there may be too much difference to bridge the gap. There may 
be considerable conflict and misunderstanding however, with knowledge, 
this can also be overcome. Research tells us that the greatest problem in 
romantic relationships is when the woman is an extrovert and the man an 
introvert. This reportedly is the cause of many relationship problems!

Most of us think that all people see the world “the same way that I do”. We 
imagine that everybody sees the world and interprets the world as we do. 
This misinterpretation often leads to frustration and conflict and in fact, 
often because we operate differently to our partner or to people around 
us, we do get caught up in this conflict and can lose sight of the common 
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ground. We fight and become distressed so much about the differences 
that we lose sight of the things we actually still do have in common.

So, by looking at these different styles, we can gain a greater understanding 
of how different people operate and thereby reduce potential conflict. We 
can also learn to respect the differences that exist and by respecting the 
differences, we can learn to accommodate how other people operate and 
to negotiate with them. We can learn to speak out a little bit more about 
what’s important to us because we’ve learnt that they won’t necessarily 
think of that of their own accord because they think that the world and 
the people in the world operate the same way as they do. By accepting 
that one person operates differently, but with equal validity, we can learn 
to be more tolerant and that too will enhance relationships. We can look 
at reframing these different styles as different rather than as defects and by 
reframing them, the differences do become more tolerable.

Let’s look specifically at extroversion and introversion. These are two 
words that are often misunderstood. In reality, extrovert and introvert are 
words that describe opposite ends of an energy continuum. It relates to 
how we derive our life energy; our psychological energy; the energy that 
keeps us alive. Now if you are a person who loves a lot of variety and gets 
stimulated by events and people and doing different things, then you are 
much more likely to be an extroverted person. If you are a person who 
prefers predictable routine and you enjoy having private reflections and 
thinking about ideas and thinking deeply about different topics, then you 
are more likely to be an introverted person. Neither way is superior. Each 
way just gives an indication of how the person gains and replenishes their 
life energy.

In our society, extroverts seem to dominate and so it tends to be that 
if you are an extrovert, you are considered more normal. As mentioned 
before, there is no such thing as one way being superior. It is true that 
introverts tend to be in the minority but being the minority doesn’t make 
them wrong. So, we have to learn about the different styles and learn what 
makes other people tick.
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As we become older, we moderate our style a little, so the extrovert tends 
to not need to be out there doing things, being with people, socializing 
as much as when they were younger. It is also true that the introvert who 
prefers to be on his own to ‘recharge his batteries’ can moderate that and 
put himself out a little bit , and mix more comfortably with people.

It is commonly thought that the extrovert is a bit of a party animal. That’s 
actually too much of an over-simplification. Extroverts do get energy from 
the outer world; things outside of themselves. They are energized by being 
with other people, by doing things that are new, different, interesting, 
stimulating. By interacting with other people, they come to life and it tends 
to be the variety that they like as well. They do a lot of different things. 
The sameness and the predictable sameness for them will be boring. They 
prefer other people’s company to their own, so when they’re by themselves 
they tend to be a bit bored and so they go and seek other people’s company 
by ringing or emailing, or going and annoying somebody in the family, 
just to gain a bit of stimulation.

The introvert, by contrast, finds his stimulation from his inner world of 
thoughts and feelings. He prefers to be alone to recharge. He can socialize; 
in fact, he often enjoys it and he is usually pretty good at it. But, he finds 
it draining and so too much socializing and too many people at once can 
overwhelm the introvert. At a big party, the introvert might be dreaming 
about being home, curled up in bed in his pyjamas watching TV by himself. 
Because the introvert regains his life energy from being quieter, being alone, 
considering topics in depth and studying things more deeply.

If you have a more introverted style, you are likely to have some of these 
characteristics. You’re likely to be fairly self-sustained and happy with your 
own company. You are a person who will tend to think first and then 
to act. You’re likely to have only a few close friends and be very loyal to 
those friends rather than having a wide circle of friends. This relates to not 
having a need to be socializing all the time and not really desiring a whole 
lot of new people – just a few quiet friends that you see occasionally is 
enough to recharge you.
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If you have an introverted style, you prefer constancy and routine. You 
actually don’t crave a lot of different experiences and you prefer depth 
to breadth. So, if there is a particular topic that you are interested in; for 
example, politics or the history of the world; whatever it is, you will know 
a lot about that particular topic.

You have a strong need for privacy, the privacy of your own mental 
thoughts. You prefer not to be the centre of attention. You can be if you 
have warning that you are going to be the centre of attention. For example, 
you may be asked to give a speech at a birthday party or at a wedding. 
You can do this successfully, and you will be fully prepared, but it is not 
your preferred way of operating. The person with the introverted style has 
a rich, inner world of ideas and emotions and impressions but they prefer 
to keep their thoughts and their feelings inside. So, if other people want 
to know about them, they actually have to ask directly because introverts 
tend not to share spontaneously.

By contrast, if you have a more extroverted style, your natural style, your 
natural way of being, is that you will be talkative, usually friendly, very 
easy to get to know because the extrovert finds it easy to express emotions 
and to show transparency. They tend to chat on and “what you see is 
what you get”. The extrovert person is also more likely to take action 
and think about it afterwards. It’s not necessarily impulsiveness, it’s just a 
preparedness to try something new and do something different because it 
is the variety and the external events – it’s the doing something different – 
that gives them an energy.

The extrovert is also likely to use dramatic language for effect. They tend 
to use superlatives. The extrovert is also more likely to think out loud. Do 
you know anybody like that who actually works out what they feel about 
something by talking out loud? There are many women who do that and 
their men folk find it annoying and frustrating. They call it chatter. But 
the extrovert tends to talk out loud in order to sort out what they are 
feeling. They will often change their minds after discussing things over 
with somebody else. In fact they prefer to talk their problems over because 
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they have a preference for talking and being with other people. They have 
a wide circle of friends and acquaintances and they tend to always talk 
about having a lot of friends, and they love being with those friends. They 
will choose to be with other people to relax, because socializing gives them 
energy. It is also true that the extrovert person, because he likes to talk more 
than listen, will frequently interrupt and not necessarily be aware of it.

So, here’s an example of what the extrovert and the introvert might say 
in the same situation. The extrovert is likely to say, “Talk to me, spend 
time with me, I need company.” The introvert will say, “I want to be 
alone and think.” The extrovert will say, “Tell me how you really feel. I’m 
happy to tell you how I feel.” And the introvert will say, “My thoughts are 
private. I don’t know if I can trust you with my feelings. Besides, I haven’t 
reflected enough yet to know what they are.” The extrovert is likely to say, 
“What’s wrong? Did I do something wrong? Are you cross with me? Have 
I upset you?” And the introvert will be thinking, “Just because I am not 
talking to you doesn’t mean to say that there is something wrong.” These 
different styles, as I mentioned before, are neither right nor wrong. We 
have a natural preference for the way that we operate.

When it comes to leisure time and leisure activities, the extrovert, because 
he or she prefers fewer routines, likes the variety, likes the change, likes 
going out, likes experiences, whereas the introvert is a person who prefers 
much more the routines and the chance to deepen an interest. Now, this 
is going to cause problems in romantic relationships if you’ve got one who 
wants to go out all of the time and one who prefers to stay at home. The 
introvert also craves less variety. The introvert is happy to do the same 
thing repeatedly and gain life energy from that. Introverts find that they 
are sustained by doing the same thing. The extrovert on the other hand, is 
likely to call that boring and limiting.

Whilst the extrovert can get frustrated and resentful by the introvert wanting 
to do the same thing all the time, the introvert will say, “Well, when you want 
to go out and do all these different things with all these different people, I 
get overwhelmed and exhausted.” The introvert will often find the extrovert 
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partner superficial and demanding. Introverts will think, “Leave me alone” 
and “Why can’t you think about things more deeply?”

So, how to handle this? In relationships, negotiation is necessary when 
one is an introvert and one is an extrovert. First of all, the extrovert has to 
recognize that the introvert partner needs less socialization and perhaps be 
a bit tolerant of that and not organize so many outings, or be prepared to 
do less partner socialization. Perhaps the extrovert needs to go out more 
on his or her own and leave the partner at home. So if that’s negotiated 
and organized, that should be fine. The extrovert partner may need to find 
extra stimulation through work activities or perhaps sporting or theatrical 
activities. Just go and do something different and leave the other partner 
at home.

It is also important for a couple, when there is one of each style, to 
negotiate the level of variety and sameness. So for example, if you are 
organizing to go on holiday, they need to negotiate whether they are going 
to go somewhere different every time – the extrovert will want that – or 
whether they go back to the same resort or the same beach house or the 
same holiday location – which is what the introvert will prefer. In the area 
of intimacy, it is also important to recognize the difference between the 
extrovert and the introvert. The extrovert is going to want more contact 
with people and particularly with regard to his or her partner, will want 
more time, more conversation, will want to chat on longer. The introvert 
will find this stressful, will get overwhelmed, and find this exhausting. 
What happens sometimes is that the demands of the extrovert partner (the 
style is not gender specific) will sometimes cause the introvert partner to 
escape into more alone activities to try and avoid the extrovert’s need for 
conversation all the time. So they will often withdraw in to time alone.

Again, how to handle this? The extrovert must learn to go slowly and to 
not talk so much and to wait if they want the introvert partner to do some 
more talking. Interestingly, the introvert is usually happy for conversation 
to go on around them if they don’t have to participate. So, they perhaps 
will encourage the extrovert partner to do a lot of self-disclosure. “Tell me 
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about yourself”, he might say but is actually very slow to respond. There isn’t 
a lot of reciprocation. So, the extrovert will do more self-disclosure, but at 
the same time the extrovert has to learn to be self-disciplined and to control 
the desire to keep on talking or interrupting, recognizing that the introvert 
has a mental privacy that doesn’t want to be interrupted. So, the extrovert 
partner needs to learn not to always interrupt the introvert partner.

What the introvert can do, recognizing these differences, is learn to move 
out of comfort zone a little bit. Learn to do a little bit more self-disclosure, 
learn to talk a little bit more because this is what the extrovert partner 
needs. The introvert needs to learn to tolerate deeper discussions and not 
necessarily go off into their ‘cave’.

Thinkers And Feelers

I also want to mention another style dimension. I want to talk about 
thinkers and feelers. Again, opposite ends of a spectrum. This style is 
about the basis on which we prefer to make decisions. Are you a thinker 
or are you a feeler?

The thinker structures information when they have to make a decision, 
structures information into a very logical and objective way in order to 
make the decision. Whereas the feeler structures information and relates 
it to personal values, relates it to the emotional impact that the decision 
might have on other people and on self and makes the decision based on 
those values oriented ways.

Again, neither way is superior. They are both valid ways and really the best 
is if you have or use a combination of both. If you have a combination of 
a thinking style and a feeling style, you’ll come up with some very solid 
decisions. Typically, people will assume that if you are a thinker, it means 
also that you are uncaring and insensitive. This is absolutely not the case. 
The thinker can be very compassionate, very caring, very sensitive. But 
when it comes time to make decisions, the information that they use in 
order to make the decision is much more logical, much more structured 
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and much less emotional. So, the decisions are based on logic, facts and all 
the rational implications.

The feeler similarly, whilst making feeling type decisions, is not illogical. It 
is not correct to think that a feeler is an illogical person. She or he has the 
same capacity to be logical but prefers, when it comes to making decisions, 
to think about personal values, the emotional reactions of others and 
therefore, the decision is going to be somewhat different to the thinker.

I have a friend who for many years was unhappy in her marriage and 
years ago thought about leaving the marriage. She made a decision not 
to, however, because as a feeler, she considered the implications of that 
decision on her husband, on herself, on the children, on friends, on family 
and decided, No. Instead, she decided she would persevere and even try 
and enhance the marriage to see if it could get better. And she thought, “If 
in fact it is not better by the time the children are in their mid teens, then 
perhaps I’ll leave the marriage.” So she was very much a feeler. She made 
decisions about her life based on the emotional implications for herself 
and for other people. As it happens in that particular case, she did leave 
the marriage earlier than she anticipated because there were some other 
events that occurred and the marriage ended before the children reached 
their teens.

In society, there are in fact, statistically, more thinkers than feelers. And 
males, because of conditioning, because of environmental input, tend to 
have much more the thinking style of decision making. It is also true 
that women, because of their female brain – genetically and hormonally 
different – are in fact more capable of feeling empathy. That has been found 
through research. And so because women have an ability to empathize 
and are more naturally empathetic, they are more likely to be feelers. But 
again, this is not absolutely categorical that men are thinkers and women 
are feelers. It is just that they are more likely to be.

The differences that are apparent between thinkers and feelers are not 
defects, and are not deficits. They are valid ways of making a decision. The 
differences need to be respected and each one needs to acknowledge that 
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the other person has got a validity in the way they make their decisions. 
If you are a person with a thinking style, as I have said, you are going to 
refer frequently to facts and to logic of a situation or an idea, and you are 
not going to talk very much about feelings. It doesn’t mean you haven’t 
got feelings, you are just not going to bring them in to the equation when 
you make your decision.

Nonetheless, you are going to consider fair and honest criticism as a natural 
and acceptable process. Thinkers don’t avoid conflict. They rather view 
conflict or another person’s input as a debate. Debating for the thinker is 
more an intellectual exercise and they enjoy it. It is to do with their going 
deeper into the particular topic. The thinker can be blunt and they focus 
on what they believe to be the truth. This is more important to them than 
tact because when you are tactful, you are actually considering somebody 
else’s feelings. But the thinker is more likely to just say it as it is and focus 
strongly on fairness and justice and truth. Because of this, they can seem 
to be cold sometimes and may accidentally hurt other people’s feelings.

The other thing about thinkers is that they often get irritated if the rules 
aren’t followed. If there is a certain way of doing something, and the rules 
are not followed or enforced, thinkers will actually get a bit frustrated 
because to them, rules represent logical order. If this is the rule, then this 
is the right way to do something.

If you are more of a feeler, you are going to be much more concerned 
with relationships and with harmony. When you make a decision, you are 
going to try and see things as though you are a participant in the situation 
and you are going to have an ability to empathize with how other people 
will feel. And your decision will be based more on those feelings. When 
you are a feeler, you dislike telling people unpleasant facts and so it is very 
difficult for you to confront people or to fire people. It is very hard for a 
feeler to be given the task of firing people at work because thire main goal 
is to please others.

The feeler believes that people work better if they know that you 
understand their feelings. So typically, a feeler will try and explain to 
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somebody else that they understand their feelings. But if it is a thinker 
that you are explaining it to, the thinker doesn’t need to know that. The 
thinker doesn’t need to have you constantly going on about their feelings. 
The feeler wants to be treated kindly, and the feeler tends to avoid conflict 
and criticism and confrontation.

It is easy to presume that the woman is going to be the feeler and the 
man is going to be the thinker because of what we know about gender 
differences, but there are many times that a woman who has empathy is 
still going to be a thinker when it comes to making practical decisions. 
Not so long ago, I was working with a couple in my counseling where 
the husband admitted to having had an affair and the wife, almost coldly 
and callously it seemed, with hardly any emotion, left the marriage. The 
husband was actually quite surprised because his wife had previously been 
a very emotional, warm, nurturing person. She said to him in one of the 
counseling sessions, “I am still a warm, nurturing, caring person but I 
am choosing not to be in this relationship because I don’t want to be in 
a relationship with somebody who has different values to me.” She was 
very much the thinker when the facts were on the table. Even though 
she was a caring, empathetic person, when it came to making a decision 
about leaving her marriage, she was very clear and unemotional about it. 
She looked at all the pros and cons, she looked at the facts at what her 
husband’s actions revealed, and decided to leave.

This is the sort of thing that thinkers would say. They would say, “Look 
at the logic of the situation.” The feeler would say, “But what about their 
feelings?” Or the thinker would say, “Let’s look at the facts here.” And the 
feeler would answer, “What good are the facts if you don’t consider how 
people respond to the facts.” The thinker would say, “Let’s list the pros 
and cons.” And the feeler would say, “I’ve got a good feeling about this. 
Let’s do it.” The thinker would say, “I’m sorry but I have to fire you. I’ll 
give you a good reference.” And the feeler would say, “Due to some cost 
cutting, we may have to let you go, but if we do, I understand that will 
be very difficult for you and we’ll try and find another position for you.” 
Here’s where we can see the difference in A) How people make a decision 
and B) How they then speak that decision.
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When it comes to romantic relationships, it has been shown in research 
that men find it easier to be in a relationship with a woman who is a 
thinker or at least a half-half style. And females find it easier to be in a 
relationship with a man who is a feeler or at least a half-half style. However, 
there are areas where they are likely to be at odds with one another. First 
of all, in the area of communication. Because thinkers do not talk much 
about emotions, they can often come across as cold and uncaring, even 
calculated. The feeler can often come across to a partner as illogical and 
way too emotional. So we have to learn tips on how to handle this.

One way is for the feeler to watch language. If it’s the female who is the 
feeler, she has to watch the type of language she uses and try and cut 
back on using dramatic, embellished or exaggerated language. Cut out 
the superlatives because this is what has an impact on the thinker partner. 
The feeler must also listen for implied feelings in her thinker husband 
because she may otherwise presume that her thinker husband hasn’t got 
any feelings at all. This isn’t correct, but when it comes to decision making, 
he will think about facts, logic, rational implications. So, it is important 
for her, if she wants to know what his feelings are about a particular topic, 
to directly ask questions and say, “What do you feel about this?” And then 
wait patiently for his answer.

I remember when, living in Singapore, my husband Mike and I were 
trying to decide about boarding school for our eldest child in Australia. 
And being the feeler that I am, I was very emotional about it and pleaded 
that I didn’t want my son to leave home too young, that he still needed 
his family. I also recall saying to Mike, “I didn’t have children just to send 
them away when they’re 15.” My thinker husband, however, looked at 
all the rational things about us living in another country and the fact 
that our children had grown up in Singapore and not in Australia. My 
husband thought about the fact that our son would benefit to have his 
final years of education in Australia and to establish life-long friendships, 
because that was likely to be his future home. He thought about all the 
rational implications – about the money, the relationships, about the 
family connections, the future, even about him having the opportunity to 
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learn to drive because that was something our son was going to be able to 
do at the age of 16 in Australia. Yet having made the decision, my thinker 
husband was very emotional and grieved considerably, when our son did 
in fact, leave for boarding school. Which, I must tell you, turned out to 
be a very, very good experience for him. We made a decision that our son 
later thanked us for.

These same rational aspects came into account when Mike spoke with 
Daniel about what subjects he should do at school. The feeler mum, the 
emotional mum, was saying, “Let him do what he likes,” without looking 
at all the rational, objective issues. The thinker dad explained the value of 
having a second language, and of some advanced mathematics, given the 
way the world was going and the countries that were vying for markets 
and trade.

What feelers can do to persuade their thinker partners and others, is to 
use more facts and to consider more cause and effect to reveal that they 
are thinking logically and thinking more factually when it comes to a 
decision. So, for example, if a feeler wife wants to buy a camera, instead of 
just going and saying, “This is the camera I want because it looks nice,” or, 
“I’ve seen my friend’s photos and they look really terrific,” what she should 
do is write a whole list of pros and cons and present that to partner and 
say, “I’ve researched all the different cameras, I’ve asked lots of different 
people. These are the different prices. These are the pros and cons. I have 
decided, based on all of these facts, that this is the camera that I would 
like to buy.” The thinker husband becomes an absolute pushover and says, 
“Very well dear. Here’s the money.”

Another area where there might be problems is in the area of sensitivity. 
What is true is that thinkers, because of the way they can be quite factual 
and quite logical, can hurt another person’s feelings without realizing it. 
And often, they do it carelessly, simply because they don’t realize. They 
can be blunt because of their quest for the truth and because they are 
rational and “this is the way it is”. So, they say things as they are, without 
necessarily thinking about how those words will impact on somebody else. 
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They can actually be quite critical. This will hurt the feelings of a feeling 
spouse. The thinker will confront more.

The other thing worth mentioning is that the thinker doesn’t always affirm 
a partner. Doesn’t necessarily say, “Thank you,” or, “I appreciate this,” 
or, “I care about you,” or, “I love you.” He just assumes that she knows 
that. Thinkers make an assumption that the other person knows what is 
obviously fact. And to them it seems illogical to actually have to say those 
words of affirmation because, as one thinker said to me, “Well, I’m here 
aren’t I? I’m still in the marriage. I haven’t gone anywhere so she should 
know that I appreciate her.” Feelers however, if they don’t get those words 
of affirmation, will start to think that partner doesn’t care about her and 
she seeks reassurance.

So, how should this area of different styles be handled, when it comes to 
sensitivity? Thinkers need to consciously make more positive comments 
and fewer negative comments. If they are going to make critical comments 
or be blunt, they need to learn to consider being more tactful about it. 
Because thinkers enjoy debate – remember I said before that they see 
debate as an intellectual exercise which deepens their knowledge about 
a particular subject – the thinkers have to recognize that in the debating, 
there might be some hurt feelings and they have to recognize that the 
relationship is important. And if they are saying things that are tactless 
or hurtful or blunt, then that is going to impact on the relationship. And 
they do have to remember to affirm more and to stop assuming that their 
partner knows.

The feelers, in the area of sensitivities, need to not take things so personally 
and if they aren’t being affirmed by partner, then instead of thinking, “He 
doesn’t love me, or he doesn’t care about me, or he takes me for granted,” 
should be able to know these different styles and say, “He’s a thinker, 
To him it’s illogical to tell me these things. If I want the reassurance, I 
need to go and ask for it.” So, she needs to go and say, “Hey, do you care 
about me? Did you like the holiday that we organized? Did you enjoy the 
family function that we went to over Christmas?” Because he is unlikely to 
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volunteer that sort of information. If he hesitates, say, “Look, I’m a feeler. 
I need to have your reassurance every now and again. Please tell me how 
you are feeling.”

The feeler also needs to not shy away from conflict. Remember, the thinker 
partner doesn’t mind conflict, doesn’t mind confrontation, in fact gets a 
bit of an energy buzz out of it. And so the feeler, instead of shying away 
from conflict and feeling hurt by it, needs to be a bit bolder in coming 
forward and override that adrenalin arousal that she might have and be 
prepared to make comments, ask questions, defend a bit, answer back. 
Extend the debate. At the same time, the thinker must learn that not 
everything has to be confronted.

Even though the title of this chapter is “Incompatible Personalities”, it has 
been explained that people with different styles need not be incompatible. 
Relationships need not come to an end because of differences. People 
simply need to be aware of how other people “re-charge their batteries”, 
and of how others think, feel and make decisions. They need to consider the 
impact of their words and actions on another person, and give allowances 
for not all people being “the same as me”. This knowledge brings an ability 
to handle difficult and different personalities.
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Chapter 4

Confusing Personalities

Rigid Personality

Most people can become really stubborn about things that are important 
to them. And yet, on things that aren’t so important, they can be quite 
flexible and you can negotiate with them, debate with them and they can 
see another point of view. Similarly, most of us have certain routines in 
life which are necessary because the flow of life goes much more smoothly 
with a few routines. You know what’s going to happen when. For example, 
if you have a morning routine with children, getting them off to school, 
and the children know the structure of what happens when, then things 
go quite smoothly.

Even so, if there is a slight interruption in a particular routine, most 
people can adapt a bit and do things a little bit differently and their 
equilibrium is not necessarily thrown out of kilter. If things happen 
differently to what they had expected, they can incorporate a slight 
change. So, in our lives, we are doing this ebbing and flowing all of the 
time, anticipating but adjusting. If for example, you had planned one 
afternoon to do grocery shopping and then your partner comes to you 
and says, “I’m just in the mood for going searching for the hi-fi system 
that we’ve been wanting. How about we go hi-fi shopping?”, usually you 
can respond, “Hmmm. Okay. Let’s go and do that. We’ll do the grocery 
shopping another day.” You can make that adjustment. So, even if you 
don’t get the things done that you wanted, and the day does not turn out 
the way you had planned, it doesn’t affect you terribly much. However, 
this is not the case with all people. Some people cannot adapt to change, 
and come across as quite inflexible.
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The inflexible or rigid personality is one of the more confusing personalities. 
Inflexible people can actually only function if their particular routine or 
the thing that they want to do is adhered to. They stick strictly with their 
rigid routine and tend not to be able to see other people’s perspectives. 
They want things to be done their way and they don’t really care about 
the fact that other people might have a different way of doing things or 
want things done in a different time frame. So, it’s very difficult to debate 
with people who are inflexible, or to negotiate with them and it is highly 
unlikely to have cooperation from them.

Because the rigid person cannot see the other person’s point of view, they 
often insist on things being done their way, meaning that the other person 
can be left feeling dismissed or bullied even, and yet the rigid person doesn’t 
seem to have any empathy, doesn’t seem to recognize the impact of their 
inflexibility on that other person. The person with the inflexible personality 
has very poor conflict management skills because, in their own mind, they 
have to be right. They only have one way of seeing things, one way of 
doing things and that to them is the right way. So, of course, if you have 
an alternative point of view or alternative way of wanting to do something, 
then in their mind, you are not right and that will create conflict.

For the rigid personality, cooperation is very difficult, simply because of 
the fact that whenever you come up with an alternative way of doing 
things, there will be conflict because of this right and wrongness. Very 
often, the rigid person will become angry, leaving you feeling devalued 
and worthless because of the conflict that occurred. It is very difficult 
also for the rigid person to express any warmth or any tenderness to you 
if things aren’t going their way. So this also can be very confusing because 
this can alter actually almost from hour to hour. In one hour, you feel as 
though you’ve got a great relationship and things are going quite steadily 
and smoothly. You are negotiating with certain things and just having 
a normal discussion and then almost at the flick of a switch, the rigid 
person can become quite obstructive and suddenly there is an argument. 
It comes out of left field and it is because you have made a suggestion or 
mentioned something that doesn’t go in accordance with their particular 
way of wanting things done.
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What is this? What causes a person to become rigid or inflexible? Why 
are some people like this and not others? It is actually related to anxiety. 
The reason why a person has a rigid personality is because they have 
anxiety around doing things differently and it is a very intense anxiety 
that they have probably learned from young. If growing up, you live in 
an environment that is very controlled and very controlling and there are 
very strict routines and structures, then you actually learn – without ever 
really realizing that you are learning – that this type of structure provides 
contentment. Contentment means absence of stress. And if things are 
done a little bit differently or if there are arguments or hassles about things 
being done differently, the child has a feeling – it starts off as a feeling 
without it being general knowledge – that this is the right way to do 
things. Then, as the years go by, the right way to do things becomes the 
only way to do things.

An example of this, and it might be one that you can relate to, is about 
washing dishes after you’ve had a dinner party. If you have grown up in 
a household where you must always clear away the dishes and wash the 
dishes after you have used them, then you will have a belief that you must 
clear away and wash the dishes before you go to bed, even after a late night 
dinner party. So, the guests have gone and you have to clear away and 
wash the dishes. It might be 3 o’clock in the morning and you might have 
had a few too many to drink and you might be really tired and desperate 
to go to bed so it actually seems illogical to you to wash the dishes now. 
Your partner might be begging you to go to bed and saying, “We can do 
this in the morning. Just leave it.”

But, if you have a rigid personality, you are not able to adjust and change 
and do things differently. And so there you are at 3:30 in the morning, 
really tired, and even though it is illogical to you, you are washing the dishes 
because this seems to be the right thing to do. And if you went to bed, you 
would have so much anxiety about it that you would not be able to sleep.

You may even compel your partner to help you in the clearing up – so 
he might be desperate to go to bed and you insist that he stays up to 
help you and bring the dishes to stack the dishwasher and wipe down the 
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tables even though that’s the last thing he wants to do. If you then have a 
fight about it and it ruins a beautiful evening, then yes, this is an instance 
where you could be considered to have a rigid personality. Perhaps you are 
not rigid about everything. But about this one particular thing, you are 
inflexible. This, when it becomes a trait, and it’s seen in a number of areas 
in your life, actually becomes a disorder.

Some other examples of having a very inflexible personality – and again 
you might laugh at these because you might relate to them – is having little 
structures and little routines that have to be done in a certain way before 
you can settle. For example, you may have to fill the dishwasher and set it 
going before you go to bed at night. Or you may have to hang up clothes 
in a certain order and not have the underwear in amongst the blouses. 
You may have to hang them in a certain way and even use certain colored 
pegs for different things. I’ve known people who color code their pegs 
with their washing. And if you don’t do it that way, it leaves you feeling 
unsettled. These are all markers of perhaps you being a bit obsessive and a 
bit inflexible at certain things.

Let’s say you have an inflexibility about the way clothes are hung up on the 
line. Imagine you are visiting your sister and you are helping her with her 
brand new baby. You offer to hang a few things on the line, and you hang 
her clothes in exactly the same way as you do your own. She might come 
out and laugh about that because even within the same family, no two 
people are going to be the same. This then can cause conflict in families as 
well, where one is more inflexible and more rigid than another.

Some rigid people are so preoccupied with these routines, with this 
structure and with this certain way of having to do things, so preoccupied 
with the details, that they actually lose sight of the big picture. This also 
makes them fairly inefficient time managers because they can be busy 
doing the details to make sure that something is right in order to ensure 
that they don’t feel anxious – even though they may not realize that that 
is what they are doing. The behavior is to help with settling down so they 
don’t feel anxious – so much so that sometimes tasks don’t get completed. 
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And again, if this is happening regularly, then it is a suggestion that the 
symptoms of inflexibility are causing a problem. That is when we call 
it a disorder and people sometimes need help for that – either through 
counseling or even some medication to assist with their anxiety. It is all 
anxiety based.

Or perhaps you a person who gets over focused, for example, on work. If 
you are a person who is totally inflexible and rigid about your work and 
your work ethics, it may well be that you find you really can’t take time off 
for leisure because if work is your ethic then having leisure means that you 
are somehow lazy. So it may be that if some of your peers – your colleagues 
at work – have an afternoon off to play golf, you might be quite upset or 
hostile towards them about that, because even though you yourself have 
got the opportunity to play golf as well, you can’t join the others because 
it causes you too much anxiety. And yet, you feel a certain hostility that 
the others are able to do that. So, you stay at work even though you had 
the opportunity to go yourself and you work hard while they’re out there 
having an enjoyable, relaxing time. This may indeed result in you having a 
feeling of self-righteousness. People who are self-righteous have an attitude 
of, “I’m here working and I’m doing the right thing and I’m a good person 
to be working hard. But you are off having a good time. You’re being lazy. 
You are being slothful. You are wrong.” That is actually the mentality.

Again, if you are the rigid one and you expect others to have the same 
attitude as you; if you force others to stay behind and don’t allow them 
to go and have a good time and fit that into their work schedule, then 
you are indeed forcing your inflexibility onto somebody else. Other 
people have the ability of having a good balance of work and leisure, 
and will still get the job done and perhaps with a lot more pleasure than 
you are actually having.

It can be easily seen then that the person with the rigid personality may be 
very hung up on things about work ethics or religious principles. Very often 
they get obsessive and single-minded about morals and values and this 
may come across to other people as perhaps being arrogant and haughty. 
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I will provide one example of this: Some years ago I was counseling a 
young woman with a number of issues. She was married with a young 
family and one of her issues was that she had a very rigid husband. This 
young woman told me that her father had recently remarried a woman 
just slightly older than herself, and that they were going to have a baby. 
She was actually quite excited about the fact that she was going to have 
another sibling- even though there was going to be 34 years difference in 
age and this new baby would be younger than her own children.

When the baby was born, she indeed was excited and thrilled but her 
very morally rigid husband disallowed her from visiting her father and 
his new wife and the new baby because he had a principle that it was 
wrong. Wrong for an older man to be married to somebody young 
enough to be his daughter, the husband said, and then to be having 
babies with her. This caused a great deal of tension within this family 
because my client could see nothing wrong with it. She had adjusted to 
the situation of her father having remarried and she felt a great deal of 
love and affection for her new baby sister – but was not allowed to visit. 
It was in fact quite a few months before she was “permitted” to travel 
and meet her extended family.

It is very difficult for somebody who has an inflexible personality to 
delegate to other people because they very often have a preoccupation with 
things being done the right way and therefore have more of a perfectionist 
tendency. And so if this is you, you are fearful and anxious about delegating 
because you are scared that somebody else won’t do it as well as you would 
want them to do it. And of course, if somebody else is doing a task and it 
is not up to your standards, then you will be cross and irritable. So if you 
are working with a person who is rigid, you find that you actually have to 
do it their way to keep the peace and yes, you can learn to do it their way, 
but you also tend to lose your sense of self in that regard and you have to 
remain mindful of that. If you are working with somebody or living with 
somebody who is inflexible, it is often a case of going along with them just 
to keep the peace.
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Strategies For Inflexible Personalities

The person with the inflexible personality has another problem and 
ironically, they tend to know this about themselves. They can become 
so stubborn that they can’t change their point of view, they can’t change 
their perspective, even though they know it is not in their best interests to 
actually stay with their stuck point of view. It is probably easier to give an 
example so that you can understand what I’m saying here.

The example I think of immediately is a couple who came for counseling 
because of some relationship difficulties. This couple had been together 
for eighteen months and the boyfriend believed that his girlfriend was 
incompatible with him. He was able to outline to me in the counseling 
session all the experiences they had had together where he felt that they 
were incompatible and viewed that this relationship should probably break 
up. So, in the sessions we talked about many things and the girlfriend was 
able to recognize that there were things that she could change and adjust 
to go along with what he wanted. She had a chance to voice her point of 
view and I was able to validate her. Nevertheless, she said, “Okay, I can 
do things differently.” And she did. Over the course of a few months’ 
counseling, she actually did change quite a few things.

But what was interesting to me was that the boyfriend could not see that 
she was making changes. He seemed to be stuck in his point of view that 
they were incompatible – and he insisted on telling me every session that 
they were incompatible – but even though she was making changes and 
things were being done differently, he found it very difficult to acknowledge 
the changes. Even when he did – or rather, when he was forced to in the 
counseling session – he still said, “This isn’t going to work. We are too 
incompatible”. So, it was like he was stuck on a viewpoint that they were 
going to break up because of incompatibility and regardless of changes, 
that was the direction that his life was going.

In fact they did break up. This couple did not stay together. And he said to 
me in one of the final sessions that he was sad that it “had to come to this”. 
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He said, “I felt very keenly about her at the beginning of the relationship 
and I’ve always felt fond of her and I still have feelings of affection for 
her and it’s really sad that we have to break up.” Yet, when I suggested to 
him that they stay together and give it some time to review the situation, 
he said, “No. It’s not going to work because we are incompatible.” That’s 
an example of when somebody actually sticks on a certain path and isn’t 
willing to adapt to changes that are happening along the way.

There was another marriage situation that I dealt with, with similarities to 
that story. The wife was very unhappy with her marriage and was actually 
quite confused. Initially she came for counseling alone and decided that 
she wanted to separate but she wasn’t in a position financially to manage 
on her own. Understandably, the husband was very concerned about 
the impact of her decision but also very supportive of her being true to 
herself. He loved her and knew that he had to perhaps let her go and 
have some space from the marriage for her to come back to him of her 
own volition. He made a suggestion which she agreed to, that she move 
out alone and that their two children stay in the family home. He would 
support her financially while she had some time away from the marriage 
and he would stay faithful to the relationship until she made up her 
mind. This was an unusual situation but one that had potential of being 
sorted out.

The wife had a very rigid personality and she had started on the track of 
planning to separate because she was unhappy. And she stayed unhappy. 
She stayed unhappy because many things didn’t work out the way she 
had thought they would. She found it very difficult financially to manage 
as she wasn’t able to get work, she wasn’t able to organize child care, she 
wasn’t able to open bank accounts. This happened in Singapore where it is 
quite difficult for a non-employed expatriate to open his or her own bank 
account. She wasn’t able to rent her own accommodation, she wasn’t able 
to pay for a helper, which was necessary if she was going to work and have 
the children stay with her for some of the time. Although things went 
wrong, she stayed away from the family home yet came back daily to visit 
the children.
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She was very involved still in talking things over with her husband and 
he said to her repeatedly, “Any time you want to come back, you come 
home. We’re here and we want you to come back”. But she wouldn’t. She 
determinedly stayed away even though she had the opportunity to come 
back home on more than one occasion. She said to me in counseling 
sessions, “It would be really good if things could work out at home again 
as it’s so hard to be away,” and I pointed out to her that she could go home 
and try again. But she wasn’t able to shift her direction and she stayed 
away and the marriage never reconciled.

The person with the inflexible personality tends to blame other people. 
They are prone to blaming when things go wrong. And they have 
very little insight into their own contribution to things having gone 
wrong. It is always somebody else’s fault. Again, an example that will 
help you to see that. I have friends who were on holiday in the Gold 
Coast in Australia with their 2 young children. As a family, they were 
doing all the holiday outings and theme parks and taking photographs 
and videos of the children as memories of their visit. On the night 
before their scheduled visit to Dreamworld, the rigid wife said to her 
husband, “We must charge up the battery on the video camera. We’ve 
been using it a lot and it’s really low. We must do that before we go to 
Dreamworld tomorrow.”

Then actually, both promptly forgot about it. The next day, when they 
arrived at Dreamworld, unpacking the car, kids, strollers, getting the 
picnic basket out, the camera gets brought out and they both have the 
sudden realization that the battery isn’t recharged. And you can guess 
what happened. Inflexible wife turned to husband and got very angry with 
him very quickly, “You didn’t recharge the battery.” He said, “What do 
you mean I didn’t recharge the battery? Was that specifically my job? You 
mentioned it but we forgot.” She said, “You forgot. I told you to do it.” 
Because in her own mind,once she had said something about the camera, 
she presumed her husband would then get up, recharge the battery and 
the camera would be in working order the next day.
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But that didn’t happen. The plan that she had in her mind; did not 
eventuate. Her expectation wasn’t met and instantly her response was anger 
because things didn’t go her way. This is what we mean by inflexibility. It 
is not necessarily about what you are going to do. It is also a rigidity about 
how things should be, about expectations. If things don’t go according to 
your plan and you get an uncomfortable, anxious feeling about it then you 
get mad because it is somebody else’s fault that you feel like this (or that’s 
how it seems).

So, what is the summary about inflexibility? The summary is that rigid 
and inflexible people stick to their beliefs and their views that things must 
be done in a certain way, they have a certain routine, and then they feel 
more sure about the world. You can see that it’s related to anxiety. “If we 
do it this way, then I will be more sure about how the world is going to 
function and I’m likely to get what I want. If we do it this way, then I 
won’t have any anxiety. If we do it this way or if we stick with this value 
or if we stick with this ethic, then I will never have to question any other 
way of doing things so I will always know what my answer is. I will never 
have to question myself. I will never have to debate.”

And for some people, that gives them security. What it also does is give 
them the freedom from having to confront the fact that in this world, 
there is a lot of ambiguity and a great deal of ambivalence. This world 
offers to us a lot of difference and a lot of confusion and all of these things 
can be quite threatening to a rigid person. That is the reason why their 
inflexibility gives them a sense of security.

So, if you are in a relationship with a rigid person, here are some strategies. 
One way is to be assertive. To actually speak up assertively and say, “The 
way you are; not being able to see my perspective and things always having 
to be your way, is actually quite distressing for me.” Unless you challenge 
them, the rigid person is going to fail to see the impact of their behavior 
on you. They don’t naturally have empathy because they are so firm in 
their view that things have to be done a certain way and this is the right 
way to do things. So, you actually have to be quite assertive to let them 
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know there are other ways of doing things and it is not necessarily wrong; 
just different. At the same time however, don’t sweat the small stuff. If it’s 
not anything that is particularly important to you and you are not a rigid 
person, just go along with it. Choose your battles.

Use rational statements without criticism and without judgment - so you 
have to still use respect. Use rational statements with respect to point out 
certain facts. For example, you could say to your inflexible partner, “You 
can keep going on like that if you want to, but soon, people are going to 
get sick of the way it always has to be your way.” They can usually reflect 
on that sort of statement that is made factually and respectfully – not with 
criticism and not with judgment and you may have an opportunity of 
them perhaps saying, “Okay, I get it.”

Now, if you are the rigid person, if you are the person with the inflexible 
personality and you recognize that in yourself, then you have to actually 
work hard on seeing other people’s perspectives. And you do have to work 
hard because it means you actually have to override your feelings of anxiety 
that you naturally have when things are happening or you are being forced 
to consider doing things in a different way than you normally would.

Be prepared to debate your views because for some people - in particular 
for thinkers; if you are a thinker rather than a feeler – and I talked about 
that in the last chapter – debating is an intellectual exercise. It’s not about 
being right or wrong or being in conflict in terms of the relationship, 
it is just an intellectual exercise. So, if you are prepared to debate your 
views and you recognize that disagreement is okay, then that could also be 
very helpful for you and for others. Others will feel you have listened to 
them and not just dismissed them. If somebody doesn’t agree with you, it 
doesn’t mean they are right and you are wrong. It simply means that they 
have a different perspective; a different point of view.

Here is an exercise you can do to help you remember about different points 
of view. Reach for a pencil or a pen that is nearby. Now hold your pen out 
in front of you and turn your pen in a big circle in a counter-clockwise 
direction as though you are going counter-clockwise around a clock face. 
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As you do this, don’t change the direction but spiral your pen higher and 
higher until it goes above your head. When it is above your head, keep 
spiraling, keep turning it and look up at the pen and look up at that clock 
face above you and see what direction it is going. What can you see? You’ll 
see that your pen is going clockwise and if you didn’t see it the first time, 
do it again. This time, you can start clockwise. If you do it clockwise and 
spiral it higher and higher, you will discover that you observe the pen 
going counter-clockwise.

What does this tell us? It’s easy isn’t it? In reality, the direction didn’t 
change. But you looked at it from a different point of view. You saw it 
from a different perspective. In work situations, we are often very ready 
to see different perspectives. That’s the reason we have conference calls 
and board meetings so that we can all put together our different ideas and 
perspectives and then have a consensus. But typically, what happens in a 
relationship at home is we believe that other people who are close to me 
have to be the same as me, and my brain somehow interprets that if you 
disagree with me, then that is threat to our relationship. It is the reason 
why the inflexible and rigid personality that has been written about in 
this chapter experiences fear and threat, when “you are not the same as 
me”. It is the reason why the control happens, why “You have to do it 
my way.” Because any perceived difference causes a stress response in the 
rigid person which feels like a threat – and it feels like the relationship is 
in jeopardy.

Now, let’s be real here. If I want to wash the dishes at 3 o’clock in the 
morning and you don’t and you really want to go to bed and sleep and 
wash them at 10 o’clock in the morning, is that a threat to our relationship? 
Of course not – rationally, of course not. So, these are the things that have 
to be worked out and usually when people know what the basis is of their 
way of operating – what the foundation is about why they operate like 
this, about why they are rigid – they can start to use their rational thought 
process to decide, “Of course, this is silly. This is irrational.” And you can 
use your pen to remember the different perspectives.
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Anxiety-Based Behaviors

There are a number of other behaviors – we can call them personality 
traits – that are anxiety based. They are not as severe necessarily, as the 
rigid and inflexible personality that you were just reading about but they 
are confusing and frustrating nonetheless. So, I want to mention some 
common behaviors that are seen in the workplace and at home that cause 
people to become annoyed and puzzled. Because again, if we can identify 
what the basis is of the different behaviors – if we understand what the 
cause is – then we will become more able to manage it, both the person 
who has the behavioral trait and those who are trying to manage it.

In a previous book I wrote about the anxious personality and you may 
remember that this is the personality of someone who reacts quickly to 
threatening stimuli. So when things happen in their environment; they 
see, hear, or feel things that causes their body – because their brain is 
interpreting some sort of threat – to flood with adrenalin. That flooding 
causes an anxious feeling and when we have a flood of adrenalin in our 
body, we react to it either as a fight person or a flight person. You may 
also remember that if you are a fight (reactive) person, you will instantly 
react to things. If you are a flight (avoidant) person, you will withdraw 
and that may be interpreted as you sulking or shutting down. Actually 
what you are doing is just withdrawing and internalizing, appraising the 
situation for danger. Is it safe to proceed? As you are appraising, you are 
very mindful and particularly alert to other things in your environment 
to see if there is any more danger about to happen. Even in interactions 
and discussions with others you remain on guard, alert, highly attuned to 
further conflict.

The behaviors described next all have a basis of Anxiety. Yet, they are all 
different. Each one is related to the fact that the person has an anxiety 
response when they perceive ‘what might happen’. A certain amount of 
anxiety is normal. We all have some anxieties and certain fears and react to 
different stimuli but in the behaviors I’m about to describe, too much of 
the anxious response can become both frustrating, annoying and confusing 
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for other people who are around you. If you want to live on your own; not 
a problem. But, we actually live in community – we live in families and 
in groups. We work in groups, we play sport in groups. And because we 
are people who live and work and play within communities, we have to be 
mindful of how our behavior is impacting on other people.

The first behavior is called excessive worrying. People who are excessive 
worriers have a theme of, “What if?” The ‘what if ’ people agonize over 
things that might happen in their life. They always seem to be able to 
forecast a doom scenario. “What if such and such happens?” These are quite 
pessimistic people to be around because they are always worrying about 
the thing that might happen. And so, their general working hypothesis is 
that if I stay on guard for things that might happen and for things that 
might go wrong, then when it happens, I won’t be so ill-prepared. I will be 
emotionally prepared and ready to tackle the dangerous thing that is going 
to happen. So, the excessive worriers, the ‘what ifs’ – if you are living with 
one – can be extremely frustrating. The excessive worriers never seem to 
enjoy the present tense.

Another form of an anxiety-base behavior is the over dependent behavior. 
If you are a person who is over-dependent on somebody, you have an 
anxiety that you can’t look after yourself. You become a bit obsessive about 
needing to be with someone all the time. You have a fear that if you are 
on your own, something might go wrong and you won’t have the skills to 
manage it. Or you have a fear that you may make a wrong decision and 
you won’t be able to manage the consequences of that decision. And so 
over-dependent behavior is displayed by the person who wants to be with 
somebody all the time, is possibly quite clingy, one who will ask for advice 
on every decision. These are the people who need excessive amounts of 
reassurance. Even after they have sought and been given advice, they seek 
reassurance that it is actually okay to do it and, “If it goes wrong, you’ll 
help me won’t you?”

Again, you can see from the other person’s point of view that this can 
become quite tiring. The working hypothesis of the person who is over-
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dependent is, “I don’t have the skills to manage in life when things go 
wrong, therefore I need to avoid making wrong decisions by getting 
somebody else to make the decisions for me. By staying close to that 
person, if something does go wrong then that person will care for me and 
make the decisions to make sure everything works out okay.” Again you 
can see that it is very fear-based.

The third behavior is about over-caution and avoidance. People who are 
overly cautious tend to exaggerate in their own mind how dreadful things 
are going to be if something goes wrong that is actually quite minor. They 
tend to be overly-dramatic. The reason why these people tend to be quite 
confusing is that you observe them behaving in a way that they are trying 
to minimize something happening, because already in their mind they 
have exaggerated the drama if it did happen.

An example of this might be somebody who packs way too many things 
when they go on a holiday because they fear running out of clothes or not 
having the right top or enough toothpaste. And of course, the reality is, if 
any of those things happened, you could go and buy something else whilst 
you are on holiday. It is the person who packs too much on holiday, it is 
the person who takes possession of a new rental property and insists on 
changing all the locks just in case somebody from the previous tenancy still 
has a key, it’s the people who are reluctant to spend money now because 
they need to put money away for a rainy day. What if something happens? 
This over-cautious person will minimize something happening in the first 
place because of the fear of how dreadful it’s going to be.

These people will be so cautious that they restrict their activities in case 
something happens and very often, this impacts on the activities of other 
people. I think of my own son who even as a small child, was very cautious 
and quite anxious. On one occasion, I took him to a theme park – it was 
his request – a small theme park in Singapore as a birthday outing. He had 
invited three friends to go with him. Once we were there, he found some 
of the rides were way too overwhelming as obviously his brain interpreted 
danger when he saw the upside downs or even the geewhizz. So he didn’t 
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want to go on any of those dangerous rides. But his friends did. They 
were keen to go but all the friends, interestingly, chose not to go on those 
particular rides because they respected that the birthday boy was reluctant 
to go on them.

So, all the lads stayed with the really childish, almost babyish rides at the 
theme park because the one who was the anxious one – the birthday boy 
– restricted the activities of the others because of his over-caution and fear 
of what might happen. So, what we have had to teach him is that while 
he may have had anxiety himself, and was perfectly within his rights to 
choose not to go on certain rides, that it is important for him to recognize 
that other people are more adventurous and may want to participate in 
more risk taking activities. He should let them “go for it” and that is 
something that he has had to learn as he has grown older.

More Anxiety-Based Behaviors

Another anxiety-based behavior is perfectionism. I mentioned a little earlier 
about the inflexible personality, the rigid personality, very often being a 
perfectionist. This crops up again here in the general list of anxiety-based 
behaviors because people who are perfectionists, deal with their anxiety 
by making sure that they never make a mistake and by making sure that 
they never leave anything undone. Perfectionists are particularly mindful 
of other people’s approval. They have a strong anxiety, a strong adrenalin 
arousal, when they suspect or interpret that other people may disapprove 
of them. So, they do things thoroughly, almost obsessively, to ensure that 
other people don’t disapprove of them. These people usually make very 
good employees in that they are unlikely to take a sick day off work - they 
will always be thorough – but the perfectionist may also be quite highly 
strung, fearful of other people’s approval and working very long hours to 
get a project done which is way beyond the expectation even of the person 
who set the project. It is also quite possible that this type of behavior will 
alienate colleagues simply because the perfectionist may come across as 
arrogant or hostile and judgmental about other people doing things not 
quite so perfectly.
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The working hypothesis of the perfectionist is, “This world is a dangerous 
place and I will work really hard and do things perfectly to make sure that 
there is no chance of anybody disapproving of me because that would be 
a dangerous thing, for me, to happen.”

Then there is another anxiety-based behavior called Protective Pessimism. 
The person who has this behavior will always anticipate the worst and 
believes that if anything can go wrong, it will go wrong. We affectionately 
call this Murphy’s Law. If anything can go wrong, it will go wrong. If you 
have that as a joking or as a flippant comment every now and again, I am 
not calling you the pessimist. But some people have this attitude all of the 
time. They have a viewpoint that nothing in life will go right and therefore 
they need to anticipate the worst so that they are not disappointed. And so 
they miss out a lot on the joy of anticipation.

If you stop to think about it, the joy of anticipation is actually what gives 
us a lot of pleasure. The joy of knowing that you are going on holiday and 
thinking about it and planning for it. Or knowing that a friend is coming 
to stay with you in a month’s time and you spend time planning what 
you are going to do and thinking of the activities that you are going to do 
together and the long talks that you are going to have together. There is 
some wonderful joy in anticipation. It’s about thinking of the future event 
and having a positive picture of it. But because these people believe that 
nothing positive will happen and that things are likely to go wrong, and 
they had better anticipate the worst so they are not disappointed, that is 
their modus operendi. That is their way of operating. And indeed it is not 
very pleasant being around these sort of pessimists.

Another behavior – hoarding. Did you know that hoarding things and not 
throwing things out – and I’m a culprit of this, just ask my family! – this is 
also a behavior that is based in anxiety. Think about it. What is it that I am 
anxious about when I hoard stuff? I have a fear that if I throw something 
out that as soon as I throw it out, I’m going to need it or I’m going to 
want it again or I am going to need to use it. So, I had better hang onto 
it and put it into the back of the cupboard just in case it comes in useful 
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sometime. My children, who are late teenagers now, laugh because on the 
bookshelf at home, I still have story books that I was reading when I was 
a teenager and I kept them in case one day when I had children and they 
grew up and enjoyed reading, that they might like to read those books too. 
So, I’ve got this whole range of Famous Five and Secret Seven books and 
of course my children aren’t remotely interested in reading Enid Blyton 
books - with all due respect to Enid Blyton – because in the ensuing years, 
there have been many novels written by many other authors and neither 
of my children particularly like reading anyway. Computers have been 
invented since then. But still I hoard and I cannot throw out.

In fact, when I am actually forced by my family to get rid of things, I have 
to give them away to a charity or to another organization. If the charity 
throws it out, that’s fine. I just can’t do it myself because it actually causes 
me too much stress. I had actually never stopped to consider that it was 
an Anxiety-based behavior but it is true because there have been occasions 
when I have finally thrown something out and it has caused me grief and 
pain to do it. Six months later I have gone to look for that very thing and 
then realized that I tossed it out and then I have a really strong Adrenalin 
Response. We only need one or two experiences like that to reinforce the 
need to keep hoarding but I have learned that hoarding behavior can be 
very frustrating for people who live in your family. It can cause a lot of 
conflict when you move house because you tend to just move your stuff 
from one place to the next, without even using what is is the boxes!

The last anxiety-based behavior that I am going to mention is the over 
controlling behavior. We so often say to somebody else, “Stop trying to 
control me.” We talk about controlling people but we are all controlling 
to a certain extent. We don’t like other people telling us what to do and 
how to do it. We resist that. Yet in reality, every one of us is controlling. 
We all to a certain extent want people to say things in a certain way, and 
do things in a certain way so that we feel better.

For example, if I’m married to you and we are going out together and you 
are wearing a shirt that doesn’t match your trousers, I say, “Don’t wear 
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those trousers with that shirt, they don’t go together.” Or if I am helping 
my child with homework and the child says, “You help me mum because 
I don’t really want to do this and I don’t know how to get started.” I give 
a suggestion and then my child doesn’t use my suggestion and I get a bit 
irked because I think, “My idea is a good idea.” These are all examples of 
being over-controlling. It’s where we want someone to behave in a certain 
way so that we feel better. Once we recognize that our wanting other 
people to do things differently is based on us wanting to feel better – we 
can use our rational thinking to say, “Stop. I’m not going to be like that. 
This person can do as they need to do. This other person has got their own 
ability to make decisions and make their own choices – even if I don’t 
think the clothes match or their idea is a very good idea.”

It is also controlling behavior for example, if your child is having a 
birthday party and you ask your child to choose a few friends to come. 
They choose the friends and then you tell them, “It’s not a good idea. That 
friend shouldn’t come. And I don’t want you to invite that friend.” That 
can be very confusing for kids when you give them a choice and then you 
tell them their choice is wrong. So, we have to learn to moderate and to 
manage out own anxiety so that we are not controlling people ourselves. It 
might be others saying to us, “Hey, you are way too controlling.”

So, to conclude. Be mindful. Be mindful of the impact of your behavior 
on other people. It is easier to manage your own behavior than it is to 
mange other people’s behavior. So, if you can think about, “What makes 
me behave like this? What makes me want to control? What makes me 
hoard? What makes me not allow somebody else to have their point of 
view?” If we use the rational part of our brain and over ride the feeling part 
that causes discomfort, we are going to make some wiser decisions about 
the way we behave which will make us much more emotionally available 
to other people.
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Chapter 5

People Who Blame

Passive Aggressive Personality

The two types of people that I write about in this chapter is the person with 
the Passive Aggressive Personality and also the person with the Borderline 
Personality. With the different personality types, there is a lot of overlap 
and sometimes it is very hard to distinguish different personalities. We’ll 
give you some traits and reasons why these different personalities exist.

All of us resent being told by certain people what to do and how to behave 
and we can get hostile when that happens. We don’t like having to do 
what other people tell us to do, especially if they say it in a demanding or 
an aggressive way. Yet, we may fear what their reaction is going to be if we 
don’t comply. Typically when we are told what to do, whether we are kids 
or adults, we do cooperate at some level or we negotiate and we say to the 
person, “I don’t want to do this now but can I do it later?” Negotiation 
works sometimes. Or we make an agreement and we say, “Yes, I’ll do 
that.” Or we assert ourselves and say, “No, I won’t do that.” Then, there 
usually has to be another negotiation. Sometimes the way we react to be 
told what to do is by thinking about doing something harmful. If we are 
feeling a bit hostile we may behave in a way that’s a bit sly or a bit cunning 
and so we may say that we’re going to do something and then not do it 
and then afterwards feign innocence and say, “What, me? No, I wouldn’t 
do that. I’m too nice a person.” If we’re lucky, we get away with it.

And so all of us have got a certain amount of resistance within us to be 
controlled by other people and we have different ways of not doing it and 
getting away with it. But for the most part, we usually either learn to assert 
ourselves and to say, “No,” or to comply and agree and go along with the 
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order, or we negotiate. The other way is just to rationalize and let it go. 
If we are annoyed when told to do something or there is some demand 
placed on us, we might just say, “Okay, I’ll do it,” and then we let it go. 
That is the normal pattern of behavior.

The person who shows Passive Aggressive behavior is one who has these 
same hostile feelings that we all get, but they deal with it in a different way. 
They actually hold these feelings inside and then smolder about them and 
feel ongoing resentment. But they are not prepared to assert themselves, 
they are not prepared to say, “No,” and neither are they prepared to 
cooperate and go along and do it. So, they move more onto the track of 
doing harmful behaviors and still feigning innocence.

So the person with a Passive Aggressive behavior might agree to do 
something and then not do it. Afterwards it comes across as, “Oh, I meant 
to do it but I ran out of time.” If it happens once or twice, that’s okay. 
We all do that from time to time. But, when you start to see a consistent 
pattern, it is cause for concern. When we see consistencies in patterns of 
behavior we call it a behavioral trait, or if it really impacts on your life, we 
start to call it a disorder.

The person with the Passive Aggressive behavioral traits, as I’ve said, have 
these negative feelings, but are reluctant to deal with them. What they 
do instead is passively resist and sabotage, and they also subtly attack and 
pay back. They have a strong sense of needing to pay you back for even so 
much as daring to impinge on them. The way they do this is by the use 
of insidious behaviors. Covert behaviors. The cover ups like the one I just 
mentioned, “Who me? I intended to do it but I just ran out of time.” Or, 
“I wanted to do it but somebody else came and interrupted me.” They are 
really good at blaming. And the whole purpose of behaving like this is that 
they come up with a plausible reason for not having done something and 
give it to you in a way that there is no counter attack. It’s pushing away 
blame from themselves for not having done something so that you are left 
in a position that you can’t attack back.
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Often, these people remain silent because then of course you can’t blame 
them for being aggressive. “I didn’t attack you. I was silent the whole 
time.” As mentioned, they then blame others for controlling and attacking 
them and they end up with a very self-righteous attitude of, “I’m not 
doing anything wrong. You’re the one who is out of control.”

As I write this chapter, I will weave through it a case study of a couple that 
I worked with over a period of time in which the wife was extremely passive 
aggressive. This was a couple from many years ago in my private practice 
in Singapore. It was the husband who came to me initially and by the time 
he sought counselling, he was totally exasperated because his wife was not 
speaking to him and indeed had notspoken to him for many months. It 
seems hard to believe that you can live in a household where there has been 
no communication between the adults, but this was the case.

The family had moved to Singapore from Australia two years earlier. The 
wife had given up a very high paying job in Sydney in order to accompany 
her husband to his overseas post. He believed that she had done so willingly 
and happily because after all, she had complained on many occasions 
during their married life and when the children were small that it was 
very difficult for her to be a good mum and also work full-time. He had 
thought, therefore, that this transfer with his job was a great opportunity 
for his wife to give up her job and to become a full-time mum for a while 
with absolute financial security.

The wife did not settle in Singapore and was very unhappy. She complained 
a lot about having to move, about the adjustment she had to make, about 
the distance to the school. She complained often that other families they 
associated with seemed to have so much more. The husband believed she 
was depressed and initially cared very much about her and her state of 
mind, believing somehow that it was his fault that she was suffering from 
depression. By the time he came to see me, after many months of her 
silence, he realized it was no longer simply a depression because he could 
feel the hostility – but he didn’t know what was going on. After he gave me 
more of the story, I was able to identify Passive Aggressive Behavior.
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People with Passive Aggressive Behavior often cut all communication and 
give you the silent treatment. Initially, as this husband did, you think it’s 
depression they are suffering and you feel compassion. But as the days 
move into weeks and there is still the silent treatment, you realize it is not 
depression but hostility. You are not quite sure what the hostility is about 
because nothing is ever explained. You’re not told anything and you just 
have to guess. As this husband explained to me, when he tried to discuss 
things, when he tried to find out what was wrong, the reaction he got 
from his wife, when she did speak to him, was nastiness and criticism and 
sarcasm that ended in conflict. The conflict would start, things would 
erupt and then die down fairly quickly because she would withdraw 
straight into silent mode again – the cold shoulder.

It is very common for the person with the Passive Aggressive Personality to 
remain silent for days and sometimes weeks, and this is exactly what this 
particular husband was experiencing. The silent treatment is an expression 
of hostility. However, communication is withdrawn only from the person 
that the passive aggressive person is upset with. It was very evident to 
this husband when there were visitors that came to the home, perhaps a 
parent of one of the school children, that his wife would communicate 
with them and act perfectly normally. She could laugh, joke, be friendly 
and even hospitable but the moment the visitor left, she would resume 
the silent treatment toward him. He said it was like turning on and off a 
light switch.

He attempted to discuss this with her and tried to get her to talk about it 
because he was completely at a loss to understand her behavior. He could 
not work out what he had done wrong but he was certainly feeling that 
the hostility was directed towards him. And all he got was her sarcasm. 
“There is no point talking about it”, she would say. “Things always have 
to be your way. You’re the one who dragged me here. I’m not happy” and 
“You don’t care about me or about my feelings”. He would try and get 
her to explain a bit more. She would erupt angrily, saying that he should 
know what she was upset about, and then very quickly go silent again. 
Communication was again withdrawn.
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When there are excessive passive aggressive patterns shown, as in this case, 
they become a disorder and this significantly impairs relationships. If you 
are the target of, or even in the same environment as a passive aggressive 
person, you can actually feel the hostility. And when it gets to be this 
bad, it’s highly unlikely that the person with this behavioral pattern is 
going to be able to change without professional help simply because the 
Passive Aggressive person believes that their perspective and how they are 
experiencing the situation, is reality.

In this particular case, the couple did in fact separate after two years of 
hostile behavior being displayed. For two years, the husband persevered 
in a very tense, silent, household. In the end, he was writing notes and 
letters to his wife and communicating to her in written form because she 
refused totally to engage in conversation with him. She refused to talk to 
him even when he actually confronted her to talk. She would just look 
away and become sullen.

After he learned about Passive Aggressive behavior, he realized she was not 
responding to his requests for discussion because he was the one suggesting 
it. She had become so hostile at that stage that she would not go along 
with anything that he suggested because she was interpreting everything as 
him being against her. She was paying him back by not cooperating with 
anything that he suggested – including discussion.

During the months that he was trying to understand his wife’s behavior, 
the husband asked his wife to come to counseling, however, she refused. 
He wondered if perhaps her self-esteem had dropped dramatically since 
the move to Singapore and her having to make the adjustment to being a 
full-time mum from being a valued employee. It is true that she had left a 
well-paying job and so he thought, “I’ll help her. I’ll use my networks here 
in Singapore to help her find a job in her profession and she’ll be happy 
to do that. We can have help in the house with the children then she can 
regain employment. That will help her.”

The husband felt compassion for his wife and had a lot of consideration 
for her. So he used his networks, found her a suitable job, went home with 
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excitement, told her about it and got no reaction from her. She gave no 
indication, verbally or facially, how she felt about his suggestion. He did 
not know what she was going to do with the information, had no idea 
whether or not she would accept the job. It was part-time so fitted well 
around school hours. He thought it was just ideal for her, but the only 
way that he subsequently found out that she had accepted the job was that 
she wrote to him in their communication book that she needed the car 
because she was going to work.

The communication notebook, left on the kitchen table, was used by 
both of them to communicate with one another. She would write her 
instructions to him, because although she refused to talk to him, she still 
needed to communicate certain things to him. He would write sometimes, 
but also speak to her his response. On one occasion she wrote that she 
was organizing a birthday party for one of their children the following 
weekend and what her expectations were about the help he would give. 
She would write in it about the upcoming parent teacher interview at the 
school which she expected him to attend. These are examples of things she 
needed to communicate, to him, but had to write as she refused to speak 
to him. 

She would also write to him in the notebook about her displeasure when 
he failed to do things that she had expected of him. He started to notice 
that some of the things that she was displeased about were meetings at the 
school that he didn’t attend but her entry only went into the communication 
book after he had left for his business trip. He felt that this too was part of 
the hostility – that she did not notify him about certain meetings and yet 
subsequently was angry at him and expressed displeasure that he had not 
attended meetings that he actually had no knowledge of.

The passive aggressive wife continued the silent treatment, yet if her 
expectations were not met (for example, him not doing things for which 
she had left written instructions, at the child’s birthday party), then she 
blamed him and punished even more with the silent treatment. To me it 
seemed that he bent over backwards to try and accommodate her and to 
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understand and tolerate this difficult behavior, but it became very wearing 
for him and he started to distance from her. He tried a number of strategies 
that we discussed in the counseling room to manage the situation. He 
would continue to come back to counseling to check if he was interpreting 
things correctly. He stated that because he was living in a vacuum and 
getting no feedback from his passive aggressive wife, he started to doubt 
his own sanity and doubt how he was interpreting things. It is difficult to 
remain in a relationship when there is no engagement at all.

Passive Aggressive Behaviors

How do we tell when somebody just has some of these occasional 
passive aggressive tendencies or when it actually is perhaps a fully fledged 
personality disorder? A passive aggressive personality disorder really does 
exist and is listed in the psychiatric manuals. There are a number of 
different behaviors that will be described, and if four of these behaviors are 
in existence, then it is very likely to be classed as a disorder. If somebody 
you know is behaving like this, it is worth while encouraging them in some 
way to receive help or for you to get help. There is no point struggling on 
your own.

The first thing that the Passive Aggressive person does is resist doing routine 
social or work tasks that would be considered reasonable. If you find that 
your partner is failing to do their normal share of the work or failing to 
cooperate in normal family functions, then you can start to observe that 
and think, “What is going on here? Is it just that my partner has forgotten 
or is there actually a resistance?”

Again, back to the case study. In order to try and engage wife and still do 
family things, the husband would suggest a family outing. He spoke of 
times when he wanted to take the kids out rollerblading or fishing – just 
various activities that families do. And his wife would refuse to go and 
would not cooperate. He often went alone with the children. Then she 
would write in the book about her displeasure that she was not included 
in anything.
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In the end, he decided not to do outings and instead, did things at home 
that she could choose to be involved with. He changed his strategy and 
began to suggest card games and board games at home and would urge 
her to be involved for the sake of the children. Occasionally, reluctantly, 
begrudgingly, she did make up the foursome to play the board game. But 
what he found was that even though he spoke directly to her, she would 
not speak directly back to him. She would communicate to him via the 
children. Again, she found a way to continue the hostility and that lack of 
direct engagement.

The lack of cooperation becomes fairly evident with this sort of behavior. 
There was one occasion after this couple’s eventual separation when 
the husband requested that he take the children to see his father (the 
grandfather) for his 70th birthday. This was in fact a reasonable request. 
There was a court order by this time, giving him entitlement to have 
access to the children and to take them out of Singapore to visit relatives 
However, the wife’s unreasonable lack of cooperation resulted in these 
children not going with their father to the grandfather’s birthday. Her 
reason - because of flight schedules, he was unable to return the children 
in sufficient time for her to have exactly half of the school holidays. And 
so because he wasn’t able to return the children for exactly 50% of the 
holidays, which had been the time allotted to each parent through the 
court, she took the matter to court and refused to allow the children to  
accompany their father at all. This is a good example of uncooperative 
passive aggressive behavior.

The second thing that is often displayed are complaints about being 
unappreciated. The Passive Aggressive person often feels overlooked 
and unrecognized. But instead of showing other people what their 
talents or their gifts or their qualities are – so that they are no longer 
overlooked – they just smolder with resentment. And so this wife was 
obviously smoldering about having to sacrifice her job or her self-esteem 
to accompany her husband to Singapore and never recovered from that. 
Nobody ever really got to know what she was capable of because she held 
it within and became hostile.
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A third characteristic is that they are sullen and argumentative. The 
sullenness is usually experienced as the cold shoulder. When the cold 
shoulder is directed at you, it is very difficult to continue to show love, 
compassion, tenderness and appreciation. And so, these two things go 
round in circles. The Passive Aggressive Person will complain about not 
being appreciated and yet their very behavior drives people away so that it 
is very difficult to show appreciation and tenderness.

Fourthly, they unreasonably criticize and scorn authority. I used the 
example a short while ago about the court order. I have another example.
Once this couple separated and there was an arrangement for each to have 
equal access of the children, the scorning of authority was seen by the wife 
insisting that according to the documents, her husband had to collect the 
children from her home for the midweek access visit. He was willing to 
do that. However, she had to pass his work on her way home from the 
children’s school, and it would have been very easy and very convenient 
for him if she had delivered the children to him at his place of work. But 
she insisted in taking the children home and then have him drive in peak 
hour traffic to collect them just to make it difficult for him and to reduce 
the time he actually spent with the children. Much of his mid-week access 
visit was spent travelling.

The Passive Aggressive person will voice resentment and jealousy of 
others perceived to be better off, and will frequently talk about how 
others have more of this and more of that and, “Poor me. It’s not fair.” 
They also have persistent complaints about their own misfortune. These 
are the ‘if onlys’. “If only we hadn’t done this. If only you hadn’t done 
that.” In our case study, the husband commented to me that back in 
Australia, his wife had always complained about having to work full-
time and yet, when she had the opportunity to be a full-time mum, she 
complained about something else.

The person with this personality trait is unable to see that their own 
behavior contributes to their own misfortune. They’re very quick to 
blame somebody else and never accept responsibility for their lack of 
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success in any area of their life. They alternate between hostile defiance 
and contrition. The hostile defiance in this case was seen as, “He doesn’t 
love me enough. He doesn’t respect me enough. He doesn’t appreciate me 
enough.” The contrition was, “All I want him to do is to love me and to 
respect me and to appreciate me.” These were the issues that came out in 
counseling when finally the wife did come for counseling. But she was 
unable to see that her behavior was actually driving her husband away and 
making it very difficult for him to show the love and the respect and the 
appreciation that she was seeking.

Sometimes, these people can be nasty and aggressive and deliberately refuse 
to cooperate but they always have a reason why it is not their fault. In the 
case study that we’re using, there was a time when the family was still 
together and the husband wanted to book a family holiday to the United 
Kingdom as his best friend (he had been best man at his friend’s wedding) 
was having a 10th wedding anniversary and had invited the whole family 
to come for the celebrations. The husband was thrilled to be able to go and 
to take the entire family. He told his wife, during the time of her silence, 
that he would like them all to go, made it quite clear, and asked would 
she like to come. She didn’t answer, however he assumed that she would 
like to come along and so said to her, “Please give me some dates. Here are 
some opportunities that we could fly and I would like to book some cheap 
flights.” Still she didn’t respond.

He asked her a second time a few days later and again she didn’t respond. 
By this time he was becoming concerned about not being able to get the 
cheaper flights and as it was the four of them going, it would become a 
very expensive trip if he had to pay full fare. Without her having told him 
her preferred dates, he went ahead and booked flights anyway for the four 
of them. Then he came home and told her that he had booked the four 
tickets to go to the UK at a time that best suited his work schedule and, 
he believed, suited her the best. She was very angry at that. Very angry at 
him for making the bookings without consulting her! He tried to point 
out that he had been consulting her and requesting her input. Her reply 
was, “Yes, I had to find out a few things and I was about to tell you. I 
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was about to tell you my preferred times and what you have booked are 
not my preferred times”. She was so hostile about him having made the 
bookings without consulting her that she refused to go on the trip.

She stayed in Singapore and brooded over the fact that she couldn’t go on 
the holiday because the dates her husband had selected didn’t suit her. The 
husband went alone with the children and of course, the children were 
disappointed that mummy didn’t come. She seemed unable to comprehend 
the fact that the children would be disappointed that it wasn’t a family 
holiday and when they made comments about it, she said, “It’s all your 
father’s fault. He booked the tickets without checking with me first.”

This is the pattern of behavior that goes on when one person has a 
perspective, is in pain inside, refuses to talk about it but instead shows 
sullenness and hostility that eventually drives people away. Without help, 
these sorts of relationships do split up.

So, how to handle Passive Aggressive behavior? When people ask me that 
question, I always say, “With great difficulty.” Everything the passive 
aggressive person come back at you with seems plausible. It seems to be 
justifiable and so you are the one that ends up feeling paranoid and a bit 
stupid, and you feel as though you are at fault, and you know that you are 
distancing because you feel so puzzled by this behavior – it is a damaging 
behavior. It damages relationships. This sort of behavior wastes so much 
emotional time and productive time. You feel very stressed in your body 
when you are at the receiving end of this type of behavior.

To begin managing passive aggressive behavior, start by documenting 
some of the things that are going on. This is really just to check that 
you are not going insane. Check with friends or with a therapist, “Is this 
reasonable? Is what I am responding and what I am doing okay?” If you 
start to see passive aggressive behavior in a person, don’t rely on them. 
Whether it is a partner, a family member or a work colleague, it is pretty 
much the same. Don’t rely on them because if they are passive aggressive, 
they will go out of their way to annoy you and pay back because they are 
mad at you about something.
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Use rational self-talk to keep yourself on the straight and narrow so 
that you can actually think, “No, mine is rational behavior and this is 
not a fair response. What I’m doing and what I’m saying is reasonable.” 
Because otherwise you will start to lose track of that. Don’t get caught 
up in the whole game of passive aggressive behavior because you will 
end up getting mad and fuming. Thist is actually what they want. 
They get a great deal of satisfaction out of you losing your cool, so be 
assertive and let them know you are still on the straight and narrow 
and are thinking clearly.

If it is a marriage partner, request counseling together before it is too 
late because this sort of behavior causes a great deal of resentment that is 
difficult to recover from. Both sides are feeling resentful and unless the 
therapist is actually able to put up boundaries and help the couple to 
see each other’s perspective, the resentment chips away at love. It is very 
difficult to get that back.

If it is a work situation and the person showing this behavior is a work 
colleague, then it is easier just to ask for a transfer to another department. It 
is hardly worth the emotional energy to stay around and try and deal with 
it when you are not actually committed to that person at all. This is what I 
recommend when people come to me with work stress. I find out whether 
it is the work or the people that they are with. These sorts of personalities 
really do exist and sometimes just a change in work environment can 
make all the difference to your stress level.

If you do have to work with somebody with this behavior – perhaps 
you are the boss and it is not appropriate to request a transfer - then 
tell them what you expect to be done and keep going on and on about 
what you expect to be done. Use broken record statements so that they 
don’t actually get away with their uncooperative behavior. Again, the 
last tip is to keep your cool. As mentioned previously, passive aggressive 
people get a great deal of satisfaction out of seeing you get frustrated 
and annoyed and ‘losing it’ because then they know that they have 
actually won.
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Borderline Personality

Then there is another type of personality that instead of being sullen and 
holding everything in and giving you the silent treatment, actually lets 
everything out. This is the Borderline Personality and most commonly, 
the person is a female. In the early stages of the relationship there won’t 
be any problem at all with this person. She is normally warm and caring, 
funny and witty and clever, and can make you proud by being the life of 
the party. You end up loving her deeply because she wants to be with you, 
wants to have frequent sex with you, is devoted to you, talks about a future 
with you - you actually feel as though you are the luckiest man alive to 
have met this woman.

Over time however, you start to notice that there are some behaviors 
that initially seem to be unfair. You put up with them because you 
love her and then after a while they become decidedly strange. You 
start having disagreements. Just when you think you have met the best 
thing since sliced bread and you have committed to the relationship 
because you are very much in love with this person, suddenly, you start 
having disagreements. You start to be accused of saying things you 
didn’t say and doing things you didn’t do, and she starts getting mad 
at you. Really mad.

Your head spins a bit and you think, “Well, I didn’t see it like that but 
okay.” You try and settle her down so that you can talk things through 
and tell her how you saw the situation. But you never seem to be able to 
settle her down, and your version of the story is never the correct one. 
The Borderline Personality is one that has a negative or angry response to 
you if ever she has a perception that you are not ‘on her side’ or that you 
are against her in some way. Her moods change dramatically and quickly. 
She can be raging at you, and then get over it really quickly and revert 
to being perfectly normal. But then she gets upset with you for being 
moody and perhaps a little distant, as she cannot recognize that her anger 
towards you has impacted on you. Rather, she interprets your distance as 
you abandoning her.
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After a while, you start feeling as though you are walking on egg shells. 
You don’t quite know what is going to trigger off the rage but you don’t 
like it because she can in fact become quite brutal in her attacks. Yet at 
other times, this alternate person that you’re with is still charming and 
loving and caring. So, because you don’t quite know what triggers off the 
rages – there must be something that you are doing because she does love 
you – you start to be on guard and very cautious. You no longer feel very 
safe in the relationship and you start to hold things back a little because 
you are not quite sure when the next explosion is going to come.

Borderline Personality Disorder describes a woman, typically, who 
is struggling to stay in a relationship where she feels constantly and 
consistently loved and wanted. If ever she has a perception that you don’t 
love her or you don’t want her to be around– and it is only her perception – 
she won’t just feel anxious, she actually feels fear, then becomes angry and 
rages. She blames you for her feeling like this. The behavior gets triggered 
whenever she has the perception that she is not loved. The Borderline is 
acutely fearful of being abandoned.

If for example, you mention to her that there is something in the 
relationship that you are not happy about, she perceives this as a criticism 
and takes it personally. If you mention to her that you might want time 
alone, perhaps to read or to study, she will take that as a rejection. In 
extreme cases, I’ve known of women who don’t like their husband to go 
for a run on his own, or to play team sports, because “You promised when 
you married me that you would always be with me.” He will reply, “Well, 
I did always promise to be with you but I didn’t know that meant always 
with you.” The Borderline feels threatened whenever she is not in the 
company of the one she loves.

This is what becomes very puzzling and very confusing. He says, “Yes, I am 
with you.” But the borderline person can interpret even his wanting to go 
for a run on his own as, “You are against me.” That is the common theme. 
If she perceives that you are not with her, then you must be against her. 
And so, close friendships often end abruptly. This happens with girlfriends 
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or with mothers, people who are close to her. If she sees that you are not 
on her side, then you are against her and she doesn’t want anything to do 
with you.

This also happens in therapy when I see couples for relationship counseling. 
If I explain to a wife with Borderline – I may or may not know that she has 
that characteristic – that her husband has got a particular perspective and 
that his perspective is also valid, the wife will very often not come back 
to counseling because she will view it as, “That therapist was just on my 
husband’s side. She is against me.”

So, the tell-tale signs if somebody that you love has got a Borderline 
Personality Disorder is first of all, the ‘egg shells’ feeling. This walking 
around on egg shells. Then it is likely that you will often think to yourself, 
“She twists things. No matter what I say, she twists it around. Yes I did just 
say that but somehow it’s come back and it’s been turned against me.” It 
causes you to doubt your own sanity.

You will find that she blames and criticizes you even when you know 
that what she is saying or how she is interpreting the situation is not 
logical. The blame and the criticism usually comes with rage. And so you 
find yourself on an emotional rollercoaster. Are you going to be greeted 
when you come home at night by the adoring woman that you married 
or are you going to be greeted by a raging tyrant because something has 
happened and things haven’t gone her way?

Another thing that is a useful clue is whether or not she can see you as a 
good person who sometimes makes mistakes. Typically, a borderline person 
cannot grasp this and instead will see you, the partner, either as all good or 
all bad. It is consistent with the thinking of, “If you’re not with me then 
you are against me.” These are very black and white people. And so when 
she is feeling one way, if you are all good and she is adoring and affirming 
you and you are a wonderful person and she will do anything for you, 
then she actually can’t remember feeling any other way. But similarly, when 
she is mad at you and really vicious and angry because you haven’t done 
what she wanted you to do, or you have let her down or you haven’t loved 
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her enough or you haven’t paid her enough attention, then she also can’t 
remember feeling any other way than that. This is what we call Idealizing or 
Devaluing. You are either all good or you are absolutely wretched.

How that comes about is that she believes that your job is to love her 
constantly and give her constant messages that she is safe with you. If you 
do anything that makes her feel unsafe in the relationship, then you are a 
bad person and you must be punished. So, she goes from being thrilled 
with you, to being disenchanted by you, to being disappointed and then 
to become enraged when her expectations are not met. It is very difficult 
for her to see you – and this is just part of the structure of the thinking – as 
a good person who has some faults. Usually we are able to see people as 
good people with some faults and you do things wrong sometimes. But a 
borderline person has a great deal of difficulty understanding that concept.

If you are living with someone with a borderline personality, you will 
often feel manipulated, indeed even lied to, and things won’t make sense. 
You will experience inconsistencies. If you challenge these inconsistencies, 
there will be rage. So, it gets to the point where you are afraid to challenge. 
You are afraid to ask for things in the relationship. You just go along with 
what she wants to keep the peace. You learn that, ‘my needs are wrong and 
my needs are unimportant.’ So, you end up keeping quiet.

Once you start to hide what you think and feel, and it becomes automatic, 
you can become confused about what you are feeling. Male partners 
don’t usually go and speak about their feelings to anyone, so this type of 
relationship can be exceptionally difficult for them because they remain 
unaware about what a constitutes an appropriate relationship. As they are 
told consistently by the borderline partner that things are their fault, they 
indeed believe it is their fault. When I finally do have a husband come 
into the counseling room to talk about this sort of behavior, and I indicate 
that I think the wife is the one with the problem, the husband often weeps 
with relief. He will say, “So, it’s not all me? I thought it was all me. She’s 
been telling me that for so many years. Are all women like this?” I say, 
“No. This is very unreasonable behavior.”
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Another thing that a husband will say to me is that he tries earnestly to 
do things she has requested. Yet it never seems enough. He tries to love 
her enough and attend to her enough and bring her gifts enough and 
spend time with her enough. But it seems that no matter what he does, 
she changes the rules about how much he is meant to be doing – the goal 
posts are always moving.

Another characteristic – she will put him down when he does things 
wrong, according to her. She will tell him in fairly brutal ways; and 
sometimes vile and nasty ways, about what a horrid person he is. In the 
end he will suggest, “Well, if I’m such a horrible person and I’m obviously 
not meeting your needs then perhaps it’s best that we split.” When he 
suggests that they separate, then you get the turnaround. Then you get 
the, “Please don’t leave me.” So the theme song of the Borderline is ‘I hate 
you, don’t leave me.’

The key characteristics of the Borderline are the verbal abuse that I’ve 
mentioned, the criticism and the blame. She will point out all your faults 
and your errors and all the things you do wrong. And the abuse is often 
to the point where it is brutal, nasty, name calling. Sometimes, even as a 
therapist with a lot of experience, I still get shocked when I hear about 
the way some wives speak to their husbands. And the sad thing is, the 
husbands think it’s normal, that this is what women are like. I reassure 
them, “No, not all women are like this.”

The ability of the borderline to switch, to be raging at you and charming 
to somebody else, is the thing that also completely bewilders you. An 
example might be that whilst she is raging at you the phone rings. She 
can answer the phone and speak perfectly normally to the caller. And 
you will think to yourself, “I don’t believe this. I can’t understand this.” 
If it was you experiencing that same intensity of emotion, you would 
not be able to just switch like that and engage in conversation with 
somebody else. Of course, the Borderline is quick to recover from the 
purge of emotion, but you are not, and then you are the one that gets 
accused of being moody.
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It is important for you to know, if you are involved with a borderline 
person, that they are in fact in pain. They are in tremendous internal 
anguish because inside they are feeling empty, quite needy and usually 
depressed. But, due to the way their brain is structured, they are not able 
to regulate their own moods and emotions and because they can’t do that 
themselves, they are constantly looking for external people, particularly the 
one they love, to help them feel good. The Borderline Person is so called 
because she lives on the border, the edge, between reality and psychosis 
(or impaired thinking) and can switch – we call it ‘splitting’ – between 
the two. You are the person she loves in one reality and yet when her 
reality changes, and she has an altered perspective of how things are, she 
sees you differently. She cannot relate that even though you are annoyed 
with her about something, that you still love her. She will interpret your 
irritability as you abandoning her, not loving her, and will ‘split’ into a 
rage, an expression of her fear and her pain.

Sadly, the Borderline is unable to transfer the security of one event into 
another situation and hang onto that security. So for example, if you have 
assured her of your love, bought her a gift, taken her to dinner, had a 
wonderful time together, had sexual intimacy, what else can you do to show 
your love and devotion to this woman? Yet, the very next morning, you go 
shopping together, and should you ask one of the sales girls for directions 
to the shoe department, it is quite possible that she will completely explode 
in a jealous rage that you were flirting with the sales girl.

That is how rapidly her mood can change. She cannot transfer the security 
you have provided because of things you have done or said in one hour 
into another hour. Your job seems endless and her ‘splitting’ is always 
triggered by her perception, her fear of abandonment – the fear and the 
anguish of her feeling that she is are going to be left alone. But it is your 
fault! The borderline’s behavior is driven by desperate attempts to make 
sure that you don’t abandon her.

The person with borderline behavior bases her reality on feelings rather 
than on facts. For example, it is usual for a person to base their feelings on 
fact. The fact comes first. So, if your father comes home drunk every night 
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(fact), then you are likely to be concerned (feeling). Or if your boss praises 
you about a project that you have done well (fact), then you are likely to 
feel proud and happy (feeling). But what happens with the borderline is 
that they base their reality on the feeling first. So, they have a feeling based 
on their interpretation of things and then if the facts don’t fit the feeling, 
they will revise the facts to fit the feeling. That then becomes their reality. 
This frequently explains why the Borderline Person will accuse you for 
doing things that you didn’t do, or for saying things that you didn’t say, or 
even for feeling things that you don’t feel. She has revised the facts to fit 
her feelings, and that fact for her then, becomes a reality.

So, some tips. If you are living with someone that you love or if there is 
somebody in your family that you suspect has Borderline Personality, here are 
some strategies. Firstly, don’t take things personally. This is not something that 
she is willfully doing. It is actually part of her brain construction. She doesn’t 
actually want to be like this but she is living constantly in fear of abandonment. 
Give her reassurance and praise and time. She needs that perhaps more than 
the average woman. And try and convince her through lots of talking and lots 
of experiences that when you are apart, that does not mean that you don’t love 
her. Separation does not mean that you do not love her.

Try also to empathize with her feelings. Even though her feelings don’t 
make sense to you, once you actually know about borderline behaviors 
and you can see (because you do have empathy) where she is coming from, 
you can say to her things like, “I know it’s difficult for you when I’m away 
and I know that you feel insecure. I understand that but I will be home 
again as soon as I can be.” Try and give vocabulary to her feelings because 
she is not able to do that herself. If she was trying to put words to her 
feelings, she would be saying, “You don’t love me.”

Remind yourself that this is just one aspect of this person that you love. 
They have other wonderful aspects. It’s just that this one is a hard one to 
deal with and will often drive you away.

Take care of yourself. You are not the cause of the Borderline behavior, you 
cannot cure the Borderline behavior, so do not blame yourself. Again, recognize 
this as one aspect of the person that you love and try and work with it.
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Examine yourself. Take responsibility for your own behavior in the relationship 
but remember that you don’t have to take responsibility for anybody else’s.

Identify the triggers that set her off and also identify the triggers that set you 
off. Typically what happens is that you will be triggered into an angry rage as 
well, because in one of her tirades – which is unfair and unjust and puzzling 
and damaging – you will end up exploding and then it gets turned around 
that you are the abusive one. And what a mean and nasty and horrible 
person you are. So, you have to also identify your own triggers.

Wherever possible shift the responsibility for the Borderline’s thoughts and 
feelings and actions back to her. It is not always going to be appropriate 
– in the middle of a rage, you can’t do that. But if you are talking about it 
later on then try and get her to see that she can learn, in a safe environment 
where you love her and you are not going to abandon her, that she must 
learn to take responsibility for those feelings that she has got.

Finally, don’t be angry or retaliate. When you retaliate – and there are 
going to be times that you do because you are just so frustrated – that adds 
to her belief, that reinforces her belief, that you are going to abandon her. 
It’s as if she is saying, “See, what I feared is going to happen.” What you 
can do instead is to be assertive and to say how her behavior is impacting 
on you - and say it over and over again. We call that a ‘broken record 
statement’. Reassure her and tell her, “No, this isn’t what I meant. No, this 
isn’t what I did.” Wait until things calm down and then you may have the 
opportunity to talk it through again.

So, the Borderline Person is somebody who can completely drive you 
to distraction and make you feel like you want to run away. Which is 
absolutely the opposite of what she wants. More than anything, she 
wants to be with you and to feel safe with you. If you can get through the 
challenges and the damage that this personality can do, then you may end 
up with all the wonderful qualities that exist in the Borderline and you 
will feel glad that you have learned to manage this very difficult disorder.
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Chapter 6

People Who Lack Empathy

There are some people who have no empathy, others who have it but seldom 
use it, and others who, whilst they have empathy, display it inconsistently.

Let me explain first of all what it means to have empathy. To have empathy 
means to be able to put yourself into somebody else’s shoes, to see things 
from their perspective and to be able to understand why a person might 
be feeling something. So, if they are feeling pain – for you to understand 
why they might be feeling that pain. Or if they are feeling happy – to be 
able to understand why they might be feeling happy, even though you 
may not necessarily be feeling happy yourself. That, simply, is to have 
empathy. And to display empathy means to be able to change your own 
emotion to be able to share the experience with somebody else who might 
be having a different emotion to your own. So, not only can you see it 
and understand why they are having that emotion, but you can actually 
experience it with them.

Here is an example. Imagine you are getting home from work tired and 
grumpy, and your daughter is having her 4th birthday party. She is excited 
and happy and running around with all her little friends. If you want to 
be excited with your daughter, then you will need to change your mood 
and to share that happy experience with her. That’s to display empathy. Or 
it could be that your daughter is 16 years old. This time when you come 
home to her birthday party, you pick up that she is actually feeling stressed 
and a bit moody. If you have empathy you will know that she is not feeling 
particularly good and so you look around for clues as to why that might 
be - perhaps the guy that she is interested in is talking to somebody else, 
or perhaps he hasn’t turned up at all. That might be the clue. But whatever 
it is, if you want to display empathy, you are going to match her mood 
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and you are going to be solemn and a little bit serious about the situation. 
If you come in at that point and are jovial and cheerful, or start making 
joking comments, all that is going to happen is that she is going to be 
embarrassed by your behavior.

To express empathy is slightly different again. To express empathy is 
actually to use words to acknowledge, to say to somebody else, that you can 
understand what they are feeling and to find the words – the language – to 
describe that feeling. If you are able to acknowledge and to tell somebody 
that you understand their feeling, they feel very connected to you because 
it gives them the sense that you are ‘on the same page’.

I remember when I was doing some trauma counseling in Phuket after the 
Asian Tsunami, which, you may recall, happened the day after Christmas. 
I was speaking to a woman who had been on holiday with her family and 
they had lost their possessions because the water had flooded their hotel 
room. She was telling me about the experience and the items she had 
lost and I said to her, “You must have felt very distressed losing all your 
things and the Christmas presents you had exchanged.” She looked at me 
and said, “Thank you. I have been. But then I’ve felt guilty about having 
those feelings because I should be focusing on how grateful I am to have 
my life and to have my family. And of course, I haven’t lost everything 
as others have, because I still have all my things back home. But, I did 
lose things in the Tsunami and I’ve been too scared to say so. Thank you 
for understanding.” When you acknowledge somebody else’s feeling, you 
actually give them permission to have it. You let them know that you 
“get it” that they have that feeling and why. You may not actually have 
the feeling yourself – but if you have empathy, and you can say, “I can 
understand that you felt that,” then you are giving them permission to 
have that feeling.

Most people do have some empathy. They are born with the ability to 
empathize although it may not be very well developed. The development 
of empathy comes from upbringing and conditioning, from schooling, 
from your family and your life experience. But, it is also true that there 
are some people who are not born with an empathy chip at all. And if you 
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don’t have empathy, you may be able to SEE that somebody is upset but 
you can’t actually work out why. And this of course impacts greatly on 
relationships. We tend to assume that everyone “gets it” the same as we 
do, however, without empathy, your partner might KNOW that you are 
upset, but not understand the reason why.

I can think of an American woman that I met in Singapore some years ago. 
She was one of these people. She actually could read her partner’s emotions 
but could never understand why he was feeling it. She and her partner had 
met and got together initially in New York but then because of her family 
situation, had moved back to her home town in Florida. She had family 
problems and an ill parent and requested that they move together back to 
Florida, and her partner was very happy to accompany her.

But of course, the partner moved without knowing anybody in Florida. 
He had no immediate networks, no job and initially was dependent on 
her financially, and so became somewhat down and depressed. She told 
me that she had noticed that he was down but was unable to work out 
why. Most of us would be able to recognize that it would be normal for 
him to be a bit down or depressed. But she could not grasp it, and her 
inability to understand was in fact reinforced when the two of them later 
came to Singapore, because then the roles were reversed. He was the one 
working, she did not, and she wasn’t depressed at all. She had a great 
time in Singapore with many varied leisure pursuits. She told me that 
she thought to herself, “He should have been like that when we moved 
to Florida.”

Then there are some people who have a condition called Aspergers which 
is a high functioning autism. A person with Aspergers is born without 
an emotional chip. The whole world of feelings to them is a complete 
mystery. Think of it. If you don’t understand feelings, why then would 
you be able to understand somebody else’s feelings when you are not even 
quite sure about your own. The Aspergers person understands things that 
are ordered and logical, and they are fine with rules and with structure. 
It is the emotional component they don’t understand, and this causes 
problems as understanding emotions is part of everyday life.
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An example might help. Let’s say that the wife of an Aspergers man is 
quite unwell and has to be in bed for a considerable time. He will see that 
she is sick and understand that she needs rest and medication. He will 
probably prepare meals for the rest of the family, get her medication for 
her, and tell her to stay in bed and rest. What he won’t grasp of his own 
accord is that because she is bed-bound for a while, she might feel helpless 
at not being able to spend time with their infant child or she might feel 
guilty about not being able to attend her older child’s first day at school. 
These would be emotions attached to the particular events that she cannot 
do. Or it could be that she is embarrassed by having to be bathed and 
having someone to come in to care for her physical needs.

As kind and attentive as the husband might be about medication and 
rest, it is the emotional component that he won’t grasp and his wife may 
assume that he would ‘get’ that. Therefore, she may feel disappointed and 
despairing that he doesn’t display that understanding. If she explains it 
to him, he may still not ‘get’ it because the world of feelings is a mystery. 
These people, however, are not mean and nasty. They do not deliberately 
damage relationships, and they become confused when they sense they 
have upset another person.

Then there is the person with Attention Deficit Disorder. The person with 
ADD also has a brain with a difference. ADDs can have empathy or not, 
depending on their level of engagement. If you can get an ADD person 
to pay attention long enough to what you want to say, then they have 
the ability to show empathy and indeed show remorse, and they will be 
sincere, but the ADD person seldom ‘gets it’ without explanation. Of 
their own accord, the ADD usually does not think of how their words or 
behavior impacts on another person. But if you explain it to them, then 
they do get it and they will say, “I can see your point of view and that must 
have been terrible for you,” or, “That must have been wonderful for you.” 
When you actually spell it out to them, they genuinely get it. Thus their 
level of empathy is inconsistent, and depends on their level of engagement 
and how much you choose to explain to them. Again, the ADD person is 
not mean and nasty. They do not deliberately damage relationships.
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The Narcissist

The one who IS mean and nasty is the Narcissist. Belive it or not, there 
ARE deliberately mean and nasty people out there and they are the 
Narcissist and the Sociopath. I’m going to tell you about them both. Both 
of them are like chameleons. Do you know that creature, the chameleon? 
It changes color depending on its environment. That’s what these people 
are like. They change, adapt, mould to wherever they are and whomever 
they are with so that they blend in and don’t get noticed. That’s why we 
call them chameleons. And along the way, they do some pretty nasty work 
and affect other people badly.

The key characteristics of the Narcissist is that he has no empathy, and as 
you have read, if you don’t have empathy then you don’t actually understand 
another person’s feelings. And if you are inconsiderate or nasty then you 
don’t comprehend how that behavior impacts on them. The narcissist doesn’t 
care. Even if you tell him how you feel, he doesn’t care. It’s all about him, 
you see. The Narcissist is very self-centered, egocentric and can drive people 
mad because of his selfishness. However, because he has the ability to blend 
and adapt, there are going to be other times when the Narcissist is warm, 
wonderful and attentive and so you are drawn to him.

The Narcissist actually has no interest, not in any depth, about your 
feelings or your needs, your opinions or your wants. Initially, he may 
show interest but if he does and if he is a Narcissist, it’s all part of a plot 
to get you ‘hooked in’ to a relationship so that he can use you. Narcissists 
have relationships of advantage. They have relationships where they can 
use you for their own purposes. Once you are actually hooked in, it 
is actually quite difficult to let go, because you feel so confused about 
the relationship. You often feel small and ridiculous because you are 
frequently told that you are wrong, or not doing enough, and yet this is 
inconsistent because at other times the Narcissist shows warmth, caring, 
attention, brings you gifts, and says you are special. So, of course, you 
will want to stay in the relationship.
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But because it is a relationship for his advantage, your task, when you 
are with a Narcissist, whether it is a work relationship, a friendship, or a 
romantic relationship, is to look after him. To spend time with him, and 
shower him with affection, praise and adulation. He feels entitled to your 
attention and to your care and he wants you to display this continuously 
so that he feels important. If you tell him at any time that you have your 
own needs or wants or that there are certain things in the relationship that 
you desire, the usual response is that he becomes angry, perhaps even rages, 
and says something similar to, “You’re so ungrateful. Look what I give you 
and still you’re not satisfied.” He may look after you with material or 
practical things but he can’t look after you emotionally because he doesn’t 
know how. He himself has feelings but has no interest that others also 
have feelings. He may feel hurt or criticized (for which he blames others) 
but has no ability to comprehend that his behavior is hurtful to others. 
And once you stop caring about him or stop looking after him (because 
remember, that’s your job) he will actually discard you, because once you 
don’t do your job anymore, he has no need for you. You will feel discarded 
abruptly and usually permanently.

There are two different types of narcissists. One is a Cerebral Narcissist - 
this is the person who believes that he has superior intelligence to other 
people and has achieved academically more than other people – and even 
if he hasn’t, that is his belief. He likes to associate with intelligent or more 
superior people, those in high positions and is in fact quite disdainful 
of others. So, to anybody in a lowly, more humble position – perhpas a 
cleaner or a taxi driver or hotel staff - the Naracissist will actually be quite 
disdainful and sometimes even rude to them because they are not at the 
superior level that he believes he is at.

Or, he might be a Somatic Narcissist. The word somatic means “pertaining 
to the body”. The Somatic Narcissist focusses on his physical appearance 
and the beauty of others with whom he associates, as he obtains his sense 
of self-worth by being associated with beautiful people. He is typically 
obsessed with his physique and with exercise, with his physical or sexual 
prowess or with romantic conquests. He will openly criticize a partner 
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whom he perceives to be not looking after her weight or appearance, as 
this reflects on him. It is the Somatic Narcissist that is often known as the 
womanizer, the philanderer, the one who always has to have a beautiful 
woman on his arm. As one partner ages, he is likely to take up with another, 
younger and more attractive. And feels entitled to do so. If his wife objects 
to his womanizing, he will silence her with his rage, or discard her.

The reason for this trait is that the Narcissist needs from other people 
a constant supply of admiration, attention and adultation, in order to 
feed their esteem. We call this a Narcissistic Supply They need this praise 
and attention from an external source to help them regulate their feeling 
of self worth. They do not have self-esteem. They need others people’s 
esteem. Normally our self-esteem is internal - we know on the inside that 
we are a pretty good person , and can regulate our self esteem despite a few 
ups and downs that occur in relationships. The Narcissist cannot do that 
because of the way his brain is structured, and therefore uses other people’s 
reactions to him to regulate that level of self worth.

So you can remain a friend of a Narcissist if you give him a lot of attention, 
a great deal of praise, tell him he’s terrific, go along with his plans and 
regularly boost his ego. But if you challenge him, oppose him or dare to 
criticize him or tell him that he is doing something wrong, then what you 
are likely to get in return is either anger - and you may then experience 
what we call a Narcissistic rage - or you will be cut off because your 
comments have made him feel bad. Your job is to make him feel NOT 
bad. Your job is to make him feel good and therefore, if you make him 
feel bad, he will devalue you. You are then no longer worth being part of 
his circle of associates.

The Narcissist wants and needs special and unique treatment. He expects 
favorable treatment. This is part of his sense of entitlement. For example, 
lining up in a restaurant queue – he expects to be able to go ahead and 
be given a table first, or to be given an upgrade in seating on a plane, 
and he gets angry when it is not given to him. He will expect automatic 
compliance when he asks people to do things for him and again, if they 
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don’t, he will get mad. Because of his lack of empathy, he actually doesn’t 
see how his reaction is impacting on other people. He simply feels entitled 
to be angry and will just continue to display that. His behavior does not 
alter. He cannot regulate or moderate his responses or his behavior because 
he doesn’t comprehend how his anger is affecting somebody else. He just 
feels entitled to be like that.

The Narcissist is truly mystified by people’s reactions to him and to the 
world of feelings, because of his inability to empathize. He treats others 
as objects. In his world, it’s only he that has needs. He has needs, he has 
wants, he has feelings and he believes that other people exist on this earth 
to satisfy and look after his needs. And that is why he is able to exploit 
people without concscience, because he truly believes that is what they 
are there for. The Narcissist exploits others with no guilt. Similarly, the 
Narcissist feels no remorse when he behaves in inappropriate ways.

Narvin’s Boss

I mentioned before about criticism. The Narcissist will feel injured and 
defeated if you criticize him or challenge him in any way. A narcissistic 
boss in the workplace may feel extremely challenged by a subordinate 
who comes up with some ideas that he himself has not previously thought 
about. And if the subordinate comes up with ideas that have some merit, 
the Narcissist may feel more than challenged, he may feel defeated or 
humiliated. He’ll keep these feelings on the inside, repress the feelings. He 
won’t initially show it but he reacts differently to his negative emotions 
toward other people. They become such a deep, repressed feeling, that 
he then shows hostility to the person who had the ideas. And so his 
subsequent behavior starts to display this disdain or hostility. Of course 
the subordinate gets very confused because he was actually offering ideas 
to help, to improve the company image. After all, his boss had actually 
asked for ideas. Again, this is where it becomes very confusing for people 
when they are offering their expertise and experience, they are offering 
their loyalty, expecting to be acknowledged or praised for that, but instead 
of getting thanks they get hostility. If that is happening to you, know 
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that you may well have a boss that is narcissistic. The Narcissist himself 
has emotions but has a very puzzling and confusing way of treating other 
people when he feels defeated or lesser.

Let me tell you about a man called Narvin (not his real name). I got to 
know Narvin in Singapore some years ago. He was a single man from 
the UK and had come to me for counseling about a range of different 
things. One issue was a broken romance and another was about some 
health issues that he had.

On another occasion, Narvin came to discuss a decision he had to make, of 
leaving his job in Singapore in order to take another role that he had been 
offered in Japan. He explained to me that an old school friend from the 
UK had contacted him, having heard that he was in Asia. The friend had a 
small company that was starting up an office in Japan. He was headhunting 
him basically, and said, “Come and join me.” This sounded quite a good 
proposition and Narvin was quite excited about the idea. He had to consider 
carefully, however, because it was a good job that he would be leaving. We 
talked about the pros and cons and he told me about this friend- a bright 
man, and a real ‘go-getter’. In the end, Narvin believed it was a good risk to 
join him, and so he resigned his job in Singapore and left.

Twelve months later, almost to the day, Narvin rang me from Japan asking 
for help. He told me events that had happened throughout the year. He 
said that the first few months in the job had been terrific. His friend and 
boss had offered him the world. But he said, “Already when I got there, it 
was a little bit different to what I’d been led to expect because I had been 
told that I would go in as an equal. We were going to share this company 
together but when I got there, he was the boss and I was one under him. 
That was alright. I accepted that because I was the now guy on the job, 
and he was a friend who would treat me right in the long run.”

What happened then however, was that whilst Narvin was offering his 
ideas, expertise, and loyalty to this new company that was being developed, 
the boss started occasionally getting mad at him in public, treating him 
badly and being condescending, ostensibly telling him off. Narvin was a 
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sensitive man (he knew that about himself because that was one of the 
issues we had worked on together in his earlier counseling sessions), and, 
recognizing his sensitivity and that he was taking things personally, tried 
to settle himself down. He used all the strategies that he had learned in 
counseling and thought, “He is the boss and this is his company and 
he’s allowed to be mad and I’ll try harder to do things right.” So, Narvin 
adapted his behavior, in order to maintain the relationship.

Because he was an old school friend, and had been invited to help build 
the company, Narvin thought it was within his rights to speak to his boss 
about some of his behaviors that Narvin knew were not very appropriate 
in Asia. Narvin had lived in Asia for some years, and his boss only a few 
months. The boss was treating staff quite shamefully, for example, he 
often spoke to them harshly. The boss had recently married and the staff 
knew his wife, but he kept on flirting quite openly with the girls in the 
office. So Narvin made a time to say to him, “That is not appropriate 
behavior here in Japan and especially while we are trying to build up 
this company. This is how you are coming across to people.” It was after 
this discussion that Narvin’s boss, previously a friend, started to show 
hostility toward him.

The boss punished Narvin by giving him more work and then getting mad 
when the work wasn’t done. He pressured him so much with work that 
Narvin could never have time off. He was working seven days a week. The 
boss often went away, however. He would attend conferences, business 
trips, and would then extend his trip by three or four days for recreational 
purposes. That was his entitlement, you see. He left Narvin back at the 
office doing all the work. Narvin would ring him, needing to talk to him 
about a business decision. But the boss wouldn’t take the calls, neither 
would he return them when Narvin left a message.

This left Narvin in the position of having to make decisions for the 
company by himself. He thought he was doing the right thing. But then 
the boss came back and raged at him for making wrong decisions and not 
consulting him.
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Whenever this happened, Narvin thought to himself, “His anger is 
justified. It is true I didn’t consult him, and I should have waited to hear 
from him.” Unbeknownst to Narvin, this was part of narcissistic behavior. 
His friend and boss was punishing him for doing well, and for criticizing 
him about his behavior. He was threatened by Narvin and Narvin was 
unaware of this. Narvin felt confused and resentful and in counseling, 
tried to analyse whether or not his resentment was justified. He felt very 
relieved when I said, “Well yes, actually, I think it is justified. Your boss’s 
behavior is quite unacceptable.”

Narvin was a person who was avoidant and didn’t openly express his anger. 
He had in fact tried in his avoidant style, to talk to his friend, his boss, and 
say, “Look, some of the things you are doing are impacting on me.” The 
narcissistic boss just raged at him and said, “Don’t you tell me how to act. 
This is my company and you should just be grateful with what you’ve got. 
You wouldn’t even have this job if it were not for me.” When Narvin spoke 
to him about some of the promises that had not come to fruition, the boss 
said, “Don’t you trust me? You’ve got me to thank for your job here. You 
are much better off here than in that other stupid job that you had.”

This left the confused Narvin saying to himself, “Well, he’s got a point.” 
The stress that Narvin felt by the tension between them caused him to 
become sick and he was told by his doctor to take a few days off work. But 
then his pay was withheld. Narvin by this time had started to feel really 
used. It was at about this time, when his health was affected, that Narvin 
rang me and talked to me about this situation. It was less than an hour 
conversation but by the end, I had identified narcissism, and told him 
some of the common characteristics. He didn’t know about narcissism and 
couldn’t believe that such people existed. I said, “Yes, they do.” And sent 
further literature to him.

Narvin and I had a few more phone conversations in which he made a 
decision that he would leave the company. He knew now from what he 
had read and learned, that he had to plan his exit carefully and he used 
the strategies that we talked about to do his exit. It took him about two 
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months to leave. He knew, once he had read about narcissism, that he 
could not fix the problem and he could not change his boss. He could 
not challenge his friend any more because it was already bad enough, and 
Narvin said he knew it would be professional suicide for him to keep on 
challenging or even to remain on there. To Narvin, it was obvious the 
threat was sufficient that he could not trust his boss anymore. So, he did 
plan his exit, he did use the strategies, he did resign, giving two months 
notice, he did exit calmly and he did write a flowing letter of thanks and 
gratitude to his boss at the time of his departure. In it he claimed that 
they would be friends forever and he would always be grateful for the 
opportunity that had been given him in Japan. It worked. His boss ‘saved 
face’ and Narvin retained his sanity.

So, what were some of these strategies? How do you a handle the Narcissist 
when you know you are faced with one. There are four main strategies.

1) Acquiesce – Acquiesce means to go along with. Basically, put your 
own needs and desires aside and go along with whatever the Narcissist 
wants. Just do as he says.

2) The second way is to push back. Narcissists are actually bullies. They 
want to be the powerful one, but of course in any relationship, you have 
one who is powerful and one who is not so powerful. If you want to 
actually handle a Narcissist, there are times that you are going to have 
to be the bully. So even if it is not in your nature, if you push back and 
you become the bully, the Narcissist will very often cower, back off and 
say, “Okay.” Then you can actually get something done your way.

3) Drug them with praise. As previously mentioned, the Narcissist needs 
affirmation, adulation, and lots of attention. If you in fact drug them with 
praise, you feed their Narcissistic supply and they feel terrific. As they 
don’t have empathy, meaning they can’t read emotions, they can’t even 
read that you are manipulating them. You give them want they want to 
hear. They become almost drugged with euphoria. But it renders them so 
docile that you actually get out of them what you want. You may feel like 
you are pretending and playing a game but it serves a purpose.
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4) Drop the rope. If you are in a tug of war with a narcissist, instead 
of keeping on with the tugging backwards and forwards, getting 
you nowhere but into a state of utter exasperation and confusion, 
there comes a time when you just simply need to drop the rope. The 
Narcissist wins the battle but you in fact win your sanity.

These are the four ways in which you can handle a Narcissist. You can be 
like Narvin and make a decision to leave, to drop the rope, as it were. It 
might be a romantic or a work relationship where you have to make that 
decision, because you finally recognize you are not going to be able to 
make it better. If you decide to stay in the relationship with a Narcissist, 
you are just going to have to suffer and manage it as best you can. Because 
they don’t change.

The research tells us that most Narcissists are men. Narcissistic women do 
exist but are more seldom found. The reason given for that finding is that a 
female brain is more geared towards caring and nurturing, making it more 
likely that a woman has empathy and therefore less likely to be narcissistic. 
So, if a woman is narcissistic, it is usually related to something in her 
upbringing that has caused her to have these characteristics. Another theory 
is that girls usually are disciplined more firmly during their developing years 
for showing aggression, than boys. It is more acceptable for males to be 
nasty and mean than it is for females, therefore any narcissistic tendencies 
are more likely to be socialized out of them. This explains the reason why it 
is usually the wife or the girlfriend whom I hear talking with confusion in 
counseling about the behavior of her male partner.

I’ve had women say to me, after they have broken up with a narcissistic 
partner, that they have taken an extraordinarily long time to get over the 
relationship, and over him. Women have said in counseling, “I cannot forget 
this man. I’ve had other relationships that have broken up and I have moved 
on pretty quickly, but I cannot get over this one. Surely that means I must 
have loved him, and that leaving was a mistake. This was a relationship that 
was really meaningful to me - and yet he treated me so badly. Why can’t I get 
over this man? Why can’t it just be like other relationships?”
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Early on, I was unable to answer their questions but over the years, what 
has become revealed to me is that one of the reasons why you cannot 
recover easily from a narcissistic relationship is because the behavior of 
the Narcissist is inconsistent. Sometimes they are warm and wonderful. 
Sometimes they are caring and considerate. Not because they really mean 
it but because it is part of the plot – they hook you in. And at other 
times, they are mean and nasty and treat you badly and of course, just 
when you can’t stand it any more, then they are really nice again. It is the 
inconsistency that makes it really very puzzling to you and makes you 
think, “If he is nice to me some of the time, then when he is not nice to 
me, it must have been because I deserved it. Therefore, if he is upset with 
me, all I have to do is try harder and be kind and good and not critical, 
and then he’ll be nice to me all of the time.” But that never works because 
the ground rules change.

In life, if something doesn’t make sense to us, we think about it a lot. 
Even if you are doing a crossword puzzle or a Sudoku and you can’t work 
it out, then you will dwell on it and try to make sense of it, try to work it 
out. And that’s what happens with the inconsistent, puzzling behaviors of 
the Narcissist. When their behavior doesn’t make sense, you think about 
it a lot, you try to work it out and try to rationalize it. You try hard to 
understand it. And then that is interpreted as, “I can’t get this man out 
of my mind. I’m always thinking about him and about the relationship. I 
can’t move on.”

Another question that people ask is, “Will he ever change? If I love him 
enough, will he change? Can’t I get him to see that this relationship is 
really worthwhile?” Sadly, the answer is no, he won’t change. The only 
reason that a person will make a change to their usual behaviour is when 
either they are not getting what they want out of a relationship or because 
they can see that their behavior is actually hurting somebody else. For 
a Narcissist, neither happens. They always get what they want out of a 
relationship. They make sure they do. They use people to achieve their 
own end. That’s the way they work. Then because they don’t have any 
empathy, they cannot see how that behavior is impacting on somebody 
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else. They are not bothered by the fact that somebody might be hurt by 
their behavior so they just keep on doing it. So, basically, the theme for a 
Narcissist, as one woman summarized for me, is ‘once a jerk, always a jerk’.

The Sociopath

The Sociopath is an extreme version, perhaps I can say, of the Narcissist. 
Same sorts of tendencies; exploits others, doesn’t have any empathy, harms 
others. But it is even more extreme. All these personality types tend to be on 
a continuum, and a sociopath is at the furthermost end of the continuum of 
non-empathy and not caring about others that you could possibly imagine. 
Because the sociopath is a person who is unprincipled and exploits others 
knowingly. Wittingly. And he doesn’t care. Sometimes, he will deliberately 
harm others. The sociopath is not always that person we see on the movies 
who is the assassin or the murderer. There are sociopaths amongst our 
population lurking at every corner, but because they are socially skilled, 
generally, they blend in. Remember I said about the chameleon? They 
blend in and you very rarely can spot their sociopathic behaviors.

If you look at this continuum of anti-social behavior, most of us are at the 
low end of the continuum. Most of us at some stage in our lives have all 
had an impulse, for example, to steal if the opportunity arises. I bet you 
have had a time when you have been in the store and have waited a long 
time to be served and you think to yourself, “I may as well just take this 
and leave.” Or you have travelled on a bus without paying for a ticket 
if you can get away with it. All of us have those sorts of impulses but 
typically our impulse control will not allow us to do the action. And if we 
do, we then feel guilty about it. The guilt, the conscience, causes us not to 
repeat that behavior.

There are other things like taking home the office stationery and using 
it at home, or making long-distance phonecalls on the work phone. 
Or fudging on your taxes. All of these are little examples of anti-social 
behavior. Lying, stealing, cheating. They are down the low end of socially 
appropriate behavior. And why don’t we do it often? Because we have a 
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conscience and this conscience makes us feel uncomfortable about doing 
something that we know is wrong and indeed will impact, in the long run, 
on other people. It will harm other people.

However, if you go higher up that continuum to sociopathic behavior at 
the other end, the sociopath doesn’t have a conscience. He does all of those 
behaviors without any guilt, without any remorse and will feel perfectly 
entitled to do those things. So, the sociopathic guy is the one who will 
have affairs. He’ll probably have serial affairs. The Sociopath is likely to be 
cheating on his wife but then he will also cheat on his girlfriend as well. 
He’ll tell lies, he’ll cheat, he’ll forge signatures, just to get whatever he 
wants and he doesn’t have one iota of guilt about it. He thinks that that 
is his prerogative.

The Sociopath’s anti-social behavior, particularly when it is so far along 
the continuum that it becomes a personality disorder – the anti-social 
personality disorder – is not a physical illness like diabetes nor is it a 
mental illness like Schizophrenia. It is also not defensible in a court of law 
because the Sociopath is not insane. He knows full well what he is doing. 
He knows his behavior is not approved of by most people in society. In 
fact, he knows that most people would abhor his behavior and he chooses 
to do it anyway.

This is the person who is about as close to evil as you could get. It is hard 
to believe that evil people actually exist and that is why we tend not 
to spot them. When most people think about a sociopath, they think 
about the assassin that we watch on the TV program. But the assassin is 
more the exception. The typical Sociopath is callous and cynical. He is 
contemptuous and he’s subtle. He can on occasions, act so normally that 
he will just blend in like anybody else and even if you did at one stage 
notice an odd or sociopathic behavior, when you see him again acting 
normally, you simply dismiss it. You think to yourself, “No, I must have 
got it wrong.” And it is this contradiction that tends to distress you as 
you repeatedly dismiss your own gut level feelings that something is 
actually wrong.
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The behaviors of the Sociopath, as already mentioned, are always anti-
social and the sort of behaviors that society not just disapproves of but 
actually finds quite abhorrent. For example, theft and cheating the system. 
Giving bogus experiences on your papers when applying for a job or to 
enter university. Forging signatures, forging checks. Sociopathic behavior 
is also when a person will sacrifice another person just to get what he 
wants. Climbing over people, figuratively speaking. I related the story 
before about Narvin and his boss. I actually wondered afterwards if his 
boss was perhaps sociopathic, rather than Narcissistic, because he actually 
used Narvin’s skill, experience in Asia and friendship for his own gain.. 
That’s why these two behaviors are on a continuum.

The Sociopath has reckless disregard for the safety of others so he will 
use people in situations where they might either die, get caught, or go 
to prison. It doesn’t matter to him as long as he gets what he wants. No 
empathy, not remorse, no guilt. And he in fact depersonalizes the people 
that he hurts. They are objects to him, not real people.

I worked once with a couple where I soon realized that the husband was in 
fact a sociopath. He was having many relationships outside of his marriage. 
The couple had come to me initially for marriage counseling because the 
wife found out about one affair but I learned there were multiple affairs 
happening at the same time. The husband seemed to gain great pleasure 
telling me of his sexual conquests, and how cleverly he was deceiving his 
wife. He was not in any way concerned about having unprotected sex 
with any of the women he saw. At home he was also having unprotected 
sex with his wife under the guise of trying to repair the marriage When I 
challenged him about not using condoms when he had sex with so many 
different women, and wasn’t he concerned about the health risk to them 
and to himself, he said, “They didn’t ask. Why should I care?” He didn’t 
care about their health, their safety. He was reckless, he felt entitled, he 
exploited many women, and he didn’t care.

So, the Sociopath is amoral, he breaks the law, he goes against what he 
knows is right, but because of his lack of guilt and lack of remorse, he 
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just does it anyway. You may also see the Sociopath repeatedly being 
irresponsible. For example, it might be a man who doesn’t work and uses 
his wife’s income for sustaining his anti-social lifestyle, but that does not 
worry him, he doesn’t try to find work even though there are jobs available. 
Society would consider that irresponsible.

This same person is quick to blame others. He has poor impulse control 
and so when challenged, when something goes wrong, very quick to lash 
out and blame somebody else. It is never his fault. He never denies himself 
anything regardless of whom he exploits along the way.

It is interesting to observe that these people always need to live on the 
edge. They always need to have some sort of excitement in their life to 
keep them stimulated. But the ‘living on the edge’ for them is not like 
the mountain climber who wants to do some ‘living on the edge’ in an 
adventurous style. The Sociopath needs to live on the edge in terms of 
something that is illegal or inappropriate or amoral. And hence, he is the 
one that is likely to be having the serial affairs or breaking into homes or 
injuring people.

The Sociopath, we must remember, is not insane. He is aware that others 
disapprove of his behavior but he chooses to do it anyway. The theme song 
of the Sociopath is ‘I am a clever and superior person. I am entitled to use 
people to get what I want.’ And for those of us with empathy and with 
care and concern for other people, we feel shocked to know that this can 
be a behavior pattern of some. Many find it unbelievable.

There are two types of Sociopath – the unsuccessful type and the successful 
type. The unsuccessful type is usually the irresponsible person who doesn’t 
have the skills to adapt in the community and tends to be the low life that 
we see on the movies. This person tends to be sadistic and violent. They 
are the ones that are more likely to get caught and end up in prison simply 
because they are not successful.

By contrast, the successful sociopath is someone who is extremely skilled 
socially and does blend in with society and gets on with people to achieve 
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his own ends. The two types of successful sociopath – one is a con-artist 
and the other, we call this one a chameleon. An example of a con-artist is 
somebody who gets involved in the frauds and the scams. We’ve all had 
those emails from overseas destinations requesting that we deposit money 
into a bank account, in order to claim some grand inheritance. These are 
the scams that go on. People do get involved in those. Or, closer to home, 
it may be somebody who sets up fraudulent accounts in a new business 
and then disappears with other people’s money.

Not so long ago, I read about a woman who got herself involved as a 
nursing aid and a companion to older, wealthy men and cleverly built 
up their trust in her. They were typically the lonely men with no other 
family supports, who depended on her, were grateful for her kindness and 
promised her their money after their death. And then she slowly but surely 
poisoned them, was the recipient of their money after the death, and then 
moved on and did it again. Surely a Sociopath. After the death of the fifth 
such partner, someone became suspicious, and she was convicted after 
police investigations.

They are clever people, they are cunning and they have no moral principles. 
And yet, what makes them different to the unsuccessful Sociopath is that 
they have enough skills and enough privileges in their life and enough 
advantages to actually be successful if they chose to. They are often 
charming and well networked. They have associates who cover for them. 
This type of person is often a powerful person who has ‘got to the top’ 
because he exploited people and climbed over others to get there.

As well as having these tendencies and these characteristics, the Sociopath 
can – as I mentioned before – also blend in and can pass off for normal. 
One of the well-known Nazi war criminals, Adolf Eichmann, is described 
as Sociopath. As well as the evil things that he was involved with during the 
war – which all came out in the war criminal tribunals – this was a man who 
was seen to play happily with his children. This was a man who remembered 
not only his own wedding anniversary but the wedding anniversary of all his 
friends and his children as well. This was the man who cried at the funeral of 
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his parents. So, if you saw this behavior, you would think, “This man is not 
a Sociopath.” That’s why it is so difficult to spot.

The Sociopath is self-centered, and has an inflated view of his own 
worth. His conversation is egocentric. It always revolves around him. The 
Sociopath also likes to lie. His enjoyment comes from knowing that he 
has a sense of power over people. And very often, he likes to boast about 
what he has done and about his exploits. Because of his lack of empathy, 
he very often cannot read that the people he is talking to about his exploits 
are horrified by what he is saying. He has very superficial relationships – 
particularly romantic relationships. People, sadly, are used by him like 
tissues. They get used and they get discarded.

The Sociopath is usually too egocentric to parent well. He doesn’t understand 
the needs of his children and he has no real interest in getting to know them 
because he can’t have genuine relationships with any person. And so, he is 
not a good parent, particularly if there is something wrong with the child. 
For example, if the child has a disability, the child is likely to be discarded.

Some years ago, I did counselling with a couple in which the wife had 
tremendous difficulty accepting that her husband was disinterested in 
their disabled child. This wife told me that when she was pregnant and 
they found out it was a boy, they were deciding on names and the husband 
was very eager for the child to be given his name. In fact he insisted on 
it. And then, when the child was born and found to be disabled, there 
was absolutely no way that he wanted his child to have his name. The 
wife had always harbored this as an emotional wound. The husband 
obviously didn’t want to be associated by name with their son because 
he was disabled. The wife felt as though she had brought up the child on 
her own for the first few difficult years. However, when he was a toddler, 
this child was ‘discovered’ by the medical profession as a child on whom 
some research could to be done to improve his health. Suddenly there was 
media attention and the boy was written about in medical journals. At 
this time, the husband suddenly took a greater interest in the child. He 
became a doting parent and wanted to be interviewed by the media about 
his role in his son’s life, which of course for years had been zero.
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So, what you see in the Sociopath is double-standards. And you think, 
“He is such a hypocrite.” Yes, he is. You are right. And yet, they are socially 
skilled also. They have an uncanny ability to find someone with low self-
esteem to whom they can show a great deal of charm, and ‘hook them in’. 
And then once you are hooked in, it’s hard to leave. Most Sociopaths get 
a bit of a shock if their partner learns some independence and self-esteem 
and then won’t tolerate the behavior anymore and says, “I am leaving. I 
do not want to be in this relationship anymore.” Then, she has a price 
to pay, because once he feels humiliated, she has to be ‘paid back’. And 
that is usually the beginning of a very difficult separation and divorce 
proceedings as the Narcissist has to always win.

When a Sociopath is in a position of having wealth and fame around him, 
he does very well. This environment is very seductive to him because he 
then has the environment in which he can exploit people and can also pass 
off as normal.

How do these Sociopaths get away with it? It is really because the rest of 
us are pretty trusting. On the whole, people are pretty trusting. We can’t 
believe that this sort of personality exists so we are not looking for it. 
Particularly when these people are nice to us initially, we lower our guard, 
and of course we are not watching for it. Others cover for them, which 
explains certain strange incidents. Because nobody ever knows the full 
picture. You might know some of his life, I might know some of his life, 
somebody else might know some of it too, but nobody ever gets to see the 
full picture and unless we compare notes, we will never really know.

So, be on guard. These people really do exist. Don’t stop trusting people 
initially but if you notice behavior that is out of the ordinary and makes 
you instinctively feel as though something is wrong, watch for it, because 
it may just save your sanity. And in a work situation, it may just save you 
money as well. If you have a sociopath working in your company, it is 
very likely that you will be cheated and defrauded, and you may even 
lose valued staff, because they no longer want to work where there is a 
sociopath on the loose.
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Chapter 7

Identifying Adult ADD

Adult ADD Explained

This chapter is about recognizing the symptoms of Attention Deficit 
disorder (or perhaps we could call it Attention Difference rather than 
Deficit) in Adults – how we can identify if we ourselves may have it, or 
perhaps somebody that we love or work with, and how it impacts on our 
life and the lives of others.

What are the symptoms of Adult ADD? They feature differently to those in 
childhood ADD. I have learned through seeing many adults in counseling 
the sorts of things that alert me to Adult ADD. The adult will say to me 
that they feel as though they should be achieving more, in spite of what 
has already been achieved. ADD people are in fact quite creative. They tell 
me about having many streams of thought at the same time. This means 
many ideas and usually a great deal of creativity going on inside their 
minds. They often have flashes of brilliance. Their minds are actually very 
unique and very intriguing. Even so, ADDs have this sense that they are 
not achieving enough – they are not getting their ideas ‘out there’ and so 
that causes them a great deal of frustration. They are keen to find the key 
to unlock the creativity that is inside them and that they want to explode 
forth with.

ADD people are very much out of the box thinkers. This is something that 
is really terrific about them. They think creatively, they have a different 
way of looking at life. They usually have a really zany sense of humor, 
sometimes quite quirky and witty, humor that often keeps you in loads 
of laughter. They are very unpredictable about things they do, things they 
say, their whole approach to life. They are typically very warm hearted and 
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generous people. I am deliberately telling you all the positive things about 
ADDs because it is too often that they get stuck in the problematic side of 
ADD. It is important to know that people with ADD have got a fabulous 
side to them and I try to help them harness that.

ADD people are very sensitive, meaning they are keenly intuitive. But that 
same trait can also mean they are sensitive to criticism or being different, 
and that can be problematic for themselves and others. ADDs often 
interpret things incorrectly, take things personally, come across to others as 
self-centred, and get so engrossed in themselves that people will call them 
selfish. ADDs can be so exasperating at times that partners and family will 
often say, “Oh, he drives me crazy.” (ADD is not gender specific however, 
and occurs in both men and women).

In 1996, American Doctors Edward Hallowell and John Ratey wrote the 
ground breaking book “Driven to Distraction” about the phenomenon of 
Adult ADD. These two doctors had been interns together, training to be 
psychiatrists in the 1980s when they got together and tried to understand 
how they ‘operated’. They knew they were different to their peers and 
recognized that they studied differently. They knew they had a different 
sort of personality to other doctors that they were training with.

And so they started to examine their own behaviors and their successes 
and failures in life and realized that they had Adult ADD, The label ADD 
has only been around for about 25-30 years and for a long while was 
considered to be a children’s problem. But the research now tells us that 
only 30-40% of children actually outgrow ADD. Of course, this means 
that 60-70% of children with ADD take it with them into adulthood, but 
the symptoms manifest differently.

Hallowell and Ratey with their book ‘Driven to Distraction’ actually 
brought this research into the forefront and for the last decade, there have 
been many opportunities provided to learn about this intriguing kind of 
mind. Much research has been done and we are now benefitting from that 
research. I have been doing teleseminars and conferences over the past 4 
years, trying to get as much new information as possible, simply because 
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it is such a newly researched phenomenon. I’m actually really excited to 
be able to use my knowledge and the information that I have been gaining 
into the counseling room because it has absolutely changed the way that 
I do counseling. I’ve been counseling for more than thirty years, but I’ve 
only known about Adult ADD for four years. What makes me really 
excited is that in these last four years, I feel as though I have been a better 
counselor than in all the other years put together, simply because I have 
found something that is often the root cause of a person having personal 
and relationship issues. And of course, if somebody is suffering from self-
esteem problems, depression or anxiety or relationship difficulties, they 
might go and see a counselor. And so, as a counselor, these are the issues 
that turn up in abundance in my counseling room.

Naturally, I’m going to see a greater proportion of people with ADD than 
are generally in the community. But I have been able to help people to 
actually find the root cause of things that have been bothering them for 
years and I have been able to touch their life. And you can’t imagine how 
rewarding that is for me as a counselor. Here is just one example. Two 
years ago in Singapore, I conducted a series of public seminars relating to 
emotional wealth. After one of the seminars, one participant spoke to me 
about about some personal relationship issues he was having. I then saw 
him privately in the counseling room and we unearthed Adult ADD.

Three or four months later, completely unexpectedly, I received a text 
message from him late one evening. He wrote, ‘Today is my 40th birthday. 
Thank you for being part of the reason that I feel relaxed and content and 
seem to be beginning the best part of my life. I feel so differently.’ And that 
is the sort of feedback that fills my heart with enormous pleasure and joy 
because I know that someone has been helped by the work we are doing 
together. So, my belief is that if more people knew about Adult ADD; if 
parents and spouses, if friends and colleagues and employers are prepared 
to learn about this topic and learn about how people can be different but 
be valuable and creative and contribute to our society, then these people 
won’t have to struggle so much. We can provide the opportunities for 
ADD people to reach their full potential because believe me, there is a lot 
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of potential inside these people. In fact, more potential than most, because 
they are so creative and so brilliant.

It is like the ADD has a gift but the gift is all wrapped up in wrapping paper 
and no one can see what it is. Often the ADD person doesn’t even know 
that he has a gift inside that wrapping paper. We have to actually help them 
to unwrap it. The strings that tie up this gift, tend to be the rest of us because 
we, the non-ADDS, tend to be rigid and regimented. School systems and 
places of employment have rules and regulations that actually suppress the 
creativity and keep the potential of ADD people locked inside.

I mentioned before that the label ADD has only really been around for 
about 25-30 years. It was first attributed to children who were seen to 
have difficulties at home and at school. So teachers have been trained 
over time to identify children with ADD and then to provide them with 
special assistance and support so that they can have more opportunities to 
be successful in life. What this means in fact is that if you are over the age 
of 25, and you have ADD, it is unlikely you got the right help at school 
because when you were at school, it wasn’t known about. And what that 
means is that even though you have probably got on in life, you are still 
likely to be struggling. We learn to manage things when we are an ADD 
person but we still struggle. And very often we try and mask our struggles. 
We try and cover up because we don’t want to be seen as different even 
though we feel different on the inside. Most ADD people will say to me, 
they don’t know why they are different, they just know that they are. They 
don’t know why they do certain things, they just know they do them 
wrong. They don’t know why they struggle.

The feeling of frustration is one of the key symptoms of ADD. Frustration 
and impatience. It is not necessarily anger even though it often borders 
on anger. ADDs will often say, “I feel so frustrated about why I can be 
successful in one area of my life but not in another area. Why is it that 
I can get on and do things at work and be successful there and achieve 
things and get things done, but I can’t do things at home?” Or indeed it 
might be the other way around.
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In Singapore I once had a client who was the father of five children and 
very actively involved with his family. But he would go to work and not be 
able to function and would sit at his desk and not be able to get through 
his day’s work. This showed up in his performance appraisal. It was in 
fact a very caring boss who sent him to counseling to try and work out 
what was going on. The boss had known the man for years and knew his 
abilities which were not being translated to productivity at work. It was 
found he had Inattentive ADD, and was not stimulated sufficiently at 
work. Yet he ‘came to life’ once he came home to his wife and children.

The label Attention Deficit Disorder suggests a problem. But the label 
is incorrect because ‘deficit’ means ‘lack of ’. Attention deficit is actually 
not the problem. ADD people can on occasions pay enormous attention 
to something. They can become so totally involved with some project or 
activity and become so engrossed in it (ie give so much focus to it) that 
they lose track of everything else. You see, it is not attention deficit that is 
the problem, it is attention inconsistency.

The label, ‘disorder’ is also incorrect. ADD is not a disorder. ADD is a 
combination of traits and characteristics that make you you. They might 
border on a disorder if the traits cause impairment across various aspects 
of your life because of a persistence of the traits. But then I think, if we are 
going to give it a label, we are should call it Attention Difference Disorder.

It is only an “official” diagnosis of ADD if in fact the characteristics and 
traits (which we will be talking about in a moment) have been present 
since before the age of 7. ADD doesn’t suddenly become apparent when 
you are 15, for example (and if it does, then it is something else!). ADD is 
most commonly, to do with an intriguing brain that you are born with.

I once saw a woman for counseling whom I felt quite convinced was ADD. 
However, on reflection with her and subsequently with her mother, there 
was no evidence of her having ADD traits when she was younger. Her 
mother reminded her that during her teenage years, on two occasions, 
the woman had suffered encephalitis, an inflammation of the brain. So 
yes, she had ADD tendencies now because that part of her brain had been 
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affected because of the inflammation, but she was not given an official 
ADD diagnosis.

I also like to tell people who have got ADD tendencies that they are ADD. 
They don’t have ADD. Because if you say, “I’ve got ADD,” it sounds like, 
“I’ve got cancer.” It sounds like you have got some illness that you are 
meant to be cured from and that is not the case. This isn’t a psychiatric 
illness. This isn’t a mental illness. It isn’t something you are going to be 
cured from. Our brain (and ADD stems from the brain) gives us our 
personality. And we know that if there is something wrong in the brain, 
our personality changes. Think about somebody who has Parkinsons 
Disease or who has a stroke – they have a personality change. If a person 
gets a bullet through their temporal lobe or if they have a brain tumor, 
their personality changes. So, we know that our personality is constructed 
in our brain. Therefore, if you have some problems that you are born with 
in certain parts of the brain, you may have symptoms that resemble ADD. 
But that is who you are. I often refer to ADDs as being an ADD, in other 
words, you are ADD not you have ADD. The rest of us, I call non-ADDs. 
So, if we have to use a label, then those who haven’t got the traits – the 
other 80% of the population – we’ll call them non-ADDs.

Whilst I use the term ADD, the more correct terminology is ADHD 
(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder), the official terminology used 
by the psychiatric standard journal called the DSM4 – The Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual. So, why do we call it ADD? Firstly because it is 
easier. Secondly, because not all ADD people have got the hyperactivity 
component. Thirdly, even if you did have it when you were a child, now 
that you are a grown up, you are not going to be running around all 
over the place like you did when you were a child because when you are 
a grown up, you learn to sit still. You learn to sit in a seminar or you 
learn to sit through a meeting. You might be bored, restless and fidgety 
and drumming your fingers on the table, and you might have an internal 
feeling of wanting to get out because it is so boring, nonetheless you have 
learnt to sit still. And so, the H component is removed just for ease of 
talking. Officially however, ADD comes under the umbrella of ADHD.
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As I mentioned, the hyperactivity component in a child is replaced by 
restlessness in the adult. If ever you have experienced this, if you have got 
some tendencies yourself, you will recognize this feeling on the inside as like 
a buzzing. It is like a motor that keeps driving you to do something. And if 
you have this internal motor – again, that is one of the characteristics; ‘acts 
as if driven by a motor’ – there tends to be a fear (based on reality of what 
has happened in the past) that if you don’t do something, you will fall into 
a low spot. You will fall into a place where you feel depressed or lethargic 
or disengaged. And so, many people with ADD keep on being active and 
find they constantly have to do something to prevent themselves from 
falling into a low spot – from falling into a funk.

ADD Symptoms

Initially when ADD was first looked at 20 years ago, there was a moral 
viewpoint about ADD. Children who had ADD were considered to be 
naughty. There was a judgment about them and if you were the parent 
of that ADD child, you were considered to be unable to control or rein 
in your child’s behavior. So it was very moralistic. Then, for the next 
decade, ADD took on a medical model where it was seen as biological. 
The brain was talked about and medications were given and then there 
was a big discussion right across the world of whether or not medications 
were given too freely or too often. Should children be given Ritalin? I’m 
sure you’ve heard of all those arguments. Now, fortunately, into the third 
decade – what they are looking at is a strengths-based approach for ADD. 
Researchers are saying, “Yes, there are these problems but let’s put the 
problems aside and let’s also examine the good things. Let’s look at the 
positives. Let’s look at the creativity. Let’s look at the actual gifts and the 
contribution that these people can make and let’s encourage them so that 
they can reach their potential.” So, the whole focus this decade – and we 
are just at the beginning of this third decade – is about a strengths-based 
approach. Let’s celebrate the difference.

And indeed, there are so many examples of successful ADDs. We can 
think of Richard Branson and his airlines. We can think about Michael 
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Phelps being the best gold medal Olympian in history. There are many 
more that you have probably read about. These are the two that spring 
immediately to mind.

So, what are these problems? What are the symptoms of the actual problems 
that an ADD person will encounter? There are three core symptoms that 
give one the official label of ADD. The first is excessive distractibility. If you 
are distractible, it means that you find it very difficult to concentrate and 
to stay focused on topics of conversation, or on projects if you find them 
boring. That is the key – if you find them boring. If in fact the conversation 
is of interest to you or the project you are doing is of interest, there is no 
problem at all. You can stay focused almost to the point of being totally 
immersed, passionate and people can’t actually break your attention away 
from it. That is a key characteristic called hyper-focus, which only ADD 
people have. They get really involved and can be very productive. But, for 
the most part, it is the distractibility that is talked about.

If you are somebody who has difficulty concentrating or staying on task 
and no matter how hard you try, you literally can’t put mental effort to 
it, then this doesn’t mean you are lazy, it doesn’t mean you are hopeless, 
it doesn’t mean you are pathetic. It just means you have probably got an 
ADD brain and because of the biology of the brain you cannot apply 
mental effort to something that doesn’t hold your interest. Know that 
it isn’t anything to do with being willful or lazy or being a space shot or 
being rebellious – this is what has been thought for some years – it’s about 
your brain not working.

The second core symptom is impulsiveness. What we mean by impulsive 
is saying things or doing things without thinking first. Remember, our 
mums used to tell us, “You have to stop and think before you act or you 
should think before you speak.” Well, you can teach an ADD person all 
of those little rules, but when their ADD brain is operating, they will 
end up saying and doing things without thinking. This means that things 
usually get said or done without consideration of the consequences. The 
consequences will occur to an ADD later on when their brain is back to 
working properly or when someone else points it out to them.
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Here is an example. You are a woman with ADD who is out shopping 
at the sales and you see a really lovely handbag. You think, “Oh, that’s 
a really fabulous handbag. Yes, I have enough money so yes, I’ll buy it.” 
And you do. Then when you get home you think, “Well actually, I’ve 
already got seven handbags and three of them I’ve never used. I really 
didn’t need another handbag.” That’s what we mean by impulsive buying. 
In fact typically, an ADD person has got a cupboard full of “must-haves” 
at home. They are all the things that they see when they are out and 
they absolutely, positively must have! “I must have these new golf clubs. 
I absolutely must have that iPhone. I must have that kitchen gadget. I 
so need that new coffee maker.” When they get home, they realize they 
actually don’t really need it at all. This is what is meant by “the cupboard 
full of must haves”.

Speaking impulsively is what gets people into trouble, the seeming inability 
to filter what they say before they say it. It’s called foot in mouth disease. 
Now, we all occasionally say things impulsively. From time to time, we all 
make a faux pas and ‘put our foot in our mouth’. So, the thing about being 
an ADD person is to do with how often and how frequently and to what 
intensity they have these characteristics. This fact is a very important thing 
to know about ADD and it’s why ADD tendencies and characteristics 
tend to be on a spectrum - because all of us have some of the tendencies 
some of the time. An ADD person seems to have a lot of the tendencies 
most of the time.

I have actually had people sitting in my counseling room who will say 
things and then say, “Did I just say that? I didn’t even realize I was 
thinking that but I just heard myself say it.” That is the sort of thing that 
I am talking about - where the impulse is such that you speak before your 
brain even registers what you are going to say. This results in people being 
tactless, being blunt, saying hurtful things that can get them into trouble 
socially. But they don’t know why they do it. Often when it is talked about 
afterwards, and somebody says, “You did this. You said this. It really hurt 
me. It really offended me.”, the ADD person can then say, “Yes I can see 
that. I understand that. That was really terrible. I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have 
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said that.” And they really get it. Their apology is sincere and they are 
genuinely remorseful about the hurt that they have caused. And yet, they 
will go and do the same thing again another time.

The third key symptom – so I have spoken about excessive distractibility 
and about impulsiveness – the third core symptom is restlessness. It’s this 
dreadful feeling inside that you have to be doing something all of the time. 
You can’t sit still and if you are somewhere where you are forced to, you will 
be shaking your leg or twirling your foot, drumming your fingers, fiddling 
with your hair, or wriggling around and simply not be able to sit still.

These characteristics, for it to be ADD, need to be seen across different 
areas of your life. This is what’s known as pervasive. It’s not just in one 
area. The traits are seen at home, at work, at sport, in the community, 
with your hobbies. So, when the symptoms are persistent, meaning they 
happen more often that not, and when the characteristics are pervasive, 
meaning they are across all areas of your life, and when the traits prohibit 
you from having a good quality of life – because they in fact do interfere 
with the quality of your life and of your relationships – then it is getting 
pretty close to being called ADD. So, we call them the three Ps. Persistent, 
Pervasive and Prohibitive.

These symptoms will have been evident across your entire life if you 
have adult ADD. And what that means is you have always had trouble 
concentrating, you’ve always had trouble paying attention. This will mean 
that at school even, you had trouble with distracting stimuli and being able 
to concentrate in class. Think about it. If you are sitting in a classroom 
and you are listening to a boring teacher with a boring voice, you might 
only be able to tune in for about 15 seconds and then you need to go 
somewhere else that is more stimulating so you go into your thoughts - 
this is what daydreaming is. You get distracted by your own thoughts and 
after perhaps 10 minutes, you suddenly become aware that you are not 
paying attention to the teacher. So, you ‘come back’ to the lesson and the 
teacher is just as boring and the topic is just as boring as before, so you stay 
tuned in for another 15 seconds and then the brain automatically returns 
to the more stimulating place - which is back into your own thoughts.
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So, if you can only tune in to 15 seconds of the teacher, every 10 minutes, 
you are not going to learn much in a lesson, are you? Which means you 
are not going to be able to retain much information from the lesson. And 
if you try and read the notes that night, you are not going to be able to 
retain much from the notes either, because ADD people can’t read and 
retain when they are not interested in the topic. So, is it any wonder that 
they often flounder at school? And yet, interestingly, you can do brilliantly 
in other subjects. You can be hopeless in Maths and brilliant in Geography 
– like one of the clients I am currently seeing. He excels in geography 
because that’s his area of interest.

The other interesting thing is that you can actually have ADD without any 
symptoms or signs of impulsivity or hyperactivity at all. This is the reason 
why ADD is so confusing. There are some ADD people who are absolutely 
not impulsive because they have so much anxiety that the anxiety acts as 
the filter. These people check themselves with absolutely everything that 
they say. So, they never say anything that is tactless or blunt. On the 
contrary, they are super anxious and very fearful of saying things lest it 
get them into trouble. And then you can get the ADD person without the 
hyperactivity component at all. These people in fact appear sluggish and 
slow moving and apathetic and lethargic and you think, “What on earth 
is wrong with them?” These are the people where you have to go and say, 
“Hello. Are you there? Is anybody home?” Because you can be talking to 
them and you notice that they are not paying any attention to you at all - 
because they are away in their own thoughts.

You can see that it is very difficult to actually say if a person has ADD or 
not because there are so many different characteristics. Nonetheless, I am 
just going to present a few more of the typical traits of adult ADD so that 
you can get a general feel.

ADD people are constantly distracted by thoughts or stimuli that interrupt 
their actions and their conversations. A key thing about an ADD brain 
– whether they are hyper active or not – is that the brain is always busy. 
The brain seems to be bombarded with thoughts. They can be spacey 
or day dreamy but there is usually always trouble concentrating. The 
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thoughts and ideas all come at once. It is the reason why sometimes ADD 
people sometimes stumble over their words and sentences, because they 
have got so much to say about all the thoughts that are going on in their 
head, they can’t get it out fast enough. I’ve mentioned already they can be 
tactless and say things at the wrong time. They will often miss social cues 
by behaving and speaking inappropriately. When they are in meetings 
and are frequently tuning out, they will often have to doodle to stay on 
track. Conference calls and presentations can be a nightmare for them, 
and having to sit through boring board meetings. Because it is so easy to 
tune out.

I was recently in an email exchange with a gentleman whom I know is 
ADD. I was setting up an appointment for him and when I got an email 
response from him about it, he said that he was actually on a conference 
call at the time. So, I wrote back and said, “Wow, you are pretty good at 
multi-tasking. You are on a conference call and you are writing an email 
to me.” He quickly sped back an email that said, “Yes. And I’m doodling 
as well.”

There is often poor short-term memory – and there is a biological reason 
for that. Typically, ADDs forget appointments, they forget names, they 
forget dates, they forget they said they’ll do something. For example they 
say, “Yes, I’ll do that for you.” And then it completely gets forgotten and 
when you get back to them and say, “Have you done it?”, it’s, “Oh yes, 
that’s right. I forgot.” It can drive you to distraction.

ADDs are chronically late. Always rushing. Doing things at the last minute. 
Deadlines. I’ve had a wife who said to me that recently she organized the 
holiday for her family. Her husband has got ADD so she is the one that 
does the planning. And she said, “I know we are always rushing. It drives 
me crazy. So, I particularly organize for us to get to the airport in plenty 
of time. Three hours ahead so that we can check the bags in and then relax 
doing some browsing or shopping on our way to the departure lounge. 
She said, “Three hours ahead. I told him the wrong time. Three hours 
ahead we got to the airport and we were still the last ones to the departure 
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lounge because he got caught up somewhere in Duty Free and then I lost 
him.” That’s what we mean by poor time judgment. ADDs will typically 
underestimate the time it takes to do a task - they will give themselves time 
to do something and then run out of time.

An ADD will typically ring home to say to a partner, “Okay darling I’m 
just leaving the office now. I’ll be home in twenty minutes.” An hour and a 
half later, they still haven’t left the office because they get caught up doing 
something at the last minute and completely forget about the fact that 
they were meant to go home.

Typically, they live with chronic clutter and disorganization. It is a well 
known fact that ADD people file in piles. That is because they don’t know 
where to file something because there are so many options in their brain. 
If you give an ADD person a picture card of an apple and say, “File this,” 
they will become a bit immobilized and they’ll say, “Well, where am I 
meant to file it? Shall I file it under A for Apple? F for Fruit? R for Red? C 
for Card?” There are all these different options so they don’t know where 
to put it. So they put it on a pile and think, “I’ll deal with that later.” 
And the piles get higher and when the piles start to topple over, then they 
start another pile. So the best thing for an ADD is to get them a huge 
desk or a huge dining room table so they can file everything in piles. But, 
they’ll remember pretty much, where things are in the pile. This trait in 
particular drives other people to distraction.

They find it difficult to prioritize. They tend to do always do things that 
interest them and not do things that other people want them to do. They 
have a dreadful inability to get started on tasks that are dull or mundane. 
Paying the bills, doing the taxes, starting the laundry. Way too boring 
because you see, ADDs don’t do boring. For the ADD brain to kick start 
and to get going, the ADD person needs stimulation or fun or excitement 
or something that is challenging or stimulating or reckless or fast. That’s 
what kick starts the ADD brain to make it work better. Because ADDs 
DO have a capacity to have a brilliant, functioning brain. It just depends 
on their environment. You put them in any one of those environments 
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– remember I said, fun, exciting, interesting, stimulating, challenging, 
new, novel, fast – they’ll be fine. Almost without exception, ADDs 
are fast drivers and they will speed their car down the freeway at 100 
kilometres an hour. They will weave in and out of the traffic and they 
do it because they feel good - because the veil from their brain lifts and 
their thoughts and their brain function becomes clear and sharp when 
their brain kick starts.

ADD On The Inside

What does it feel like to be an ADD? I’m going to tell you some stories 
about what it feels like on the inside to be ADD. If you yourself have some 
ADD tendencies, you will think, “Oh, I’m not alone.” And if you’re not, 
at least you will be able to understand how some other people feel. When 
you are an ADD person, you actually feel as though there are many, many 
TV stations going on in your brain at the same time. All on a different 
channel. So, if you think what it’s like to be in a big electrical department 
store and there is this wall of TVs. You are looking at all of the different 
TVs and they’re all on different channels and they’re all flashing something 
different at you and all the different commentators are talking, isn’t that 
a bit overwhelming? Well that’s what it’s like inside an ADD brain all of 
the time.

Typically, what an ADD person can do is go from channel to channel to 
channel in their brain and they are picking up the most interesting bit 
of each channel and they are pulling something from it. That’s why they 
know so much about many different topics and why for them there are 
so many different options. They actually will want to tell you something 
about what is on the different channels which explains why, very often, 
their topic of conversation is all over the place. It is because they have 
multiple streams of thought going on inside of their brain all of the time 
and they can access those thoughts. But they do get exhausted.

Oner man said to me – and this is a man who found it very frustrating 
that he wasn’t able to achieve his potential and he didn’t know about ADD 
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at the time that he came to see me – he said, “In my mind, I can picture 
all of these things I want to do. I have all these great ideas and I know 
they’re great ideas because I discuss them with other people and they say, 
“Yes, that’s a really great idea. You could do that.” So, there’s this picture 
out there that I have got of all these things that I could achieve and I 
know they’re good ideas and I can see them in their completed form. But 
between them and me is a bridge and somehow I can’t cross the bridge.” I 
said, “Why is that? Are you scared?”

He said, “No. I don’t have any fear.”

I said, “Well, why don’t you cross the bridge? Are their rails on the bridge?”

He said, “Yes, there are rails on the bridge.”

I said, “Well, I need more. Why can’t you go over there?”

He said, “Well, I don’t know. It just seems to be that I have an inability to 
lift my leg and take the first step and get on that bridge. I’ve been like that 
all my life. I just get stuck.”
As I’ve got to know ADDs more and more, these are very common 
complaints told to me in different ways but they say, “I have this stuckness. 
I can’t get started. I don’t know what to do to get going even though I can 
see the end result.”

So, what we know about ADDs is that they have fantastic ideas. They’ve 
got so much to contribute in terms of big ideas but they don’t know how 
to get started to fulfill those ideas. And it’s because the doing of the jobs to 
complete the project is boring - and ADDs don’t do boring! ADDs can’t do 
boring. They just can’t get started and that’s why you get procrastination. 
That’s why you get no follow through. “Yes, yes, yes, I’ll do this. Great 
idea.” Often it IS a great idea. Lots of early enthusiasm, lots of start-ups, 
poor follow through. Simply because the doing of it is too boring.

An ADD person will usually say to me as well, “I’m not achieving my 
potential. I’m nowhere near good enough. I could be better.” This is 
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regardless of what they have achieved in life. Typically they do achieve 
things. They’re pretty amazing, these ADD people. They can actually do 
things and they do have achievements but credit themselves for nothing.

I remember talking to one woman who was a very good singer and she had 
even cut a CD. That’s an achievement! One day when she was lamenting, 
“I could do better,” I said, “Tell me what you mean by that.” So she said to 
me, “Well, I’m a good singer and I know I’m a good singer. And I’m self-
taught on the guitar. I play the guitar to my children and I play them some 
lullabies and send them off to sleep.” I said, “That’s great. Any mum would 
be happy about that.” She said, “Well, I’m not happy about that because 
while I’m strumming the guitar, I always think to myself, “I should take 
guitar lessons. I’m not bad, and if I took guitar lessons, I could become 
really good and I could become a professional guitar player.” So I asked 
her, “Do you want to become a professional guitar player?” She said, “No. 
But that’s what my brain is telling me I should do.”

That’s what I mean. These thoughts, the options in the brain, are so much 
that no matter what the person achieves, they feel as though they should 
be doing more, should be doing better. Never good enough. And it is the 
reason why ADDs will often say to me, “I feel a fraud. I feel as though 
someone is about to tap me on the shoulder and say to me, “Ha ha. Got 
you. Caught you out. You’re not really as good as you pretend to be.” This 
feeling of being a fraud is quite common.

Or there is another way it presents itself. The ADD person might go, 
“Ho, hum, what you are doing is no big deal.” That is another interesting 
phenomenon. I had a gentleman who said to me, “Anybody can do that. 
That’s no big deal. I could do anything. I feel as though I could do 
anything.” I wondered if he was being arrogant or superior but I realized 
he wasn’t. He explained to me that in his mind, if he had the right 
money and the right training and was able to buy the right equipment, 
he could climb Mount Everest. And he said to me, “If I wanted to, I 
could ride a motorbike across the Sahara Desert.” I said to him, “Do you 
want to do that?”
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He said, “No, not particularly, but I could. Because I believe that if I had 
the right money and the right training and I learnt about the weather 
conditions and I got the right bike and I had a team of people to follow 
up with food and shelter, I’d be able to ride my bike across the Sahara. 
So, when I hear about people doing things like walking across Spain for 
charity or having these great big sing festivals to raise money, I think it is 
no big deal because anybody could do that.” So that is another way that 
the ADD brain experiences things.

Another way that it feels to be ADD is, “I’ll never get this finished so why 
do I even bother to start?” It is a common report that they may as well not 
start something because they will never get it finished. History reveals that 
they never get things done anyway. There is also a feeling commonly of, 
“If I do it, it is not going to be good enough.” A lot of ADD people are 
perfectionists which seems to be incongruent because they live in clutter 
often, and are disorganized. But they know on the inside that they could 
do a perfect job but again, history dictates that they have never really 
succeeded in doing something perfectly so they think, “What’s the point 
of starting? It won’t be perfect enough.”

Anxiety on the inside, even if it is not manifested with behavior, is 
experienced by almost every ADD person that I have spoken to. They 
have this constant feeling - it is a physical feeling and a buzzing feeling – of 
not being good enough. And if it is not about themselves, it is a pessimism 
about other things. Because you see, the ADD brain can think of so many 
options and has got so many different avenues of thought that there is 
always the possibility of looking at the things that could go wrong. And 
so this could go wrong and if that happened, that could go wrong. But 
then again, if that happened, that could go wrong. And so, when you are 
thinking about so many different options that could go wrong, it is very 
easy to be seen or heard as pessimistic and to have this doom feeling. And 
that’s what really drags an ADD brain down as well.

It’s interesting that ADD people are the least anxious when they are doing 
something stimulating. They are the least anxious when they are doing 
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something that they are interested in, when they are distracted by doing 
something that is taking their mind off their worry. So, what we have 
found is that worry is what inattention becomes when they are bored. 
And most ADD people have to do something that is interesting and 
stimulating to relax.

I had one gentleman who was able to help me very much to understand 
this when he said, “If I wake up on a Saturday morning and I’ve got 
nothing planned for the day, I immediately feel anxious. It’s almost like, 
“What am I going to do for the day?” But if I wake up on a Saturday 
morning and I know that between 9 and 11 I’m going to go swimming 
and between 11 and 1 I’m going to go shopping and between 1 and 3 I’m 
going to take the children to the Park and between 3 and 5 I’m going to 
take the kids to the pool and then at 7 o’clock, I’m going out for dinner, 
then I’m fine. I know exactly what I’m going to be doing and I don’t have 
this thought, this fear of, “I’m going to be bored.” In future chapters, I’m 
giving tips and strategies to ADDs about how to structure their time and 
their life so that they can minimize their anxiety.

ADDs are very puzzled by relationships. They want to be in a relationship. 
They’re actually very warm and caring and very deep people. They are 
sensitive. But they do get puzzled by relationships because first of all, 
they don’t really always understand the impact of their behavior on other 
people. Their tactlessness and their bluntness will hurt and will offend but 
they don’t quite get it. As I mentioned before, when it’s pointed out to 
them, they will get it. Then they will sincerely say, “Oh yes. I can see that 
that did hurt you and I’m sorry and I promise I’ll never do that again.” 
And you know what happens? They do it again and it is because of the 
inability of the brain to remember. So, that’s another thing that drives 
partners and colleagues to distraction. “He said he wouldn’t do it and he 
just keeps on doing the same thing over and over again.” And what ADDs 
learn in one situation, they seem unable to translate to another.

ADDs don’t always pick up social cues. They don’t always read faces and 
emotions in other people very well and that is because their brain is so 
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busy with their own thoughts that there isn’t actually enough space in 
their head to be picking up what somebody else might be feeling. But 
if you are a partner and you stop and you say, “Listen to me. Just stop 
for a minute and listen to me because I have got something to tell you.” 
Then they are jolted. Now there is a little bit of space to listen to what 
the partner is saying. They will genuinely show remorse and will sincerely 
intend to do better - and then the brain gets clouded over again with 
all their busy thoughts. That’s the problem. It leaves partners feeling low 
priority. It leaves bosses and workmates feeling frustrated.

In a work situation, if you are a colleague or a boss watching out for 
ADD, you may be thinking, “What is wrong with this person? There 
is something that is really different here.” You may notice that there are 
frequent job moves. If a job is boring to an ADD person, they will not be 
able to function very well at it and the way they resolve that is they move 
on. If the job remains stimulating or if the job is varied, however, they 
might be with the same company for a very long time. But frequent job 
change is typical.

The person may have difficulty tuning into meetings and conversations. 
They may in fact even have difficulty turning up to meetings because 
they may forget. If you have got a boss who sets up a meeting and then 
doesn’t even turn up himself, start to be on guard. I mentioned before 
about conference calls and doodling during meetings to stay tuned in. It 
is very, very easy for them to drift away because their own thoughts are 
more stimulating.

It is also common that in a work environment or in a meeting at work 
where work is allocated, an ADD person might not hear the instructions. 
They may at that particular moment be lost in their own world of thoughts 
and then when all the jobs are delegated, they actually don’t hear the 
instructions and so the job isn’t done. If you are a colleague of somebody 
like that, that can cause you a great deal of frustration and annoyance 
and bitterness. Even if they do hear the instructions, the ADD person is 
likely to do it in their own way. ADDs can be a bit of a maverick you see. 
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ADDs say, “Why should I do it in this way?” – which is the normal way 
or the way that work expects them to do it - when they can actually think 
of several other options of doing it in an entirely different way and their 
ways seem to make much more sense. So, ADDs tend to buck the system 
a bit. Not because they have an issue with authority but because they have 
got so many ideas about alternative ways of doing things.

They are typically time inefficient. They’ll arrive late. They’ll leave 
late. They’ll arrive late because they got distracted on the way to the 
appointment. Or they left too late and then they got caught up in the 
rush hour. They will often work late because they want to stay behind and 
do the work that they haven’t done during the day - and when everybody 
else has left the office, then there are fewer phone calls and less distraction 
and that’s when they can settle down and do their work. So, ADDs tend 
to work long hours because they know there is a certain amount of work 
they need to get done and they get anxious if they don’t do it but they can’t 
do it in the time that everybody else does. So, ADDs will often say to me, 
“All my life I feel as though I’ve had to put in about 150% of effort to do 
what other people seem to do more easily.”

I once had a client who learned how to prioritize his daily work by writing 
lists. List writing is a very important strategy. When he wrote his lists 
however, he couldn’t have any distraction otherwise he had to start his lists 
all over again. And to write his lists took over an hour every morning. He 
had worked out a routine where every morning, he left home early and 
spent about an hour at a coffee shop organizing his day. And if he missed 
out on that hour, he became anxious because he needed that hour to plan 
his thoughts. That was the way he structured his thoughts. But this time 
he set aside for himself, away from family every morning, left his wife 
feeling resentful and he was unable to see why she thought he was selfish.

In a work environment, you may see an ADD person enthusiastically 
start many projects or be very willing to take on different tasks and 
different projects but then you might get frustrated because there is no 
follow through. So, if this is happening with someone in your work place, 
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just be mindful they may be ADD and they may just need a little bit of 
consideration. Or they may need a little bit of help with the actual doing 
of the task. If they themselves don’t understand what’s happening, they 
may need a more stimulating environment or a bit of a brainstorm with 
friends to actually get the deed done.

ADDs work extremely well when there is variety and when they are 
stimulated. Typically what happens is that they take on projects because 
they need to stimulate their brain and they don’t want to fall into that 
‘depression’ of being bored but then they discover they have taken on way 
too much. Then they get overwhelmed and become anxious because all the 
deadlines are looming. Then they become a bit immobilized and perhaps 
become irritable and frustrated and short fused because they haven’t got 
time to do all the things that they said that they would do. If you are an 
ADD, you will know that pattern, I’m sure.

They are not always aware of the impact their behavior has on other people. 
I’ve mentioned they can be blunt, they can be impatient. They can also be 
exuberant. At times they can be really enthusiastic and jump around all over 
the place and not read that other people are saying, “Settle down. I don’t 
want that childlike exuberance.” They’ll often come across as self-absorbed 
and selfish. Self-absorbed yes, because of all of those thoughts in the brain. 
But selfish? Not always. But that’s how it comes across when all they talk 
about is about themselves. That’s because everything in their brain relates to 
what they are thinking about and there isn’t much room for anybody else. 
If you point this out to them – whether it is in performance appraisals or 
in discussions at home – they will often be hurt and offended. It’s not what 
they intended. How they are coming across isn’t how they view themselves 
on the inside. It’s as if they have an inside self that they know and an outside 
self that hurts people and offends people and lets people down and when it’s 
pointed out to them, they know that’s true but they don’t understand why 
they did that. Understanding this helps everybody.

ADDs actually want to be in a relationship with others. As I mentioned, 
they are warm hearted, generous, loving, caring people but are not always 
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able to reflect that in their behaviors. As an example of a person who 
really wants to be involved and have relationships with people, I can think 
of John who started a new job. It was about his seventh new job and he 
wanted to work very hard at making new friends in this new workplace. 
So, on the second morning, he went to the tea room and asked two female 
colleagues there if he could join them and have a cup of tea with them and 
they said, “Yes of course. Come and join us.” He became aware that they 
were talking about one of the girls having French lessons and so he tuned 
in and he knew from some counseling that he had had that if somebody 
is talking about having French lessons that he needs to pay attention and 
contribute something to the conversation about French lessons. That’s 
what makes for a good conversation.

But, he tuned out very quickly and he started thinking about when he 
went to France and he remembered climbing the Eiffel Tower and the 
girlfriend that was with him when he climbed the Eiffel Tower. And 
then he reminisced about their trip down the Loire Valley and all the 
wonderful chateaux that they visited and the wine that they had drunk. 
But then he realized that he had tuned out so he thought, “I’ve got to 
come back into this conversation and I have to contribute.” So he made 
some comment about when he was in Paris and had climbed the Eiffel 
Tower. And the two girls looked at him and said, “John, we’re not even 
talking about France anymore.” They had moved on to another topic 
while he had tuned out and that is the sort of thing that happens to the 
ADD person in social relationships.

One psychiatrist that I spoke to when we were talking about the problems 
with the ADD in the workplace – people being disorganized, rushing, 
not being able to follow things through – said to me, and it was such a 
wonderful catchphrase that I have used it many times, “The ADD person 
will be very successful if at work they have a really competent PA and also 
if they have a really good competent PA at home as well.” That’s what we 
have found. That if there is somebody at work and somebody at home that 
can do all those menial things and organize the finances and organize the 
book work and do all those things that the ADD person finds hopelessly 
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boring – if there is somebody at either side of his life to do those things, 
he will actually be very creative and achieve a lot of things. And possibly 
come across as selfish!

In short, however, ADDs feel as though they could achieve more. In the 
workplace, they feel as though they should be recognized more because 
they have always got lots to contribute and they often feel that they have 
got many ideas but other people don’t want to listen to them. They often 
don’t progress due to a lack of social skills, and they feel disappointed 
and a bit betrayed by that because they believe that they do have a lot to 
contribute. Yet they don’t recognize some of their impaired social skills 
that are holding them back. They don’t see it yet if it is pointed out to 
them, they usually feel offended.

An example of this is a man who may always interact with people by 
telling jokes or being a bit loud and silly. And initially that is fun and can 
be a great way to interact with people but when it goes on all of the time, 
people get a bit tired of it. But ADDs can’t necessarily see that and so 
they keep on with that same behavior because they are trying to engage, 
trying to be in relationships. Eventually, they will see that people aren’t 
laughing at their jokes but on the inside, they don’t attribute it to their 
behavior and dampen that down. They presume that everybody that they 
are working with doesn’t have a sense of humor. And so very often they 
blame somebody else – “it is always somebody else’s problem.”

So, our goal as partners and colleagues and employers who are working with 
ADD people, should be to educate ourselves by reading and researching 
and to identify ADDs, to give them the opportunity to learn as well about 
how they operate and the best environment in which they operate. If we 
alter our expectations and encourage ADDs to develop their strengths, we 
will be assisting them to achieve their potential and actually, that is going 
to be a win-win situation for all of us.
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Chapter 8

Understanding Adult ADD

Biology Of The Brain

This chapter is about understanding Adult ADD. Previously I wrote 
about recognizing the core symptoms of Adult ADD and in this chapter, 
I explain more, and help you understand it. In order to understand why 
Adult ADD people think, speak and behave in the way that they do, one 
needs to understand the biology of the brain because the brain is the seat 
of our personality - and the brain is the basis of Adult ADD.

Imagine a model or a sketch of the cross section of the brain. 

Figure 2 – The Emotional Brain
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The two main parts of the brain that are significant to know about are the 
Cortex – which is this bigger part of the brain and does our thinking – 
and the Limbic System, which does our feeling. The Limbic System is deep 
within the brain. It’s about the size of a small fist and sits just above the brain 
stem. This is the part of the brain that appraises our environment for any 
danger. It is the part of the brain that will kick off a stress response in the 
body if it interprets that our organism is experiencing any form of threat. 
The fear center in the limbic system is called the Amygdala (a Greek word 
meaning almond, because it is the size and shape of an almond) – and this is 
what triggers our Stress Responses. So, whenever we experience something, 
whenever we receive a stimulus from our outside environment through our 
five different senses: sound, sight, taste, touch and smell, this Amygdala is 
assessing the stimulus first to check whether or not it is a threat to us.

We have five different senses which bring in information to the brain 
from the outside world. This information is then assessed by the Limbic 
System and especially by the Amygdala, by this fear center. If there is 
any perception of threat, it will kick off a Stress Response which gives us 
that little anxious feeling. The pathway or circuitry then passes through 
the Cortex for rational thought, to settle down that anxious feeling. For 
example, if you hear a loud noise, you will have a slight jump - that is 
the Limbic System appraising that the noise might be dangerous to you, 
and so prepares you for fight or flight. But then, the Cortex rationalizes, 
“Oh, that noise is just a thunder clap. Of course, I can see the sky is grey 
and it is raining outside.” So after the initial response of fear, our Cortex 
becomes aware that there is no danger. It recognizes that the noise is only a 
thunder clap because there is a storm. The circuit with this new awareness 
comes back then to the Limbic System and that stimulus gets stored in the 
Hippocampus - which is the memory store in the Limbic System - so that 
the brain remembers that particular stimulus for next time. And so the 
next time you hear a thunder clap, maybe in three minutes time, you won’t 
be so startled. The circuitry then continues down through the brain stem 
and into the spinal column for action or for speech.

Here is another example. This time I will use the sensation of texture. Let’s 
say you have just taken a mouthful of yoghurt, which you expect to be 
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smooth, and while you are eating the yoghurt you come across a lump. 
Your brain appraises possible danger and you have an ‘aargh’ feeling. We 
all know what that is like when we are eating something and there is a 
bone or a lump of something hard that we weren’t expecting! And so, the 
brain appraises that as possibly dangerous, and kicks off a stress response. 
Then the Cortex takes over and thinks, “No, that’s right. This yoghurt is 
fruit yoghurt. Peach and mango yoghurt. So this lump must be a piece 
of fruit. Yes, it tastes like peach. It feels like peach. It’s not dangerous, it’s 
not life threatening. Everything is fine.” So, this loop through the cortex 
settles the brain down, reappraises the stimulus as non-threatening, and 
then stores it in memory so that you don’t have that startled reaction with 
the next mouthful of yoghurt with a lump in it. And then (as the circuit 
drops down through the spinal column for action), you use your arm to 
lift another spoonful of yoghurt into your mouth.

This process, this circuitry, is going on hundreds of times a day because 
without you knowing it, your brain is actually assessing every single 
stimulus that comes into your body for possible danger. And without you 
even knowing it, your Cortex is appraising that it is not dangerous and is 
settling you down again. So, if you walk around the corner and you bump 
into someone, you say, “Oh, sorry!” and dodge a little bit and go on your 
merry way, that is one of those loops that has just occurred.

With an ADD Person, there are two things that are a little bit different 
in their brain. Sometimes. Not all the time. There is inconsistency in the 
way the ADD brain functions, which is why you get so frustrated with 
the ADD person that you love. They are sometimes so switched on and at 
other times so hopeless! It does drive you to distraction!

The first thing that is different about ADDs is that their Limbic System 
is more sensitive to danger than another person’s brain - this is actually 
what we mean when we say that a person is sensitive. This often has a 
negative connotation. But being sensitive is actually a medical word. It 
means that your brain is more finely tuned to danger than somebody else. 
Which means your Limbic System is going to kick off a Stress Response 
when your brain appraises that there may be threat from things in your 
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environment. So, a person might be sensitive to sound or to bright lights, 
or to different foods or to tastes, or to crowds or to heat, to being sticky 
or sandy, or wearing tight clothing. All of these things are something that 
you might be sensitive to in your environment if you are an ADD Person. 
But, not everybody is the same.

An ADD Person might also be very sensitive to things that they hear. 
Remember, a sound is a stimulus and so they might hear a tone that 
sounds cross or critical or irritable, and they will be sensitive to that. Or 
they might interpret a sentence that they hear as being judgmental or a 
put down and so will be sensitive, and therefore reactive, to that. Typically, 
an ADD Person is very sensitive.

The other thing that is different in an ADD person, is that the circuitry in 
their Cortex is faulty. Sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn’t. If it is 
not working, then what happens is that a stimulus comes in to the brain, 
and the trigger response of action or speech happens before the Cortex has 
done its thinking and reappraising. This indeed is what we call an impulse. 
So, stimulus comes in, impulse out, without thinking before you speak, or 
before you act. Without thinking through consequences, without thinking 
through the impact of what you say or do might have on others. It is a 
functioning loop in the cortex that allows us to have impulse control.

Figure 3 – The Brain Loop
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The loop through the cortex also must occur for the stimulus to be stored 
in the hippocampus, in the memory bank. Without the functioning 
circuitry, and with only the stimulus in, impulse out program happening, 
things will not be remembered. With a faulty loop, it is as though there is 
an entire section of the program that does not happen, namely the cortex 
involvement and the storage into memory.

If an ADD person is doing something that for them is quite boring or 
uninteresting – which means that their loop isn’t going to be working well, 
because this loop only works properly when they are actually involved 
with something – they will have a lot of impulsive responses that can cause 
them a heap of problems. Here is an example. An ADD man might hear his 
wife say, “Can you please pick up some bread and milk on your way home 
from work tonight?” And he will answer, “Yes, no problem.” (Impulsive 
response.) But the loop hasn’t happened and he hasn’t remembered because 
you only get to memory after you have done the loop. And so then he will 
come home from work and the wife will say, “Did you bring the bread and 
milk?” And he will reply, “No, what bread and milk?”

“Don’t you remember? I asked you.”

“No, you didn’t ask me.”

“But you said you were going to buy that on the way home.”

And then an argument ensues about who said what. How many times does 
that happen in families? Arguments occur about who said what, because 
there has been a stimulus in (a sentence said, a request made), impulsive 
response (agreement to do same), and things then don’t get remembered.

This loop in the brain requires a chemical called Dopamine to get kick 
started. In a ‘normal’ brain, there is plenty of Dopamine and plenty of 
Serotonin. These are our neurotransmitters that allow thought – allow 
electrical impulses to pass through the brain. But an ADD person is known 
to be a little bit low or sometimes deficient in Dopamine. Dopamine is a 
neurotransmitter that allows regular looping through the cortex to happen.
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Dopamine is our pleasure and our motivation chemical. When we are 
experiencing pleasure, we are producing a quantity of Dopamine. Or, the 
other way around, if you have got a lot of Dopamine, your experiences 
are pleasurable and positive. Of course, if you gain pleasure from doing 
something, you are motivated to do it again. If you are not finding 
pleasure in something, why on earth would you do it again? So, pleasure 
and motivation go together.

So, when an ADD Person is experiencing an activity or a conversation that 
is stimulating to him, it is interesting and he has a lot of Dopamine. With 
this chemical in the brain, it kick starts the loop in the cortex. So, when 
you have got a loop, the brain is working normally. This explains why, 
when an ADD Person is doing an activity that is stimulating or exciting or 
fun or enjoyable or reckless or fast or challenging, their brain works fine. 
That is when you get the very best of them because this brain, we must 
remember, has many thoughts that they have access to. But when they are 
doing an activity or a task that isn’t at all fun or interesting, their brain 
literally cannot do the loop because Dopamine is absent. This is when you 
notice their memory problems or snappy, impulsive responses.

The other important thing to know is that this part of the brain –the 
prefrontal cortex in behind the forehead – is the part of the brain that 
does our executive functioning. This is the area that does our planning, 
organizing and prioritizing. POP. And this is the part of the brain that 
develops significantly and completes it’s formation during teenage years. 
So, when children are little – I’m not talking about ADD at the moment, 
just ordinary children – as parents, we have to constantly remind them 
to do things. We have to check their school bag and remind them to take 
their shower and tell them when to get off the computer and go to bed. 
Because they don’t yet have good executive functioning.

But at around 14-15 years of age is when this part of the brain finishes 
its development, and we usually notice that this is when our children 
suddenly start to organize themselves. They even start to arrange their 
own social activities! We have a 14 year old son where this has been very 
evident this year. Suddenly, we don’t have to tell him to take a shower at 
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night and don’t have to tell him when to get off the computer. Instead of 
him being reminded to get ready to go to the friend’s birthday party, he is 
saying, “Can you drive me there NOW please?” Because he is organizing 
his own social activities. It has actually been great to see because this part 
of his brain has finally got going (and his mum doesn’t have to remind him 
to have his shower every night!)

When the ADD Person has got a loop going, they can do planning, 
organizing, prioritizing, no problem at all. So, let’s say we’ve got an ADD 
man who is really interested in motorbikes. Just mention motorbikes and 
the brain will come alive. He’s got lots of things to say about motorbikes. 
So this man is going to be able to plan when to clean his motorbike and 
change the oil, he is going to be able to organize what he needs to do 
that task. He is going to give it priority and work out that he is going to 
do it on Saturday morning. No problem. He can arrange ahead of time 
everything related to that particular task.

But if his wife had said to him during the week, “I’d like you to put 
up the bookshelves on the weekend” and he had replied, “Yes darling, 
no problem” (the impulsive response), the chances are he won’t even 
remember to do the bookshelves because he has a brain that doesn’t retain 
that information. He has no motivation to do it because that task for him 
is boring. So, the planning, organizing and prioritizing – our executive 
functioning – is the bit that the ADD person has the most trouble with 
when they are not interested in a particular topic or task. This is the bit 
that we need to understand and to help them with.

It is very important to know, if you’ve got ADD people in your family 
or in your workplace, that they’re not getting things done or not getting 
around to doing things, is not willful. It is not lazy and it is not rebellious. 
It’s simply that the ADD brain cannot biologically apply mental effort 
to something when the brain isn’t working properly. The ADD person 
will say that they feel a bit thick and foggy in their head and they feel as 
though there is a veil in there. People talk about the veil that lifts when 
their brain comes alive and of course, when it comes alive is when they are 
stimulated or when something exciting happens.
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I have previously said that ADDs don’t do boring. They need new and 
they need varied, they need interesting and they need stimulating. Lots 
of times, jobs become so boring that the ADD can’t function very well. 
There are other things too, that can become boring. Marriage can become 
boring. Home and family become boring. That doesn’t mean to say, “I 
don’t love you anymore.” (ADD people tell me this.) It just means that it 
is not interesting or stimulating or new or there’s not enough variety, and 
the knowledge of this helps me in my counseling.

I’ve had ADD people tell me that being trapped in the same job or feeling 
trapped in a marriage – sometimes even after only a few months of marriage 
– can be like a nightmare to them because they get a restlessness that they 
think means, “I’ve made the wrong decision. I’m with the wrong partner” 
Or “I’ve taken the wrong job.” Then their anxiety rises and they feel as 
though they have to exit. When it’s a job, yes okay, you can go from job to 
job but it’s a bit hard to do that with marriage partners. You get a bit of a 
reputation! ADD people do want depth. They do want relationships. They 
do want to care about people and that’s why this feeling inside of them 
puzzles them, it frustrates and confuses them. ADD people often feel on 
the outer and they don’t know why. They just can’t put their finger on why 
they don’t seem to be able to feel settled in relationships or why they have 
doubt about their relationships or why they have doubt about the job that 
they’ve taken. They try hard but they still often don’t get things right.

Disengaged And Depressed

So this ADD brain that has options – too many options, too many thoughts 
and too many ideas. I mentioned in the earlier chapter about the TV 
channels. The TV channels in the brain – the ADD Person has the ability to 
access all of them. They can actually tell you about what is on each of their 
TV channels and often the reason why they have a lot to say and their topic 
of conversation goes all over the place. Because all the different stimuli is 
coming in and because they can access it all, it can get very exhausting. And 
because they get exhausted, the brain often needs time to recharge. This is 
another thing about being ADD that most people will not understand.
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ADD people need more sleep and more down time than the average 
person because their brain needs time to recharge. They literally need time 
to be alone and to disconnect from the world, and to sit by themselves in 
a darkened room or a quiet place for sometimes ten or fifteen minutes or 
sometimes half an hour, to recharge enough energy to keep going. And if 
they are interrupted in that recharge time, they will usually be disengaged 
and irritable and cross and grumpy. They literally switch off. Unless we 
understand this about the ADD Person, we will ask, “Why won’t you 
talk to me? Why do you always want to be on your own?” So, I liken it 
to the mobile phone battery that needs to be recharged and when you 
are recharging it, you have to plug it into the wall and it has to stay there 
until it’s done. That’s a bit like an ADD Person. They’ve got to plug into 
the wall for half an hour and stay there until they’re done and then they’ll 
come back out.

An ADD Person will typically find it difficult to fall asleep at night because 
their brain is busy with many different thoughts and whilst one or two 
channels might shut down, the others are still going. So, it will often 
take some hours for an ADD Person to settle. So then they become sleep 
deprived. Yet I have said that ADD People need their sleep. They need their 
rest. This then becomes a vicious cycle. They need their sleep but they can’t 
sleep. When they finally do get to sleep, come the morning, you can’t wake 
them up. It’s like waking someone from the dead. An ADD Person is known 
to sleep through two or three alarm clocks and you can’t get them up!

The ADD brain cannot take in all these different stimuli. That’s one of 
the other problems. It can’t filter out what’s useful information and what 
isn’t. Perhaps the best way to explain that is to think about a new mum 
who needs to get some rest because she is up during the night with her 
baby. When she goes to bed to rest, she will filter out everything in her 
environment except the sound of the baby’s cry. She will tune off to the 
hum of the fan and to the traffic outside and to the sound of the neighbor’s 
television. She will be able to tune out all of those external stimuli but still 
stay tuned into the baby’s cry. When you have got ADD, you can’t tune 
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out any of those irrelevant stimuli. You actually hear them all. You hear 
the traffic and the ambulance siren and the husband snoring and the clock 
ticking and the fan and the air conditioner and the baby crying and all of 
that noise is going on all at once! That is the reason why it is very difficult 
to settle. Because if it is not one thing, it is something else.

For those of us that don’t have ADD, just imagine how exhausting it would 
be to constantly have that stimulus bombarding you and not being able to 
filter it out. Right now, sitting wherever you are reading this, think about 
sounds that you can hear. There may be an air conditioner running, the 
hum of a computer or sound of a TV, birds tweeting outside, a dog barking 
or a neighbor mowing his lawn, there may be the roar of traffic or someone 
banging cupboards in the kitchen. Imagine being aware of ALL those sounds 
ALL the time! Wouldn’t it drive you crazy! The ADD brain stays on alert 
with these stimuli all the time, in case they represent danger.

Because of all these stimuli, the ADD Person tends to get overwhelmed and 
this overwhelmed feeling is what sometimes causes them to either become 
immobilized – that’s one reaction they can have – or extremely anxious. 
Alternatively they can become extremely impatient and frazzled - and all 
of these are normal reactions for the overwhelmed ADD Person. We all 
get overwhelmed from time to time. Once again, we go back to intensity 
and frequency. The ADD Person is intensely overwhelmed frequently, and 
that’s what causes some problems.

The energy levels of the ADD is also very important to know about. Now, 
all of us have ups and downs. All of us have times of low energy and high 
energy and our energy levels tend to be related to how busy we have been 
or what activity we have been doing or how much sleep we have had. An 
ADD Person cannot work out why the energy levels change so much. 
Here is the pattern of an ADD Person’s energy level. They can be buzzing 
along, feeling very stimulated and having a really happy time and doing 
lots of exciting things and then all of a sudden, at the flick of a switch, 
their energy level drops. It’s like falling off a cliff. And then they will have 
a low energy state for a period of time and then for a reason they don’t 
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fully understand, suddenly they will be back up again. And so the energy 
pattern looks like this.

Figure 4 – Energy Levels of the ADD

The up time might be hours or days or in some cases, even months (for 
example, planning for an important event) and the down times might also 
be hours, days or weeks.

This low energy state is what ADD people typically call Depression. 
People will say, “I feel depressed. I often get depressed.” Other people call 
it ‘my switch off time’, ‘my alone time’ or ‘my disengagement time’ or ‘my 
quiet time.’ There are many different terms for it but the most common 
description that I hear when I talk with people is ‘Depression’.

I say, “Describe this Depression.” They will say, “I can be at a party 
and then I come home and I don’t know what happens but I just get 
really depressed.”
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I say, “And then how long does that Depression last?”

“Maybe a few hours.”

I say, “Well actually then, it’s not Depression. If it is true Depression, the 
pattern of Depression comes and goes in long cyclical waves. You can 
feel it coming and you can feel it going. This isn’t Depression, it’s a low 
energy state. You might be down in this low energy state when the phone 
rings and the neighbor says, “Can you come over and help me move 
a cupboard?” You will say, “Yes, sure, no problem.” And then you can 
immediately get up and go and do that task. If you were depressed, you 
probably wouldn’t have even answered the phone. But because going and 
helping the neighbor is something new and interesting and stimulating, 
then you can do that task very well.” This is the pattern.

I had a girlfriend who experienced these these ups and downs and often 
thought she was in depression. But when it came time to organize 
her daughter’s wedding, for months she was on task, and stayed on a 
continuous high. This friend is very creative. She organized many detailed 
things for her daughter’s garden wedding, which was to be at their home, 
even planting things in the garden months ahead that would be in bloom, 
all in the colors of the wedding theme. This went on for some months. She 
was up there functioning at that high level. But when the wedding was over 
she crashed. She thought she was falling into Depression and I said, “No, 
you’re not. I suspect you are probably ADD.” And she took that on board.

Get a person in their disengaged state and that is when you will find them 
to be short tempered, impatient and sharp. Something puzzling to both 
the ADD Person and to people around them is that when they have their 
little spat, when they have their little irritable outburst, they actually feel 
better. It doesn’t help anybody around them, of course. But that little 
argument will actually cause their brain to kick start because the spat is 
stimulation. It’s a negative stimulation but it is stimulation nonetheless. 
So very often, an ADD Person feels better after an argument. They are 
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known to pick fights for no reason at all because it helps them to feel 
better. It does nothing for relationships, let me tell you. It’s the reason a 
lot of people (partners!) come into the counseling room saying they’ve got 
relationship problems. But typically, the ADD Person won’t even notice 
that they are picking a fight because they do it in order to feel better.

One man described to me – and it was very helpful for me to hear this – 
he said, “For me, it’s like having an itch I have to scratch. I don’t feel good. 
Something is wrong. I scratch it. It takes a moment in time, I then feel 
better and I don’t even know I’ve done it.” It’s true. If we have a scratch, 
we do it and we are not even aware we’ve done it. That is how it is for 
the ADD person trying to kick start their brain, trying to get into gear, 
trying to get that loop going so that they feel better. It’s like having an itch 
you have to scratch. Doctor Edward Hallowell has used exactly that same 
expression. He said the ADD People have this itch they have to scratch 
and then they feel better. I’ve had people say to me, “I don’t know what it 
is, but after my wife has yelled at me, I seem to be able to get things done.” 
It’s because of exactly what I’m talking about. “But poor wife says to him, 
“Why is it that you don’t get things done unless I yell at you? I don’t want 
to be the wife who nags. I don’t want to be the wife who yells but you 
only seem to get things done when I yell at you.” Now we understand the 
reason why. And this is the reason we need to know about ADD.

About 30-40% of children with ADD will grow out of it by the time they 
reach puberty. The reason for that is two-fold. One is that in puberty, 
this part of the brain finishes its development. Perhaps the child didn’t 
actually have ADD. Maybe the child was a little bit busy and needed to 
have mum organize him and help him with his school work. But once 
this part of the brain develops around age 14-15, they can actually start 
to plan, organize and prioritize by themselves. But secondly, depending 
on the environment in which a child grows up, they may be stimulated 
to have this part of their brain function better and this then impacts on 
their self-esteem.
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Let me explain this a bit more. Let’s say you’ve got a young child who 
has got some ADD tendencies and who really can’t plan or organize very 
well and so tends to fail at things. He doesn’t finish things, he always runs 
late, and school work is uninteresting. But then the teacher spots it. And 
the teacher and the mum organize a plan to help this child and things are 
structured for him. The mum helps the child to plan and to prioritize, and 
then things start to get done - projects get done and handed in on time and 
the child thinks, “Oh, I can do this.” And then has a sense of achievement. 
When you have a sense of achievement, you feel good. When you feel 
good, your body produces Dopamine, so there is a cyclical effect.

When we don’t achieve things, or when we fail at things or let people 
down, these are all bad feelings, and so our body and our brain isn’t going 
to produce the chemicals to make us feel good. And if you don’t feel good, 
you are not motivated to keep trying. But if you are encouraged and helped 
and assisted to achieve things in life, then because you’ve achieved them, 
you are more likely to think, “Oh, I can do it!” Or you might do an activity 
and think, “I really did enjoy that. I want to try that again.” Then this loop 
starts to happen. You have a sense of achievement, your Dopamine elevates. 
Because you’ve got more Dopamine, your loop gets stronger, you have more 
successes in life and in relationships, and so then the whole brain, because 
of its wonderful ability to change its habits and to move into new patterns 
of thinking, now starts to loop consistently all on its own! This is the reason 
why, caught early, children with ADD can be supported and encouraged 
to grow out of it. Yes, you are born with ADD but depending on your 
environment and the structure that you get at school and at home you can 
actually grow out of it. Statistically, about 60% of children don’t grow out 
of it however, and then move on to be adults with ADD.

Medication can help adults. Some people like to consider medication 
and some don’t. The stimulant medication that is given to an ADD is 
actually a medication that stimulates the production of Dopamine. It is 
often misunderstood. People often say, “Why on earth would you give a 
stimulant medication to somebody who is hyperactive and busy all the 
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time?” It is because the stimulant medication (in general terms) stimulates 
the production of Dopamine so that the loop in the cortex works better, 
so the person can plan, prioritize and organize their thoughts. They can 
settle down their anxieties because the loop helps them to think and to 
rationalize. It helps you to sort things out and to settle down your anxiety. 
We go back to the example of the thunderclap. If you hear a thunder clap 
and you can’t work out that it is just a thunderclap, you will continue to 
feel in danger and then you will have a stress response in your body that 
you can’t get rid of.

The reason why ADD people are intensely anxious is because of the 
many stimuli coming in that they feel anxious about (because the 
Limbic System is kicking off a Stress Response) and then they can’t 
settle themselves down because they don’t have the loop to do so. Once 
they start having a loop, they are able to rationalize more, they are able 
to settle themselves down and experience less anxiety. This is the reason 
why when they are doing something that is stimulating and interesting 
– let’s take medication out of the equation – and there is sufficient 
Dopamine in their brain, and this loop is allowing them to be much 
less anxious. This explains why the ADD person is the LEAST anxious 
when they are doing something that is stimulating or doing something 
that they really enjoy.

We mature as we get older and learn techniques and strategies to deal 
with our impulses. Therefore often by the time an ADD Person becomes 
an adult, they have learnt to mask and even disguise some of their ADD 
traits. You may never know the busy thoughts that still go on in their mind 
and the restlessness that they feel, because they have learned strategies to 
cope. Many have said to me that they did not know that other people felt 
differently. This for them is normal.

When you first enter a relationship with an ADD person, because it is 
stimulating, new, exciting and fun, you never detect ADD. ADDs have 
great relationships at the beginning because it is the very experience of the 
newness of the relationship that makes them absolutely on their best form. 
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These are the people who are incredibly creative with their new partners 
and do all sorts of exciting, fun, romantic things because they have so many 
ideas about how to woo. Many times, when I see people for relationship 
counseling, they will say, “But he was never like this at the beginning.” I’ll 
say, “No, because at the beginning, you saw him at his best.”

Six Types Of Add

ADD also coexists with other difficulties that people have. Dyslexia is 
a learning disability that is frequently associated with ADD because it 
impacts the same part of the brain. When we have ADD and another 
problem, the medical term for that is a ‘co-morbidity’. So, if ever you see 
that word or read it, it has got nothing to do with death. It’s got nothing 
to do with being glum or morbid. Co-morbidity is a medical term that 
means it is ‘linked with’ or ‘associated with’. ADD is very often associated 
with Dyslexia, with Anxiety, with Depression, with OCD – Obsessive 
Compulsive Disorder, with other learning disabilities and in particular, 
with auditory processing. So, if you are a teacher and you have children 
with auditory processing problems, also watch out for ADD tendencies as 
well, because the two things often go hand in hand.

Over the decades, these other labels have been given definition and children 
have been diagnosed with them, adults have been diagnosed with them but 
the link with ADD has not been known about. So, very often if someone 
comes to me now in the counseling room and they have had a history 
of Depression, I will screen them again. And particularly if somebody 
says to me, “I’ve been depressed for years and I’ve been on and off anti-
depressants and they haven’t helped”, then my antennae immediately go 
up. If you’ve been depressed for years and you’ve been on anti-depressants 
and it hasn’t helped, then that is the wrong diagnosis. You’ve been getting 
the wrong medication.

These days, brain scans can be done. Pictures of the actual brain can be 
taken and different parts of the brain that are inflamed, suffering reduced 
blood flow or working hard can be seen. It is very evident that different 
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parts of the brain do different things and one part may not be working so 
well. This is a way that ADD can be identified.

There are four main parts of the brain. There is the Corpus Callosum and 
the Basal Ganglia, the Frontal Lobe and a part called the Cerebellar Vermis. 
The Basal Ganglia is the part of the brain that looks after our moods and 
our impulse control. The Frontal Lobe is the part of the brain that looks 
after organization and time management. Remember, the Frontal Lobe 
deals with planning, organizing and prioritizing, POP. That is the part of 
the brain that is also able to make decisions. So, depending on what part of 
the brain might be giving a bit of trouble, you might have an ADD that is 
different to somebody else’s. This explains why there are so many different 
characteristics and traits related to ADD and not every ADD is the same.

Dr Daniel Amen in the US discovered that there are in fact six different 
types of ADD - so just when you thought you were getting a handle on 
what you thought the ADD characteristics were, here are six different 
types! Typically, ADD has been known as what Dr Amen describes as Type 
One - the classic ADD where people have hyperactivity, distractibility 
and impulsiveness.

The other types of ADD are often mistaken for something else. So, let 
me mention what those are. Type Two ADD, Doctor Amen says, is the 
Inattentive type. The Inattentive type of ADD feels the same on the inside 
but it manifests differently on the outside. Inattentive ADD people are 
slower, slow moving, sluggish, seem apathetic, lethargic, spacey, dreamy. 
They are the opposite of hyperactive but they still struggle with these same 
internal problems that I have spoken of.

Years ago, it was considered that mainly boys suffered from ADD or 
ADHD and there were fewer girls that had it. What they now know is that 
girls have equally as much problem with ADD but they tend to have the 
Inattentive type. Girls are the ones that tend to be in the classroom and 
not cause a problem. They will sit quietly in the classroom, completely 
unable to manage their school work but not drawing attention to 
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themselves because they are not hyperactive. Because they are considered 
by teachers to be ‘the good little girl who sits in the corner and doesn’t 
make a nuisance of herself ’, they have been overlooked and it hasn’t been 
known how much they have struggled.

They also know now from ongoing research that there are many boys 
who have Inattentive ADD and they too have been overlooked because 
they don’t draw attention to themselves. So, we’re asking teachers and 
professionals to be aware that the boys and the girl, the teenagers and the 
adults who sit quietly and who are a bit dreamy and a bit spacey may in 
fact have Inattentive ADD.

Then there are other types. There is a type called an Over-focused ADD. 
Now, I want to mention this one specifically because it is the trickiest 
ADD of all but it is the third most common ADD. When you are an 
Over-focused ADD, you exhibit behavior that doesn’t seem like ADD at 
all. Inside, you have a chaotic brain but you have so much anxiety about 
not getting things done and not being able to achieve things and to do 
things, that you learn to over-compensate to make sure things get done. 
And so what happens is you almost flip over and become the opposite. So 
instead of becoming disorganized, you in fact become extremely tidy and 
neat and orderly and everything has to be in its place. Instead of always 
being late and rushing and doing things at the last minute, you are overly 
organized and things have to be done by a certain date and by a certain 
time. You have to arrive early at a place and there is no flexibility about 
that. Being late causes you major anxiety.

This over-compensatory mechanism comes across as Obsessive 
Compulsive. Many times, the Overfocussed ADD person is thought to 
be Obsessive Compulsive because they are quite rigid and usually don’t 
give an inch. If, for example, you have got an Overfocussed husband who 
says, “We’ve got to get to the airport by 7pm because the plane is leaving 
at 11,” and the wife wants to have a cup of coffee before they leave home, 
then the husband might get really angry (although if you asked him why, 
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he would have no rational reason other than he was really frustrated with 
her). That is how Overfocussed ADDs come across. The impatience and 
the frustration that they show is because they get stuck in the way things 
have to be done. Things have to be done their way, in the time frame they 
expect it should be done.

These are also the people who can get stuck in a certain course of action 
even though they know it’s not good for them. Here is an example: I had 
a very Overfocussed ADD wife that I was working with on one occasion 
who was feeling very restless in the marriage and wanted to leave. And 
she did leave. Then she wanted to go back but felt she couldn’t go back 
because she had made the decision to leave. We had all this to-ing and 
fro-ing because her husband wanted her to come back, and she was saying 
that perhaps she should, but also said, “I made the decision to leave and I 
have to now stick with my decision.” She wasn’t able to shift her direction 
because she was absolutely stuck on this course of action even though she 
was puzzled because, she said, it wasn’t really what she wanted to do.

There is another type of ADD – the fourth type – called Temporal Lobe 
ADD. These are the people who might have déjà vu type experiences. 
Others complain of having problems with their vision or think that they are 
seeing shadows; these ADDS will often come across as quite depressed.

A fifth type of ADD – Limbic ADD, which is where the Limbic part of the 
brain is significantly affected - will come across as Depression. I had a lady 
that I saw on and off for counseling over five years. At one stage, I was seeing 
her monthly. This lady was unmotivated, lacked energy, had poor memory, 
and was on anti-depressants, trying various ones as she went from psychiatrist 
to psychiatrist. Every time, she presented with a very flat affect. She kept on 
coming to counseling but nothing we talked about in counseling seemed to 
help her. Every proposal was met with resistance. She complained of being 
tired and wishing she could find a place to hide. For ever.

Then, for about eighteen months, I didn’t see her and I thought perhaps 
she had gone on to another therapist. I rang her a couple of times and 
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never heard back. Then suddenly she turned up again for counseling. She 
was still depressed and still unmotivated and still had low energy and the 
story was the same as ever it had been. I asked her, “Where have you been 
for the past two years? What have you been doing?” She said, “Actually, I’ve 
been at home. I’ve been so depressed, I couldn’t leave home.” She had been 
pretty much house bound for two years and I was shocked. I heard her story 
again, and heard it was the same – complaints of tiredness, poor memory, 
and I observed her low affect. But by this time, I had learnt about ADD.

Here was a woman I had known for years but I heard her story through 
different ears and I thought, “Oh my goodness. This is ADD.” I spoke to 
her about it but really she didn’t have the interest to listen. Nevertheless I 
asked permission to ring her psychiatrist, which she gave and which I did. 
This particular psychiatrist had only known her for a few months because 
he was one in a long series of psychiatrists whose help she had sought. He 
knew me from a previous contact and was prepared to listen and he said, 
“Do you know what Karen? I think you’re right. I also thought she was 
depressed because she came to me with the label of depression.” I said, 
“Yes. And often people who have a label of Depression for years get put in 
the ‘too hard basket’. I would really appreciate it if you would consider her 
differently because I’ve known this woman for a very long time.” He said, 
“I’m going to start her with some ADD medication.”

Over the next six months, he increased stimulant medication and decreased 
her anti-depressant medication and that woman came back to life. It was 
extraordinary. I’ve never seen anything like it. Within six months, this 
woman was functioning and organizing her home and going out, doing 
shopping, doing the banking and other errands. When her mother died 
she was able to organize the entire funeral. She renovated the house. She 
was able to support her husband through a career crisis. Now, she actually 
does community service. She has so much spare time on her hands that 
she helps others in the mental health field. She goes to the psychiatric 
hospital four days a week to teach English and do other activities with 
people suffering mental illness because she is not the slightest bit afraid of 
mental health, because she has ‘been there’ for such a long time herself. 
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She herself has said, “All these years, I thought I was just depressed.” But 
she actually had Limbic ADD.

Frequently Asked Questions And Strategies

So, is ADD genetic? The answer is, not necessarily, but it does tend to run 
in families. For every adult who is newly diagnosed with ADD, the statistics 
are that there is an 86% chance that one or both of the parents will be ADD. 
When first learning about ADD, adults will say, “Oh, this describes my 
mum. My dad was obviously ADD as well.” They can see it in a heart beat 
when they know the different symptoms and the different characteristics.

If an adult is diagnosed with ADD, there is a 30% chance that each sibling 
will have it and there is a 50% chance that an offspring will have it. So 
typically, one in two, one in three of your children will have it if you 
are an adult ADD. But these days, that’s okay. Let’s just know about it 
and manage it. There is nothing to be fearful of. We need ADD people, 
with their creativity and their ingenuity. If we didn’t, ADD would have 
evolved out a long time ago. We actually need their creativity and their 
new inventions to keep us going!

Somebody said to me once – this is just an aside – somebody was really 
concerned about their child watching TV and I did some research about 
whether or not watching TV caused or exaggerated ADD symptoms. The 
article that I read said, “Television doesn’t give you ADD. ADD gave us 
television.” The person who invented television was an ADD.

There’s another interesting thing that I’ve read in my research for you to 
think about. I have read that many children who are adopted will be found 
to have ADD traits. It is interesting to think why. The reason is believed to 
be because if you are a child who was put up for adoption, there is a good 
chance that it is because of an unwanted pregnancy and more chance that 
one or both of the couple that got together and had that baby were acting 
impulsively or recklessly or without thinking through the consequences. 
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In other words, a good chance that one or both of the birth parents had 
ADD. So, that is something interesting to ponder.

Is there a gender difference? I may have answered that already. The answer 
is not really. There was a belief some years ago that boys had ADHD more 
than girls but they now know that the numbers are pretty much equal. It 
is true however that girls tend to have more of an Inattentive type ADD 
and boys tend to be more of the hyperactive type. But there are certainly 
boys with Inattentive and there are certainly girls who are hyperactive and 
busy and on the go all of the time.

It has also been considered over the years that ADD people fail at school 
and that if a person does very well at school and is brilliant or gets a 
Masters or a Degree, that person can’t possibly be ADD. That is not the 
case. Most ADDs are brilliant and yes, some fail but if they are interested 
in their subject or if they structure their study schedule or have learnt to do 
that, they will generally do very well. So, we have got very many brilliant, 
professional educated people with ADD. Many of the doctors and the 
lawyers – I won’t say accountants because accounting is a bit boring and 
ADDs don’t do boring – but there are many very successful, very educated 
ADD people out there. They have got there without ever really knowing 
that they had ADD. They have just implemented strategies to get there.

I give the example of a seventeen year old girl who attended one of the 
international schools in Singapore and I was seeing her for support and 
counseling over her last two years of schooling. I was able to identify 
that she had ADD. She chose never to take any medication because she 
didn’t want to. She was afraid of losing some of her creativity. Instead, 
she developed strategies to study. Just by trial and error she found that 
she studied much better when she was listening to music. She said to me 
that when she is not listening to music, there are so many thoughts in her 
head that she can’t concentrate on one thing. But when she is listening to 
music, she said “it is almost as though all of those thoughts in my brain are 
drawn to the music a bit like iron chips to a magnet”. She then added, 
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“and if I have my iPod in one ear, all of those TV channels are focused 
on the music in that one ear, and then I’ve got one other ear to listen to 
the teacher.”

She experimented with listening to music in class but got into trouble for 
that because you are not meant to have iPod in class. On her behalf, I wrote 
a letter to her teachers to get her the permission to do so. Some agreed, 
some didn’t, but she always studied at home with her iPod. And then she 
had anxiety about exams so we discussed some strategies about exams. 
She said that when she got into the examination room, the first thing she 
did was hum in her brain while she was sitting waiting to turn over the 
exam paper. She would hum her favorite music because this music that 
she really loved (and that she had downloaded on her iPod) is what would 
stimulate her. She explained that once her brain became stimulated with 
the music, she could then concentrate and do her exam. This is a girl who 
got a university entrance score of 88.1. Extremely high. She is now doing 
creative graphic work at one of the top graphic schools in Singapore. It 
was because she learnt strategies to manage her ADD brain.

She also used exercise as a strategy. ADD people are extremely positively 
affected by exercise. The exercise tends to stimulate neurotransmitters in the 
brain that help the loop. Most ADD people will tell me that after they have 
exercised, they have an ‘awake’ brain, a stimulated brain – the veil lifts – for 
some considerable time after. They tell me they do their best thinking when 
exercising or swimming and experience the after exercise glow for about 
three hours and it’s all because of the chemical changes in the brain.

How can managers and educators help when they recognize that there 
is an ADD person amongst them? As I mentioned earlier, if people 
understand and celebrate the difference with ADD then everybody 
benefits. If you manage an ADD person right, you will absolutely get 
the best out of them. They have got so much potential. They have this 
gift inside of them that needs unwrapping and if we can help them to 
untie the string and take off the wrapping paper, we get the best out of 
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them. They become loyal. They feel as though they have been helped, 
encouraged and understood because that is what they want in order to 
unlock the key to achieve their potential.

The ADD problematic traits are not intentional. They are real but they are 
not intentional, so we have to stop being grumpy when the ADD traits 
annoy us and try and work ways around dealing with it. Because the brain 
works in a different way, the key is to find out what does work. For some 
people it will be – let’s say you’ve got an ADD employee – they might 
need variety. They might need to change their job role every few weeks. 
Discuss it with the person and find out what works for them. Some ADD 
people work better with flexible working hours because they feel really 
impinged on when they have to be at work at a certain time. ADDs often 
get distracted in the mornings as they are getting ready for work. Some 
ADD people want to add exercise to their schedule and I can’t emphasize 
the importance of exercise enough. If they want to do a morning exercise 
schedule, they might need to be half an hour late. Now, sometimes the 
structure of our work place doesn’t allow for this flexibility but if you can 
incorporate it, it’s a win-win situation.

Make sure that the ADD person is working on tasks and projects that 
really interest them. If it doesn’t, or if they complain that it is too boring, 
take them off it because they are not going to function anyway. Make sure 
that if you have a person with a lot of ideas and they are the creative type, 
ask them, “Can you follow this through on your own or do you need some 
people to help you?” The ADD Person is going to be able to achieve an 
outcome if they have other people to do the boring mundane parts of the 
task that have to be done to get the job done. Now that’s okay. Why does 
one person have to do the whole lot? Use teams of people to actually get 
the desired outcome.

ADDs are brilliant. They are innovative and they can see solutions to 
things that the rest of us can’t see. What is interesting is that they can 
usually see so quickly the answer to a problem that they get frustrated that 
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nobody else can see it. This is another trait of ADD. It’s this, “I can see 
that so instantly. What is the big deal? How come other people don’t get 
that?” That’s why ADD people very often get frustrated that the rest of us 
don’t get the point.

You can offer coaching programs to your staff – particularly coaching 
programs that relate to emotional awareness and developing a knowledge 
about emotions and your own emotions and how you impact on other 
people. This would be extremely useful coaching for an ADD person – for 
everybody actually, but particularly for an ADD Person.

Ensure that your staff or employees are asked about their individual 
preferences. Don’t just make assumptions or delegate tasks. Ask them 
what they want to do because believe me, if they get to do what they like 
to do, they will give you their very best. I’ve mentioned also, allow for 
variety and job changes.

If their day is structured, it generally works well. There is a difference 
between structure and organization. A lot of ADD are disorganized. As 
I mentioned before, their brain is in a bit of a clutter but if their day is 
structured and they know what they are going to do and when, they tend 
to function better because there is not anxiety about having a nebulous 
time of not knowing what to do. “I don’t know what to do,” or, “I get 
overwhelmed with this spare time I’ve got because I’ve got so many things 
I have to do in it,” is what makes it bad for them.

Overfocussed ADD People need to learn to be a bit more spontaneous 
by shifting a block of time when they had something planned, to another 
day. The Overfocussed ADDs get stuck on doing things at a certain time 
in a certain way by a certain method miss out on a lot of fun in life because 
they’re not able to shift out of the groove and be spontaneous. So, we 
have to teach them how to actually move their block of time to another 
schedule in their calendar.
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So, how do we get to know if a person’s got ADD? You can’t go and do a 
blood test. It doesn’t work like that. To find out if you have ADD or think 
you do, it is generally just history taking with an experienced clinician or 
counselor. More and more people are getting to learn about ADD, and 
you can get onto the internet and read and do some online tests. And if 
the gift of ADD is tapped, if this gift is unwrapped, then people really do 
benefit – both the ADD Person and everybody around them. You’ll get 
loyalty and contribution from your staff and from your students if you 
encourage them and help them to achieve their potential. They’ve really 
got so much to give. Their frustration normally is that they’ve got it inside 
to give and that they feel as though nobody gets them or understands 
them or helps them to get it. So, helping them to find the key to their 
success is the gift that we can give them.

To conclude this chapter, let me give you some information on Michael 
Phelps – the name that has become well known since the 2008 Olympics 
in Beijing. The US Gold Medal Olympian was very much a hyper active 
ADD as a kid. I read an article about an interview that was done with his 
mum and she describes that her son was larger than life from day one. She 
said he asked 25 zillion questions and always wanted to be the centre of 
attention. If he wasn’t zooming by on his tricycle, he was swinging past on 
the monkey bars. He couldn’t stay quiet at quiet time even at kindergarten. 
He wouldn’t sit at circle time. He could never keep his hands to himself. 
He was always giggling and laughing and nudging the kids for attention. 
His teachers talked about his immature behavior. Michael can’t sit still, he 
can’t be quiet, he can’t focus, they said.

“Maybe he is bored,” she said to one of the teachers. And the comment 
from the teacher was, “Oh, he’s not gifted.” The teacher had assumed 
that the mum was suggesting that he was gifted. And yet, during his 
school years, Michael excelled in things that he loved – Gym and hands 
on lessons. That’s the secret – give him something that he loves and he’ll 
excel in it. But he didn’t like to read. Most ADD people find it difficult 
to read. They will start books and never finish. They will read a chapter or 
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two and they’ll have all these unread books across the house and on their 
bookshelf. The only book that an ADD Person will finish is one that they 
find really interesting. Michael Phelps didn’t like to read.

One teacher’s comment was, “Your son will never be able to focus on 
anything.” His grades were Bs and Cs and Ds. Kids bullied him. He was 
disruptive on the school bus. One day after he was bullied on the bus, 
he whacked one of the kids and he was suspended from school for a few 
days. These are the things we find out. These are the things that are quite 
consistent with a disruptive kid with ADHD.

When he was in the 5th Grade, during a general health check up, the 
doctor suggested to Michael’s mum that he might have ADHD. He was 
a very astute doctor. As this doctor’s kids were involved with swimming, 
he apparently suggested to the mother to involve Michael in swimming 
also. Apparently the doctor had seen Michael running around like a crazy 
kid and thought this may be something that he would like to do. Michael 
started swimming at the age of 11 and he was so disciplined with his 
swimming and so able to focus on it that his coach started to talk about 
his swimming as a gift and predicted that by 2012 he would be getting 
records at the Olympics. It was a good prediction but I think the coach’s 
expectations were surpassed.

Now the mother said that by the age of 12, having started swimming a year 
before, even though he was still disruptive at school, Michael was getting 
up willingly on his own initiative at 6:30 every morning for 90 minute 
morning practices and he swam for two to three hours every afternoon. 
This is the self-discipline that he showed because he found something that 
he was interested in. By 16, he had won his first world record. By 19, at 
the 2004 Olympics, he had won 8 medals – six of them gold.

His mum said, “He always did his swimming homework because that was 
the thing he was interested in. He would sit in front of TV eating dinner, 
watching and reviewing his own swimming tapes and would pick up 
everything he did wrong, in order to improve his style. In another interview 
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I saw of her on television she said, “This is the boy who couldn’t sit still for 
three minutes and yet at a swim meet, he would sit for hours, waiting for 
his turn to swim and when he swam it was for only a few minutes. This boy 
could sit still for four hours waiting for his turn to swim.”

Michael Phelps is now the Olympian who has won the greatest number of 
gold medals ever in the history of the Olympics. And his story offers hope 
for the parents of any child who has got ADHD. Too many people look 
at what the ADD person can’t do. Michael Phelps’ mother and doctor 
looked at what he could do and the rest, as they say, is history.
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Chapter 9

Structure Reduces ADD Anxiety

Anxiety

Perhaps by now you have identified ADD traits and characteristics in 
yourself. But, if not – if you are a loved one, if you are a family member 
or a boss, a colleague or a friend – then keep reading to learn what it feels 
like to actually be in the shoes of someone who is ADD. In this chapter 
you will have the opportunity to ‘walk in their shoes’.

ADD is not an illness. It’s not something from which you have to recover. 
What I always explain to people is that if you have an ADD brain, which 
is a very intriguing sort of a brain, it means that you are ADD. You don’t 
have ADD. It’s not a condition, although sometimes for ease of expression, 
we talk about it being a condition. It actually isn’t. It’s your brain, it’s who 
you are, it’s your personality. The good thing is, the parts of ADD that are 
problematic – the parts that might be troublesome – are in fact the most 
easy, the most treatable, of all disorders. So, consider yourselves lucky.

There are both good things and bad things about ADD and what I am 
trying to do in these chapters is to get you to recognize the strengths, the 
talents, the good things about ADD so that these things can be optimized. 
The bad things, the troublesome things, the problematic things – these 
can be minimized. That’s the goal.

There are some traits about ADD that impact more on others than on 
you. And those characteristics, those traits, I’m going to talk about at 
a later time. In this chapter, I intend to write about the things that are 
troublesome for YOU. The things about ADD that are problematic for 
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you are typically, Anxiety, Negativity and Depression. So, that’s easy to 
keep a little acronym in your brain – AND. In order to understand why 
you may be troubled with Anxiety, Negativity and Depression, let’s have 
a look at the biology of the brain. Attention Deficit Disorder originates 
in the brain.

You will have read in previous chapters that the two main parts of the 
brain (Figure 1) that we need to know about is the Cortex that does the 
thinking and the Limbic System deep within the brain that does the 
feeling. The Limbic System assesses and appraises the different stimuli 
that come in from the outside world through the five senses, and if there 
is any perception of danger or any suggestion of a threat, it will trigger a 
Stress Response in the body. That is your preservation instinct.

Figure 3 – The Brain Loop (second insert)

Then the circuit passes through the Cortex for rational thought. That’s 
what I call the loop. The rational thought allows you to settle down 
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once you have determined there is no threat, and the loop comes back 
to the Limbic System, where that experience is stored in memory before 
the circuit continues on to the spinal column for action. And action can 
be something that you do or something that you say. I will refer to this 
diagram at different times during this chapter to show you the different 
things that happen on the brain.

One example that I frequently give is simply the example of the 
thunderclap where you (your ear) hears a loud noise, and you jump, 
startled. Your Cortex then recognizes that there is a storm happening. 
You immediately restore to calm, as you know that a thunderclap is not 
life threatening or dangerous, so the message through the Cortex allows 
you to settle down. Once calm, you remember that experience the next 
time you hear a thunderclap one minute later, so you do not have nearly 
the same intensity of reaction Then the action might be that you get up 
and close the windows because you have now become aware that there is 
a storm happening. That sort of experience through our brain happens 
many times a day.

The thing that is different about the ADD brain – or rather I should 
say, one of the many things that is different about your brain – is that as 
an ADD, you have many, many thoughts. And these thoughts bombard 
the brain and cause you to have many streams of consciousness at any 
one time. These thoughts seem to come from nowhere and they can very 
often be about different topics. Sometimes I talk about the different TV 
channels that an ADD Person has in their brain. All the different TV 
channels are on and they are all displaying a different story and you seem 
to be aware of what is happening on every TV channel. You can actually 
access all these different channels and so are concentrating on different 
things going on in your brain - is it any wonder that you get tired? This 
must be exhausting! Is it any wonder that you get cranky when people 
interrupt or want your attention? Is it any wonder that you often don’t 
hear when people are talking to you because you are absolutely tuned in 
to all the other thoughts in your brain?
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So, to give you an example of what it actually feels like – those of you who 
are ADD will relate to this – I will share a short part of a writing of an 
ADD gentleman that I spent time working with, who one morning spent 
one hour writing down the different thoughts that he had. He wanted to 
do this to help me grasp what it felt like to have an ADD brain. When he 
finally gave me his journal, it was eight pages of writing. Eight pages of 
his stream of consciousness. This part describes the time in his morning 
when he was in a café trying to make a decision about what he was going 
to buy for morning tea. At the time he was trying to make his decision, he 
explained, he was feeling a little anxious because of the time he was taking 
to decide. He became anxious about what the girls behind the counter 
were thinking about him.

I had pored over the menu for what seemed like a long time and I grew anxious 
that I couldn’t make a decision and that the waitresses would be growing 
impatient as they needed the table even though the restaurant was half empty. 
‘But still,’ I reasoned, ‘I should get on with this.’ I had things to do back at the 
office and what if somebody in the office noticed how long I had been gone. 
But back to the menu. I had always ummed and erred over this same menu 
in the past. Anyway, when I had chosen this café, as I had been there several 
times before and quite enjoy Singapore street food, I couldn’t decide on what 
to order because of the meals less travelled, or rather never travelled at all. On 
every other occasion I had been there, I had ordered chicken curry Malay style 
with the wonderful rich coconut milk gravy and the potatoes.

Seeing the potatoes in the pot always makes me think of Sir Walter Raleigh 
(or was it Sir Francis Drake?) and how the humble potato has changed world 
history. If the potato had not been brought across the Atlantic and presented 
before good Queen Bess before becoming a staple vegetable in Europe, city states 
would not have been able to survive the 100 Years War as the spud can be 
buried in the ground for long periods of storage without rotting. What would 
the economic, political and social make up of Europe have been like if all the 
city states which later became nation states had collapsed? And what of the city 
states that are still city states today? England might then have not had to bear 
the indignity of losing to Luxembourg.
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Of course there is also the Irish potato famine. If the Irish had not been so 
dependent on the potato and the English government had not been a bunch 
of evil bastards, then the Hudson (or is it the river in Boston?) would not be 
turned green every St. Patrick’s Day. The mass migration of the Irish to the 
New World also meant that the troubles in Northern Ireland were prolonged. 
And then on to Asia. The spud has become part of not only Malay but also 
Indian curries and the thought of all that energy and danger it must have 
taken to transport potatoes all those years ago.

Some of you will be laughing at what you have just read. But those of you 
who are ADD won’t be laughing at all and do you know why? Because that 
is the stream of consciousness that goes on inside an ADD person’s head 
all of the time. It really is exhausting and all the while that his gentleman 
was thinking all those thoughts, he was actually trying to decide what to 
eat. Can you see how difficult it is to make a decision? How can you pay 
attention to other things when those sorts of distracting thoughts are in 
your head all of the time? These are the thoughts that you can’t switch off. 
These are the thoughts that you don’t even want and they go from topic 
to topic to topic. It really is exhausting and so now I get it. I understand 
when people say to me, “I’m so exhausted.”

The ADD brain has also been described to me by somebody – a very good 
analogy – as like a frontloading washing machine where all the thoughts 
tumble around and around as though they are the clothes in the washing 
machine. And as they tumble around, different items of clothing every 
now and again come into view. And these different items are like the 
different thoughts - your thoughts are always in there but you can’t always 
grab them when you want them. They come round at different times and 
so if you want that pair of red undies in the washing machine, you have to 
grab them when they come into view and tumble past. If you don’t grab 
them at that particular time then they will be lost again for a while and 
you are never really sure when they are going to come back into view. This 
is actually the reason why you interrupt. That’s actually the reason why 
you butt into conversations because you have to have your say when the 
red undies are in view. You have to quickly say what’s in your mind so that 
you don’t miss the moment. You have to speak now or lose that moment.
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And so, it’s easy to understand, when you know about this stream of 
thoughts, the thoughts that just go on and on, it’s easy to understand why 
as an ADD Person, you will experience a lot of Anxiety. I’m going to list 
the reasons why you would feel anxiety. First of all, when you have got 
thoughts like that, you are distracted in your musings. You are distracted 
by all these thoughts. You lose track in conversations. You lose track of 
where other people are up to. You lose track in lessons or in lectures when 
your own thoughts take over. Can you imagine being in a boring lecture – 
the topic is boring, the voice of the lecturer is boring and you only listen 
for 10-20 seconds and then you tune out and you go back into your own 
thoughts. Five minutes later you try and tune in again and you listen again 
to the lecturer for a few seconds and still it’s boring. It is very difficult to 
learn, it’s very difficult to pay attention and to keep track of what’s going 
on when you have thoughts like that. So, yes you would get anxious that 
you can’t keep up. Anybody would.

The second reason why as an ADD you would feel anxious all of the time 
is because there are many things that you have not achieved. There are 
things that you have not accomplished or not done well or not followed 
through, simply because your brain is always too busy. There are so few 
times that you have actually had an accomplishment or feel as though 
you have achieved something that you will very often have repetitious 
thoughts in your head like, “Stupid me” or “I could have done better. 
I should have known that.” Every time you have one of those negative 
thoughts, it is actually you having a Stress Response. Whenever you 
have a negative thought or a negative feeling, your body is actually 
producing Adrenalin which is a Stress Response. And so because you 
are having increased Stress Responses, you are having more Adrenalin 
than most people generated in your body. Increased Adrenalin will result 
in impaired thinking. Impaired thinking will result in low self-esteem. 
Lowered self-esteem will result in more negative thinking and more 
production of Adrenalin and so the cycle continues. ADD People have 
more Adrenalin in their system than anybody else and that is the reason 
why you feel more anxious.
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There is a third reason why you have more Adrenalin in your body and it is 
because of this brain. This brain, with the Limbic System that triggers off 
an Adrenalin Response to anything that it identifies as threatening, is very 
sensitive. All ADD People have a sensitive Limbic System. All ADDs are 
sensitive although it is not necessarily the case that all sensitive people are 
ADD. But ADD People have a very sensitive Limbic System that startles 
easily to both external and internal events, and this will trigger off Stress 
Responses in the body.

Then the fourth reason why you become anxious is because this loop in 
your brain is faulty. ADDs have faulty loops. Having a faulty loop means 
that you are less able to calm yourself down. Typically, when we have 
one of those Limbic System Responses like the loud noise that we then 
identify as a thunderclap, our Cortex loop allows us to calm ourselves 
down because that loop is our rational thinking. So, ADDs don’t always 
have rational thinking because that loop in their brain isn’t always working. 
So, when the pressure is on and deadlines are looming, there is lots to be 
done and you are starting to get stressed – you are not always able to calm 
yourself down.

Or it may be internal thinking. It may be your own thoughts of, “I should 
have done better in that exam. I knew that information. What on earth 
is wrong with me? Why did I do so badly? Why did other people do so 
much better than I did? I knew it but I couldn’t explain it.” Those are the 
internal thoughts that you will have and again, you cannot calm yourself 
down because your loop is faulty. If of course you are not able to calm 
yourself down, it means the Adrenalin that your body has produced in the 
initial Limbic System Stress Response stays in your body. The Adrenalin 
stores, leaving you with a feeling of anxiety.

The fifth reason then, why you always feel anxious is because these 
increased levels of stored Adrenalin will in fact impair your thinking on a 
continuous basis. So, right now at this particular moment, there may not 
be anything stressful going on. While you are sitting reading, you may not 
be feeling as though anything stressful is happening to you.
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However, because of stored levels of Adrenalin, you will have greater levels 
of Adrenalin in your body than somebody else. And this stored Adrenalin 
on a continuous basis means that you will frequently misinterpret 
situations. You will misinterpret what people are saying or the expressions 
on their face. You will think the worst about things and this is simply 
because you have a feeling of fear in your body. Adrenalin is a fear feeling. 
You will take things personally because you have adrenalin in your body, 
and that’s because you are misinterpreting what is going on. As an ADD 
Person, you will be very sensitive to criticism and you will take things the 
wrong way. This will drive other people mad sometimes because they feel 
as thought they can’t even talk to you.

But it makes sense why you feel more anxious because with this increased 
Adrenalin, with this increased Anxiety, you will typically always be edgy 
and on guard. Ready for danger. Alert to danger. And you will over react to 
things. You will typically be defensive and ready to attack back. It’s actually 
your body working as it should when it is in a threatening situation. But 
the difficulty is, with your ADD, that you will feel threatened when there 
is actually no threat. That is one of the problems.

The reasons why you feel always anxious is partly biological, as I have 
explained, and partly practice. And what I mean by that is that for years 
you have been conditioned to respond in a certain way because of how 
your biology is and so you continue to respond in that way. It is only 
now when you are learning about ADD and you have an opportunity 
to understand what is going on in your brain that you might have an 
opportunity to actually use the thinking part of your brain more to calm 
yourself down, also to learn different techniques and different ways to 
interpret things. Your thinking or your perception is always your own 
reality and so what we must do is learn a different reality.

Negativity And Depression

So let me talk then about negativity. Let’s go back to these thoughts, the 
dozens of thoughts that are in your brain. With many thoughts come 
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many options. With many options come different ways of doing things. 
The ADD Person always feels as though there are “things to do, places to 
go and people to see”. That’s why you are always on the move and always 
have a restless feeling inside. Lots of thoughts, lots of things to do, lots of 
action. This restlessness. Can’t sit still.

As an ADD Person you will be able to see that there are better ways of 
doing things than the way things are currently being done. You ADD 
People are amazing . You can always see other options. And why on earth 
would you do it in the old fashioned, regulated way when you can see 
other ways of doing thing? It is the reason why ADDs typically will buck 
up against the system. Not because you are against authority. Not because 
you are law breakers but because you can see other options and you can 
see other interesting or adventurous or short cut ways of doing something. 
So, why would you do it as instructed? This also makes you impatient. 
So often you can see what other people can’t see and you can see it in an 
instant and because it is so easy to see, what on earth is wrong with the rest 
of you that can’t see it? That’s what the impatience is. And that’s also the 
impatience that you exhibit when people don’t get to the point and they 
ramble on. Also by the nature of ADD, ADDs are very often frustrated 
and explosive and when you think about all those thoughts in your head, 
you can understand why there is this frustration.

So, the multitude of thoughts that you have can be both a blessing and a 
curse. The blessing part is because you have so much creativity. You people 
with ADD, bless that creativity because we need creativity. I had somebody 
say to me once, “Does too much TV create ADD?” And I answered, “No, 
but ADD created TV.” That’s the blessing part. The curse part of ADD is 
because there are so many thoughts and so many options, there are also 
many negative endings. If you have many different thoughts about what 
might go wrong, there is an option of course that there might be negative 
outcomes. So, your brain gets filled with ‘what ifs?’ and ‘maybes’. ‘If this 
happened then that might happen.’
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This typically happens with relationships. I frequently have people ask me, 
“what if ” something goes wrong in their relationship? I can tell you the 
story about a woman in her thirties that I worked with, a very pleasant, 
very lovely, live wire, very ADD young woman who was yearning for a 
meaningful, long-term relationship. She had had several relationships 
in the past and they had ended and this reinforced to her that she was 
unsuccessful in love. So when she did commence a new, potentially long-
term relationship that she was very excited about, she came to see me for 
counseling because she wanted to make sure that she did everything right, 
wanted to make sure that this relationship didn’t have any mistakes in it. 
She had doubts it would continue, based on her past. She had the ‘what 
ifs’. She was overcome with this feeling that it was inevitable that this 
relationship would break down.

She was worried about, “What if I make a mistake? What if I am 
exuberant? What if I get too drunk? What if I get angry?” These are the 
reasons why her previous relationships had broken down. And so with 
all these doubts and with all these ‘what if ’ thoughts and so many of 
them, her anxiety then increased. She became insecure. She constantly 
sought reassurance from her new boyfriend. The boyfriend became 
frustrated and irritated that she sought so much reassurance. Because she 
was insecure and anxious, she drank too much (that’s another problem 
that you ADDs have got – drinking too much because you have a lack 
of impulse control). She would drink too much and then become even 
more insecure. (Most people don’t know that the more alcohol you 
have in your system, the more insecure you are going to feel. Alcohol 
actually impacts on the parts of the brain that deal with insecurity and 
ruminating, so the more alcohol you have in your body, the more you 
dwell on how bad you are.)

What happened was that the more anxious she got, the more she drank. 
The more she drank, the less impulse control she had and then she 
became convinced that the relationship would break down. Eventually, 
her fears became a self-fulfilling prophecy. This had been her experience 
in the past.
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So, perhaps we can look this at another way. Let’s take a so called ‘normal’ 
brain. If I have four thoughts in my head at any one time running 
simultaneously and half of them are bad, that means I’m going to have 
two bad thoughts. But as an ADD Person, you have probably got forty 
thoughts running simultaneously. And if you have got forty thoughts in 
your head at any one time, at least 20 of them are going to be bad. This 
means you are going to have 20 doses of Adrenalin compared to my 2 doses 
of Adrenalin. So, can you see that as an ADD Person, you are physically, 
biologically, going to have way more Adrenalin than me and you can’t turn 
it off. If you’ve got forty thoughts, forty different options, twenty of them 
have got negative endings, twenty different things that might go wrong, 
and you are going to be constantly trying to think of back-up plans because 
you are attempting to be defensive and make sure that you can work with 
those options. So, as well as running with thoughts of things that can go 
wrong, you are also running with back up plans and options.

This necessarily means that you are going to have pessimism. This is where 
the negativity comes from. As an ADD you will sometimes be accused 
of worrying too much and of being pessimistic and always looking for 
things that might go wrong. But you do have a sense of impending doom, 
a feeling that things will go wrong. The confusing thing is that whilst 
you may have negative thinking and a doom outlook, this alternates with 
high risk behavior. This does not make sense to outsiders. People can’t 
understand why you are cautious and negative and thinking about things 
that might go wrong, and yet you can change jobs and move house and 
family to another country, for example.

I know single ADDs who have left family, left home and gone to the other 
side of the world for work and adventurous travel. That’s what you would 
call high risk behavior and yet, that is stimulating, that is exciting, that is 
what the ADD person thrives on!

Then the other thing that you will have to deal with from time to time is 
having periods when you feel depressed. As an ADD, you may well use 
the word Depression because you don’t quite know what else to call it. 
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This feeling that you have is not necessarily Depression. It’s a feeling of 
disconnect and disengagement that you probably have when the things 
that you are doing are boring or uninteresting. When you are trying to 
find something interesting to do that will make your brain work better, 
when you finally find the task that is interesting, then this multitude of 
thoughts will stop for a while. This is because this simultaneous multitude 
of thoughts occurs when your brain isn’t very stimulated. But when you 
finally find something that is interesting, these thoughts do stop. You can 
finally focus on one thing. You can finally feel relaxed. You finally can get 
something done. So, what we’ve learned about ADDs is that you’re the 
most relaxed when you’re stimulated and you’re are most anxious when 
you’re bored. Doesn’t that explain the reason why you are always on your 
blackberry or on the computer playing Solitaire or surfing the internet, 
even though other people complain?

In addition to that, when you do find something that is interesting 
and it is finally keeping you on the one track, you have the tendency to 
hyper focus. That is another intriguing part of this ADD brain. You can 
become hyper focused and so involved in the one thing of interest to you 
that other people don’t seem to be able to get through to you! You don’t 
want to be interrupted because you have this passion to stay involved on 
the topic. But it’s when you’re bored, when the topic or the task is not 
interesting – that’s when you will fall into a low energy state that feels like 
Depression. It can be described as disengaged or disconnected but it really 
isn’t Depression because if someone comes along and suggests you join in 
with something that is novel or new or interesting, you will bounce right 
back in a heartbeat. In the flick of a switch you are back and you’ve got 
high energy again.

Now another time that you might fall into a low energy state – some 
people call it ‘falling into a funk’ – is when there is a period of time that 
follows a high energy state. If you’ve been working on a particular project 
for some days or some weeks, if you are a woman, for example, who has 
been working busily on planning a child’s wedding or your husband’s 50th 

and suddenly the occasion ends, then that period of high energy suddenly 
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leaves you with a void state. This is another time when you feel as though 
you drop into a state of Depression. This is a little bit different. It’s the 
brain needing time to recharge. The brain has been working on full power 
and now needs time to recharge. At that time you actually don’t need to 
go anywhere – you want to stay at home, you want to be by yourself, you 
don’t really want to talk to anybody, you don’t feel like socializing. I always 
say to ADDs, “You are a bit like your phone battery and you need to be 
plugged into the wall and stay there, so that you can recharge and not go 
anywhere until the recharging is complete.”

This helps to explain the reason why an ADD doesn’t like to commit to 
social engagements ahead of time. If you are asked to go to a function in 
two weeks time, you might hedge around a bit and say, “Well, I might 
come. I’ll see what I’m doing.” But ADDs have explained to me that the 
reason why they don’t commit to engagements is because they don’t actually 
know how they will feel when the time comes. And if on the day of the 
particular engagement they don’t feel like going out, they are going to find 
it very difficult to do so. At the same time, they don’t want to let other 
people down by having promised to go and then not turning up. This is 
a common reason why people will be ambivalent about a commitment - 
because they don’t know how they are going to feel on the day.

So, what is a tip? What is a tool as an ADD that you can use to try and 
minimize these AND feelings - Anxiety, Negativity and Depression? The 
answer comes from recognizing that these whirling, bombarding thoughts 
cause you to become inefficient with your time management. And when 
you are inefficient with your time management, you never seem to be able 
to get things done. It’s understandable when you remember the reading 
about the man and his potatoes!

The problem is that you always intend to do it differently. You plan to 
do things, and then get cross with yourself because you don’t get around 
to it. You think to yourself, “Other people can get things done. Why 
can’t I? Other people seem to be able to do their work in the time that is 
allocated to them and then have leisure time but I don’t seem to be able 
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to.” And then you get frustrated that you seem to put in 150% of effort 
to get something done and still it seems to be hard work. Often you stay 
late at work to finish what you haven’t been able to get through during 
the day, and then your family gets annoyed because you work late. So, you 
say you’ll be home in half an hour but then you underestimate how long 
it will take you to finish that task and two hours later, you find yourself 
arriving home.

If you don’t stay behind to catch up on work, you feel anxious that you 
will fall behind. You become fearful that people will find out that you 
can’t keep up with your work, and often you feel a fraud because you are 
doing a job or receiving a salary that doesn’t seem to be comparative to 
the work that you are actually doing. You take work home, thinking, “I’ll 
spend some time with my family and then I’ll just do an hour or so and 
do some catching up.” But the work stays in your bag and you don’t get 
it done. Can you see how this anxiety just goes on and on? It just doesn’t 
go away.

Creating Structure

Without structure, these endless options continue to generate anxiety. 
Sometimes people think, “Well, I’d better organize myself a routine.” 
But structure is different to routine. Routine is boring. ADDs don’t 
do boring. ADDs need novel and new and fun and interesting and 
challenging and exciting and that’s what turns them on. That’s what 
makes their brain function. Not routine. That gets too dull and too 
boring. So, there is a difference between structure and routine. I have 
found that if you can structure your time, you can do it all. You can 
have the fun and the new and the novel and the exciting and you can 
minimize your anxiety as well.

Here is an example of what I am talking about. Imagine you wake up on 
a Saturday morning and there’s nothing planned for the day. You’ve got 
a full day ahead of you with nothing specific to do. If you’re ADD. you 
realize there are way too many options. You start thinking of all the things 
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that you could do and all the things that you should do and you have 
snatched memory of all the things you’ve told other people you would do. 
This is a day that you could do them. And then you start to think, “What 
should I do first?” You then become paralyzed with all the options and 
begin to feel quite overwhelmed. You’re fearful of doing nothing because 
that has happened so often in the past, where you have had a day to do 
things and you have ended up doing nothing and that has left you feeling 
useless and unproductive.

So, what to do? You’re going to do something with today. Your brain is 
buzzing so you start to think about the different things that you can do. 
But you know already that some of those things are way too boring. You 
don’t even want to get them started. You’re totally unmotivated to start 
them because you know from experience that you will never get them 
finished so you’re really not even serious about it. You feel restless because 
you know you have to do something otherwise you will fall into that funk 
of doing nothing.

Others make a suggestion and you say, “Yes, yes, okay. I’ll do that.” Then 
you start getting excited, because somebody else has suggested or initiated 
something that you could do and you even feel grateful that there is something 
you can now get started on. And then you become overwhelmed because 
of the number of things you have said yes to. Suddenly you have several 
different balls in the air that you have to juggle, and as Saturday wears on 
you discover that you’ve done none of them properly, and you still haven’t 
done those things that you always intended to do but never got round to it 
because you were doing things in the moment that other people suggested. 
This is the reason why you get stressed. The cycle simply continues.

So, what does structure mean? Structure means, plan your day and know 
what you have to do. Have an activity planned in every one-hour or two-
hour slot and know in advance what you are going to do and how you are 
going to do it and if there aren’t any gaps left with nothing to do, then you 
will start to relax. It’s about having all the slots filled, particularly if they 
are filled with things that you know you have been meaning to do for a 
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while. Now this isn’t a good plan for many people. If you are a non-ADD 
Person, this sort of structure will probably drive you mad because all you 
want to do is ‘just chill’ and do things spontaneously. For ADDs it works 
way better if things are scheduled in.

There is man I can tell you about – now in his forties – doing well at work, 
identified as ADD and living his life much better now that he knows it. 
He is working with it and also benefitting from some medication. He 
can think back to the fact that the best times in his life was when he 
structured his time, structured his hours and days. At the time, however, 
he didn’t actually know this is what he was doing. It was just trial and 
error. The time that he remembers as the best of his life was when he was 
at university. He lived in the halls. He lived with a group of other students 
and was very socially stimulated. He did very well academically. He made 
friends during those years with whom he still keeps in contact more than 
20 years later. He’s got very good memories of his university days.

He can think back to how he studied and he told me, “I always spent 
hours and hours planning how I was going to study. I remember one time, 
it was a few nights before exam, and all of us agreed that we would go to 
our own rooms and wouldn’t play up, we would concentrate and do some 
serious study. 3 or 4 hours later, at an agreed time, everybody met together 
in the common room for supper. Everyone was talking about the study 
they had been doing.” Someone said to him, “What study have you been 
able to get done?”

He said, “I haven’t.”

His friends said, “Well, what have you been doing then?”

He said, “I’ve been planning what I’m going to study.”

He’d spent those hours planning what he was going to study, when he was 
going to study, what he was going to revise and at what times. He had 
included when he was going to eat and when he was going to sleep. He 
concluded, “Once I actually had that structure – once I knew when I was 
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going to study and that I could fit it all in, then I could relax. Then I did 
it. I stuck to my structure of study, eating and sleeping, and I did very well 
in the exam.”

The thing is, despite the structure, you still have to be flexible. If you 
become too rigid in sticking to your structure, you might miss out on a lot 
of things that happen along life’s way. So, back to this man who structured 
his study schedule. He reflected back and recognized that he had missed 
out on things because during those weeks leading up to exam time, his 
structure was so rigid, and he was so obsessed about sticking to it, that he 
missed out on a lot of fun and spontaneity that his university mates were 
doing. He said for him it was okay because he was compensated by good 
grades and a feeling of achievement, but he said if he had done things a bit 
differently, he would have tried to have the fun as well.

And you can. You can have the structure and you can have the fun especially 
if you actually imagine your day like a column in a Microsoft calendar. If 
you have 2-hour blocks planned out for doing a certain activity and then 
something different comes along, you can perhaps just stop and think, 
and instead of saying, “No, I can’t do it because this is what’s structured 
into my day,” you can think, “Well, this two hour block I could shift to 
that block tomorrow and then I could in fact do this now.” So, it’s about 
moving around the blocks of time, being flexible with the structure so that 
you can get enjoyment out of life, as well as maintaining lowered anxiety 
because of structure.

I have another example of a very rigidly structured man who was taking 
his family to do some bike riding at East Coast Park in Singapore. He 
had planned to do this on a Saturday afternoon because he was using 
the tools that I had given about structure. His wife in fact was extremely 
pleased because he was now initiating some activities with the family on 
the weekends.

So this wife was feeling very pleased because her husband had suggested 
going bike riding with the family at East Coast Park. On the way to the 
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park, they had to do a delivery to a friend – just to drop off something – 
which took them out of their way a little bit. The meant that they then 
had to drive past another great bike riding location. Those of you who 
have visited Singapore will know Sentosa on the way to East Coast Park. 
And as they passed this alternative park, the wife said, “Hey, let’s go there. 
They’ve got bike riding there as well. Let’s take the kids there today.”

Husband said, “No!” in a very irritable and grumpy voice. “We’re going 
to East Coast Park,” and he kept driving. He told me that three or four 
minutes later as he was driving and his brain was thinking and his loop 
was working, he thought, “That actually would have been a good idea. 
We could have gone to Sentosa and done bike riding with the kids there. 
That would have been a new experience and we could have done East 
Coast Park another day.” He said that it was too late by then. They were 
already on the highway and he was already fixed on his course. He said, “I 
regret not being flexible enough to take up my wife’s suggestion and to do 
something different, and to alter the structure that I have mapped out.”

On the home front, there are many times that your spouse will complain 
that you don’t follow through on things – that you don’t do things even 
though you said you would. To all spouses reading this, know that this is 
not necessarily the ADD person’s fault. Sometimes they just don’t hear 
you. If their brain is so full with those multitude of thoughts, it’s quite 
likely that there was no space in their brain to hear your request. Or it 
could be that you made the request and your ADD spouse said, “Yes okay, 
I’ll do that,” and so you think he acknowledged what you said but later on, 
he doesn’t even remember that you said it.

There is a reason for that. Let’s look back at the brain. If you have an ADD 
brain and your ear hears a voice that says, “Darling, would you please 
change that broken light bulb today?” And if you are not very interested 
in changing light bulbs, if your brain was thinking about something else, 
then even though that stimulus of sound came in, you might just bypass 
the loop (because the loop doesn’t work when you’re not very interested) 
and your impulse response will no doubt be, “Yes, okay” because you are 
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really not such a bad and unhelpful person. Your partner thinks that you 
have heard and acknowledged her, but really it was a stimulus in and an 
impulse answer out. You gave an impulse response, which is something 
that you do or something you say without the loop being in place. If your 
partner says, “Could you please do such and such?” and you say, “Yes, 
okay,” that is all that has happened.

Because this loop hasn’t happened and because the loop has then not 
brought information back to the memory store, you won’t ever remember 
to do it. You won’t even remember that your partner asked you to do it. 
So, how many times do people have arguments about, “You never said 
that. You never asked me to do that.” This is the reason why.

So, if you are a non-ADD spouse and you want the best out of your 
ADD partner, help him plan a schedule. (This isn’t gender specific, so 
perhaps you are a husband who needs to help your wife plan a schedule.) 
You can plan things like: the laundry gets done on Tuesday evening and 
Saturday afternoon. And if you don’t want to be that rigid, it can be more 
like: ‘Sometime on Saturday, please schedule doing the laundry in to your 
plan.’ Or ‘The grocery shopping gets done on Wednesday evening on your 
way home from work.’ You can actually help your partner plan a schedule. 
Or you can plan that the bills need to be paid on the 1st and the 15th of 
every month. Then you don’t have to worry about it at any time other 
than on the 1st and the 15th. But then on those dates, schedule an hour and 
a half into your evening so that you spend time doing the necessary paper 
work. If you don’t, it will be overlooked.

By having this sort of structure you will find that you start achieving 
things. When you start to have a sense of accomplishment and follow 
through and actually get things done, your self-esteem starts to rise. You 
start to build a history of, “Yes I can do that. I can achieve that. That 
was a good feeling.” So, when we have a good feeling, biologically, we 
start to experience elevated Dopamine. Dopamine is the chemical in our 
brain that elevates both our feelings and causes the loop in our Cortex to 
work better. As our positive feelings start to rise, our negativity decreases. 
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Therefore at work, at home and at leisure, we start to become much more 
functional because our mood over all of those areas of our life is increased 
and elevated.

When this is impacting on a relationship, I have found that couples who 
learn about ADD and are prepared to talk to each other about it, and 
who are prepared to negotiate some of their needs, can actually work very 
well with ADD in their relationship. You can negotiate things and explain 
things so that you can have a win-win situation.

And so to finish off this chapter, I use the example of a couple that I 
helped in a counseling session. This couple had finally organized things 
and found the time, a long weekend, to go away to one of the island resorts 
near to Singapore. They had wanted to do this for a while but had never 
found it easy because of babysitting problems. But finally, things worked 
out that they could go away for three days. They each had different ideas 
about what they would do on these few days together. They each had a 
different expectation about how the weekend would be. The wife wanted 
a romantic weekend. She wanted to relax by the pool and go for romantic 
walks along the beach. The husband, who was ADD, had different things 
in mind. His idea of a great weekend was to do water sports, go fishing 
and do lots of jet skiing.

When they talked about this in the counseling session I said, “Well, you can 
do it all.” And we were able to work out a structure. They would breakfast 
together on the Saturday morning, that was something they could do 
together. Then the wife was happy to lie on the beach and relax and read 
her book and snooze. That was what she wanted to do. But that was way 
too boring for the husband so he said that he wanted to do his activities 
and he scheduled two hours to go on a motorbike around the back roads of 
the village near the resort. He scheduled another two hours when he would 
hire a jet ski and do some water sports. And he was happy to do that on 
his own. Then he would come back, rejoin his wife, and they would lunch 
together. Then he was happy to spend two hours lying on the beach with 
her, knowing they were going to do something else in the evening.
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An ADD Person can relax and do nothing if it’s part of his schedule, if he 
knows that that is the two hours that has been allotted to relaxing. But if 
he has all day to do nothing, that is way too boring for him and he’ll be 
restless and want to fit in all the different activities that he wants to get 
done. And so once a partner understands this, it’s easy. They can do it all.

But to you ADD People, let me mention that not everybody needs 
the structure or wants the structure that you do. Your planning, your 
allocating an activity to every time slot during the day, will actually drive 
them mad. And so it is up to you to explain how you function best and to 
negotiate with them. And when you negotiate, you have to also consider 
their needs and their feelings. For example, the couple who went away 
for the weekend to the island resort, he wanted to be up and walking and 
hiking early the next morning. She wanted to lie in. Remember she was 
after the romantic weekend. And he said, “I don’t want to lie in, but I’ll 
tell you what. How about you get up early with me and we’ll go for a really 
romantic walk along the beach and up into the mangroves and then we’ll 
come back and have breakfast together. Then for two hours after that, I’ll 
do whatever you want.” And that suited her down to the ground. So be 
mindful of what your partner’s needs are. You can ask for what you want 
but make sure you take into consideration the needs and the wants of your 
loved ones also.

Question:
How can a spouse or a partner manage the partner’s ADD when the ADD 
Person doesn’t actually recognize that they are ADD, or won’t acknowledge it?

Answer:
What the partner can do is provide suggestions about structure without 
even necessarily mentioning ADD. Make suggestions of when he could 
do the shopping. Or make suggestions about what the partner could do 
on a Saturday and say, “Perhaps you could try this. Perhaps you will be 
calmer if you know what you have got planned.” Perhaps bit by bit, the 
ADD person will recognize the benefits of such a structure and so will try 
and incorporate that into his or her work life as well.
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Attention Deficit Disorder describes a set of characteristics and traits that 
people may display in different degrees or different intensities. And so 
there are many people who have ADD tendencies but who wouldn’t have 
a diagnosis of ADD, for whom some of these tips and tools and strategies 
would also work very well. I believe we could all benefit from looking at 
ourselves and how we function.
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Chapter 10

Managing ADD At Work

Staying On Task

So many times, ADDs say, “I’ll get around to it,” and they never do.

You see, if you are ADD, the chances are you are not particularly happy. I 
have written about the fact that to have an ADD brain means that you will 
have some symptoms of anxiety, negativity and depression. You tend to 
be a bit of a ‘doom and gloom’ person because of all the different options 
that you think about that may go wrong. The ADD brain tends to dwell 
on things, particularly on things that may go wrong, or that indeed have 
gone wrong - these things continue to go round and around in your 
mind, You think about things you haven’t done, the things you haven’t 
achieved, the things that you haven’t accomplished. You think about the 
philosophies of life. If you are ADD, then typically you are a deep thinker 
and you do think endlessly about the meaning of life. These thoughts can 
be distracting and often take you away from the task at hand. And because 
of these anxieties and these thoughts, you will very often be irritable and 
impatient. One of the things you will be irritable about is the fact that 
inside of you, you know there is untapped potential.

Inside, you know that there is something you could achieve, that you 
could contribute to life. It’s in there, it’s big, it’s trying to burst out but you 
don’t know how to explain it. Many people tell me in the counseling room 
that they have got this ‘thing’ inside of them and they don’t know what 
to do about it. They’ve got potential that they can’t achieve and they can’t 
even explain to others what this feeling is. They can’t see the end result.
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What I’ve noticed is that many ADDs are brilliant. Because of their 
creativity, because they are so quick to get things, this is often the reason 
why they are impatient with others. And what permeates through their 
thinking and through their day to day living is the belief that they are 
chronically under achieving. You somehow believe that you could have 
done better, could still do better, ‘if only’. If only you could find the time 
to get around to it, or if only you had that special training, or if only you 
had done better at college, or if you had only been given the opportunity, 
or if only you were more organized. There seem to be all these ‘if onlys’ and 
these regrets, and multiple reasons why you don’t seem to be able to get 
started. So, you feel the potential that’s inside of you and the frustration 
about not achieving that potential. This is the topic of this chapter, in 
which I want to talk also about managing some of your ADD traits and 
characteristics in the workplace.

ADD permeates throughout your life from the difficulty of waking up 
in the morning to the difficulty of going to sleep at night and pretty 
much every hour in between. You don’t necessarily need a diagnosis of 
ADD to recognize certain traits and characteristics – but for a formal 
ADD diagnosis, you need to fulfill the three Ps. The first P is Persistent 
which means that you have the characteristics and the traits more often 
that not. The second P is Pervasive – that you actually experience these 
characteristics in more than one area of your life. Not just at home, not 
just at work, or doing community projects, but in all areas. And the third 
P is Prohibitive - when the traits and characteristics cause you to not fulfill 
your life’s potential.

But those three Ps seem to be negative Ps and so I like to add in the 
fourth P – Potential. I want you to be able to recognize that you can 
achieve your potential with a little bit of an understanding about perhaps 
what you need to do differently. And the strategies that I’m going to talk 
about in the work setting, you can use across settings. You can take them 
into the home or the community, work or the sporting arena that you 
are involved with.
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The first, problematic thing that as an ADD you will have a challenge 
with is distractability. Your thoughts will distract you internally and also 
there are the external stimuli that will cause you to be distracted from the 
task at hand. You see, with the multitude of thoughts that you have, there 
often isn’t enough room in your head to be thinking about things that you 
are meant to be thinking about, or to retain the things that you should be 
thinking about. And this of course prevents you from getting on.

And so, in the workplace, it is important to recognize that you may have 
to do some things a little bit differently. External distractions are quite 
rampant in the open office environment which tends to be quite common 
these days, making it very ADD unfriendly. Following are a few ideas for 
coping with external distractions.

•	 Ask	your	boss/superior	if	you	can	have	some	less	distracting	time	
at work - this might mean that you ask for flexi-time. You ask to 
come in and start a little earlier or start work later so that you can 
work later at night. If you have one or two hours at either end of 
the day when you don’t have other people around you, talking to 
you, making noises, talking on the phone near your desk, you will 
probably be able to attend more to the task at hand.

•	 Some	people	ask	for	permission	to	do	work	at	home	because	they	
can structure their time to spend one or two hours completing 
a task or fulfilling a project or fulfilling some administrative 
things that they have to do, without external distractions that 
occur at work.

•	 If	you	are	in	a	work	environment	that	is	open-plan,	it	is	important	
to try and move your desk away – even reposition your desk so 
that it is facing away - from people traffic so that you are not 
distracted visually by people walking past. And if the noise of 
other people talking on the phone or playing music or chatting at 
the desk behind you is irritating you or distracting you from what 
you are meant to be doing, perhaps you are able to use an i-pod 
and listen to your own music or wear some headphones.
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Another strategy is to use conference rooms and meeting rooms at your 
place of work to get away to complete some administrative tasks that you 
may need to do. There are all these little tips that you can be mindful of 
once you recognize that you have distractions in the workplace.

The internal distractions are to do with the meanderings of your own 
thoughts. As an ADD person – particularly if you are bored at work or 
under-stimulated – you will get involved with your own thinking about 
life’s philosophies and you will find yourself musing about the meaning 
of life and the importance of life, and the things that you have or haven’t 
done with your family, and the things that you may or may not want to 
contribute to life. It is quite important to recognize that these thoughts are 
occupying your mind and distracting you from the task at hand. So what 
you can do is write down a few of those philosophical thoughts – those 
deep and meaningful thoughts - and tell yourself you will come back to 
them later. You don’t have to forget about them but structure when you 
are going to think about them. Write them down so you don’t forget and 
then get back to the task at hand.

Some people like to use a beeper or stop watch or even a little clock that 
rings to remind them to come back to task. If they are already on task 
when the beeper sounds, great, that’s a bonus. If they are not, the little 
beeper – just a quiet sound, perhaps on their watch – will remind them 
to come back to task. Another technique is to work at a particular task for 
brief intervals of time and then when you find your attention wandering, 
and that means you know that you are bored and you’re not on focus, you 
can perhaps shift to a different task and come back to the former task at 
a later time. Some people get up and walk around the office and have a 
break. Some people go outside and have a smoke or get themselves a coffee 
and then come back to the task at hand.

For many ADDs, getting started is the difficulty and the getting started 
sometimes actually isn’t their fault. It’s a biological thing. The ability to 
prioritize and to get going relates to a part of the brain – the Prefrontal 
Cortex – that does our executive functioning. If our loop is not passing 
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through that part of the brain, it is almost impossible to get started. This 
is the reason why people have said to me that they see the end of a project, 
they can see a completed project in their mind’s eye but they just don’t 
know how to get started. It’s like not being able to take that first step.

Everybody procrastinates to a certain extent but ADDs have got a huge 
problem with procrastinating because of this problem. If you find that 
deadlines are actually your starting point rather than your finishing point 
– so you use deadlines to kick start you in to starting the work rather 
than to be nearing the completion of it - then you will know all about 
late night projects and working through the night to complete things that 
have to be done. And about tiredness and those big time-crunchers. So, 
again, just some tips and tools that are necessary. If you are a person who 
does have trouble getting started, you could look for work that requires 
more immediate attention. There are some jobs that tend to go from 
topic to topic and from project to project. Sometimes even a crisis – you 
might work better in a crisis type environment. I know many people 
who work as traders and bankers. They are working in this fast-paced 
crisis-type environment. That certainly keeps their brain stimulated. 
Because things have to be done to deadlines, it eliminates the possibility 
of procrastination.

There is also a technique of building in rewards for when you have actually 
completed undesirable tasks. People do have difficulties with the self-
discipline of doing really difficult, boring tasks. That’s often the paperwork 
and the travel expenses and the schedules and the spreadsheets that have 
to be done. So if this is difficult for you, set yourself a time to do it – again 
it is to do with structuring a time when you are going to do it - and give 
yourself a reward at the end. And that might be a game of cards on your 
computer or a phonecall to a friend or a cup of coffee that you normally 
only have as a treat.

You can also request closer supervision. If you know you have this 
difficulty with staying on task, you can ask a boss or a colleague to keep 
track on you and to keep on asking, “Have you started yet?” because you 
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see, procrastination flourishes in secrecy. So if you have somebody else 
checking over your shoulder, very often you can get things done because 
you know that you are accountable to somebody else. And at the end of 
the day, sometimes you just have to do it. You have to schedule a time to 
get started, you have to put it into your schedule that ‘this is the half an 
hour where I am going to start this particular project.’ You have to clear 
your desk and say, “I am going to do it now.” And if the task is really, really 
boring, you might only be able to stick at it for five minutes, then get up, 
have a stretch, walk around, come back to it, sit down again, do another 
five minutes.

The beginning, the getting started, is the hard bit but after you have done 
15 or 20 minutes of work, suddenly your brain kicks in. Suddenly you have 
sense of, “I’m getting something done. I’m accomplishing something,” 
and then you get ‘on a roll’. I imagine all of you have experienced that, 
where it is so hard to start but after a while you get going and then you 
don’t want to be interrupted until the project is done. The reason why 
this happens is because as soon as you start accomplishing, as soon as you 
have in your head a history of achievement, the chemistry in your brain 
changes. Dopamine elevates and you suddenly have a better feeling about 
yourself and about what you are doing and then your brain works almost 
to order! Ideas and words flow, and the task gets done.

Impulsive? Hyperactive? Problems With Time?

Another problem for you at work might be impulsivity. Impulsivity can 
be described as a lack of thought before acting or ‘not thinking before 
you speak’. It’s the lack of thought before anything that is the common 
denominator. I refer again to the ADD brain which we have looked at 
previously, where we recognize that there is a stimulus received by the 
brain. The Limbic System initially will assess for danger and will trigger 
off a Stress Response. Then there is a circuit that passes through the Cortex 
- this is the loop that allows for rational thinking. Then the pathway drops 
down through the spinal cord for action or for speaking.
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The ADD brain doesn’t always have the loop. The loop is faulty and so the 
Cortex doesn’t always have the opportunity to allow the person to think 
before speaking or to think before acting. Typically what happens is that 
the ADD Person has a stimulus and then an Impulse Response. What we 
call an Impulse Response is the words or the action that is exhibited or 
displayed without the Cortex thought beforehand. So what we see in an 
ADD Person typically is a lot of exuberance where they say things that can 
sometimes be tactless or blunt. It is common that an ADD person does 
not recognize how his or her words or silliness impacts on other people.

Impulsivity at work can create some problems and if you are the eager 
and enthusiastic type, if you impulsively commit to projects and get all 
keen but then can’t follow through. If this is you, then it is a good idea to 
develop the habit of saying, “I like that idea but I’ll just check my schedule 
to see if I can commit to that.” Or, “Yes, I think that’s a good idea and I 
am interested in doing it but I’m not going to commit yet because I just 
need to check.” And that gives you the opportunity to go back and check 
your schedule and to think it through using your Cortex as to whether or 
not you are over committing.

However, if you find your job boring or under-stimulating, you might be 
likely to ‘shove’ it. To give it up, to leave and to job hop. In today’s world, 
it is not considered a bad thing to go from job to job. Many years ago, 
people stayed in the same jobs and got a golden handshake at the end of 
50 years but these days, because of the range of jobs and the opportunities 
that present themselves, people do move jobs and it is not considered 
to be such a bad thing to get different experiences in different places. 
But problems can occur when you are job hopping way too often and 
when you are moving after just a few months from one job to the next. 
Very often it is with a record of broken relationships or complaints about 
the boss or complaints about the job. When that starts to happen, you 
might like to look at yourself and think, “Hang on, what’s the common 
denominator here? Maybe it’s me who is getting fed up and moving on.” 
And so, instead of just moving on, talk about it with a friend, talk about it 
with a partner and allow the opportunity for thought and consideration of 
consequences before you just go and tell the boss that you are quitting.
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If you are a person who impulsively blurts out comments in meetings 
or who is likely to say impulsive things in a relationship and later regret 
them, force yourself to take notes and to consider them and come back 
to them later. And then later on, if it is still relevant, you can make 
comments after you have thought about what you want to say. The loop 
in the Cortex allows us the opportunity to consider so that we don’t have 
regrets later on.

The other challenge that you might have as an ADD Person is hyperactivity. 
Of course, not all people with ADD are hyperactive but for those people 
who are at the hyper-active end of the spectrum, there are many sedentary 
jobs these days that really won’t suit you at all. If you do find that you are 
a person who needs to get up and wander around, or pace, or tap or fidget 
or who needs a break – suggestive of the fact that you are at that hyper-
active end of the spectrum – you could perhaps deal with the difficulty 
of sitting in long meetings and lectures by taking intentional notes and 
this can sometimes even include doodling. Others might notice if you 
are doodling so force yourself to take intentional notes and try and look 
interested even though you may be bored.

You can plan your day to include productive movement and that means 
moving around the office. So, you might want to walk to somewhere to 
collect the mail or go for a walk at lunchtime or walk to talk to a friend 
instead of sending him an email. All of these are built-in techniques for 
you to get movement around the office rather than just sitting still all 
the time. Others I know take their lunch and then exercise during their 
lunch break rather than spending their entire lunch time in a coffee shop 
or in the staff canteen, Your body actually needs movement when you 
are at this hyper-active end of the spectrum. The other alternative is to 
look for work that actually involves movement and moving around in a 
variety of locations.

Some ADDs who are not hyperactive have the problem of getting lost 
in their own thoughts and their own dream world because they find 
their work under-stimulating. I can recall working in Singapore with 
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a gentleman from India, a qualified engineer, who had not been long 
in Singapore. He had previously lived in another country with his wife 
and family, and worked as an engineer which was an outside job. He 
was out on the field and did a lot of surveying work and he was out 
there doing what engineers do best – working on projects out on the 
construction site. There was a change in his family circumstances and 
a friend of his – to help him out when that change occurred – offered 
him a job in Singapore. The friend was an old school friend and they 
had maintained contact.

And so my gentleman had accepted his friend’s offer and had come 
to Singapore as an engineer, and moved wife and family once again. 
Unfortunately, the job that was offered him in Singapore was an office job 
– very little going out in the field – and this is where this man’s problems 
started. He had never previously recognized or realized that he functioned 
only in certain situations, but going to work in an office, the problems 
started to arise. His work performance went down, he was bored, not 
focused, couldn’t pay attention in meetings, became disinterested, became 
depressed, so much so that his friend and boss suggested to him to 
come to counseling to try and work out why his work performance had 
deteriorated. And it was only in the counseling arena that he was able to 
work out with me that he had an Inattentive ADD! His under stimulating 
work environment was causing him mental and focus problems.

He was very glad to know what was causing this change in his personality 
– because that’s what he thought was happening. He had wondered if he 
had a brain tumor that was causing his brain to become so fogged. And 
his friend and boss was also extremely happy to know about the diagnosis, 
he really valued his employee. So there was a combination of things that 
happened. First of all, my client sought some help from a psychiatrist 
and actually started some medication to stimulate the brain. The ADD 
medication had profound effects that helped him. His boss changed his 
role, to get him out of the office and into a different type of work. This 
gave him variety and that extra little bit of stimulation really helped him 
as well.
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Time management is a classic problem of ADDs. If you are ADD, you 
will recognize in yourself many of the following problems. One of the 
things you will know is that you lose track of time. You get so involved in 
something that interests you – we call that hyper focusing – that you can’t 
pull yourself away from it and time becomes of no consequence. Suddenly 
it’s, “Oh my goodness, is that the time? Where did the time go? I’m meant 
to have already left. I’m meant to be somewhere else right now.” So if you 
are a person who is often running late and who loses track of time like 
that, you may have to use beepers, stop watches, sounds, to remind you.

This ‘running late’ isn’t just about losing track of time. Sometimes you will 
run late simply because you are suffering from the, ‘just one more thing – 
itis’. Because ADDs hate waiting, they hate getting somewhere too soon 
because then they get impatient when they have to wait. So they try and 
judge it that they get there just on time. So before they leave, they will do 
‘just one more thing’. They might make just one more phone call or they’ll 
do just one more task. When you suffer from this ‘just one more thing 
– itis’, inevitably, you run late because it takes you longer to do that one 
more thing than you realized. ADDs are dreadful estimators of how much 
time something will take. So you have to learn to catch yourself when you 
think, “Oh, I’ll just do one more thing,” or, “I’ll just make that phone 
call before I go.” Force yourself to leave anyway so that you can be more 
punctual at another place and if you have a bit more time at the other end, 
use that time to either do a bit of reading, or planning your schedule, or 
clearing the inbox on your phone. There are always little things you can 
do if you have that bit of extra time.

Do You Overcommit? Memory Problems?

Another problem that ADD’s tend to have is the problem of over-
commitment. ADD’s try and cram way too many things into their day 
because of the difficulty they have with over estimating or not estimating 
correctly how long something will take. When they cram too many things 
into their day, they end up stressed, they end up being late, they end up being 
impatient and short-fused, and typically they will blame somebody else. But 
really it’s about that anxious stressed feeling they get on the inside.
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So in order to keep the frazzled feeling as low as possible, just under-
commit. Don’t take on so many things. Say no sometimes. Many ADDs 
take on things and say YES every time because they’re impulsive and they 
don’t stop to think about the consequences. They don’t stop to think, 
“Have I really got the time to do this?” “Am I really interested in doing 
this?’ Many times an ADD will say, “yes, I’ll do it”, because they fear, 
without really thinking about it, that other people won’t like them if they 
say “No”. But it’s actually okay to stop and think before you say, “Yes”. 
And it’s actually OK to say NO sometimes!

You also have to leave time in your day for doing the little things that are 
a part of daily life. Things like when you are driving, stopping and filling 
up with gas, or finding an ATM to withdraw money, or being caught 
in a traffic jam or if there is traffic congestion. If you are leaving things 
absolutely to the last minute or when you have actually crammed activities 
back to back, then a ten minute delay will eventually become a fifteen 
minute delay, will eventually become a thirty minute delay and then you 
will be frazzled and stressed. And in reality, there is nobody to blame but 
yourself - and it’s because of this incorrect scheduling.

It’s not just at work that you will have these feelings of being stressed. You 
might have a wife at home who is also stressed, simply because the role of 
wife and mother is too boring and too under-stimulating. That’s not to 
say she doesn’t like being a wife and mum - but it can be a pretty boring, 
routine role. I find a lot of wives and mums fall into the depression that 
I have spoken about – the low energy or disconnect – and they don’t 
like that feeling. So to avoid having that feeling, they over-commit. They 
say ‘yes’. They say ‘yes’ to play dates for their children and they say ‘yes’ 
to being on the PTA at school and they say ‘yes’ to hosting functions at 
their home and then they are over-committed. And then they say ‘yes’ to 
projects and then suddenly there are too many balls in the air and then 
they can’t keep them all up there and then they get stressed and can’t 
follow anything through. This causes problems with their own stress levels 
and this also causes problems with the relationship because there will be 
poor follow through unless that mum, that wife, is passionate about the 
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project. If you are an ADD , unless you are passionate about what you are 
doing – and if you are not passionate you will lose interest – and then the 
problems of follow through occur.

One technique to actually overcome that, is a technique that was used very 
successfully by one of my mums in counseling. This client was a full-time 
wife and mum and would often become very stressed because she would 
over-commit to things. She was working for charity, she was working for 
the school committee, she was having play dates at home for each of her 
two children, and she would say, ‘yes, yes, yes,’ without thinking through 
the consequences and then would just fall into a completely overwhelmed, 
frazzled state. After identifying her pattern, she learnt to say ‘no’. And 
she used her Cortex to analyse, “Just because I say ‘no’ doesn’t mean that 
people won’t like me.” That was an important lesson for her to learn.

What this mum did last Christmas was the highlight of her year! She 
offered her home for her children’s class parties so that she doubled up. 
She worked out that she could decorate her home beautifully – she loved 
doing that at Christmas time, decorating her home – and that if she had 
two class parties at her home and not just one, she would actually be killing 
two birds with one stone. So, she was able to go to planning meetings at the 
school and say ‘yes’ to both children’s classroom requests for class parties. 
She thoroughly enjoyed decorating her home. And because she had offered 
her home, she didn’t have to be involved with any of the cooking or the 
food preparation because other mums and dads brought the food supplies! 
End result - she hosted very successful class parties at her home. She used 
the technique of thinking through a plan instead of impulsive agreement 
and she told me she enjoyed the subsequent sense of achievement. People 
commended her on her fabulous decorations and she did not have to do 
any food preparation, which task she did not really enjoy.

ADDs also have memory problems. Does this ring a bell? Forgetting 
things is a daily problem for ADDs and probably the one that others 
find the most frustrating. Somebody will remind you of something you 
said you would do, and then you remember that you indeed had said 
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you would do it - but it never entered your head again. And unless that 
somebody had reminded you, you would never have thought of it again. 
And then you think, “My goodness, I did intend to do that. Whatever is 
wrong with me? I did intend to do that so that (that someone) would be 
proud of me. And I didn’t remember. Why can’t I do it?” And then you 
start to feel cross with yourself. Or perhaps you feel foolish. You start to 
feel as though you don’t achieve anything. You always let people down. 
These are the common complaints that ADDs bring to me in counseling. 
These are the things that go around in your brain.

Memory is always going to be a problem if you are an ADD. Again, we 
look back at the ADD brain and you see that the memory store (the 
hippocampus) comes into effect when your brain is able to think first 
and the loop comes back into the memory store. So that if somebody says 
something to you – there’s the stimulus, there’s the sentence that you hear 
– and you agree to it impulsively – here’s your mouth going, “Yes, okay, 
I’ll do it,” if you haven’t passed that instruction through your own loop, if 
you haven’t thought about it, planned for it, scheduled it, it doesn’t go into 
your memory bank and then you don’t remember to do it.

So, there’s some tips. You will be stressed unless you write it down. Once 
you’ve written it down, you’ve actually done an action to put it through 
your loop and once you’ve written it down, you are able to then remember 
more accurately that you are going to do it. You have to live by the rule to 
do it now or write it down because if you don’t either do it now or write it 
down, you’ll forget. Writing lists – everybody writes lists – but ADDs have 
to write lists. ADDs have to write lists because otherwise they get stressed 
that they’re not going to remember. And don’t write lists just on scraps of 
paper. Use a notebook. And when you use a notebook, keep it with you 
and refer to it again and again. Keep your agenda with you. Because if 
you’re a scrap of paper list writer – and I tend to be a bit of a scrap of paper 
person – then I find that I have to look through my scraps of paper to 
remind myself what it was that I was going to do anyway. Big frustration 
for my family, my scraps of paper! You have to learn to check your agenda 
often during a day. But if your agenda is with you in a pocket and if you 
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know it’s there and you know you can refer to it often, then you don’t have 
to be stressed about forgetting because all you have to do is have a look. 
And as we talked about in our last seminar, you can structure. You can use 
your agenda, structure your time, know that you will do that job at this 
time and then wait for the time to arrive and you don’t have to panic.

Without these strategies, your whole life will actually feel stressed. The 
feeling is inside of you. Life really may not be all that stressful, but you 
will feel stressed and that is typically what you will be saying to family 
members. You talk about feeling stressed. You talk about feeling exhausted 
and it’s mental exhaustion that you are referring to.

Some people with ADD find it useful to start their day half an hour or 
an hour earlier so that they can actually spend some time alone to work 
out their agenda, to schedule their time, to think about, to collate all their 
rambling thoughts, to collate what they have to do, to get it written down 
so that they feel as thought they have got a sense of control about what 
they are doing on that day. And if you have to start your day half an hour 
earlier or an hour earlier and get up earlier in order to do that so that you 
feel a sense of control, then do it. This is about tools and strategies to 
manage your life.

Others have said to me that even with a list and with a plan and with a 
schedule, they still feel stressed because their brain is thinking, “But even 
if I organize, something will still go wrong.” There comes the old anxiety. 
So, even if I plan this or schedule this, something will still go wrong so 
I need to organize a back up plan. Yes it can be tiring but you know, 
sometimes a back-up plan is okay as well and then once your back-up plan 
is written down, then you feel more in control.

Then there is the problem of boredom. That’s another challenge that 
ADDs have. ADDs comment that they can’t stand being bored and yet 
ADDs actually are prone to being bored. They’re prone to being bored 
because unless there is something that is interesting or stimulating or fun 
or exciting, their brain doesn’t function properly and that’s the feeling of 
boredom. So, a tip to actually get boring things done, whether you are at 
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work or at home, is to ensure in your structure that you do boring things 
at the time of the day when you have the highest energy. If you wait until 
you are tired to do boring things, that’s when your brain doesn’t work 
properly.

So if you’ve got paperwork, admin things to do, plan to do it at the high-
energy time of your day. Also delegate boring tasks as often as possible 
whether you are at work or whether you are at home. If you delegate a 
boring task, somebody else may not find it boring. If you find financial 
things boring, if you don’t want to look after the finances or work out 
the budget at home, you might have a wife who thoroughly enjoys that 
responsibility and feels really proud and delighted to have the opportunity 
to be in charge of the finances. Share it. Delegate. Also, break up boring 
tasks into small bits. Don’t try and tackle it all in one hit. That’s like trying 
to sing an entire song all in one breath. So break it up into bits, take a 
breather every now and again and schedule when to do the small bits so 
that they finally get done. Most importantly, recognize your own need for 
challenge and for variety and for newness and try and create and instigate 
change and newness into your tasks both at work and at home so that you 
can maintain that interest.

Paperwork And Filing

Paperwork. The very word ‘paperwork’ is likely to make an ADD person 
shudder because the very association of paperwork and filing is with being 
bored. Anything to do with paperwork and filing is a bit like the black 
hole in the ADD person’s life. You see to do paperwork, you need skills 
of organization, of self-discipline, to complete a boring task and to give 
attention to detail. And ADDs aren’t good at any of those things. So 
paperwork and filing tends to be a difficult task for an ADD and you may 
very often like to hand over to somebody else. If not, there is a tendency 
for things to be left, hence the need for scheduling.

The difficulty for an ADD to file things is because of the many, many 
options that they can think about where something should be filed. So 
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for example, if I showed an ADD Person a picture of an apple, a nice red 
juicy apple, and I said, “Now, file this card,” they wouldn’t know where to 
file it because they would think, “Well should I file it under ‘A’ for Apple 
or under ‘F’ for fruit or under ‘R’ for red?” You see, there are too many 
options and so what they do is they think, “Oh, well I’ll just put this on 
this pile and I’ll think about that later - I’ll file it later.” Of course, later 
never comes and then the pile gets higher and higher with all the things 
that have to be filed and the pile starts to topple over and then eventually, 
you have to start another pile. And so ADDs are known to file in piles 
simply because of this difficulty of knowing where to put things.

So you need a system. Your system can perhaps be a color coordinated 
system or a box system or in fact, any sort of system. Go to a stationery 
store and have a look around and be creative and sort out something that 
will work for you but also make sure that other people understand your 
system because they might have to access your filing cabinets. And if you 
really have difficulty getting through your piles of things that have to be 
filed, make it an exciting task. Do it with a friend. Have a party. Put on 
music, provide food, stimulate the whole environment so that you can 
finally get that job done and then keep it up. If you can actually do filing 
at a designated time, put it into your schedule, two hours every week 
or half an hour every fourth day, put it into your schedule and DO it 
otherwise you get behind.

I’ve mentioned the different traps that ADDs find both at home and at 
work, but all of these traps are manageable. You can actually deal with all 
of them. ADD, whilst it’s called Attention Deficit Disorder, is in fact the 
most treatable of all disorders. What it takes is an honest self-assessment of 
all the difficulties that you are having and some honest, determined self-
management. There is nothing impossible about managing your ADD. 
You’re not necessarily in the wrong job, you’re not necessarily in the wrong 
marriage, you’re not necessarily doing the wrong course, so find out what 
the problems are for you in this job or in this marriage or in this course 
or in this project that you are doing and see if you can fix some of the 
problems before you just do a change. Try the tips before moving on. 
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Do not fall into the trap of thinking that the perfect job exists or that 
the perfect marriage exists. There will always be difficulties. Try and work 
with them. Take charge of your ADD. Know what you need. Know your 
limits, know your strengths, know your limitations, learn to ask for help, 
to explain, to negotiate. Always emphasize the strengths.

In a previous chapter, I wrote of the positive things about ADD. In this 
chapter, I have mentioned some of the things that are problematic but also 
that these are things that can be overcome. Put all of these things together 
and you’ve got a person and a personality with plusses and minuses, just like 
the rest of us. You can work with this ADD. It’s doable, it’s manageable.

If at the end of the day, after using tips, strategies and tools, if there is 
still a difficulty, you may want to look at medication. Some say that’s an 
extreme thing to do – to look at medication. There are others however, 
who say, “I am so stressed and I am so disorganized, I need medication to 
help me so that I can kick start, then maybe I can come off medication.” 
You see, either way is okay. It is true that by the time I see people in the 
counseling room, they are usually so anxious or so stressed or so near a 
broken relationship or so near being kicked out of a job or so near leaving 
a job that they may need some medication to help their poor old brain so 
that they can then be more the person they want to be and then perhaps 
come off medication.

Because what ADD medication does first of all, is settle anxiety. Secondly 
it allows for more focus and attention. The loop in the Cortex that assists 
the settling down, thereby reducing anxiety, requires a chemical called 
Dopamine to kick start it. Normally we have Dopamine in our brain when 
we are feeling good but I have already talked about the fact that ADDs 
often feel bad, so they are typically depleted in Dopamine. We’ve looked 
at different ways of achieving and accomplishing so that Dopamine levels 
elevate normally but if not, perhaps you need some ADD medication. 
It’s called a stimulant medication because it stimulates the production of 
Dopamine. It allows Dopamine to be elevated so that this loop works so 
that you can settle yourself down, so that you can plan and organize and 
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prioritize and if you can plan, organize and prioritize because the loop is 
working, then you will have increased levels of achievement. And you will 
feel better, thus more Dopamine gets produced and so the cycle continues.

What happens is that ADD medication provides the opportunity for your 
brain to work more as it SHOULD work so that thinking becomes more 
rational, anxiety drops, negativity drops, Depression is eliminated, and 
then you start having more and more successes. I remember one lady said 
to me – she was in her thirties – and she said, “All my life, I’ve had a history 
of unsuccesses. I’ve never achieved anything.” Realistically, that wasn’t true 
but that’s what her brain was telling her. And she said, “When you have a 
history of unsuccesses, you’re never motivated to ever try anything again.” 
Absolutely lacking in Dopamine and so by elevating Dopamine, the ADD 
Person will start to have a history of successes. This cycle then continues 
more and more. Dopamine gets created naturally and what I have learnt 
with adults who start medication, within months sometimes, they can 
actually come off medication again and try without.

One man in his forties that I was working with, went onto ADD 
medication for four months, he came off it for four months, then the 
anxiety started to rise again so he went on it again for three months. He 
then came off again. He didn’t want to be dependent on medication and 
he knew he didn’t have to be, but he used medication to help him get to 
a place where he functioned better and where he was proud of the way he 
was functioning. Psychiatrists will call it the ‘after medication glow’ - the 
glow comes about because you feel good and your Dopamine levels are 
elevated after you have had some successes.

You can see that this is very much a biological, medically-based issue. Don’t 
despair. Grab hold of your ADD, manage it, deal with it, seek help from a 
doctor if you need to and get back on the train of life. Thank you.

Question:
Karen, you mention about medications. Can you please elaborate on what 
the medications are for ADD.
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Karen Gosling:
The medications that are used for Adult ADD are in fact the same 
medications as are used for children and teenagers. There are different types 
of medication. Different companies will make different medication but 
predominantly the stimulant medication, the well known one is Ritalin. 
There is both short acting and long acting Ritalin. Short acting usually 
lasts in the system for three to four hours and long acting, anything up 
to 8 to 10 hours. There is also Concerta which is a stimulant medication. 
Some of the newer ADD medications are Strattera which is not so much 
a stimulant medication that provides a peak. If you have a stimulant 
medication, it usually works within about thirty minutes so you take it 
as you need it. I explain to people that it’s like putting on pair of glasses 
– you take the medication and you function better - and the medication 
eases out of your body after a certain length of time. But Strattera is a 
medication that actually takes a couple of weeks – perhaps two weeks – to 
gradually build up levels of Dopamine so that you then have much more 
of a plateau and of a steady level of Dopamine that is being increased in 
your body.

Other medications like Wellbutrin contain an antidepressant which helps 
with Anxiety as well as raising levels of Dopamine so that particular 
medication elevates both Serotonin and Dopamine in the brain. So it 
is extremely important, if you are looking at medication, to seek the 
advice of a doctor who knows about ADD and typically it is children’s 
doctors and psychiatrists who know about ADD even more than adult 
psychiatrists simply because this is a condition that for so long has been 
attributed to children. The child psychiatrists know more about it than 
adult psychiatrists do.

Question:
Talking about children, you have mentioned a number of things like 
structures and so on which would be rather difficult for children to maintain 
or to carry out, so can you give some advice – albeit limited – how we can 
assist children who have ADD to have some form of structure?
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Karen Gosling:
Because of the age development of children, they actually need other 
people to help them with structure. All children, ADD or not, will 
generally need to learn about how to structure life and so parents, teachers, 
siblings, may have to be involved with helping younger children with a 
structure. But the reason why younger children with ADD respond well 
to structure is because (a) their anxiety is lowered and their thinking 
then is clearer and (b) they get this feeling of achievement when things 
are completed. And so what happens with children who are given an 
environment where there is regular structure, is that whilst they might 
have a mum or a dad that helps with planning, organizing, prioritizing, 
or a mum who reminds them about what to put in their school bag every 
day, they do have therefore, a history of successes. Tick, tick, tick. I did 
that. I remembered my homework, I did hand it in on time, I did finish 
the project.

And so children who actually get assistance – ADD children who 
get assistance to achieve things – will have more of a sense of success 
which will make them feel better, which will increase their levels of 
Dopamine, and as their Dopamine levels increase, their loop will occur 
more naturally and more often, they will be motivated to try things 
again because we are only ever motivated to try things again if we got 
pleasure out of doing it last time. And so, because of the neuro-plasticity 
in the brain, the brain will learn new pathways. This is why a certain 
percentage of children grow out of ADD, because the chemistry in their 
brain increases and at around the age of 14 -15, this part of the brain 
does a lot of its completion anyway.

Question:
In the home, parents obviously have a lot more time to deal with the 
children on a regular basis, but in a school environment where teachers 
perhaps have large classes or they can’t handle or spend so much time with 
one child, any comments about that?
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Karen Gosling:
I see the predicament there because teachers can’t always spend a lot of time 
with each individual child. But if teachers had an understanding that a 
child isn’t deliberately being naughty or deliberately being forgetful or isn’t 
deliberately forgetting to take his school books home – because children in 
fact don’t like getting into trouble – how teachers can help is not to scold 
so much or not to be cross or cranky with the student, but actually see it 
more as a problem that they might be having. The teacher can then ask the 
student, “Are there difficulties that you are having? Are there difficulties 
doing your work at home? Is there anything I can do differently or that I 
can help you with to make this task a bit easier for you?” Very often, if the 
student is reprimanded or told off, they will become so anxious that their 
thinking is impaired and then they don’t do so well next time.

If students are recognized as needing help rather than being naughty or 
rebellious or being problematic, that is when we can encourage students 
and help them to achieve their potential.
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Chapter 11

Coping With An ADD Spouse

Common Problems

This chapter is all about enjoying Adult ADD in your relationships. Even 
if you don’t believe that you can, you can. It’s easy to understand why 
you were attracted to your partner initially. When at their best (like when 
you first met!), ADDs have vast amounts of energy and are usually full of 
ideas; they can be original and creative – they often have that in spades. 
They are so innovative and attentive and very, very funny. Absolutely you 
would have loved your partner at the beginning and so no doubt you are 
wondering what has gone wrong!

Yet, over recent years, people have been coming into my counseling room 
and telling me that even though they love their partners very much, they’re 
also extremely confused and are hurting a great deal. They may have only 
just recently learnt about ADD and are only just finding out that ADD 
is more than just about the occasional forgetting. They don’t know that 
ADD is also related to impulsive rage, and to spending – uncontrollable 
spending sometimes – to do with difficulty being a parent, to do with 
lack of engagement or losing interest in your partner, or to do with job 
loss. ADD impacts on many areas of your life, and partners have often 
wondered why they are so confused and why they sink.

Their ADD partners may in fact be in denial about any ADD characteristics 
or even if they do recognize some traits or characteristics, they are unlikely 
to be doing anything about it because that is in fact part of the condition. 
They don’t initiate, they don’t do anything about it, they never get around 
to it even thought they intend to, and that indeed also causes some of the 
problems. The non-ADD partners – and you may well be one of those – 
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have got a wide spectrum of personalities and behaviors and intelligences 
and neuroses even, just the same as the ADDs have. These partners are 
actually very keen to learn, keen to know more, wanting to meet their 
partners half way. And so this chapter is about telling you more about 
how ADD impacts on your relationships in the hope that you non-ADD 
partners can be validated and also that those of you who ARE ADD, you 
can get to know more about how your behavior impacts on those that 
you love. My hope is that in doing so, you can all enjoy the ADD in your 
relationship much more.

When, as a partner, you don’t know much about ADD, what tends to 
happen is that there seems to be chaos at every turn. And because you 
don’t really know about ADD, you don’t know WHY your life seems filled 
with frustration. What I’ve noticed happen – and I call it ADD in reverse 
– is that sometimes, you partners actually get to a point where you are so 
frustrated and so perplexed and so exasperated that you yourselves end 
up sinking into a state of confusion and even depression - and then it can 
be that YOU end up with the problem! This can be really confusing to a 
doctor or therapist, where you end up coming in a depressed state looking 
as though you’re the cause of the relationship woes, and in fact all that is 
happening is that you have no energy any more to act in the relationship. 
You are just reacting to all the things that are going on. Sometimes it is 
only when you get to know about how ADD behaviors play out with other 
people that you can start to see what’s going on and the fog starts to lift. So 
hopefully, the things that I write about will help you feel validated.

Even the most confident of the partners will sometimes start to question 
their own role in the relationship. When the relationship seems to be 
deteriorating and their ADD partner is always blaming them, it’s very easy 
for the non-ADD to say, “Well, it must be my fault because my partner 
was so loving and so attentive at the beginning, and our relationship was so 
connected, yet now he tells me I’m doing so many things wrong, so it must 
be me.” This is when the confusion starts to set in. Things have changed 
so drastically since the beginning of the relationship. Often I find that the 
non-ADD partner is the bread-winner or perhaps also coping with a full-
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time job as security, as typically there are financial issues. In many cases, the 
partner is coping with high-needs children as well – it’s very common that 
there are ADD children in the family. And then there’s the tiredness. . . and 
so is it any wonder that you collapse into absolute meltdown.

It’s not the little things that actually wear the non-ADD partner down. 
Mostly you get used to the ADD things in the relationship – the little 
things – and you can find structure and routines to deal with them - 
mostly. I find that it is the big relationship-threatening things that actually 
bring people into the counseling room. Males and females alike will 
commiserate about issues in their ADD relationship – it is not gender 
specific who has ADD.

What I have found, however, is that it tends to be the females who come 
to counselling to talk about their relationship and other problems. There 
are a few reasons why this is the case. One reason is that females tend to 
talk more about their problems anyway. A female will talk about marriage 
woes, for example, in an effort to get some clarity about what she can do 
differently to make things better. Secondly, if it is the wife who has the 
ADD, the exhausted husband will be out working and not necessarily 
have the time nor even think about coming to counselling. Thirdly, even 
with ADD, the female has got on her side a female brain that gives her a 
nurturing quality, and her conditioning will usually give her knowledge 
about the importance of nurture and looking after the children and the 
family. And if you are not achieving this, you may come to counselling to 
get help in that area.

The most typical scenario, however, is the wife who comes to counselling 
and complains with total exasperation about her husband. For this reason, 
I will refer to the ADD as ‘he’ although it is important to know that it is 
not always a ‘he’. And as I write about the major relationship threatening 
issues that crop up, I hope that the feelings of you non-ADD partners are 
validated and that you find some relief that it’s not all your fault! And I am 
hoping that the ADDs reading this will learn how some of your behavior 
impacts on those that you love.
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Relationship Issues

First of all, the financial things. Partners will often talk to me about 
their husband’s job losses or job changes, about mountains of debt that 
are building up. They had hoped for a carefree existence or a carefree 
retirement and that doesn’t seem to happen. They’ll tell me about their 
husband’s impulsive spending and all the ‘must haves’ that are in the 
cupboard at home. ‘I must have this’, ‘I must have that.’ They’ll talk to 
me about the tax papers that never get filed, sometimes with mounting 
penalties. People have told me about years of tax returns that have 
never been submitted. And nowadays, there are the problems of online 
shopping. This a huge cause of conflict in many relationships because it 
is so easy to spend money online.

Then there’s the health of the non-ADD partner. Typically what happens is 
that the partner gets so stressed out that they end up becoming ill. I can think 
of partners who have come with skin problems or fibromyalgia, migraines, 
tension headaches, irritable bowel syndrome, so many health problems that 
the partner gets because of stress induced illnesses. And again, doctors will 
often see you with your illnesses and think that you are not coping or think 
that you’re seeking attention. And it’s because you’re just trying to cope with 
so much at home, that others don’t fully understand.

The careers of partners often haven’t progressed and again there are a 
number of reasons for that. Sometimes, the partner has to be the one with 
the full time job to provide ongoing security- this is because the ADD 
partner is frequently job hopping or at times, not employed at all. Also, 
the partner may not have ever been able to take the risk to take time off 
work to study or to further a career. They will often stay in a job that they 
hate because of the security of having an ongoing income because they 
feel as though they can no longer rely on their ADD partner. They are the 
ones that take on that burden, that responsibility of staying in full-time 
employment. In addition to working, they have to do everything else. They 
have to do all the household chores, organizing things at home, organizing 
children, doing the shopping, organizing the meals and so there is just 
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so much for them to do that they find that they can’t even think about 
changing jobs, so they just stay in the job that is familiar to them. And so 
it is quite common that the partners tell me about their careers that have 
never progressed.

And then we have to talk about children. Children become a huge topic in 
an ADD relationship. One of the most common phrases I hear is, “I feel 
like a single parent.” Partners tend to get no help at all at home. They say 
that they have to do all the organizing, all the initiating, looking after the 
physical needs of the children, looking after the emotional needs of the 
children – they don’t get any support at all from the ADD partner. And yet 
when they do ask for help or suggest to the ADD partner, “Please do this,” 
or, “Could you please do that,” the ADD will say, “Why do you always 
have to nag? Why do you always have to tell me what to do? Stop trying to 
control me.” And so the non-ADD partners, who expected that household 
chores and raising children was going to be a shared responsibility, get fed 
up with asking for some support. They either have to do it themselves or 
they get told that they are nagging. They don’t want to be nagging and 
yet if they don’t say anything, nothing gets done and they end up doing 
everything on their own.

I quote one of my clients, “He doesn’t help with the kids. It’s always me 
who has to suggest things, then I get told I’m nagging. He doesn’t initiate 
anything and when he does do things with the kids, it’s about what HE 
wants to do, not what’s important to the kids.” And then there is another 
statement I commonly hear, and this one seems even a bit worse. It’s the 
statement, “He’s just like another child.” This is because the non-ADD 
partners end up having to make all the decisions. They’re the ones that 
have to ensure the safety of the children, and to watch out for danger. 
They’re the ones that have to think about the details of what the children 
might need or do the organizing for an outing. It’s the partners that have 
to consider the emotional needs of the children and each child’s routines. 
It’s the partners that even see what the children want. They observe what 
the children’s needs are. It’s seldom that the ADD partner even notices 
those sorts of things.
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And so because the expectation of teamwork is not met, they feel alone 
and they feel unsupported. Here is another quote from one of my clients, 
“There isn’t any communication. I’m sick of talking about the kids. He 
just simply nods and agrees. I feel placated but nothing changes. I always 
have to put the effort in but recently, I’ve become indifferent. He is devoid 
of emotion. I feel let down. I’m fed up with it all. I do everything apart 
from the financial side.”

When it comes to the ADD interacting with the children, the partner 
often has to act as referee. Because the ADD typically is impatient and 
frustrated and can get quickly irritated, they often get explosive at the 
children and so the partner has to come in and act as referee and stop the 
yelling, stop the spanking, break up dad and kids. One partner even said 
to me, “Even when we are out with the kids, it’s still all about him. If we 
want to eat out somewhere, we always have to eat where he wants to eat. 
He never stops to think about what the children want to eat or about 
their level of tiredness. It’s always about him.” There are some partners 
who actually stay in a toxic marriage simply because they fear what might 
happen if they separate and there is shared custody. If the ADD partner 
can’t keep track of the toddler now, can you imagine how the partner 
would feel if she thinks that he’s got to keep track of the toddler on his 
own if they’re separated? Or if the partner has to intervene between ADD 
dad and teenager now because of the fights and the explosions that go on, 
she would be very worried about how those two would interact on access 
visits. This is the reason why many non-ADD partners stay in a marriage 
in which they’re unhappy, they stay for the sake of the children.

Then there is the topic of support. So little support. There isn’t much, and 
when there is, it is seldom offered - it has to be asked for time and time 
again. Quite often, the ADD comes across as selfish and self-absorbed. 
They’ve even been called narcissistic – although they are not narcissists 
because there are times when they ARE engaged and when they can 
actually be very thoughtful and quite caring. So the ADD person is not 
narcissistic but self-absorbed. This is one of the problems. An example of 
self-absorption was given to me by a woman in Singapore, who told me 
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that her husband had been away on a business trip in Hong Kong and was 
due back that day. She was at home managing their three small children 
on her own – one of them a small baby. Her husband rang to tell her that 
a weather warning had been released, advising that a typhoon was due to 
hit Hong Kong within six to seven hours. The wife asked, “Are you able 
to get back before the typhoon?” He said, “No, I think it’s safer to stay 
here and wait it out.” Eventually the typhoon arrived some eight hours 
later. And it ended up that he was in Hong Kong for a further three days 
because once the typhoon had passed, there was then such a backlog of 
commuters at the airport that it took him another two days before he 
could get a flight back to Singapore. And so, he was holed up in Hong 
Kong, relaxing in his hotel room, perfectly safe, and his wife was back in 
Singapore, managing their three small children on her own. His original 
return flight had in fact departed before the typhoon ever hit! This is the 
sort of example that is given and she maintained that because he knew the 
typhoon was coming in, he could have, like many other husbands, flown 
back to Singapore earlier.

Partners also have to frequently deal with the authorities or with service 
people when ADD’s lose their temper. They tend to always be going in 
and putting out fires after explosions and trying to make peace with 
service people.

It is quite common that non-ADD partners are not believed. Family 
members don’t see this side of the ADD. They see them as charming and 
fun loving and involved because typically, when they see the ADD partner, 
that is exactly how he comes across, and so the family members think that 
the wife is exaggerating the issues, or attention seeking. If the non-ADD 
wife is complaining to family members, the only advice they have usually 
got is, “Well, just get out.” And as mentioned before, it is not as simple 
as that. The wife often has concerns about the safety and management of 
the children, in the event of a separation and the children spending time 
with Dad alone. She has no reassurance that the in-law family will help. 
Typically, the in-laws are pretty much the same. They themselves might 
have ADD traits and so be unaware or lack the ability to observe what’s 
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going on and don’t see the ADD floundering. Or even if they do intend to 
give help, they never get around to it!

Another area that displays lack of support is that things never get done. 
There are a couple of reasons why ADDs don’t get things done. The first 
reason is that they don’t observe things of their own accord that need 
doing. They either have to be told or asked. And then the second reason is 
that even after they have agreed to do something, they seldom get around 
to doing it. They have to be incessantly reminded, or nagged to do it – 
which they hate.

For example, a woman once said to me, “He tells me he’ll get the camera 
fixed but then he never gets around to it and the camera still is not fixed.” 
And then of course, there is the problem of blame. So often I hear that the 
wives get the blame. Here’s another example. A wife said to me, “The grass 
needs mowing. He doesn’t see that himself, so I ask him to cut the grass. 
He agrees. Then it doesn’t get it done. Then I get frustrated so then I mow 
the grass. Then he gets upset because I mow the grass.” There was another 
time when a woman said to me, “He couldn’t work the washing machine 
and so he just left it and left the clothes in the machine and then the 
clothes went moldy. When I complained, it then became my fault for not 
showing him how to use the machine.” These are some of the exasperating 
comments that get told to me in the counselling room.

Hurt My Feelings

By far the greatest issue that impacts on relationships is hurt feelings. So 
often I hear my client say, “I feel so hurt.” And it’s almost as thought 
the ADD doesn’t quite ‘get’ feelings. Doesn’t quite get norms in social 
interactions. Wives will say, “He disregards my feelings. He always talks 
about himself and he goes on and on and I always have to listen to him 
talking about his work, his things, his interests. But if I want to talk about 
what I’m interested in, he doesn’t pay attention. He always tunes out.” Or 
another one said, “I feel minimized and I feel such a low priority because 
when I try and talk to him about us or our relationship or about the things 
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that I’m worried about, he’ll complain to me about talking in front of the 
children. So then I try and choose another time to talk to him when the 
children aren’t around and then he criticizes me for spoiling a nice time by 
wanting to talk about problems. There never seems to be a right time to 
talk about things that are important to me.”

Another example is of a woman who was dressing at home to go out with 
her husband for a scheduled work function with his firm. She gave herself 
plenty of time to prepare, and finally was looking beautiful. When he 
wasn’t at home to collect her at the time that he had said, she waited awhile 
and then started to worry. Then she got a phonecall from her husband 
telling her that he was running late and so was going to go straight to 
the function with a work colleague and would she please make her own 
way there? She was quite distressed because this was meant to be a special 
occasion for them both. She was at home looking beautiful but then had 
to catch a taxi herself to the function and arrive alone. It seemed that her 
husband did not understand how that impacted on her and how hurt she 
was by his behaviour.

Often ADDs don’t ‘get’ things about relationships or about social norms 
until you point things out to them, and then they DO get it. I call this 
drawing the dots. It’s as though if YOU draw dots on a page, then the 
ADD person can actually join the dots and see the picture! And yet if 
you don’t draw the dots first, it’s as though the ADD will look at the 
page and indeed, all he sees is a blank! Even with prompting, he does 
not even see what he is meant to be seeing, because ADDs find it very 
difficult to see relationship things or relationship issues of their own 
volition. But point it out to them and they will quickly become aware 
of their lack of consideration and will have genuine remorse, and they 
will say, “I’m really sorry I didn’t know that I hurt you so much and 
I’ll try really, really hard not to do that again.” And guess what? They 
do it again. They repeat their mistakes time and time again because 
unfortunately, the ADD has trouble remembering the consequences of 
what happened last time.
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You must tell the ADD about social norms every time. You feel as though 
you’re constantly repeating yourself. And the ADD often doesn’t have 
an awareness of social relationships. For example, he might flirt because 
flirting is fun and flirting is stimulating and exciting and yet when he 
flirts, he doesn’t necessarily have an awareness that the girl he’s flirting 
with is going to take him seriously and perhaps feel that he is wanting a 
relationship. And when that does happen that she makes an approach to 
him, the ADD will say, “But it’s not my fault. She came on to me.” Again, 
lack of awareness of consequences.

I had a wife tell me this story once. I will call her Jen. I had seen both Jen 
and her husband over a number of months for counseling and we had in 
fact identified the husband as ADD. It wasn’t the little ADD things that 
Jen would tell me about. She would come to therapy to offload some of 
the really big relationship issues that happened. This was one of her stories. 
Jen was pregnant with their third child and at 6 months of pregnancy had 
a threatened miscarriage. It was a December afternoon when she rang her 
husband at work trying to get hold of him, as she had been having some 
bleeding, but she was unable to get through to him. So, because of her 
fear of a miscarriage, she rang a girlfriend and the girlfriend took her to 
the hospital where she was admitted and given the appropriate medical 
attention. It was only then that she was able to contact her husband and 
spoke to him at work, saying, “I’m here at hospital, my friend Louise has 
brought me in, I’m really scared, we may have a miscarriage.” 

Husband: “Are you okay?”

Jen: “Yes, I’m here now and I’m settled and the doctors are looking after me.”

Husband: “What’s going to happen next?”

Jen: “Well, the doctor said he’d come back to check me again soon. I’ve 
sent the children home with Louise because they will need looking after as 
I don’t know how long I’ll be here. So they’ll be fine.”

Husband: “Okay, so you’re settled?”

Jen answered: “Yes, I’m fine for now.”
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Jen made an assumption at that point that her husband would come to the 
hospital to be with her. Half an hour passed and he hadn’t come and then 
an hour passed and he still had not arrived. Louise had gone by this stage, 
Jen was alone and feeling quite anxious. After two hours had passed, Jen 
rang her husband again, and almost immediately, he answered the phone. 
She could hear noise and merriment going on in the background and she 
said to him in somewhat of an exasperated voice, “Where are you?”

Husband: “I’m at the office party. We’ve got Christmas drinks today.”

Jen: “What are you doing there? I’m waiting for you here at the hospital.”

Husband: “But it’s Christmas drinks. You knew that. Today was the office 
party and I’m the manager and I have to be here.”

Jen: “Yes and I’m in hospital possibly miscarrying our third baby. I thought 
you’d be here.”

And he said, “But you didn’t tell me you wanted me to be there. I asked if 
you were all right and you told me you were fine and that the doctor was 
coming soon and that you were settled. If you wanted me to come to the 
hospital, why didn’t you say, Please come.”

And that is a story I hear repeatedly. That the ADDs don’t get it unless 
they are specifically instructed, “Please do this.”

Another thing that is quite typical about ADDs is that they always seem 
to be in competition with their partners – or that is certainly what the 
partners think. For example, if a partner says, “Oh goodness, I’ve got a 
headache,” the ADD seems to have one that’s bigger. Or if a partner says, 
“Gosh, I’m feeling tired,” the ADD will say that they’re feeling utterly 
exhausted. What happens is that when an ADD hears something, they 
have to relate whatever they hear in their head to something about 
themselves. They need to do that connection in their head in order to 
make sense of what they have heard. Typically then what happens is that 
their next sentence, which is their next contribution to the conversation, 
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is about themselves. But this is also the reason why the partners typically 
say, “Why is it always about you?” That’s another common phrase, “Why 
is it always about you?”

I will relate this story and again, it is a story from the counselling room. A 
married couple came to a scheduled Saturday morning appointment and 
when they entered the room, I could tell that they were very tense, and so 
I said, “Please sit down and tell me what is going on.” The husband was 
the ADD and they had done some counselling over the previous months 
related to his ADD. The wife on this particular day was refusing to talk. 
She said, “He’ll tell you what happened.” So, he told me and he said, “I 
was on a business trip all week. I was away Monday to Friday and as I was 
flying back yesterday afternoon, I remembered that coming home, I had to 
think about family.” He said, “It’s quite common, as you know, that when 
I get home from a business trip, all I can think about is work. But you’ve 
taught me in session that I have to think about family. I have to remember 
that I’ve got a wife. I have to remember that I’ve got children.”

“So coming from the airport in the taxi, I was thinking to myself, “I have 
to remember I’ve got a wife, I have to remember to ask her how she is, 
I have to remember to greet the children.” This is how hard it is for an 
ADD, that they have to actually have to switch their brain on to home 
when they are coming home from work. And so when he got home, he 
put down his bags and then went to look at the mail and he thought, “No, 
I’m not allowed to do the mail. I have to remember I’ve got a wife and 
children.” So, he went to wife and said, “Hello darling. I’m home. How 
are you?” And she said, “I’m not very well. I’ve had the flu all week and I’m 
actually feeling really down.” The husband continued with the story and 
said that at that moment he thought, “Oh my goodness, my wife’s been 
sick and she’s been here all week with the flu and what does it feel like to 
have the flu? Oh that’s right, it’s awful. I had the flu once for 10 days and 
I know you feel really flat and your muscles ache and you get feverish and 
goodness, she’s been like that all week. She’s had to run the household and 
she’s had the children on her own and I haven’t been here to help her and 
she hasn’t rung me and told me about it. That means she’s been trying to 
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cope on her own and not bother me. What a lovely wife. Now it’s my turn 
to try and care for her.”

So, these are the thoughts that were in his mind but do you know what 
came out of his mouth? What he said to her was, “Yes, I had the flu once 
for 10 days.” And so to anybody hearing the exchange, it was her saying, 
“I’ve had the flu. I’m not well.” And then a pause and then him saying, 
“I had the flu once for ten days.” And with that, the wife exploded and 
said, “Why is it always about you? I’m sick to death of everything being 
a competition with you.” And she got really upset and really angry with 
him and said, “If I have a headache, you have one bigger. Now I’ve got the 
flu and you had it for longer. Why can’t you just say, “I’m sorry darling, 
what can I do to help you?” and go and make me a cup of tea. I’m sick 
of it. I’m sick of it always being about you.” With that, the wife had shut 
down and refused to talk to him for the rest of the evening and in fact 
had refused to talk to him until this session that they were having on the 
Saturday morning.

Now at that point, because the husband had been telling me this entire 
story and she had heard all the things that had gone on in his head the 
night before, and she looked at him with tears in her eyes and said to him, 
“I am sorry I yelled at you. I know you’ve got ADD and I know you have 
a lot of thoughts in your head and I had no idea that all of those thoughts 
had gone on in your head before you said you had the flu.” And he looked 
at her, also with tears in his eyes, and he said, “Until I told Karen the story 
just then, I didn’t realize what had come out of my mouth.” He said, “That 
was really selfish of me. That sounds like it’s always about me. I do that a 
lot don’t I?” And she said, “Yes darling you do, I’m afraid.” He said, “I’m 
truly sorry, I’m going to have to try and be more mindful of the things 
that come out of my mouth.” He took her hand and we continued with 
the session and the resentment had dropped away.

But that example is such a good example of the impulsive blurting that 
ADDs do that hurt feelings so much in relationships. The other thing 
that hurts feelings is related to alcohol. There are many ADDs that have a 
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problem with alcohol because of their underlying anxiety and alcohol has 
an amazing ability to settle down that anxiety, and to help the ADD to 
calm down. And what happens typically with ADDs is that even though 
they are not addicted to alcohol (they can often go for days, sometimes 
even weeks without alcohol), their problem is that when they have just 
one or two drinks, they lose their ability to use impulse control and then 
they can’t STOP drinking. So the pattern often is, a whole week without 
alcohol but then they’ll binge drink. They will drink such a lot that 
there will be the hangover and the feeling wretched the next day. Quite 
commonly, when they are having so much to drink, ADD’s might be the 
life of the party, but they can also be very embarrassing and then don’t 
remember the next day, because of the binge drinking, how they acted or 
how inappropriate their behavior was.

Many wives will say, “Oh, you’re so embarrassing. I was so hurt.” Sometimes 
wives even leave a party early to try and encourage theirADD partner to 
come home with them. But the ADD has got to be the last one standing 
so will stay at the party and come home separately.

This alcohol issue in ADD relationships is a very common one. When she 
tries to talk to him about it, he feels nagged, he feels criticized and will say, 
“You just don’t want me to have any fun, do you? Or “You’re such a party 
pooper, you always want to go home early.” But of course the only reason 
she was going home early was to try and draw him away from the situation 
which she knew was only going to get worse.

Finally, when the non-ADD partner says, “I’ve had enough, I can’t do 
this anymore, I have to leave,” it is quite common that the ADD will be 
surprised – genuinely surprised - and say, “I didn’t know it was this bad.” So 
even though the partner can give many warnings, talk about her feelings, 
say how much it’s impacting on her, it’s very common that the ADD still 
won’t get it and won’t comprehend how serious things are until his partner 
says, “I’ve had enough. I’m leaving.” And then the anxiety comes. And 
then the ADD comes to see me really anxious, really upset because his 
partner is going to leave. Sometimes we can get the relationship back on 
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track and sometimes we can’t. It really depends on how much resentment 
has built up over the years and how much a partner is prepared to take 
hold of the ADD label and work with it.

Sexual issues

There is commonly an issue about sex. Unfortunately, sex – the same as 
marriage, the same as family life – falls quickly into the category of “same 
old same old”. So, whilst at the beginning of the relationship, sex can be 
stimulating and exciting, it is quite common that the ADD partner, very 
soon after marriage, will become disinterested in sex. This can be terribly 
confusing to the non-ADD partner because they blame themselves. “Of 
course, I’m not desirable, he’s not attracted to me anymore, is he having 
sex somewhere else?” Generally not. It’s generally just a lack of interest. 
There was one man who said to me in session, by way of explanation, 
“There is not enough room in my head for sex. I almost have to plan it 
and put it into my schedule. During the day I can think about it a few 
times and think, “Oh, I’ve got the energy for that today and I feel in the 
mood for sex today”. I feel good enough and I feel close enough with her 
for sex, and then I forget about it when the time comes. Can you believe 
that? I forget about it and I get distracted doing other things and I forget 
about sex.”

Often, it’s blamed on the wife when he loses interest in sex and he will suggest 
she try a variety of ways of initiating sex. And the non-ADD wife will try all 
these various ways and still it doesn’t work. He remains disinterested.

Alternatively, the wife is expected to be the source of entertainment 24/7, 
or be sexually interesting and sexually stimulating all of the time. The 
husband might say, “You never give me enough attention. You’re always 
involved with the kids. The kids get all your attention but you’ve got 
no time for me.” In counseling over the years, I have observed that it is 
common for the timing of a drop –off of sex to coincide with the birth of 
the first child because the wife understandably is very involved with the 
child and has demands put on her by the new infant. It’s at that time that 
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husband will say and believe, “She is not interesting enough for me. Not 
stimulating enough.”

Some non-ADD partners, particularly when they feel as though they are 
alone in the marriage or they feel like their partner is just another child, 
can even feel a tad incestuous having sex with their ADD partner. The 
resentments grow, they start to withdraw and sex eventually can become a 
non-issue in the relationship. But what is interesting to me as a counsellor 
is to hear the common comment made by an ADD, “I love my wife. I 
don’t want to leave my wife. I just don’t desire her or I don’t desire sex 
with her anymore.” When I hear that comment in the counselling room, 
I prick up my ears because it is a possible sign of ADD.

Driving

There’s another issue in relationships and that is to do with driving. The 
ADD person can be quite unsafe on the roads. They drive fast. They can 
be reckless and zip in and out between cars and so the partner will be 
fearful when he is at the wheel or fearful when he takes the children out. 
I’ve known ADDs who actually even forget to strap their children into the 
car seats. They just put them into the car and go. And so safety can be an 
issue. Typically, there are frequent speeding fines, and the fines then forget 
to be paid. The insurance rates are already sky high. One woman told me 
that she and her husband had made an agreement that she would do all 
the driving whenever they went anywhere together. So she was driving on 
one occasion (and her husband was a passenger in the front seat) when she 
took a wrong turn. 

He got impatient, got irritated with her, grabbed the steering wheel and 
turned the wheel sharply. The car veered over the road and almost ended 
up in the ditch alongside the road. The wife understandably was furious 
about this and said to me, “Even when I am at the wheel, I’m still not in 
control because he takes over.” Another example of lack of safety exhibited 
by the impulsive ADD. Recklessness. And resultant frustration that the 
partner experiences.
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I Feel Invisible

Many partners have lowered self-esteem simply because they are in an 
ADD relationship. It’s common that they feel not valued. In fact, not 
even seen, because when your partner doesn’t pay attention to you a lot of 
the time, it’s easy to feel invisible. One wife said to me, “I just don’t feel 
noticed. He doesn’t notice my hair cut or when I have a new top on or 
even when I buy new lingerie. I’m just not noticed. I think I would have 
to be absolutely bedridden and unable to get out of bed for him to even 
notice that I was sick.” Again, if the wife tries to tell her feelings to her 
partner, the ADD will say, because they are so sensitive, “Stop blaming 
me. Stop nagging me.” It’s as though the conversations are at a different 
level. The partner will want to talk about feelings and the ADD doesn’t 
really understand those feelings. The partner often feels blamed and the 
ADD will say to her, “Stop nagging me. Stop controlling me. Stop telling 
me all the time what to do.” She will say, “If I don’t tell you what to do, if 
I don’t make suggestions, nothing will get done. I have to tell you because 
you don’t initiate anything.”

It is common that the partners are provoked to anger and they tell me 
that they absolutely hate this about themselves. Many say that anger is 
a behavior or an emotion that they seldom experienced beforehand but 
do now, because they get so exasperated about not being heard. They are 
sick of fighting. Bone sick of fighting, bone sick of not being heard. The 
partners hate it when they become overwhelmed with anger because often 
it’s a behavior that they have never displayed before. Many of them say 
that they have never really felt anger before but do now because they get 
so frustrated and so tired of fighting, of explaining, of complaining, of 
reminding. They just get exhausted with it.

Irritability

ADDs are often impatient. They get explosive. They blow up. They will 
snap at the smallest thing and this also hurts the partner. Yet when she 
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says something to the ADD about it, the frequent “snapping”, the ADD 
will deny that it even happened. He is not even aware that he is doing 
it. One ADD man said this to me after his marriage had unfortunately 
broken up and we were just exploring all the reasons why. He was able 
to identify that he was snappy and irritable often but he had never really 
realized the impact of this on his wife. He remembered one time when he 
had been really irritated at her early in the evening and about two hours 
later, he passed through the bedroom on his way to the bathroom and 
saw her sitting on the end of the bed, crying. He sat down beside her 
and said, “Darling, what’s wrong?” He was thinking maybe she had been 
annoyed by the children or maybe there had been a phonecall with her 
mother that had upset her. And she said to him sarcastically, “As if you’d 
care.” He remembers thinking, “She’s a bit moody. She’s a bit touchy.” So, 
he continued on to the bathroom and just left her to ‘get over’ her mood. 
He had no idea she was still trying to recover from the blow up that they 
had had earlier on that evening. It was as we were exploring this that he 
said to me, “This impulsive getting angry, this frustration that I have is 
like an itch I have to scratch. You feel wrong and then you blow up and 
it’s so little and it’s so meaningless and then it’s over and you never think 
about it again – just the same as when you scratch an itch.” And that was 
his description.

But irritability does have an impact on partners. It has an impact on all 
relationships. So, I encourage non-ADD partners to get help before the 
relationship deteriorates too much. It’s important to get help and support 
from family members, from therapists. Find someone who understands 
about ADD so that they can validate your feelings and say, “Yes, I 
understand how you feel. It’s definitely not all your fault.” What a therapist 
or what an understanding doctor might be able to do is to fill the gap, the 
sizable gap that is left when the ADD person doesn’t understand. It’s quite 
common that if I get an ADD couple into the counseling room, it’s the 
distressed wife who will sit and talk about how frustrated she is about things 
that have happened, things that have hurt. The ADD partner has forgotten 
the trauma of the incidents at home. He’s happy-go-lucky, he’s care-free and 
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presents as a really nice guy. And so it is quite common that it comes across 
as the wife who is the complainer in the relationship, the one who is the 
cause of the woes, the one who is over-reacting or a bit too sensitive. And so 
I have to be very careful when I am working with couples to make sure that 
I’m not looking at the wrong person in the relationship.

Sometimes, it takes between five and thirty years of being together in 
a marriage for couples to find out the label that is the cause of all their 
relationship problems - and that’s a long time for resentments to build 
up. That’s a long time for damage to be done. By this time, what has 
sometimes happened is that the partner, the non-ADD partner, has 
become absolutely independent. They’ve not been able to rely on their 
ADD partner for anything. They’ve done it all. They’ve done the children, 
they’ve done the household chores, they’ve done the finances, they’ve done 
all the social connections. And they don’t want or need the ADD person 
any more.

If in fact you have lived for years doing everything yourself and you 
have been the lone parent or you have felt alone in the marriage and are 
completely independent, then if there is then a relationship crisis, it is 
very common for the non-ADD partner to say, “Why would I want to 
be with you?” I’ve had partners say, “You don’t give me anything mentally 
or physically or emotionally or sexually. I get nothing from you so why 
would I want to stay with you?” And so it is common that if there is a 
crisis or a betrayal by the ADD (not uncommon, sadly) then the non-
ADD partner is the one who will leave because she feels so empty in the 
relationship , and unwilling to work at a reconciliation.

I encourage partners and ADDs to seek help in their relationships 
before it’s too late. There is so much potential that you can have in your 
relationship if you just understand and know more about this condition. 
You can regain appreciation of one another. You can reconnect. You can 
get back some of those fantastic connections that you had early on in the 
relationship, just by knowing about ADD.
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Humour

And humour helps to heal the rift. Knowing about ADD brings an ability 
for couples to laugh together about the traits, rather than feel hurt or 
blamed. Many partners are more forgiving once they know about ADD. 
The following final story resonates with many non-ADD partners about 
the work they do in the relationship, keeping it all together:

A father came home from work and found his three children outside still 
in their pajamas playing in the mud with empty food boxes and wrappers 
strewn all around the front yard. The door of his wife’s car was open as was 
the front door to the house, and there was no sign of the dog. Proceeding 
into the entry, he found an even bigger mess. A lamp had been knocked 
over and the throw rug was wadded against one wall. In the front room, 
the TV was loudly blaring a cartoon channel and the family room was 
strewn with toys and various items of clothing. In the kitchen, dishes filled 
the sink. Breakfast food was spilled on the counter, the fridge door was 
open wide, dog food was spilled on the floor, a broken glass lay under the 
table and a small pile of sand was spread by the back door.

He quickly headed up the stairs, stepping over toys and more piles of 
clothes, looking for his wife. He was worried she may be ill or that 
something serious had happened. He was met with a small trickle of water 
as it made its way out of the bathroom door. As he peered inside he found 
wet towels, scummy soap and more toys strewn over the floor. Miles of 
toilet paper lay in a heap and toothpaste had been smeared over the mirror 
and the walls. As he rushed to the bedroom, he found his wife still curled 
up in the bed in her pajamas reading a novel. She looked up at him, smiled 
and asked how his day went. He looked at her bewildered and asked, 
“What happened here today?” She again smiled and answered, “Well you 
know every day when you come home from work and you ask me what in 
the world I do all day?”

“Yes,” was his incredulous reply.

She answered, “Well, today I didn’t do it.”
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Chapter 12

Celebrate The ADD Difference

Common Problems

This final chapter is about enjoying Adult ADD in your relationships 
and specifically how to celebrate the difference! Before couples can move 
forward in their relationship when there are ADD issues, they actually 
have to know a lot about ADD and how the behaviors impact on each 
other. I have found that one of the easiest ways for people to find out 
about how ADD impacts on relationships is to hear other people’s stories. 
That is the reason why, both in counselling sessions and in this book, 
I give a lot of different case studies. Once you actually hear how ADD 
behavior plays itself out in relationships, the fog starts to lift and you can 
sometimes say, “Ahh, that’s what it’s like with us”. And then people don’t 
feel so alone! Non-ADD partners can get some support from one another 
and they can start to feel validated about how it is for them. It is quite 
common for the partners of ADDs to come into the counseling room 
feeling quite befuddled, bemused and totally exhausted. Typically, they 
have been frustrated for years without realizing that there is something 
really an issue in their relationship. They know that there are lots of 
problems but they don’t know that the issue has got a label.

It is also quite common that they are dealing with high needs children 
because it is very common that an ADD parent will have one or more 
ADD children. Often partners feel frustrated that they have wasted a lot 
of time, a lot of energy, trying to explain things to the ADD, trying to 
get them to understand, trying to get them to learn, only to discover that 
they don’t learn. Sometimes partners even say that they feel as though they 
have squandered years together, and this is incredibly sad – even sadder 
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when relationships break up. And by learning about ADD early on in 
relationships, you can prevent this from happening because people can 
actually learn to work with some of the ADD issues.

Once ADD is known about, couples can actually challenge each other 
about their expectations in the relationship. They can learn to talk about 
the different roles and perhaps move away from commonly perceived 
gender roles. For example, it may be the wife who is going to be the best 
one to look after all the finances and do the budgeting and the spreadsheets 
if that is something that her ADD husband just really finds too boring and 
can’t manage. Or it could be that the husband is the one who feels really 
motivated to do activities with the children and be involved with their 
sports, their clubs and their activities - and so that is the role that he takes 
on. So these are the things that can be discussed and sorted out.

It is also important for couples to try and work out what their core issues 
are. For example, not so long ago I was working with a couple where the 
ADD husband kept on telling me that his wife was really insecure and 
would always be having a ‘go’ at him about talking to other women, His 
perception was that she thought he was flirting with these other women. 
He thought that his non-ADD partner was insecure and jealous. But she 
said to him, “No, it’s not that. That isn’t the issue. My issue is that you 
don’t hear ME. When I try and tell you how I feel, when I try and talk 
to you about some of our stuff, you don’t hear me. But you seem to tune 
in well when you talk to another woman.” It was really difficult for him 
to understand the importance, and to grasp the importance, of actually 
hearing and acknowledging his wife’s feelings.

So, what I say to the non-ADD partner when we find out about this label 
is, “Just detach a bit. Focus on yourself for a while. Stop taking things 
personally. You have to say to yourself often, ‘This is ADD behavior. This 
isn’t about me.’ You also have to remind yourself often that your partner 
loves you. Your partner isn’t deliberately hurting you and isn’t deliberately 
tuning out from you and isn’t deliberately annoying you. It’s an ADD 
thing and so you’ll find yourself saying often, “It’s just an ADD thing.” 
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And yet by doing that and depersonalizing some of the things that irritate 
you in the relationship, you will find that you can settle down and not be 
so hurt. Just the knowledge helps this situation.

If in fact your ADD partner does recognize characteristics and does 
recognize traits, don’t expect him to jmp up and go immediately and get 
help! The very condition suggests that he’s got a brain that doesn’t initiate, 
and that procrastinates, and so you actually may have to be on to him 
again and again and find covert ways of getting information through to 
him about how his ADD is impacting on you.

So partners can find communication techniques. For example, if you are a 
partner trying to get the attention of your ADD, you can make sure that 
you speak his name or make sure that he is looking at you when you are 
speaking to him so that you know you have his attention, so that you know 
that you are on the particular television screen in his head that he is tuning 
into. Or if he has a problem with interrupting or blurting, help him to be 
mindful of these things. If your ADD interrupts others in group situations 
and embarrasses you socially, you may have to look at techniques where 
you can perhaps nudge him or kick him under the table, or have him agree 
that you take over from him so that you are not so embarrassed in a social 
situation. You can work together on these things.

I have mentioned already about chore sharing. You can move away from 
the expected roles in the family about doing chores because sometimes the 
husband can do things that the wife is normally considered to be good at. 
Perhaps the ADD husband loves cooking and so he can take responsibility 
for the shopping and the cooking and the wife can do the boring jobs like 
the washing up afterwards. These sorts of role changes can also be very 
useful in managing ADD.

It is important for the non-ADD partner to set very clear boundaries. 
For example, if her partner is frequently running late and then expects 
her to drive him to work, she can set the boundary and say, “No, I’m not 
prepared to do that. If you run late, you have to bear the consequences of 
that because I’m needed at home here to get the children ready for school. 
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They also have a deadline. Their school bus is coming.” Or, “I need the 
car to run the children to school so no, you can’t take the car if you are 
running late,” and to stick with these boundaries.

Another example is if the ADD says, “I’ll do lunch,” or, “I’ll do dinner,” 
and you actually leave him to do. He must then take full responsibility for 
that meal And that means preparing the meal on time, and not suddenly 
realizing it is 3.30 in the afternoon and there is still no lunch. How often 
does that happen!

It is also important to focus on what makes each one of you happy. You 
don’t necessarily have to do activities together. The ADD might prefer 
sports activities, physical activities, and the wife might want to go to a 
group to do quilting or scrap booking – something that is more social 
but not necessarily active. And then you each come back with your 
needs met and your interests fulfilled. This way you can each recharge 
your own batteries.

It is very common that ADDs are unaware of some of the behaviors 
that they exhibit that are irritating to other people. And so the partner 
is frequently the one that has to actually point it out to them and explain 
what they are doing wrong and that it goes against social norms. This is 
typically a difficult thing to do because ADDs are so sensitive that they 
then feel criticized, and this in turn can cause conflict in the relationship. 
So again, it takes each partner to have a knowledge to try and help each 
other through this.

One of the most common problems with the ADD partner is the fact that 
he monologues. This means that he gets so engrossed in a conversation 
that he will talk on and on about either a particular topic or about himself, 
and has no awareness of the fact that he is either boring his audience or 
that they are restless and wanting to change the topic. So a partner might 
have to teach him how to check – consciously check – as he is talking, “Is 
my audience bored? Are people giving off any hints of wanting to move 
away from this conversation? Have I given people time to say anything or 
am I doing all the talking?”
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Another very irritating trait of ADDs is that they interrupt. They butt 
in, both into meetings and into conversations – which is in fact their 
exuberance of wanting to say what’s on their mind before they forget. 
They have to quickly say it before they lose the moment. So ADDs, if you 
are in a meeting, try not to butt in. Try to write down your thought. Make 
a note of it so that you don’t forget it and then later on, there is going 
to be an opportunity to mention that. And if you are at home and you 
find yourself butting in, know that it is quite irritating and deliberating 
check yourself. Just be mindful of the impact on others and if you are 
interrupting, apologize and then stop.

A third thing that ADDs typically do is be very blunt. It’s this impulsive 
“shooting from the hip,” as it were. They speak their mind and if a partner 
should say, “That’s really offensive” or “You really hurt my feelings when 
you say that,” they say, “Well I have to tell you because it’s honest.” If you 
are one of these people who feels that you are being refreshingly honest with 
your partner by telling her everything that’s wrong with her, then please 
try and think about the impact of your words on her. Think how it would 
be for YOU if somebody said those things to you. It’s not constructive 
criticism. Sometimes it’s downright mean and nasty. So, being honest isn’t 
always the way. It’s about being tactful. Remember the truism, ‘It’s not 
what you say, it’s how you say it.’ It’s also a matter of when you say it. It is 
very embarrassing, and very offensive, for you to pick fault with your wife 
when you are out in a social setting. Learn to wait.Wait until you are home 
and then speak to her about it quietly and privately. This is another one of 
those things that can be extremely hurtful.

There are a few other things about ADDs that have come to my attention 
in my work with ADD couples. One of the things that I have found very 
interesting is that ADDs are very much present-tense people. They need 
to be actually doing something in the present tense to actually experience 
the moment, for them to be able to generate an emotion of that present-
tense experience. For example, often ADDs tell me that after they have 
had an experience, if they are looking at photographs of that holiday or 
that activity, they aren’t interested in the photographs because they are just 
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not experiencing it with the same intensity. Typically, you can look back 
at photographs and relive the emotion of the moment because the visual 
stimulation is enough for you to regain the experience. ADDs will dismiss 
photographs and instead want to go and do the activity again!

Another thing about ADDs that partners tell me, is that they get very 
obsessive. It’s part of their anxiety that they can actually be stuck with 
an obsessive thought, and if the thought is a negative one then the entire 
situation becomes negative. For example, a husband once said to his wife 
that he finds it really difficult to take the children out on his own because 
he’s constantly thinking about all the things that can go wrong. The 
child might fall off a slide or run onto the road and this anxiety that he 
experiences when he is caring for the children on his own, takes away the 
pleasure that he has when he’s with the kids. Sadly, it also reduces HER 
pleasure of him taking them out because she then is worried about his 
level of anxiety when he is looking after the children.

Because of the frequent negativity, we often find that the ADD has to have 
a back-up plan. But in addition to the back-up plan, just in case THAT 
goes wrong, he also has to have a back-up to the back-up plan. This is 
indicative of all the thoughts and all the anxiety that goes on in the ADD 
mind. It’s exhausting.

________________________________________________________

Intimacy Issues

It can happen with some ADDs that after a major life decision like getting 
married, they will have regrets about that decision. I’ve known husbands 
who within months of being married will then start to be very anxious 
that they’ve married the wrong woman because she is not as interesting or 
stimulating as he thought she was going to be. And of course the issue is 
with him, but he sees it as the problem being with her, and that now he’s 
‘stuck’ with her. This is extremely hurtful to wives that they have to come 
for counseling so soon after the marriage. He will say things like, “She 
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doesn’t stimulate me anymore. She’s not teaching me anything anymore. 
She used to offer me so much and now she doesn’t.” And the wife will 
lament, “But I’m the same person. This is who I am. I’ve got the same 
friends, I’ve got the same interests, I’ve got the same lifestyle, I’m doing 
the same job. Why am I so drastically different now than when we were 
courting?” Of course, the two things that have changed is that (1) Time 
has moved on and already the marriage may be moving into the realm of 
“same old same old”. 2) Once anxiety and negativity sets in to the ADD 
mind, that perspective becomes reality. In the counseling sessions, I will 
often talk to the ADD partner about shifting that negativity from his 
mind and thinking back to the positives about his partner. Partners are 
usually very relieved to know that it is not all about them as this is what 
the “honest” ADD has been tactlessly telling them.

It is very easy for affairs to start because unfortunately, flirting is a very 
stimulating and exciting activity. The flirting can become an affair 
without the ADD even realizing that they’re sliding into it. I mentioned 
in a previous chapter that ADDs don’t always have an awareness of social 
norms, they don’t always “get” it. And so if he is flirting with a woman, of 
course the woman is going to start to be interested, and thinking that he 
is being serious, she will then start to want the relationship to go further. 
That may never have been the intention of the ADD. But then, if it does 
become an affair, he will say, “But it’s not my fault. She came on to me.”

If after an affair there is a recommitment, and a husband and wife are 
trying to restore a trust and an intimacy and get their marriage back on 
track, I have found that it’s quite common that the ADD will be able 
to completely forget about the past. Once the affair is over and he has 
recommitted to the marriage, he is back in, he is present-tense, and what 
happened in the past is of no consequence to him. He doesn’t even think 
about the affair again. But of course the wife does. The wife wants to talk 
it through - she wants to resolve that old hurt, and so she is the one who 
initiates the topic and repeatedly brings it up. Then he feels criticized - and 
he is very sensitive to being criticized. Often there will be conflict and 
some of these things then get buried and never really talked about. So, I 
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say to partners, the ADD is very present-tense and if he has recommitted to 
your marriage, he is back in. And sometimes it is up to the partner to let past 
pains go without talking about it again. That can be a mammoth task.

It has also occurred on occasions that because of impulsiveness and 
recklessness in an affair, there has been a pregnancy. And because ADDs 
tend to procrastinate and not get around to telling, sometimes the 
pregnancy of a girlfriend can be advanced before the wife ever finds out. 
Now, there are some wives who can cope with a situation like this. Some 
of course cannot, but there are some wives who will cope with this sort 
of situation provided the ADD husband from now on gives her priority. 
Their frustration typically is not so much that there was an affair or indeed 
even a pregnancy, but because the husband still won’t give her priority, still 
doesn’t do the things that she asks.

I remember one couple in this exact situation. There had already been 
a pregnancy and the birth of a child to another woman before the wife 
found out and it was the discovery of that child that precipitated the 
couple coming to counseling. And the wife made the comment to him, 
“Perhaps this baby isn’t even yours. How do you know this is your baby?” 
And he said, “Because she told me it was.” The wife said, “It could well 
be that this baby is not yours and perhaps you should demand a paternity 
test.” She asked her husband to ensure that this child had a paternity test 
before he started paying any child maintenance, but months went by and 
he didn’t get around to it. This is the sort of thing that frustrated the wife 
because he continued to give her request low priority. Yet he insisted on 
honouring his responsibility to paying money to the other woman for the 
child’s upkeep.

In the marriages I have dealt with, where a child has been born to another 
woman, in every one I have found that the husband, when having an 
affair, never thought about the consequences of that affair, never thought 
about what would happen if his wife found out, never thought about 
the fact that his wife might leave and he would be separated from his 
family and children, never thought about the fact that there might be a 
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pregnancy with the girlfriend. Or that a new child would be a sibling to 
his existing children. He never thought about the fact that there would be 
maintenance to pay if the child was born. Never thought about the fact 
that there might have to be ongoing contact with this child, let alone the 
mother. Never thought about the fact that there would be inheritance 
issues because this was in fact his biological child. Indeed, never thought 
about the fact that the girlfriend with whom he was having the child 
might be looking for a future with him because already she was ‘nesting’. 
Yet the wives could see these issues in a flash, once they found out.

It is exasperating for the wives when they see all these things in an instant 
and yet the ADD husband has not even considered these consequences 
– that he acts before he thinks. And then when she says to him in her 
absolute frustration, “You’re stupid”, or “You’re an idiot, why didn’t you 
even think?”, he typically cannot answer. And he doesn’t have an answer 
because he hasn’t thought it through and it’s like new information that is 
coming to him in the present-tense. If the therapist talks to the husband 
about the consequences, he can then see it - as I’ve mentioned before, the 
ADD “gets” something about relationship when you point it out to him. I 
use the analogy of the children’s picture book: if you draw the dots, he can 
then join the dots and see the picture. But if you don’t draw the dots in the 
first place, he looks at the page and the page is blank. He doesn’t register 
that there is any picture to be seen. But once you spell it out to him, then 
he can get it, then he will be remorseful, then he will say, “I’m sorry.” And 
it’s genuine. He will say, “I won’t repeat that mistake because I can see 
now how that impacts on you.” And then typically, the mistake is repeated 
because it is so difficult for the ADD to remember the consequences from 
a previous occasion.

So, for the partners, you do have to educate yourself about ADD. You 
have to read. Sometimes there are support groups that you might like to 
attend. It gives you the opportunity to sound off with other people in your 
position. And you might also want to bring up examples to your partner 
about ADD behavior because commonly they will learn better if you use 
third person rather than first person examples. For example, if you talk 
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about the neighbor or the nephew or somebody else’s husband having 
such and such a behavior and you speak about it as a story in the third 
person, then they will understand.

Here’s an example of what I mean. I was seeing a couple, and the husband 
– I’ll call him Tom – was ADD. Tom’s wife told me of a time they were 
on a cruise (organized for a group through Tom’s work) and for one meal 
they sat at a table in the dining room with one of the work colleagues and 
his wife. After this meal where the two couples had dined together, Tom 
commented to his wife, “My colleague was really rude to his wife. He was 
always putting her down and sometimes he was just downright mean and 
nasty to her.” And Tom’s wife smiled to herself and wondered whether or 
not she should say anything to Tom about the fact that he commonly and 
frequently spoke to her in the same way. She decided that she would, and 
so in a very gentle tone and a very calm voice, she explained to him that 
sometimes she felt the same as that other wife did, that sometimes she felt 
put down and dismissed and offended because of some of the things that 
Tom said. On this occasion it worked, because Tom had felt the feeling 
of being offended. He had observed a third person being mean and nasty 
and putting his wife down, he had felt the feeling, it was his experience 
and so the wife seized that moment – I’m glad she took the risk – and was 
able to tell him that that was how SHE felt at times. And on that occasion, 
he ‘got’ it.

The Positives

So partners, here are some things that you can do. You can compliment 
your ADD spouse as often as you can because just like with children, the 
more you compliment, the more you can mould – possibly – positive 
behavior. What happens is that when you compliment, you fuel a good 
feeling. When anybody has a good feeling – they have a change of chemicals 
in their brain. Dopamine elevates. With elevated dopamine, the brain 
works better so the brain is more likely to ‘get’ it. When there is elevated 
Dopamine, the brain remembers With a compliment, there might follow 
a repetition of that same behavior. Ignore little behaviors that irritate you. 
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Don’t sweat the small stuff. It’s not worthwhile having conflict about 
everything, so the little ADD behavior – just try and dismiss. Don’t take 
it personally. The big relationship stuff is the stuff you might still need to 
tackle. There will be times often and frequently that you will have to take 
a big deep breath and relax.

There will also be times when you have to consciously think, “Don’t take 
it personally. Don’t take it personally.” Because you see, your ADD partner 
loves you. He isn’t deliberately hurting you. Isn’t deliberately putting you 
down. Isn’t deliberately ignoring you. It’s an ADD thing. So don’t take it 
personally. Just that knowledge may help you get over little situations and 
little scenarios where in the past you have felt quite offended.

Remember I have said to use soft tones and gentle gestures because ADDs 
have got a sensitive brain and when they don’t quite get social norms, 
THEY take things personally and then they get very defensive. If your 
ADD partner comes home and you are in a grumpy mood because perhaps 
the children have driven you mad or the air conditioning has been off all 
day, your ADD partner will actually think that you are cross with him 
because he can read that you are upset. He can read that you are cross or 
cranky but he is so present-tense that he just assumes that it is something 
about him.

Try and use humor to diffuse situations. ADDs have got a great sense of 
humor so if you can keep up your humor and use it instead of irritation, 
you may well be able to diffuse a situation and make light of it, and let the 
pain go. Realize that the ADD wants to be more in control of his situation 
because he is so out of control with his own thoughts, his brain tends to 
be in a bit of chaos. Arguments are often ADD induced. It’s because the 
ADD person snaps or has that ‘itch he has to scratch’ and it’s not actually 
about a topic. So, if you don’t continue the argument, it will blow over. It 
is quite common that the ADD person will think that YOU are starting 
the argument - but it’s simply you reacting to something that he said.

The ADD spouse can be enjoyed. I’ve spoken so much about the problems 
and the issues – sorry - but it can be exciting, it can be fun. Yes, it’s also 
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difficult and stressful at times but it can be unpredictable and invigorating. 
There’s certainly one thing about the ADD relationship – it’s never boring. 
Always remember that it is difficult to have the attention of one who 
genuinely has an attention difficulty. Just bear that in mind. You have to 
work out ways to deal with your spouse who is inattentive and impulsive 
and hyperactive. So, focus on his talents, focus on his accomplishments, 
focus on his positive attributes and remember the things that you loved 
about him when you first met him. Those attributes are still in there.

So, what’s different about the ADD Person that is so enjoyable? Well, first 
of all, they are usually intuitive and typically quite brilliant. Secondly, they 
are creative. They are always coming up with novel and new ideas and in 
fact, encourage them to carry a notebook around so that those terrific 
ideas aren’t lost amongst all their other thoughts. One thing that the ADD 
can do that nobody else can do, once their brain kicks into focus, is they 
can actually stay focused for many, many hours on the same project and 
can be extremely productive.

The ADD often can accurately see problems and instinctively know how 
to solve them and if you ask them, “How did you know that?” they won’t 
know. It’s something very special about the ADD brain and it’s the reason 
why ADDs are frequently valued in companies because they are the 
problem solvers. They will spot problems and will sort them because they 
have novel, instinctive ways of knowing what needs to be done to solve 
the problem.

ADDs have also got an infectious humor and I’ve mentioned before that 
you can use humor to diffuse situations and you’ll soon end up laughing. 
They’re also really happy to oblige you if you tell them exactly what you 
want them to do. ADDs don’t necessarily observe what needs to be done. 
They don’t necessarily get what you need for emotional support, they can’t 
necessarily get what your needs are, what your emotional needs are or your 
physical needs, but if you ask them, if you gert their attention first – that’s 
an important thing – and tell them what you want done, then they are 
usually very happy to oblige you.
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They can be exuberant and have loads of energy and put a lot of zest into 
things. For example, if they are the one organizing a function or a party 
that they are interested in, you can predict that that function is going to be 
fantastic. They will do a really superbe job and there will be lots of detail 
because that’s the way the ADD is.

If the ADD Person is engaged and really connected, they can be very 
thoughtful, empathic and caring and of course, it’s these qualities that 
make you love him and want to stay with him. It’s also the thing that 
makes you so frustrated when these qualities are not displayed consistently 
- because you know that these qualities are in there. You know that you see 
this side of your partner on occasions, but it’s not consistent. That’s the bit 
that’s so frustrating. It’s how to tap into that.

ADDs are usually willing to take on a challenge and they’re quite happy 
to give new things a go. So, if you’re like that as well, you’ll have a partner 
who will go along with you and do new schemes and try different things. 
And if the schemes don’t work, he will be actually happy to move on 
because he doesn’t dwell on past failures. That’s something that is really 
great about the ADD. He will try lots of different things. Not everything 
will be successful but he does move on and he’ll always come up with 
something else new or innovative to do. But he doesn’t dwell on those past 
failures. He stays in the present-tense.

Another wonderful things about ADDs is that they are quick to forgive 
and that’s in part because they are quick to forget.

The children benefit because the ADD parent is very likely to be involved 
in their sporting clubs or scouting activities or school functions, or getting 
involved in the school play. So, kids often benefit from having a parent 
who is really active in these areas.

In summary, the ADDs can climb mountains, they can run restaurants 
– whatever they put their mind to, they actually tend to be able to get 
on and ‘give it a go’. If they really put their mind to it, if they’re really 
interested and really committed, ADDs are really quite remarkable. And 
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in fact, one of their positives is that they persevere even to the point of 
stubbornness There will always be a new idea, some new passion, some 
challenge that they’ll take on. There have been times that I have referred 
to them as an EverReady battery. They just keep on going.

I want to tell you about one such person that I read about in a newspaper 
article in October 2008, in the Singapore Sunday Times. The article is 
about a Singaporean man by the name of Paul Low who in March 2008, 
for seven days, walked across the Atacama Desert in Chile. For three of 
those days he walked alone – and this was a 250km trek. I was interested 
to read this article because I know the characteristics of ADD and I was 
actually able to identify the person that Paul Low is - and I’m sure you will 
be able to as well, when you hear this story.

Low eventually finished the 7-day race which was part of the world wide 
endurance series known as the 4 Deserts. It ranks as one of the toughest 
events he had ever taken part in and there have been many. Over the 
previous three years, he had also completed 8 triathlons, 2 iron mans and 
raced across Africa’s Sahara Desert – another installment in the 4 Desert 
Series. Not bad for someone who used to say he had no time to keep fit!

“Everything changed for me when I was 35,” said the father of 2. “I got 
bored with life, with my work, and I wanted to see how far I could push 
myself.” Low literally got out of his office chair and started exercising 
again. Every other day, he would skip lunch to run for at least an hour 
at his work place. At weekends, cycling and swimming were added to his 
fitness regimen. When he felt he was ready, he attempted his first major 
event, a triathlon in 2005. Four Iron Mans, comprising swim, bike ride and 
run soon followed in New Zealand and Langkawi. Last year he stumbled 
on the website for the 4 Desert Series and was smitten with the idea of 
crossing some of the world’s most desolate locations on foot. He took the 
plunge last October in the 250km Sahara race, braving sand dunes and 
scorching heat with a 12kg backpack slowing him down further.

He will take on the series finale next month in the most daunting of 
terrains, the Antarctica. Never mind the sub-zero temperatures or the 
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slippery ice, this man clearly loves a challenge. “Most of my friends think 
I’m crazy to do all of this,” he said, “but nothing is too difficult when you 
set your mind to it.”

So, I read this article in the paper and I thought, “Yes, this man is ADD.”

Case Study

In conclusion, I would like to give you a case study about a couple whom 
I will call Bev and Mike, a UK couple whom I saw in Singapore. This was 
a case where ADD certainly did impact on the relationship but at first I 
didn’t see it.

Bev originally came to me because of huge stress that she was suffering. 
Her husband Mike had recognized that she was undergoing some sort of 
emotional breakdown and had packed up their two teenage children and 
sent them during the school holidays to grandparents in the UK. Bev told 
me that she had a long history of depression, and also said that ‘it comes 
and goes’ although in between times she said she mostly felt normal. She 
had been seeing psychiatrists for some years and said to me, that they 
often looked her up and down, agreed that she was depressed, and ‘just 
wrote out another prescription’.

Bev also told me that she had grown up in a family where she was not 
allowed to have feelings. She said, “I didn’t even know what I was feeling 
most of the time. I didn’t have words to describe my feelings, so when I 
met Mike when I was about 19, he became a real emotional support to 
me. He taught me emotional language. He talked to me about my feelings 
and I got to understand my feelings.” He was an absolute emotional rock 
for her and “I depend on him a lot”, she said. “Mike has been wonderful 
during our marriage. He’s very deep and he’s very meaningful and he’s 
always checking with me about how I feel and so in my depressions when 
I have these ups and downs, he is the steady one.”
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She explained to me that Mike ‘doesn’t do cross’. He never got upset with 
her, he always coaxed, he always encouraged, he wasn’t an angry man. She 
was the one, she said, who had ups and downs. She was the one that would 
fly off the handle, she was the one that would get mad and frustrated. She 
said on a number of occasions, “I’m really lucky to have him because he 
is my rock. He rescued me from an unhappy family, he’s taught me a lot 
about life.” Bev also said to me, “If I have a meltdown, I stomp around 
sometimes, and get angry and frustrated and then Mike will always come 
and say, “What’s wrong darling?” and try and hug it better.”

When we spoke about the breakdown, Bev said to me that there were 
times that she couldn’t cope with the kids. She said, “Sometimes I have 
to retreat to my bedroom because I just can’t deal with them anymore. 
I feel unable to interact with them. I just get exhausted and so I go into 
my bedroom and then when Mike comes home from work and there’s 
another adult around, then I can come out again and be involved with 
the family again.” She explained to me that she was sensitive to noise and 
she was also very sensitive to criticism. So by this time – as the counselor 
doing an assessment – I was thinking, “Ahh, this lady has got some very 
clear traits and symptoms of ADD.” And I kept listening.

Bev told me that she was intuitive and that she could read people’s body 
language. She said she could read when people were upset or bored. Bev 
also told me that she had a lot of energy and a lot of independence. She 
said, “I do all the stuff for the family. I do all of the organizing but when 
my energy runs out, I fall into a low. I fall into a depression”.And as 
she is talking, I’m assessing and I’m thinking, “Doing all the organizing? 
That’s not necessarily ADD. I’ll keep listening.” And she said, “I’ve got a 
fluctuating energy. I’ll get into the gym sometimes and then I lose interest.” 
Bev also said, “I get confused in my life about what I want and I question, 
am I entitled to want anything or am I here just to look after others – my 
husband and my children? I always feel tired and worn out. At the times 
when Mike is not around – for example, he might be at work or playing 
golf or travelling with business – I have to be the parent. When Mike 
comes home and when he’s around, he always wants to stick by my side, 
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which is nice, and yet I feel as though he is not sharing the load. So, when 
Mike’s around, I get a bit irritated. And even the kids comment that I get 
irritated with their dad. I don’t feel as though I’m the same person when 
their dad’s around.”

So, when many of these things came out in the first session, I was certainly 
thinking that Bev was probably experiencing some ADD issues – the 
fluctuating moods, depression, some anxiety, frustration, getting angry, 
meltdowns. But then, in the second session, Bev told me more about her 
husband - which was just as a matter of revealing more about herself and 
her life - and I started to hear more about Mike, the rock. Wonderful 
Mike. “He is an absent minded professor. Disorganized, losing things, 
intelligent,” Bev said, “He is indecisive and often defers to me. So then I’ll 
comment on his clothes or on his ideas or suggestions and then he’ll get 
sensitive and get upset that I’m criticizing him.” (Although this was the 
man who never got angry, just upset.)

And Bev commented to me, “When he talks, he goes on and on and 
the kids get really bored but he never notices that the kids get bored. He 
can’t ever read when they’ve had enough.” She said, “Mike is great, but 
when the kids were little, he never helped me in the way that I needed 
help. He would always hover around but he wouldn’t ever be able to see 
what I needed. I always had to ask him specifically, “Can you do this for 
the children.” And there were times when I was just so exhausted but he 
wouldn’t even notice it. Our first child was like the baby from hell. The 
baby cried all the time and there were times when he just handed the baby 
over to me and said he had to go and do a report – and said, “You’ll have 
to look after the baby now” - and left me to it.”

Bev at this stage wasn’t complaining about Mike. She was simply telling 
me things about their relationship and already I had started to think, “I’ve 
got this wrong. This sounds a bit like ADD in reverse.” She went on to tell 
me that typically, Mike would come home from work with a bag stuffed 
with work to do at home “because he could never finish at the office.” She 
said, “But in 16 years of marriage, I think he’s only ever worked at home 
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in the evenings about 5 times. He always means to, but he never gets 
around to it.”

And Bev was the lady who wanted the grass to be mowed and she asked 
Mike to mow the grass and he said he would and then he didn’t, and then 
she got frustrated and so mowed the grass herself, and then he got cross 
because he felt so guilty that she had mowed the grass. And blamed her for 
mowing the grass and making him feel bad!

This is also the Mike who says, “I’ll do the meals. I’ll make lunch. I’ll 
help you,” but then at 3.30 in the afternoon, lunch hasn’t been prepared. 
Or, “I’ll do dinner,” and then 8.30 comes and dinner hasn’t even been 
started. This is the Mike who said he would do things, he intended to 
do things, wanted to help and Bev loved him for the offer of helping but 
got frustrated when he didn’t see things through. So I started to recognize 
ADD in Mike. I asked Mike to come for a session and I learned more 
about him. He told me that he was the ideas man. He told me that he 
was unable to focus, had difficulty concentrating, he was often unaware of 
what was going on around him. He agreed that he often intended to do 
things like helping with the meals and then never got around to it and he 
was able to acknowledge “was it any wonder” that Bev got cross with him 
and got mad and stomped around.

He also was able to recognize that he liked the social stimulation of his 
wife’s company when he was at home, and so he wanted to be with her all 
the time, and wanted her undivided attention. Completely unaware of the 
other responsibilities that she might have and also completely unaware of 
the normal routines that she had in the household and with the children 
when he wasn’t at home. He just came home and butted in and expected 
his wife’s attention and time. And he said, “Yes, she’s always frustrated 
with me and always cross.” And here was Bev, who herself recognized that 
she was always cross, frustrated, and had these meltdowns. But what we 
started to see, this pattern that we started to see, was that this was really 
ADD in reverse. It was Mike who had the ADD and that Bev was reacting 
to his lack of awareness and lack of support.
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Mike actually told me that he “cannot read how Bev is feeling unless she’s 
displaying an intense reaction.” Mike commented that he really had no 
idea how Bev was feeling unless she was literally crying or being angry. So, 
he wasn’t able to read her emotion unless it was quite intense. And this, I 
realized, was Bev having her meltdown! So, when she was perhaps a little 
bit tired or a little bit irritated or a little bit frustrated, Mike didn’t ‘get’ it. 
She had to be really displaying a meltdown for him to actually recognize 
that there was something wrong, and indeed it had been one of these 
breakdowns where Mike had packed up the children and sent them off to 
their grandparents in the UK. Bev said to me that she was actually amazed 
that that plan worked out because, she said, typically, “Mike will say he’ll 
do something and then never follow through. It’s usually Bev that has to 
end up doing the chore.”

So, after counseling with the two of them, it was realized that Mike was 
the ADD and that Bev in fact was a highly sensitive person who was 
confused about what feelings she was entitled to have and what feelings 
were normal for different situations. This was the lady who had never been 
allowed to have feelings when she was growing up, never fully understood 
feelings, Mike was the first long-term boyfriend that she’d had. By now 
they had been married for 16 to 17 years so she didn’t have any experience 
with any other relationships and just assumed that this was a normal 
relationship, that the dynamics that were in their relationship were normal 
for a marriage. When she felt frustrated, when she felt exasperated, when 
she felt confused and felt herself sinking, she didn’t actually attribute it 
to Mike’s behavior. She thought it was her depression. Bev described that 
she felt guilty for being annoyed and exasperated with Mike. She felt that 
it was her role to do all the parenting and all the jobs at home and all the 
home administration tasks as Mike was out working (or playing golf, or 
travelling, I reminded her!). So, she was actually never aware that her bad 
feelings and her over aroused nervous system that she had because she was 
a Sensitive Person was actually the cause of her stress and therefore her 
depression. Although she could describe that she felt better when Mike 
was away. I was able to explain to her that she felt less stressed when he 
was away because she had no expectations of him helping.
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The outcome of this counseling was that Mike went and sought help. He 
loved his wife enormously. He had been protecting her and caring for her 
for years, believing that she was suffering from depression. Mike said to 
me, “I think the sun shines out of her.” And so when he started to realize 
through the counseling that Bev’s depression and stress was actually related 
to him and his behaviors and his lack of support, he was very willing to go 
to see a doctor where it was confirmed that he had quite significant ADD 
traits and he started some medication.

The first weekend that he was on the medication was quite a remarkable 
weekend for them. The children of course were still in the UK with 
grandparents and so this couple talked at home together for hours without 
interruption. The couple came to me on the Monday to tell me about their 
weekend and Bev made the comment that Mike had NEVER spoken to 
her ‘for hours’ previously. He’d never been able to pay that much attention!. 
But by taking that ADD medication, it gave him the ability to focus and 
to pay attention to her. In the counseling session, Mike read out to me 
some of the notes that he had made over the weekend, observations that he 
had made about himself and I found these observations quite remarkable. 
Mike had been able to do this, because of medication and because of an 
ability to then have some further insights.

He said to me that instead of being defensive and zoning out when Bev 
was talking to him over the weekend, instead of interrupting or taking 
things personally or instead of not really listening, he said, “I could listen 
and evaluate and I could pay attention. I realized that normally when Bev 
is talking to me, I’m formulating the next argument in my head because 
I have to be right. But now, with this medication, I could actually hear 
what she was saying was an opinion. It wasn’t a criticism. She was giving 
a suggestion. She was not telling me what I should or shouldn’t do so I 
was able to validate her feelings and opinions and we discussed things the 
whole weekend without having an argument. I was astounded. Is this how 
other people have discussions all of the time?” Mike said to me, “It was 
like I had had another world opened up to me. I had never been in this 
place, ever.”
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And what was even more amazing was that, with this couple rediscovering 
each other and with Mike having been prepared to take on some of the 
responsibility for their relationship problems and for Bev’s depression and 
stress, their conversations continued, and the counseling continued. Some 
weeks later, Bev sent me an email. I quote from this email and is doing so, 
conclude the chapter on enjoying Adult ADD in relationships.

This is what Bev wrote:

‘I am still seeing amazing differences in Mike. As soon as I speak, he puts his 
book down. Before, he would look up and then drift back to it probably while 
I was still talking. Now the book goes down, his body turns towards me and 
I actually have his attention. Amazing. And I feel so special at that moment, 
I almost lose my breath. There’s no more waiting for him, standing in the lift 
with my finger on the button to keep the doors open. Now, we walk out the 
door together and we wait for the lift together.’
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rESOurCES

Like some extra help?

Now that you’ve discovered how to handle difficult behavior, you may 
be asking yourself, “What next?”

I’ve created an opportunity for you to be trained online in these techniques 
so that you can build momentum in handling difficult behavior.

I want you to succeed. I want you to manage your difficult behavior and the 
behavior of others and get rid of negative emotion, what I call emotional 
constipation. I want you to be living in present moment awareness dealing 
with your difficult behaviors as they happen to improve your emotional 
well-being.

So this is your invitation to invest in my How To Handle Difficult Behavior 
Single or Combo Packs of DVDs and CDs.

This menu of specially tailored 12 one-hour DVD seminars (plus you get 
the audio too) is designed to provide you an optimal learning situation. 
Each DVD and audio file can be listened to in your own time and at your 
own pace, in the privacy of your own home, in the car, or on your mp3 
player. Having my DVDs and audio CDs with transcripts on hand to 
watch, listen to, and read over and over again will increase your chances of 
driving home my emotional wealth system.

Plus my DVD and audio CD secrets will inspire and empower you to 
help family members, friends, and colleagues, enabling them to handle 
difficult behavior.
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To buy my How To Handle Difficult Behavior DVD, CD, and transcript 
series visit Amazon.com or become a premium member of the 
EmotionalWealthAcademy.com.

Should you need to contact me directly please complete the contact form 
on my website at: http://www.karengosling.com and I’ll get back to you 
within 2-3 days.

Warmly,

Karen Gosling
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PrOduCT INFOrMATION

Surviving Life Dramas. How to stop whining and 
start living 

Karen Gosling

This book is the result of many years of my own life 
experience; adjusting through change, grief, the unexpected 
death of my dad, a cross-cultural marriage of 30+ years, a 
blended family (three step-daughters, one of whom was 
adopted at birth and reconnected with her biological dad in 
2007), interstate relocations, living overseas, children of my 
own, working full time as a community and medical social 
worker and then a counselor in private practice, my husband’s 
career changes, running our own business, financial distress, 
hypersensitivity, anxiety, and self-esteem issues.

It is also the outcome of many years counseling people from 
all walks of life and socio-economic statuses in Australia 
and Asia, dealing with relationship issues, personal stress, 
adult ADD, and trauma (critical events). Time and again 
I taught clients the same strategies that I use myself, to get 
back up and keep going. Some years ago I realized that it 
was better to teach people these techniques BEFORE the 
crisis happens so that they may be better equipped to survive 
their own life dramas without falling into victimhood.
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Emotional Leadership. Using emotionally intelligent 
behaviour to enjoy a life of EASE 

Dr. Mike & Karen Gosling

In this book Mike and I combine all of the lessons we 
learned over the years together - We share the tips, tools, 
and techniques that we developed and apply in our own 
lives. Believe me - They work!

Emotional Leadership is about how emotional intelligence 
may be applied to everyday living to find the identity 
you want to empower personal and relationship change. 
Abundance comes from awareness. If you want an abundant 
and balanced life, it is there for the taking ... but you need 
to become aware of your true self and focus on that ... and 
give up your self-image where your ego is in control. It’s 
up to you to make it happen ... Emotional Leadership shows 
you how to get there, building trust in your relationships 
one step at a time.

Enjoy A Life Of EASE. Master Emotional Leadership. 

Dr. Mike & Karen Gosling

This book is the teenage version of Emotional Leadership. 
Being a teenager is a tumultuous experience. This book aims 
to equip you with the skills you can use in the growing up 
process to manage your emotions:

- Makes easy reading for children from age 12 upwards 
- Explore your emotional landscape 
- Affirm your identity 
- Strengthen your emotional knowledge

To Order these products visit our website at                             
www.karengosling.com/books.html




